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Abstract
The question ofdwelling, how, where, in what way and in what manner describes a crisis in many
professional women's lives especially when living in pursuit of equality becomes dissatisfying
and the demands of traditional stereotypesunappealing. Books such as Desiring Practices (1995)
demonstrate the need for some sort of shared expression and community to resolve the career
frustrations of working academics in traditionally male dominated environments. Documents
such as Why WomenLeave Practice? (2003) record what is seen as a very real difficulty for the
Institution. The important aspect of Irigaray's work for these debates, however, is how she has
already begun to unravel the problems women face in contemporary societies. For architects
concerned with diversity, her work is an incitement to reformulate this question by thinking how
we can positively approach sexual difference as the basis for approaching all other differences.
For feminists, Irigaray's philosophy also presents the possibility of a practice (albeit a practice
profoundly reconsidered) beyond a simple desire for equality with men but nevertheless,without
denying the problem of a culture of discrimination within the profession. Furthermore, for
theorists concerned with how we approach the other, the hidden, or the devalued within our
discourses her work is motive to take further these theories towards a more radical poetic or
artistic practice. The question of dwelling as a reconsideration of coexistence, co-habitation and
co-belonging, as relation rethought, extends the problem of the intimate to address issues of the
architectural.
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Introduction

Heidegger arguesthat the human is in the world in a way that dwelling is an issue for it. Dwelling is
fundamental to the human: It is the manner by which he is. The question Irigaray's work asks,
however, is if being and dwelling are the same (a question arising from Heidegger's study of the
presocratics) and it is evident that relational desires are different between men and women' - how
can we reformulate what it means to dwell?
'Oü et comment habiter?' (1983) is the title of one of Irigaray's early papers. In it she
questions her desire to find a way of living not shaped by a Western tradition and that at present,
she argues, has refused to adequately address such difference. The paper suggestsa dialogue with
Heidegger on dwelling, but it also raises the question of how as women and men faithful to who we
are, or as Irigaray writes: '...belonging to a sexed nature to which it is proper to be faithful' (ILTY,
11): How can we change our understandings of what it means to dwell so that we can properly
co-exist. This issue of dwelling is important to architectureasit challenges the very fundamentals of
practice, but when read with the philosophy of Luce Irigaray it can also resolve many contemporary
issues women raise, in particular, the recent problem described as gender in architecture.

ElizabethGroszwasoneof the first theoriststo havedescribedthe importanceof lrigaray's
philosophy to architecture and to have compared Irigaray's philosophy with that of Plato (and
Derrida's reading of Plato) Bataille and others. In Women, Chora, Dwelling' she cites 'Oü et
comment habiter?' (an as yet untranslated text) to propose that the question of sexual difference is
important to architectural theory. However, since the publication of Grosz's paper, in particular her
more recent "Architectures of Excess" in Architecture from the Outside, Irigaray's The Forgetting
ofAir, To Be Two, Democracy Begins Between Two, To Speak is NeverNeutral, Dialogues and The
Way ofLove have all been published in English. Moreover, Irigaray, in a way that challenges many

' See,as one exampleof this argument,the exhibition Che Sonolo? Che Sei Tue? University
CollegeLondon,November-December
2003.
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interpretationsof her work, has suggestedthat Heideggeris one of her most importantinfluence,
shewrites:
His thought enlightened me at a certain level more than any other and it has done so in a way
that awakenedmy vigilance, political as well as philosophical, rather than constraining me to
be,
light
in my opinion, a serious error
To
to
would
submit any programme.
conceal such a
it
it
light,
for
in
To
to
to
to
this
on
allow
settle,
pass
mistake
our
culture.
gather
and an ethical
seemsmore valid to me. And this is what I have tried to do, with respect and gratitude (FAQ,
315).
Irigaray's work with Heidegger is recognized by many theorists, Tina Chanter's An Ethics ofEros
Chanter,
from
few
influence.
Nevertheless,
to
theorists,
the
this
apart
earliest
record
was one of
take up Irigaray's work with Heidegger in any detail. One difficulty has been the delay in the
translation of her work, but Heidegger's philosophy has also been dismissed in the current
theoretical context, both by feminists and contemporary theorists alike. More recent books, such as
Feminist Interpretations ofMartin Heidegger, have attempted to remedy this situation, declaring
the need for a new and greater exploration and reassessmentof his philosophy for feminism but as
has
informed
interest
in
Heidegger's
this
a similar reassessment
not
new
philosophy
of
yet
wave
within architectural theory. Moreover, examining Irigaray's dialogue with Heidegger adds a
dimension to the possible debates. Seen from the perspective of being-two, the issue of dwelling
illuminates what is really at stake for the profession, in particular for women, and also for feminism
how
it
for
Irigaray,
According
the
to
of
we can
question
suggests
and
contemporary culture.
approach (sexual) difference amongst ourselves, as the manner in which we are, and this for
architecture leads to a new way of dwelling and a new way of building.

Irigaray'swork is notoriouslydifficult to understandandcomplexin its criticisms.It hasa
political motive and a poeticdimension,but to describeher eitherasa feminist or a philosopherof
difference(andsimply associatedwith thosewho have adoptedstrategiesof deconstruction)risks
reducing her thinking. Irigaray's philosophy of sexuate difference is not an affirmation or
deconstructionof difference betweena culturally privileged man and a subordinatedwoman.
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Rather, she writes, '...being born a woman requires a culture particular to this sex and this gender,
which it is important for the women to realize without renouncing her natural identity' (ILTY, 27).
Irigaray's philosophy explores sexual difference in order to re-establish the cultural importance of a
more archaic difference than that suggestedby the Western tradition, a relationship between two
whom are equal in rights and at the same time different, and to build upon this difference. In this
respect she writes, women '...should not comply with a model of identity imposed upon her by
anyone, neither her parents, her lover, her children, the state, religion or culture in general' (ILTY,
27): Rather, women should work to recover their difference. Irigaray's philosophy suggeststhat the
difference between a man and a woman is the most universally misunderstood, it is also the most
complex, and most unthought within our cultures(s). However, we can only adequately approach
all other differences if we can approach this relationship asthat between a man and woman who are
two. This can only happen if women have access to their modes of relationality and to cultural
values, that will sustain their own differences in desire. To illustrate this issue, in 1 Love To You
Irigaray writes: 'Sexual difference probably representsthe most universal question we can address.
Our era is faced with the task of dealing with this issue, because,across the whole world, there are,
there are only, men and women' (ILTY, 47).

Irigaray'sphilosophyis both deconstructionand building, both theseaspectsof her work
can be understood through her reading of Heidegger. New approaches to dialogue, new
philosophies of encounter and exchange, all aid the recovery of desires and values appropriate to
women. They assist the redefinition and building of a culture of the female. Irigaray writes of her
work: "Thereare thus two acts to be carried out almost simultaneously: an act of constitution and an
act of interpretation and departure from a cultural identity' (ILTY, 47).

Thus,the title of this thesis WithPlace Love Begins?Is an architecturalquestionfirstly
...
askedof philosophy.It is a questionalsoaimedat Heideggeranda traditionof philosopherswho as
critics of Heideggerhave been influenced by his philosophy. For Heidegger,the questionfor
architectureis that of dwelling. For Irigaray, however,while she acknowledgesthe value of this
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approach, she arguesthat Heidegger does not takes these issues far enough to think what it is to be
in, or upon the world in relation differently, as men and women. That is to say, Heidegger does not
adequately think the problem of difference which according to Irigaray means the redefuiition of a
cultural identity suited to the natural identity of each sex (seeILTY, 23). Thus, for Irigaray, there is
a more fundamental question for architecture than that of dwelling, described by Heidegger, this is
the question of living together, of coexistence in difference, which could also be described as an
ethics of love.

For Heidegger,things themselvesare places and in this way things are not in space.
Heidegger gives the example of the bridge as `Thing' in'Building Dwelling Thinking'. The bridge
is in itself a place, and in its way, it makes spacefor dwelling. In the addendumto The Origin of the
Work of Art, ' Heidegger writes that we must think 'to place' in the senseof thesis, in the Greek
sense,which he interprets as a setting up in the unconcealed. That is to say, bringing forth what is
present. He writes: The Greek "setting" meansplacing, as, for instance, letting a statue be set up (...)
Placing and laying have the senseof bringing here into the unconcealed, bringing forth into what is
by
is
is
letting
lie
forth'
To
(Heidegger,
1993,207).
thought
to
thus
that
make
place,
present,
place,
Heidegger in terms of Truth and as Heidegger writes of Truth: Truth is the unconcealment of
beings asbeing. Truth is the truth of Being. Beauty does not occur apart from this truth. When truth
sets itself to work it appears' (Heidegger, 1993,207). Thus the essenceof architecture and arts
correspondswith this setting up, and bringing forth.

'Truth' is a difficult conceptin Heidegger'sphilosophybut it is also a focus of Irigaray's
criticisms, in particular, in The Forgetting ofAir. Furthermore, in Two Be Two, Irigaray suggeststo
further this criticism an alliance of truth and cthicity. higaray takes Heidegger's thinking back to its
presocratics roots. The question that troubles Irigaray initially is Heidegger's faithfulness to
Parmenides,as already stated and the status of the body is also a part of her thinking on this matter.
Heidegger's presumption, his adoption of Parmenidies' thought, she argues,prevent the question of
the sexed body being asked. She writes:
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"Of What" is a being can be posed as a question. "Of What" [is] Being is not "posed". It is,
always, pre-supposed. Fore-seeable,pre-established.At least since Parmenides: to be and to
think being, the Same. And the question of "of what" is thought made, being left unthought
(...) "Of what" [is] this is such that it remains invisible thought it be the fundamental
condition of the visible, such that it be unable to be posed though it be the condition for all
posing, such that it not be produced, yet it be the condition for all production, such that it
have no origin but be the originary itself (FA, 3-4).

For Irigaray, the question of Being and being in Heidegger's thought do not, and cannot, adequately
consider difference. Truth as unconcealment cannot allow a sexed other to build him or herself.
Together with'Building

Dwelling Thinking', 'The Origin of the Work of Art' is also an influential

and important essay to architects to reconsider. In this paper Heidegger derives his meaning of art
from the Greek word for art, which he translates as "making something visible",

or

"making-visible, " and which he argues corresponds to unconceahnent or bringing forth. In this
sense Heidegger argues that art and architecture can bring about an unveiling, in his terms, an
unveiling of the essenceof Truth. Irigaray challenges this concept of disclosure in his philosophy as
a privileging a masculine perspective. Her approach suggests an `illumination' that underlies
Heidegger's thought, and that she describes as a 'making-touchful'. This is not to privilege touch
per se but to suggest another being-touched by another more fundamental everyday reality than
Heidegger describes and that needs to be cultivated. She writes in this respect:

The natural,asidefrom the diversity of its incarnationor waysof appearing,is at leasttwo:
Male andfemale.This division is neithersecondarynor uniqueto humankind. It cutsacross
all realmsof the living which, without it, would not exist Without sexualdifference,here
would be no life on earth.It is the manifestationof and the conditionfor the productionand
reproductionof life. Air and sexualdifferencemay be the two dimensionsvital for/to life.
Not taking theminto accountwould be a deadlybusiness(ILTY, 37).

The `making-touchful' of art and architecture,accordingto Irigaray, is an illumination of a
differentreality. Both the questionsof art anddwelling aremeansto exploreHeidegger'sthinking
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for architecture and many theorists have done so but importantly theseissuesare also ways to begin
to address Irigaray's thinking about architecture and understand how she constructs a philosophy
from the perspective of two in difference.

Irigaraytakesissuewith manyof Heidegger'sterms:Being,thinking, place,Truth, asonly
those already described, as also with the method Heidegger uses. In tracing back, it is air, she
suggests,that is prior to being. Air, she argues, is the arch-mediation of the logos, of thinking, of
the world and not Being. It is what is necessaryfor thining and for being. Air and breath are more
transcendental and sensible than Heidegger's philosophizing of existence, as he describes Dasein.
She writes:
Is not air the whole of our inhabitation as mortals? Is there a dwelling more vast, more
spacious, or even more generally peaceful than that of air? Can man live elsewhere than in
air? Neither in earth, nor in fire, nor in water, is any habitation possible for him. No other
element can for him take the place of place. No other element carries with it - or lets itself be
passedthrough by - light and shadow - voice or silence. No other element is to this extent
opening itself - to one who would not have forgotten its nature there is no need for it to open
or reopen. No other element is as light, as free, and as much in the "fundamental" mode of a
permanent, available, "there is". No other element is in this way space prior to all
localization (... ) no other element as originarily constitutive of the whole of the world (FA,
8).

For Irigaray, Heidegger's place making, his setting up, his building, prevents a certain meeting with
the other and with nature. In his conception of place, she argues that he has already constructed an
artificial perspective on Nature, destroying the properties of natural space. The other, is projected
onto Nature or the built thing to disguise a meeting with nature, but she writes: 'The natural is at
least two: male and female. All the speculation about overcoming the natural in the universal
forgets that nature is not one' (IL7Y, 35).

For Irigaray, Heidegger'sphilosophy constructsan abstractand artificial perspectiveof
humanexperienceas genderneutral in the place of a more fundamentalexperienceof sexuate
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difference. Of the bridge, as an example of a `thing' which is itself place, and its bringing into the
unconcealedshe arguesthat with its construction, '... the there is of the bridge has carried away that
other towards whom it sought to be the passage' (FA, 23). Thus, for Irigaray, whilst art and
architecture suggest a positive means to approach and reconstruct (sexual) difference, this cannot
take place whilst limited to the perspective of the Western tradition or to critics, such as Heidegger,
who seek to overcome this influence.

KarstenHarriesin ThisEthical Function ofArchitecture citesEliadeto describehow man
demands events, sacred times and space (which include buildings) to gather everything into a
meaningful whole. Time and space are shaped and becomes place, space for dwelling, an ethos.
Thus, Harries argues that from the very beginning architecture has had an ethical function,
'...helping to articulate and even to establish man's ethos' (Harries, 1998,395). In this respect
Harries argues that: 'To build is to help decide how man is to dwell on the earth or indeed whether
he is to dwell on it at all' (Harries, 1998,396). Harries also cites Norberg-Schultz (again a theorist
profoundly influenced by Heidegger) where Norberg-Schultz suggests that architects still do not
know what the actual tasks of architecture are, they do not know the question of architecture is that
of dwelling.

This thesis is divided into two main sections. This first section questionscurrent
understandings of dwelling, preparing the ground for re-conceptualising love, dwelling and
architecture. This initial theoretical platform is a necessary in order to find a way to respond to
recent questions raised by women architects and theorists concerning gender or feminism in
architecture. After exploring the current interest in rethinking dwelling, the issues of gender and
feminism, the final chapters comprising the second section explore how a cultivation of love
between two, re-evaluates such theories, bringing them back into architectural theory as a new way
to approach the problem of difference.

After an initial introduction to dwelling in Chapter One, Chapter Two develops the
complexproblem of equal rights in architecture,beginningwith the recent re-emergenceof the
15

problem, somewhat unsurprisingly perhaps, forged in terms of the need for diversity within the
profession. Chapter Three, however, reviews the recent changes in architectural theory that
surround the question of gender, and adopt postmodernist theorists and philosophers of difference
to suggest another way of tackling the problem of feminism and architecture. Chapter Four,
responds to questions raised in this context by looking in more detail at the issue of dwelling, how
it is thought in Heidegger's philosophy and how Irigaray criticises his work. Chapter Five raises the
issue of love, both in the contemporary philosophical context and within Heideggers work. This
chapter suggeststhat the issue of living together is more fundamental to the question of Being and
being and is not adequately addressedby Heidegger's philosophy. The purpose of the chapter is to
lay a foundation to examine the concepts both of `care', `building' and `dwelling' and demonstrate
how Irigaray's philosophy is both faithful and critical of Heidegger.
Questions of language and writing are often discussed by philosophers in the context of
Irigaray's work, in particular, the distinction between Irigaray's philosophy, deconstruction and
ecriture feminine. Chapter Five thus also seeks to establish how Irigaray's approach to the other
differs from other current philosophies, and to demonstrate that her work cannot be reduced to that
of Derrida's or to any other so called `French feminist'. Luce Irigaray's writing has long been
linked with that of Helene Cixous in the Anglo-American reception of her work, and either
mis-described as a mode of ecriture feminine or reduced to a form of deconstruction. Irigaray has
always disputed this association. Chapter Five resolves this confusion but at the same time also
addressescriticisms directed against her work. Discrediting reductive comparisons with either
Cixous, or Derrida, is an important process in understanding how Irigaray's work is not only a
criticism of contemporary Western philosophy and culture but a construction of alternative ways.
Taking this step to distinguish Irigaray's work also means that I attempt to extend the issue of
writing suggested by contemporary philosophers such as Cixous, or feminists informed by
Derrida's work (and those architects who adopt the philosophies of those thinkers) to propose a
different sort of sexual difference. Sexual difference (or sexuate difference) is, for Irigaray, more
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fundamental than any other forms of difference and it is this difference that needsto be rethought
before we can adequately approach other forms of difference. This is not to deny that other forms of
difference are constitutive to individual women's oppression - to a greater or lesser extent - but to
suggest that how sexual difference is approached within cultures often correspond to how other
forms of difference are thought.

Finding the reality of sexual difference and the meansto sustainit can only serve to
improve the rights and freedoms of women. One of the other aims of Chapter Five is to explore how
Irigaray finds within current social and cultural structures this difference. As the chapter seeks to
demonstrate, deconstructing social structures, whilst it is a necessarypart of Irigaray work and of
contemporary philosophy, it is not the only factor contributing to women's oppression and not the
Irigaray's
looks
Chapter
Five
issue,
Hence,
at
philosophy of
not
only
only
women must address.
being-two and the misunderstandings that have surrounded this mode of being. Several recent
studies have criticised being-two and misconceptions shroud Irigaray's work in this respect.
Furthermore, the aim of this chapter is not only to question the imposition of such criticisms but to
into
back
Irigaray's
how
imposition
the
the
creativity
simply
push
show
of such modes of critique
how
faced
is
forms
The
to engage with
to
thinking
that
problem
current
of
she attempts escape.
Irigaray's work.

Following on Chapter Five, Chapter Six examines how architects could take up
Heidegger's and Irigaray's thought. Whilst Irigaray's criticisms of Heidegger are precise, Chapter
Six seeks to demonstrate that Irigaray's philosophy is not a commentary as sometimes suggested
but a consistent and extensive cultural criticism that can extend to contemporary debates in
architecture in a concrete way.

With reference to Irigaray's lecture, `How can we live in a

sustainable way together?' it explores Irigaray's notion of dialogue and the role of the architect It
demonstrates how within architectural theory a restrictive notion of difference has sustained
conflict, not only within feminist theory in architecture, but as existing prejudices within the
profession. The chapter aims to suggesthow a new light on architectural interpretations of dwelling
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still has significant value to contemporary discourses. However, this chapter also proposes that
architecture and architects can begin to create and sustain a space of hospitality, where human
potential can be cultivated in an environment free of discrimination. Ostensibly the growth in
studies of gender in architecture should support the notion of being-two, as both men and women
architects are clearly turning their attention to questions of difference. In the wider architectural
community questions associated with ethics, in particular green ethics, and sustainability are not
only popular but also common requirements in architectural projects supported by public funding.
Nevertheless, thesediscoursesrather than being evidence of a developing ethics in architecture or a
wider vision risk effacing gender ethics, in favour of an apparently wider ethical perspectives. It is
a specificity for woman, a way of finding herself in her own way, in relation, that Irigaray insists is
a necessarypart of women's work towards human liberation and the question of love can be used to
bring philosophers such as Heidegger, Derrida and Irigaray into encounter over the question of
difference, together with sustainability and community, as the most fruitful way to address the
problem of woman and architecture.
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CHAPTER ONE
Art is a thinking that memorises and responds. (Poetry, Language, Thought, xi)
Art grows out of being and reaches to its truth.
'... when the evening light slanting into the woods somewherebathes the tree trunks to gold (.. )
Singing and thinking are the stems of neighbour to poetry. They grow out of being and reach to its
truth. Their relationship makesus think of what Hölderlin says of the trees of the wood (..) And to
each other they remain unknown, So long as they stand, the neighbouring trunks (seeHeidegger;
'The thinker as poet).

1.1 The Issueof Dwelling
Architectural debatesare not generally keen to discuss the meaning of dwelling. It tends either to be
considered as self-evident, old-fashioned or simply dismissed as irrelevant in comparison to more
half
his
life,
his
in
latter
dwelling
issues.
Heidegger
talk
the
the
of
raised
question
of
contemporary
"Building Dwelling Thinking" was held at the "Darmstadter Gesprache" of 1951. In the preamble
to the series of talks, he states that the plight of our age is homelessness.His response,however, is
not the resolution of this homelessnessbut rather the realization that we are always underway. This
very homelessnessmotivates our questioning, he argues, it motivates philosophy or existence, it
motivates life itself.

For Heidegger philosophy is homesickness. Homesickness awakens man and
homesicknessdrives the human towards what is. Homesickness is, he writes, an attunement that
releases `... our free everyday perspective' (sec The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics, 91,
also Heidegger's italics): Homesicknessis the urge that drives philosophy on. For Heidegger, he or
she, is in that he or she is called by what is beyond, an excess or transcendent. However, within
Irigaray's philosophising our free everyday perspective is one that awakened in a different relation
to the beyond and moreover to a different `beyond'. For Irigaray, it is this question of desire that
she argues that is not adequately addressedin his thought. As Irigaray describes the motive of her
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latest publication, The Way of Love, to stage an encounter, which suggests a `releasement'
(although these Heideggercan terms are reconsidered) to a different everyday reality. She writes:
`Through female eyes,' the otherwise forgotten horizontal dimension of human becoming can be
rediscovered (WL, 145). For Irigaray, it is this horizon she also describes as a sensible
transcendental that needs to be discovered. If we are to have a culture of equality, she argues, this
into
it
be
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turning
to
a relation to a wholly
without
cultivated, and moreover, cultivated
relation
Other or a belonging to the beyond of this world (WL, 140). For Irigaray, the human being is, in that
he or she is in a more natural and more fundamental relation with the world than that suggestedby
Heidegger's philosophy and that within the Western tradition. The human being is, in that he or she
is in a relation of sexual, or in Irigaray's terms sexuate, difference.

Making referenceto Hölderlin's poetry Heideggerwrites that homesickness
awakensman
and drives the human towards what is, to world. He writes that we are in that we always called
upon by language. We are in that we are somehow always already departed. We are in that we are
in
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way
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simultaneously
Heidegger, 1997,6). When Heidegger argues that his philosophy is an awakening to the way
humans are on earth, the way human are is this oscillation. Nevertheless, The WayofLove criticises
the inspiration Heidegger fords in Hölderlin and his interpretation of dwelling. Irigaray writes: `It
is not necessary to depart for a foreign land to tear oneself away from proximity; breathing will
suffice' (WL, 311). Moreover, in the last chapter of The Forgetting of Air, she writes of a
relationship of entrusting to the other, to the rhythm of their breathing and to a being together prior
to any face-to-face meeting and prior to any being-with, at least as Heidegger conceives (see FA,
173-174). Everyday prayers also suggestsa poetry that attempts to evoke this relation with nature
and the other If philosophy is homelessness, always already departed, on its way towards the
meaning of being and authentic existence; there is, nevertheless, in Irigaray's philosophy in her
criticism and faithfulness to his thought, a different rhythm, a different stepping back that can
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happen, she writes, and that can lead to a deeper `... more blossomed level of Being' (WL, 17). This
way of philosophising is not the departure and homecoming that inspires Hölderlin's poetry or
Heidegger's language, as it is found in a relation of difference with a living tangible other: In
Irigaray's philosophy this corresponds to breath and breathing. Hence, this leads her to argue that
we must find our own ways of living must take place in regions not already said (WL, 52).

Architectural Theory
Some of the architects that have been associated with Heidegger's work are Mario Botta, Frank
Lloyd Wright, Alvar Aalto and Le Corbusier. Theorists that discuss his contribution to architectural
theory include Karsten Harries, Alberto Perez Gomez, David Farell Krell, Gunter A. Dittmar, and
Christian Norberg-Schultz, and there are many others whose work in a more contemporary context
draws influence from Heidegger's philosophy, often unknowingly.
Karsten Harries is an architectural theorist influenced by Martin Heidegger. He adopts a
broadly phenomenological position from which to expose the factors which he sees as being
responsible for the 'disarray' of contemporary architecture. For Harries, the joint obsessionswith
technology and aesthetics have led to a placelessnessin contemporary architecture. Harries calls
for an architecture which might enable dwelling, responsive to a genius loci and an architecture that
can contribute to a senseof community. Harries, however, has been challenged for the influence he
draws from Heidegger in this respect and theorists suggest that his uncritical use of terms such as
dwelling, authenticity, genius loci and community, problematize this work. Contemporary writers
in response point towards more contemporary thinkers such as Derrida, Michel Foucault, Gilles
Deleuze, Fredric Jamesonand Jean Baudrillard, to, in effect, bring Harries's theory up to date.

Nevertheless,despitesuchdismissalsand misunderstandings
of Heidegger,Heidegger's
texts haveremainedpopular.Readinghis work canbenefitfrom understandingthe perspectivesof
more contemporary interpretationsand criticisms. However, Heidegger's essay "Building
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Dwelling Thinking" is now more than fifty years old, and has inspired many architects and criticis
in its own right. A major problem for architects is the perceived problem that it can be difficult to
understand how to convert Heidegger's philosophy into specific design practice. Architects tend
toward the notion that for a philosophy to be useful it needs to be applied to architecture - in this
sense architects tend to like plans, objectives or guidelines that can easily be put into practice.
However, in this way, architecture and the architect remains within the subject and object relations
of 'scientific thinking'

(Heidegger's terminology).

A relationality

Heidegger's philosophy

fundamentally challenges. Heidegger argues that first we must understand what it means to dwell
and moreover suggests'...only if we are capable of dwelling, only then can we build' (BDT, 160).
Dwelling becomes the fundamental question for architecture, according to Heidegger and yet it is
also one that Irigaray argues is limited and forgetful. Returning in this way to Heidegger'sw work
and listening to Irigaray's criticisms architectural theory, could, nevertheless, develop approaches
to some important questions of contemporary culture.

Dasein
Dwelling is a questioning, a way, or manner in which the human is. It is associated with
Heidegger's account of human experience. Miguel de Beistegui in his book Thinking With
Heidegger describes Heidegger's project in Being and Time as an account of what human
experience is. Human experience, or Dasein (Heidegger's terminology which translates from the
German for existence) is fundamentally a questioning that comports itself to the question of the
meaning of being. Heidegger writes in his introductory remarks to Being and Time:
Do we in our time have an answer to the question of what we really mean by the
word being'?
Not at all. So it is fitting that we should raise anew the question of the meaning ofBeing. But
are we nowadays even perplexed at our inability to understand the expression "Being? " Not
at all. So first of all we must reawaken an understanding for the meaning of this question.
Our aim in the following treatise is to work out the question of the meaning of Being and to
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do so concretely.Our provisionalaim is the Interpretationof time asthe possiblehorizonfor
anyunderstandingwhatsoeverof Being (Heidegger,1962,1, italics in original).
Furthermore,he continues in the introduction: The very fact that we already live in an
understandingof Being and that the meaningof Being is still veiled in darknessprovesthat it is
necessaryin principle to raise this questionagain' (BT, 23). The provisional starting point for
Heideggerin Being and Timeis Dasein,which is describedas'...that entity which alreadycomports
itself, in its Being,towardswhat we areaskingaboutwhenwe askthis question'(BT, 35).
In the notesto the fist of the Zollikon Seminars(a study of the relation of Heidegger's
philosophyto psychoanalysis),Heideggeralso arguesby meansof an illustration, how human
existence,or Dasein,exceedssubjectand object relationswhich are implicit in psychoanalytic
(asmost otherforms of scientific thought).He writes:
modesof the psycheor consciousness
This drawing should only illustrate that human existing in its essential ground is neverjust an
object which is present-at-hand; it is certainly not a self-contained object. Instead, this way
of existing consists of `pure' invisible, intangible capacities for receiving-perceiving
[Vernehmen] what it encounters and what addressesit. In the perspective of the Analytic of
Da-sein, all conventional, objectifying representations of a capsule-like psyche, subject,
person, ego, or consciousness in psychology and psychopathology must be abandoned in
favour of an entirely different understanding. This new view of the basic constitution of
human existence may be called Da-sein, or being-in-the-world. Of course in the context of
the Da of this Da-sein certainly does not mean what it does in the ordinary sense-a location
near an observer. Rather, to exist as Da-sein means to hold open a domain through its
capacity to receive-perceive the significance of the things that are given to it [Da-sein] and
that address it [Da-sein] and that address it [Da-sein] by its virtue of its own `clearing'
[Gelichteheit]. Human Da-sein as a domain with the capacity for receiving-perceiving is
never merely an object present-at-hand. On the contrary it is not something which can be
objectified at all under any circumstances (ZS, 4, italics in original).

Dasein is an open spacefor encounter.Dasein is by virtue of its own clearing. If, however,
Heidegger'sprojectcanbe comparedwith Irigaray's,it couldbe saidthat her philosophyseeksnot
to reawakenanunderstandingfor the meaningof the questionof Being,but to reawakenthe human
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to the question of sexual difference. This requires that women understand their own desires (for
autonomy from patriarchal models of subjectivity) and reconstruct themselves and their relation, in
relation. However, whilst Irigaray writes ILove To You: It is (...) a question of awakening her to an
identity and to rights and responsibilities corresponding to her gender' (ILTY, 5). She also writes:
What woman need most are mediations and means of distancing. Immediacy is their
traditional task - associated with a purely abstract duty - but it places them back under
spiritual authority of men. And so to grant a woman what she wants without teaching how
the detour of mediation boils down to behaving like a patriarch, against her interest (ILTY,
5).

Thus, women require values and art, language, poetry and architecture that can illuminate these
values: For Heidegger man's access to his humanity is through listening to and responding to
language. For Irigaray, on the other hand, accessto ones own nature, must be through listening and
responding beyond the confines of language, beyond even the poetic language described by
Heidegger. Fundamental to Irigaray's philosophy is the study of the difference between men and
women in the use of language. The difference in the language of boys and girls, in particular, she
argues, is permeated by a difference in desire, athough unacknowledged. The role of language in
Heidegger's philosophy and Irigaray's own language studies, are hence, important issues in
understanding Irigaray's criticism and in finding a way to understanding how she rethinks sexuate
difference in the context of his work She writes:

The natural,asidefrom the diversity of its incarnationor waysof appearing,is at leasttwo:
male andfemale.This division is not secondarynor uniqueto humankind. it cuts acrossall
realmsof the living which, without it, would not exist. Without sexualdifference,there
would be no life on earth.It is the manifestationof andthe conditionfor the productionand
reproductionof life. Air and sexualdifferencemay be the two dimensionsvital for/to life.
Not taking them into accountwould be a deadlybusiness(ILTY, 37).

Thus, for Heidegger,whilst the most fundamentalquestionfor architectureis the questionof
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dwelling, as stated, of what it means to dwell. For Irigaray, dwelling is a matter of coexistence
which requires the reconsideration and rebuilding of sexual difference.

In his book, De Beisteguiexplainsthe relation of dwelling and architecture,in a chapter
devotedto architecture,writing:
Dwelling, Heidegger will insist throughout, is indicative of and made necessary by the
opennessto this excess that marks the human in its essence,and not by, say, the building
itself or the economy that it harbours. Never can a building, no matter how well it is built,
"how well planned, easyto keep, attractively cheap, open to air, light and sun," [see Building
Dwelling Thinking' page 146] assureus that dwelling takes place therein. For dwelling in the
Heideggerian sensepresupposesthe opennessto - and the experience of - that which throws
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Unheimischkeit (De Beistegüi, 2003,139, italics in original).
Nevertheless, why and how this opennessis remains an issue for Irigaray.

Building

Heidegger writes in'Building Dwelling Thinking'that not all buildings are dwellings and yet they
can belong to the domain of dwelling. For Heidegger and interpreters of Heidegger such as de
Beistegui, there is a distinction made between dwelling and merely residing. Heidegger equates
dwelling with the essenceof man. De Beistegui explains this, writing: '...dwelling belongs to a
different order altogether. It belongs in the order of beings as such. To be, Heidegger will suggest,
is to dwell. We humans inhabit the world as dwellers' (De Beistegui, 2003,139). Thus, the question
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This, for Heidegger, is the question of architecture. Architecture cannot suffice as a technical
solution to a problem (the common way of thinking about architecture), as the problem of
architecture, Heidegger argues, is not technical.

The questionof architectureposedin termsof dwelling is thusan ontologicalissue.This is
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what emerges from Heidegger's meditation on architecture. Irigaray's philosophy also takes this
argument up but in criticism and to take this question further. Despite its opennessto the Uncanny',
despite the virtue of its clearing, Irigaray's criticism of Heidegger's thinking is that it remains within
an abstract world closed to the other: woman. His philosophy, she argues, is one that remains
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20). For Irigaray, to question the essanceof man and

woman requires a reconstruction of the horizons of our thought.

Krell, in his book,Archeticture,describeshow in Being and TimeHeideggerproposesthat
temporality 'founds' human experience. Krell cites Heidegger's italicized claim: `Only on the
grounds ofecstatic-horizontal temporality is the irruption of our being-there into spacepossible'
(Krell, 1995,44, italics in Krell's text, Heidegger, 1966,369). Krell writes that for Heidegger the
human being lives out ahead of itself, always inhabiting the possibilities and projects that come
toward it as its own future. Existence is ek-static. Dasein comports itself by virtue of its clearing
towards 'the Open' and this leads Krell to write:
What is most proper to Dasein is its persistent expropriation. Its animation is in fact a kind of
ecstasy, a standing out there in the spacesof the world, a being moved by the raptures or
seizuresof time. And of space?(Krell, 1995,74).

Nevertheless,this is a descriptionof a modeof being that Irigarayarguesshowssignificantgender
biases.It is a way preferredby the masculine.This is whereIrigaray'sstudiesof the languageof
childrenbecomeimportantandwhereshearguesthat language,eventhat of childrendemonstrates
has
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evolve so that it can meet the desiresof men and women in their differences.So for Irigaray
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Heidegger's gender neutral Dasein is a masculine mode of being. Language has to be reconstructed
before it can adequately question the essenceof man and woman.
De Beistegui argues, that Heidegger's philosophizing is historical, Dasein is historical. He
writes: 'For the ontological is such as to have always already explicated itself in a number of ways,
such as to have always already begin to unfold in history, science, economics, politics etc., The
ontological is never encountered in its purity, and in isolation from the field within which it
explicates itself (De Beistegui, 2003,140). De Beistegui defends Heidegger from critics in this
way but, for Irigaray, it is this very historical context that is problematic. In her studies of myth, in
particular, those which mark the threshold of the establishment of patriarchal economics, she
argues that a very different possibility exists for the question of the meaning of being, she writes:
'The entire male economy demonstrates a forgetting of life, a lack of recognition of debt to the
mother, of maternal ancestry, of the women who do the work of producing and maintaining life'
(77D, 7). Irigaray's criticisms of Heidegger if considered in the form of questions, are: first, that of
desire, that is to say what happensto it and thus to sexual difference in his philosophy; and secondly,
and not unrelated, that towards this horizon of his philosophizing, or to what calls us - the excess in
De Beistegui's terms - and throws us beyond familiarity into'the Open'.

Heidegger'sform of thinking is fundamentally shaped by a patriarchal tradition.
Heidegger's criticism of Western philosophy but this does not and cannot go beyond patriarchal and
abstract notions of a neutral experience and which at the same time deny women the reality of their
experience. Irigaray writes of her alternative: 'It would be a matter of setting into motion a passive
and retroactive and intentionality to become aware of being a woman or a man, and wanting to
become one' (ILTY, 39). In so doing, the passivity traditionally associatedwith women is redefined
as one positively related to a natural and cosmic economy. She writes:
Her so-called passivity would not then be part of an active/passive pair of opposites but
would signify a difference economy, a different relation to nature and to the self that would
amount to attentiveness to fidelity rather than passivity. A matter thereby not of a pure
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receptivitybut of a movementof growththat neverultimately estrangesitself from corporeal
existencein a naturalmilieu (ILTY, 39).

Women's becoming is thus that in relation to a natural reality (as opposed to the artificial reality
constructed by patriarchal culture) and this awareness of difference, this difference, begins to
change patriarchal economies, as a new form of building.

Being-in-the-World and Being-upon-the-World?
Irigaray takes as objective evidence for her argument with Heidegger; difference in desire, her
linguistic studies, her psychoanalytic practice and her explorations of the philosophical tradition.
Her work with children is aimed at discovering this difference before the demands of stereotypes
set in. Beistegui's reading of the issue of dwelling and his own emphasis can be seen as
demonstrating an affirmation of a masculine approach which proposes gender neutral experience
and in doing so denies woman her own existence despite its contemporary nature. Irigaray's
proposal in responseto Heidegger is to ask us to reconsider what it means to live, as sexual beings?
To ask ourselves, and the other, what it means to be upon the world where sex pervades our being,
and where we can work towards the cultural foundation of this difference. This questioning, she
insists, has to happen beyond the confines of language which reinforces the fallacy of a
fundamental gender-neutral way of experiencing shared by both sexes, and this means '...a
liberation of the reality of sex and gender from subjection to a metaphysics or religion that leaves
them to an uncultured and instinctual fate' (ILTY, 39)

While Krell also describesthe role of language in Heidegger'sphilosophy stating:
`... language is thoroughly prepositional whereby the preposition in has a special eminence, as
though our being in the world, our indwelling were as significant for our horizons as our temporal
existence and all historical occurrences are' (Krell, 1995,44). While, the in, for Heidegger,
designatesa relation of care with the other and with Nature or the environment. This very model of
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Dasein, of inhabiting, for Irigaray, suggestsnot'love' (which is associatedwith care in Heidegger's
thought) but an exploitative relation to Nature and of the other and a dependencywhich mirrors the
2
feminine
in
complementary and subordinate role of the
patriarchal economies. This is does not
suggestthe difference Irigaray proposes when she decribes becoming aware of being a woman or a
man and wanting to become one which is a matter of desire and energy (see I Love To You, as
already cited). She arguesthat the patriarchal model of love, especially for a woman, is limited to a
duty, to love for husband or child; 'care' thus cannot be a neutral experience shared by the sexes.
She writes: 'She has no right to a singular love not to a love for herself. She is thus unable to love
but is to be subjected to love and reproduction. She has to be sacrificed and to sacrifice herself to
this task, at the dame time disappearing asthis or that woman who is alive at the present (ILTY, 22).
In Being and Time Heidegger describes Dasein as '... an entity which, in its very Being,
comports itself understandingly towards that Being' (BT, 78). Furthermore, he writes that mineness
is the condition which makes authentic or inauthentic existence possible. He writes: `Dasein exists.
Furthermore, Dasein is an entity which in each case I am myself. Mineness belongs to any existent
Dasein and belongs to it as the condition which makes authenticity and inauthenticity possible' (BT,
78). Dasein is grounded, Heidegger writes, on that state of being called `being-in-the-world' and
`Being-in' is a state of Dasein's Being. Of being-in-the-world, he writes: `So one cannot think of it
as the Being-present-at-hand of some corporeal Thing (such as a human body) `in' an entity which
is present-at-hand. Nor does the term "Being-in" mean a spatial `in-one-another-ness' of things
present-at-hand, any more than the word `in' primordially signifies a spatial relationship of this
kind' (BT, 79-80). However, for Irigaray, this conception bares the marks of the masculine
perspective. For Heidegger, the `in' of being-in; of `being-in-the-world' is derived from `finnan' 'to reside', `habitare' or `to dwell'. The `in' he writes also means "I am accustomed" or "I am
familiar with", "I look after something", "I take care of something" or "I devote myself to
something". The translators footnote to Being and Time describes Heidegger's influence from

ZIn The Wayof Love,Irigaray describesa being-upon-the-world.
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Grimm, where Grimm notes the connection of `bei' with 'bauen' to build. Being-in-the-world
means to care, or to be in a relation of care. To summarize Heidegger writes: `The entity to which
Being-in in this signification belonged is one which we have characterized as that entity which in
each case I am myself [bin]. The expression `bin' is connected with `bei', and so `ich bin' [`I am']
means in turn `I reside' or `dwell alongside' the world as that which is familiar to me in such and
such a way' (BT, 79-80). He writes: `Being [Sein] as the infinitive of `ich bin 'signifies "to reside
alongside... " "to be familiar with... " "Being-in ' is thus the formal existential expressionfor the
Being of Dasein, which has Being-in-the-world as its essential state' (BT, 80). Thus, as an
existentiale `being alongside' or `in' never means anything like side by side of `Dasein' with the
world - subject and object, man in space, it is a mode of relationality. For Irigaray it is a masculine
way of relationality that does not and cannot recognize, acknowledge, or approach a sexuateother.
An other that is different and remains difference in desire or in love.
In her essay 'Approaching the Other as Other' in Between East and West, Irigaray writes
that we have long been educated to make our own all that is pleasing to us, to appropriate, or to
incorporate into our own world. Furthermore, she writes: 'On the level of consciousness,on the
level of feelings, we make our own what we approach, what approachesus' (KW, 23). This manner
of loving corresponds to an appropriation, and this manner of loving is our habit. She writes: 'Our
culture, our school education, our cultural formation want it this way: to learn, to now, is to make
one's own through instruments of knowledge capable, we believe, of seizing, of taking, of
dominating all of reality, all that exists, all that we perceive, and beyond' (KW, 23). This approach
to the other, to nature, means that life and the other looses its life and this is in part her criticism of
Heidegger. She writes:

We wantto havethe entireworld in our head,sometimestheentireworld in our heart.We do
not see that this gesturetransformsthe life of the world into somethingfmished, dead,
becausetheworld this losesits own life, a life alwaysforeign to us, exteriorto us,otherthan
us (KW223).
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However, sometimes, a state of grace, a perception otherwise, can be found, she writes: '[W]hen we
are immersed in a new landscape, in an extraordinary cosmic manifestation, when we bathe in an
environment that is simultaneously perceptible and imperceptible, knowable and unknowable,
visible and invisible to us' (KW, 23). In this state, she argues, we can be situated in an event that
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being-upon-the-world, in The Way ofLove. Ths whilst there is the necessity for women to become
aware of the difficulties they face in contemporary culture and strive to change it. Many have
experience the possibility of living otherwise but struggle to express such thinking.

Language Tells Us Building and Dwelling Belong Together?
The most well known paper to discuss architecture directly is Heidegger's "Building Dwelling
Thinking" (with no commas in the title). In it Heidegger investigates two questions: What is it to
dwell and; how does building belong to dwelling. Heidegger traces building back into the domain
to which everything that is, belongs. To understand the issue of dwelling, Heidegger suggests,that
'...if we listen to what language says (...) we hear three things: 1. Building is really dwelling. 2.
Dwelling is the manner in which mortals are on the earth. 3. Building as dwelling unfolds into the
building that cultivates growing things and the building that erectsbuildings' (BDT, 148). Dwelling
is an activity Heidegger describes as to be at peace, to remain in peace, to be free, to be preserved
from harm and danger, to spare, to cherish and protect, to cultivate, to care for, or to return
something to its own nature as "letting-be" (sein-lassen). Building as dwelling constructs, but it
also cultivates, what it means for the human to be in the world. For Irigaray, however, building
suggestsbuilding oneself in a different relation of care that she describes as being-upon-the-world.

Dwelling is, as already stated, a fundamental experiencemore originary than any
conceptionof dwelling as shelteringwithin a building. Dwelling belongsto a different order of
experience.The humanbeing dwells in sucha way that, as De Beisteguiwrites:
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in its very being it encounters not just things, or beings, but the very horizon from out of
...
which these things are: the event of presence itself, being as such. There is, if you will,
something in excess of being themselves in Dasein's mode of being, and this is the Being
(itself not a being) or the "there is" that sustains and preceded the manifestation of all beings
(De Beistegui, 2003,140).

Irigaray challengesthis notion of the excess,air, she argues,is more fundamentallya mode of
permanent"thereis".
Building and dwelling are not related only as ends and means, Heidegger writes: 'For
building is not merely a means and a way towards dwelling - to build is in itself already to dwell'
(BDT, 145). Dasein is in relation, which corresponds to building. The question of dwelling is not
simply related to housing or for that matter building is not some question related to a technique of
construction. The questions ofbuilding and dwelling are fundamental to what it means to be human
and it is as already suggested,this question architects must ask in order to build. However, it is also
language that provides Heidegger with this meaning: Language, he writes, '...tells us about the
nature of a thing provided that we respect language'sown nature' (BDT, 146). Further emphasizing
the role of language, he writes: 'Man acts as though he were the shaper and master of language,
while in fact language remains the master of man' (BDT, 146, Heidegger's italics). He also argues
that perhaps it is man's subversion of this relationship of dominance that drives him into the
alienation of technological thinking (Heidegger's emphasis, seepage 146). Language, in particular
poetry, in addition to art and architecture, play important roles in Heidegger's philosophy, but not
just as means for communication or representation, as a mode of man's accessto the world and to
existence: Language tells us that building and dwelling belong together. However, whilst building
and dwelling belong together, there is a problem for Irigaray in this correspondenceas there is with
being and thinking being the same. For example, whilst, Heidegger writes that: `Bridges and
hangars stadiums and power stations are buildings but not dwellings; railway stations and highways,
dams and market halls are built but they are not dwelling places. Even still thesebuildings are in the
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domain of our dwelling. That domain extends over these buildings and yet is not limited to the
dwelling place" (BDT, 145). And if we consider the issue of dwelling as pertaining to a spatiality, it
is this spatiality that needs reconsideration. Dwelling is the manner in which human beings are on
the earth, this manner is a questioning and an openness, it is how building and dwelling belong
together, but not one that goes far enough in its exploration of sexual difference. As Heidegger
writes conventionally understood man does not dwell in public buildings: "These buildings house
man. He inhabits them and yet he does not dwell in them, where to dwell meansmerely that we take
shelter in them' (BDT, 145).

TheQuestionof Love and Dwelling
For Irigaray love is not something that has already existed and that has a language. However, The
Way of Love does try to anticipate what love could be, how it could exist as a love between two,
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"wisdom of love", her philosophy, is one, as she suggests,that includes all the human - body, sex
and sexuality - in particular women's sex. Irigaray's criticism is that man has not reached a stageof
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original place of the relation between two parts of the human has to be cultivated in order for
humanity to exist as such' (WL, viii). The Way of Love proposes ways to approach the other, '...to
prepare a place of proximity: with the other in ourselves and between us. The book is in search of
gestures, including gestures in language, which could help on the way to nearness,and in order to
cultivate if (WL, ix). Thus, her task of philosophy is different from other contemporary
philosophising, in particular Heidegger's definition of philosophy as homelessness.She writes:

Thetaskis different It is a questionof makingsomethingexist, in thepresentandevenmore
in the future.It is a matterof staginganencounterbetweenthe oneandthe other - which has
not yet occurred,or for which we lack words, gestures,thus the meansof welcoming,
celebrating,cultivating it in the presentandthe future.Meetingwith the other,the different,
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this has happenedto us. We were surprised touched, wonderstruck, called beyond or on this
side of what we already were (...) Until today, what we have found is, at least, to integrate the
other in our country, our culture, our house. That does not yet signify meeting with the other,
speaking with the other, loving with the other (WL, ix).

Therehasto be a meetingwith the other beyondthe habitual,beyondlanguage,for thereto be a
meetingbetweentwo.

OfHospitality and theNeighbour
In the example of how building belongs to dwelling in'Building Dwelling Thinking', listening to
what language has to say, Heidegger derives a root meaning of the word building (in German bauen)
as dwelling. This real meaning, has been lost to us, he argues, but some trace of it is found in the
word neighbour, or near-dweller, in the Old English neahgebur and the High German, Nachbar:
Heidegger writes, `Now to be sure the old word buan, not only tells us that bauen, to build, is really
to dwell; it also gives us a clue as to how we have to think about the dwelling it signifies' (BDT,
147). In this derivation he argues that dwelling is the manner in which the human is, and building
corresponds to this manner in which we humans are on earth. He writes:
When we speak of dwelling we usually think of an activity that man performs alongside
many other activities. We work here and we dwell there. We do not merely dwell - that
would be virtual inactivity - we practice a profession, we do business,we travel and lodge on
the way, now here, now there. Bauen originally means to dwell. Where the word bauen still
speaksin its original senseit also sayshow far the nature of dwelling reaches.That is, bauen,
buan, bhu, beo are our word bin in the versions: ich bin, I am, du bist, you are, the imperative
form, bis, be. What then does ich bin mean? The old word bauen to which the bin belongs,
answers: ich bin, du bist mean: I dwell, you dwell. The way in which you are and I am, the
manner in which we humans are on earth, is Buan, dwelling (BDT, 147).
How building belongs to dwelling can also be explored in the question what is a built-thing. His
essay, `The Thing' elaborates this question and uses an example of the jug. However, Irigaray,
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Heidegger arguesthat not every building is a dwelling place. He writes: `That domain extends over
these buildings and yet is not limited to the dwelling place' (BDT, 145). Furthermore, if dwelling is
the end goal and building its means, Heidegger argues this, `... means-endschemablocks our view
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being-in-the-world: `For building is not merely a means and a way towards dwelling - to build is in
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language, as he argues:
It is language that tells us about the nature of a thing, provided that we respect language's
own nature. In the meantime, to be sure, there rages around the earth an unbridled yet clever
talking, writing, broadcasting of spoken words. Man acts as though he were the shaper and
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else man's subversion of this relation of dominance that drives his nature into alienation.
That we retain a concern for care in speaking is all to the good, but it is of no help to us as
long as language still serves us even then only as a means of expression. Among all the
appealsthat we human beings, on our part, can help to be voiced, language is the highest and
everywhere the first (BDT, 146).
This meansthat building belong to dwelling, but it also meansbuilding suggestsboth to care and to
construct, through language, Heidegger writes:
To be a human being meansto be on earth as a mortal. It meansto dwell. The old word bauen,
however,
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same time to cherish and protect, to preserve and care for, specifically to till the soil, to
cultivate the vine. Such building only takes care - it tends the growth that ripens into its fruit
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of its own accord. Building in the senseof preserving and nurturing is not making anything.
Shipbuilding and temple-building, on the other hand, do in a certain way make their own
works (BDT, 147).
These two aspectsof building correspond to how we are in the world - as cultivating and in
construction. Heidegger writes of this latter aspect:
Here building, in contrast with cultivating, is a constructing. Both modes of building
building as cultivating, Latin colere, cultura, and building as the raising up edifices,
aedificare - and comprised with genuine building, that is, dwelling. Building as dwelling,
that is, as being on the earth, however, remains for man's everyday experience that which is
from the outset `habitual' - we inhabit it, as our language says so beautifully: it is the
Gewohnte. For this reasons it recedes behind the manifold ways in which dwelling is
accomplished, the activities of cultivation and construction. These activities later claim the
name bauen, building, and with it the fact of building, exclusively for themselves. The real
senseof bauen, namely dwelling, falls into oblivion. At first sight this event looks as though
it were no more than a change of meaning of mere teens. In truth, however, something
decisive is concealed in it, namely, dwelling is not experienced as man's being; dwelling is
never thought of as the basic character of human being. That language in a way retracts the
real meaning if the word bauen, which is dwelling, is evidence of the primal nature of these
meanings; for with the essential words of language, their true meaning easily falls into
oblivion in favour of foreground meanings. Man has hardly yet pondered the mystery of this
process. Language withdraws from man its simple and high speech. But its primal call does
incapable
become
thereby
of speech;it merely falls silent. Man, though, fails to heed this
not
silence (BDT, 146).

Challengingthis sort of derivationIrigaray arguesthat we must take chargeof the act of speaking
so asto transformit This is not asthe poetic-speakingHeideggersuggests,rathershearguesthat
we must takechargeof the act of speakingso asnot to be dictatedto by alreadyexisting language
andthe world. Suchan act of speaking,of dialogue,is a listening,but alsoanexperienceof speech
and therebylanguageirreducibleto any other. Shewrites: '...we would not haveto listen to what
comesback to us from a languageor world alreadythere'(WL, xi, authorsitalics): It is a matterof
listeningbut in a way listeningso that we canrespondto it andremainin faithfulnessto ourselves,
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as she writes: ' An encounter between two different subjects implies that each one attends to
remaining oneself (WL, xiv). Building is thus, for Irigaray, not something purely external; it does
not concern the Thing, it is not in an unveiling, or in the event of the Thing. According to Irigaray
dwelling takes place through a building between two, in a refuge and hospitality offered to the other
in his or her becoming. This has to reconstruct how it is to carry out philosophy and create an
encounter.

TheQuestionof SexualDifferencein Dwelling

How as women can women live? Or how and where as women can women dwell? Is what Irigaray
asks Heidegger to reconsider. In The Forgetting ofAir it is, she argues sexual difference constitutes
Heidegger's unthought, it underlies the longing that drives Dasein's questioning - his homelessness.
Implicit in his thought, she proposes, is a more primordial longing for a reunion with the other.
Irigaray places herself, as woman, in Heidegger's philosophy, within his thinking, to try to find
uncover and play with the play of sexual difference so that a different reality might emerge. It leads
Irigaray to argue that all Heidegger's philosophical comings and goings, turnings and departures,
separations are longed-for reunions. She argues for an acknowledgement of the material condition
that make entry into presence possible, and suggest the possibility of a sensible transcendental
missing from his thought suggesting a different rhythm and a different desire. Irigaray evokes air as
this material condition in Heidegger's work, the 'what is' that makes entry into presencepossible.
Air, she argues, is the condition for Heidegger's philosophy, but this passesunnoticed. She writes:
It [air] is the (sensible and) transcendental condition (the physical ground) for the
oppositions that constitute the structure of metaphysics; but because it offers nothing to the
eye, slips away and holds itself in reserve, it cannot properly be said to "be" Like "woman", it
eludes capture in the metaphysical categories. Thus, could not air be said to constitute the
proper house of being? The proper home of the being who asks the question of being? And
yet, this philosopher, concerned above all with finding that home, passesby and through air
without noticing it (End papers, L'Oubli de fair, authors translation).
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Thus, underneath the desire for a proper dwelling, for the mineness of Dasein, lies a need for the
recognition of a more primordial home, air frees Heidegger from this need.
Irigaray's corpus of work as a whole sets out to expose Western philosophy as a
construction shaped by the needs of the male and based on models of exclusion. This also means
that "woman" (stereotyped or maternal in character) is utilised by Western thinking to represent
what is outside, other to this discourse, but it is also simultaneously what it is dependent on for its
existence: Western thought, represses and devalues women, whilst at the same time woman is
symbolised and elevated as the maternal feminine.

Irigaray'scriticismsof the traditionsof Westernphilosophyarethusthat of the repression
of the feminine, and of the repressionof sexualdifference.Philosophicaldiscourse,sheargues,
universalizesthe subjectin a processthat normalizesthemale asthe universalsubject.The cultural
order that resultsfrom this type of thinking imprisonsboth male and female.Shewrites that for
women,the effectsare an alienation,a lack of proper identity, but for man the effectsare also an
imprisonment,cutting him off from his real natureand not allowing him to recognizea sexuate
other. And yet, Irigaray'swork not only provides a criticism of the influence of patriarchyon
westerndiscourse,it suggests,how it may be otherwise.Nevertheless,the path is not easyto find,
shewrites:
Turning back to oneself to be reborn free, animated by (ones/his/hers/their) movements,
be
breath
to
seems
most decisive conquest for women. But everything pulls her out of
words,
herself. From the very beginning, she starts to measure herself against masculine
performance, as though that representedthe most noble duty. She knows for all that woman
and man are not really two, arc still two parts of a whole, but she identifies herself none the
less with half of humanity and above that not her on

half. Under the pretext of liberation,

isn't she doubly betrayed by herself, she does not find herself (one) she leaves herself to
searchfor herself where she is not. She effaces the traces of femininity, already so hidden, so
much that they are no longer visible (AB, I Oe).
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TheSpatiality of Daseinand Care
Dasein is the name Heidegger gives to existence. Heidegger writes that we find and situate
ourselves, as Dasein, held out into the nothing, the open or the free. There (Da) in the "clearing"
Da-sein comports itself to ask the question of its existence. Dasein inhabits, or dwells in the myriad
of possibilities that come towards it and in so doing also holds open the domain of dwelling. De
Bestegui writes that man is insofar as he stands ecstatically in the midst of things. Insofar that his
stance is itself a clearing. De Beistegui writes '...he stands open to more than just those things that
surround and affect him: to the world as such and as whole, to the Open or the truth of being. It is
this very connection to truth as disclosedness, this specific mode of standing in the world, that
characterisesthe essenceof man' (De Bestgui, 2003,15). This stance also corresponds to care. To
reinforce this argument De Beigestui cites Heidegger in "Letter on 'Humanism"':
[t]he human being occurs essentially in such a way that he is the "there" [das "Da'], that is,
...
the clearing of being. The "being" of the Da, and only it, has the fundamental character of
ek-sistence, that is, of an ecstatic inherence in the truth of being. The ecstatic essenceof the
human being consists in ek-sistence, which is difference from the metaphysically conceived
existentia. Medieval philosophy conceives the latter as actualitis. Kant representsexistentia
as actuality in the sense of the objectivity of experience. Hegel defines existentia as the
self-knowing Idea of absolute subjectivity. Nietzsche grasps existentia as the external
recurrence of the same (...) Ek-sistence, thought in terms of ecstasis, does not coincide with
existentia in either form or content (Heidegger, 1998,247-248).
In this way "Essence" is defined as the ek-static character of Dasein. In terms of care Heidegger
human
being sustains Da-sein in that he takes the Da, the clearing of
the
that
as ek-sisting,
writes
being, into "care"' (see Heidegger, 1998,248). Hence, for Heidegger, human existence refers
primarily to a way of relating to the world, to a stancewithin the world. He is not in the world as an
object in space or as substance:He is spatiality. De Beistegui citing Heidegger writes in a letter to
Jean Beaufret of 1949:

This withstandingis experienceunder the name 'care'. The ecstaticessenceof Dasein is
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thought in terms of care, and conversely care is experienced adequately only in its ecstatic
essence.Withstanding, experienced in this manner, is the essenceof the ecstatic that is to be
thought here. The ecstatic essenceof existence is therefore still understood inadequately as
long as one thinks of it as merely a "standing out", while interpreting the "out" as meaning
"away from" the interior of an immanence of consciousnessor spirit (... ) The stasis of the
ecstatic consists - strange as it may sound - in standing in the "out" and "there" of
unconcealed, as which being itself unfolds. What is meant by "existence" in the context of a
thinking that is prompted by, and directed towards, the truth of being, could be most
felicitously designated by the word "in-stance". The proposition "the human being exists"
means: the human being is that being whose being is distinguished by an openstanding that
stands in the unconcealednessof being (De Bestegui, 2003,15-16).

The manner in which Dasein is, is that being is an issue for it. It is that the world as such and as a
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whole,
'standing'. Dasein's essenceis its being-in-the-world in a relation of care. Hence, man does not
stand in the world as a thing, as Dc Bestegui writes: '[man] stands "in" the world insofar as it stands
outside of itself, disclosing the world, clearing things within it, inhabiting if (De Bestcgui, 2003,
16). Dasein is a being-in-the-world in a different way to other beings, and in a different way to
scientific models of the subject. Da-sein's questioning and the in of being-in-the-world suggest a
relationality, which Heidegger calls care, but to formulate the relation with architecture, it is also
thought in terms of building in'Building Dwelling Thinking'. Beistegni writes:
To be in something in such a way that one inhabits it or feels "at home" in it thus presupposes
this relation of familiarity born of an impossibility not to be concerned with or to care for that
fords
Such
is the reason why Heidegger insists that we understand
oneself.
one
within which
the "in" of Dasein's "being-in" on the basis of the Old German verb "innan", to inhabit, to
dwell (De Beistegni, 2003,141)

Hence,to be in the world, to dwell, is to be in a relationality.Whilst Heideggerwritesthat man is in
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Whilst being on the earth is man'severydayexperience,this mode of being has beenforgotten.
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Heideggerwrites:
That language in a way retracts the real meaning of the word bauen, which is dwelling is
evidence of the primal nature of these meanings; for which the essential words of language,
their true meaning easily falls into oblivion in favour of foreground meanings. Man has
hardly yet pondered the mystery of this process. Language withdraws from man its simple
and high speech.But its primal call does not thereby become incapable of speech; it merely
falls silent. Man thought, fails to heed this silence (BDT, 147).

However, there is another relation to the other, according to Irigaray, than that which suggests a
subordinated other, or an appropriated other and Irigaray writes: 'For the welcome to be real, it is
important to step back behind one's own horizon, beyond the limit of what was until then proper to
oneself in order, beyond the threshold, to question the unknown who comes' (WL, 77). This text
suggestsa passageto another reality, to another look, another light, to a relation to oneself, to the
world, we do not yet know. Irigaray writes of this that it concerns an opening of oneself to another
truth that will never have a site on earth; and which she deemsbeing-upon-the-earth (see WD, 78).
She writes: 'It is upon ourselves and upon our world that we henceforth have to impose a negativity
and not upon the world that we henceforth have to impose a negativity and not upon the world
which stands in front of us' (WD, 78).

Dwelling has to be a matter of coexisting,of being with, but wherebeing-with can take
accountof the differencesbetweenman andwomanat a relationallevel. Irigaray'swork develops
accountsof sexualdifferencethat acknowledgethe existenceof the two sexes,of two bodies,two
formsdesire,two waysof living andsustainingthis living. In this way Irigarayaimsto promoteand
encouragethe developmentof modesof relation. Wherewomen'sidentity is given by themselves
andnot by maletheory.Nevertheless,this hasalso leadto conflict with feminist theoristsand to a
criticism of essentialism.Feministshave fearedthat Irigaray'swork will act againstcampaignsfor
equalrights.
Irigaray is a somewhatcontroversialfigure, but the accusationsmadewithin the feminist
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community have stifled understandingsof her work. Despite Irigaray's engagementwith and
criticism of Heidegger,only recently have these accusationsbegun to be put aside. Dwelling
requiresrethinkingthe relation betweenthe sexesso that eachhasthe right to their own modeof
relationality.This cannotbe thoughtin termsof essentialism.As Irigaraywrites:
The unity of the relation betweentwo subjectsis a creation,a work of the two elaborated
startingfrom the attraction,the desirewhich pushesthe one towardsthe other without the
relationbeing thenalreadyconceivedas a "with the other" (WL, 78).

The Question of Essenceand The SexedBody

Whitford explores the criticisms of essentialism, but she also views Irigaray's philosophy as
suggesting essentialism as provisional, as a temporary house. Whitford argues in her somewhat
poetic terms, that mimeticism (or mimicry) is Irigaray's strategy, that essentialism is her stage and
this 'stage' is obligatory if women are to become subjects in the symbolic.

Whitford further

suggests that Irigaray has no choice over essentialism that one cannot get beyond essentialism
without passing through essentialism. Male philosophers are free, she argues, because of the
founding exclusion in language ofthe maternal-feminine. The male subject or rather subjectivity as
thought within patriarchal traditions is free to deny their own essential. Whereas women, in order to
grow, not only have to pass through essentialism, but to speak its language. This could suggest a
misreading of Irigaray's work without a discussion of what Whitford means by essentialism. A
better re-evaluation of Irigaray's relation to this debate would be her thinking on sexuatedifference.
As already stated, for Heidegger, Dasein in ek-static, for Irigaray, woman has a different relation to
the other and Nature, one that does not deny the significance of the body but one that cannot be
described within the confines of the debates surrounding essentialism.

Irigaray's strategy is the recovery of this feminine mode of relation from masculine
philosophies.Throughthe subjectof her critique,usually a philosopheror psychoanalystwho has
contributed significantly to Western thought, she investigatesthe motives of his thought, its
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imagery, and his relationship to the feminine. The stage of all Western discourse is the maternal
body. Mother is the ground for the subjects projection and also his transcendence. Irigaray's
philosophising aims to rethink this dependence,a dependenceon the maternal body that he forgets.
In her philosophy Irigaray not only determines a dependenceon the maternal body but also listens'
for what is silent, what is absent, what the male cannot express - and associates this with the
feminine. Engaging with this drama, and adopting the position of the feminine, is a subvertion of it
and allowing dialogue is, one way for woman as woman where she as yet has no language to
express herself. Nevertheless, it is not Irigaray's only strategy.

Irigaray'spositionwith regardto feminismcanseemambiguous.Shehasbeencriticisedby
the feminist movement as being disinterested in political action. This criticism can be argued as one
not only directed at Irigaray but directed generally as the division between those involved in
feminist philosophy and those promoting feminist action. Some accuseher of being an essentialist,
as already stated, and thereby acting against the struggle for equality. Irigaray's position with regard
to feminism and her own political views are discussed in an early paper 'Equal or Different? ', where
she criticises the work of Simone Dc Beauvoir. Her question in the paper is that directed at
feminists, and De Beauvoir, who campaigned for equal rights. She asks, Equal to what? What do
women want to be equal to, Men? Why not to themselves? Irigaray thereby suggests that if the
exploitation of women is based on sexual difference it can, therefore, only be resolved through
sexual difference: Women can only take up equal sexual rights if they can find some value in the
cultural symbolic of being women and not simply mothers.
However, Irigaray's position with regard to equal rights and difference does not, stop her
campaigning for women's rights. Irigaray's position with regard to feminism representsan attempt
to address a bigger struggle, to challenge the foundations of the cultural and social order that
subordinates and excludes women's specificity. She is a political thinker in the broadest sense,who
wants to transform the whole order of the polis, so that women can take their place. For women to
have rights according to the law, she states,they first need to be allowed accessto a sexual identity
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rights need to be fought for but not so as women become assimilated into the world as men. The
danger of accepting the current political system as one that can addressthe desires of women is that
women have to become men to be equal - which leads Irigaray to challnge the political system.
Moreover, the danger is that in struggles for equality that do not simultaneously addressdifference
women fall back into a language and a social order which exiles and excludes them. Furthermore,
the problem with philosophies of sexual difference, as the accusation of essentialism suggests, is
that historically women's difference has been used against them and without cultural change, it will
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writes:
division, its relation with the other becomes impossible' (WL, 79). In this way the question of
essenceis secondary, as is the question of feminism.

The Thing and the other: Woman

To return to the question of dwelling and building, which as statedbelong together according to
Heidegger: Heidegger writes that building portrays nothing, it discloses '... in it's standing
there'. He writes that if we listen to what building tells us it gives things their look and to men
their outlook on themselves. In the example of the bridge-Thing in `Building, Thinking,
Dwelling, ' Heidegger writes that `... the bridge makes location' that is to say, the bridge makes
place come into presenceand elements emerge as what they are. The bridge brings the stream
and bank and land into each other's neighbourhood, the bridge `gathers', a word Heidegger
derives as associatedwith word 'Thing', in other terms as "an assembly". The bridge as thing
and location allows `site'. Only something that is a location can make space and provide site
and only things that are locations in the manner of the bridge allow site for building. The thing
as Thing is thus location and `standing there' the Thing, opens up'what is' or world. The temple,
for example, as Thing, makes `visible' the rockiness of the rock and makes `visible' the
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invisibility of the air. It makes room for the `four-fold', which Heidegger describes as earth,
sky, mortals, and gods all belonging in a mirror play which constitutes the world. This
mirror-play of the four-fold is spacemade clear, wherein things appear as what they are.

Buildings, for Heidegger,admit and install the 'four-fold', as things, which put up
location. They also set up space.Space,for Heidegger,is neither externalobject nor inner
experience.He writes: `... spacesopenup by the fact that they arelet into thedwelling of man'
(BID, 157).
For architectural readers of the text `Building Dwelling Thinking' Heidegger resolves
the question of architecture by saying that first we must think the nature of things which
themselves require building as the process in which they are made. It is this way spaceis set up.
This intensity of thinking the question is the first step to building (see BID, 154). However, in
a feminist criticism of Heidegger questions arise as to the absenceof adequate thought to the
body, to the nature of desire (or strange presence and absenceof it) and sexual difference, as
already stated. Allowing a subjectivity for women or doubling subjectivity (in Irigaray's terms)
would mean a different sort of poetic dwelling, a different way of speaking, a dialogical way
which would take into account both man and woman's use of language and way of speaking.
This would initiate a different poetics. Such a language would not conform to Western logic or
scientific thinking that Heidegger's criticises but neither would it conform to Heidegger's
`thinking', nor his valorisation of poets such as Rilke Trakl, Hölderlin (WD, 131). Irigaray
argues, thesepoets lacks the energy of desire sharedby two subjects and the energy for getting
beyond dereliction linked to death and solitude (WD, 133).

To work with the criticisms suggestedby Irigaray'sreadingsof Heidegger,providesthe
possibility of a different sort of conception of Things, a different open `between' (for the four-fold)
and a different Gestalt. Moreover, the exchange between these two subjectivities would create a
third language, which unfolds between two modes of speaking; a language we still do not know,
and is yet to be created (WD, 131). The event of the `Thing' in Heidegger's thought for Irigaray
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refuses the female wholly other. Approaching the other for Irigaray, as already suggested,means
recognising an irreducibility between two which are equal and different as the place of a future
construction. The location that is the thing whilst it refuses a female wholly other, she argues,
presumes that nothing remains outside. Irigaray's question in The Forgetting ofAir is directed to
what man is, and can be before the Being of man already is? Before he dwells in language, before
he listens to, and respondsto language and the world, which he is. Furthermore, Irigaray questions
whether there can be a place for the feminine that is not pre-apprehendedby language, something
he otherwise assimilates to envision the free space. In addition, she questions why there is the need
for a clearing; a free space opened up where authentic existence becomes possible, where air
suffices. Thus, when Heidegger questions the danger of modern technological and scientific
thinking for man's habitation, Irigaray argues that, he remains within a patriarchal perspective.
Something happens to desire in Heidegger's work, where, it presumes that `... nothing can come
about unexpectedly outside the space-time that is already determined by and for the Being of man'
(FA, 25). Furthermore, Irigaray arguesthat is the Being of one is taken as the only pole of division,
with the distinction of Being and being relation with the other becomes impossible. She writes:
It will seek in the other the lost whole, the complement of its amputated Being, the
instrument of its division or of its reunification. It will claim or believe that a single term is
capable of establishing a universal model, this model becoming from then on inappropriate
to the human being in its totality and, moreover, or at the same time, authoritarian and
dogmatic (WL, 79).

What allows dwelling, she argues,is the limit createdby eachbeing faithful to oneselfand to a
relationwith the otherin their irreducibility. That the othercannotbe contained,thus,complicates
what Heideggerdescribesas the fold and the Open. It radicalisesthis clearing, which, for
Heidegger,is the placewherethinking takesplace.It is no longera matterof receivingthe gift of
language,of what it saysabout things, but of listening to what the other says,or wants to say,
beyondthe confinesof language.For example,Irigaray writes:'...it is not becauseof my speechthe
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other exists' (WL, 162). If this suggestsanother open, fold or clearing, this place would be silent but
then even to describe it as a silence could be to misrepresent the positivity or fertility of this silence.
She writes: 'Taking account of the transcendence of the other in thinking amounts rather to a
releasing all hold that sendseach one back to what or who he or she, is' (WL, I63). This approach to
the other rethinks all notions of dialogue, of seeing, hearing, of speech and listening. She writes:
'The truth that discloses itself in this way is related to the moment of encounter, its light keeping a
human measure. It is only bestowed thanks to a fidelity of each to oneself (n,

163).

TheExampleof the `Bridge'as Bridge Towardsthe other
Heidegger usesthe bridge in `Building Dwelling Thinking, ' as an example to clarify how building
belongs to dwelling, or, to use his words, `... what building understood by way of the nature of
dwelling really is' (BDT, 152, Heidegger's italics). He writes that for the answer to how building
belongs to dwelling, what building understood by the way of the nature of dwelling really is,
limiting the question to the built thing, a bridge may serve as an example for such reflections (see
BDT, 152). Of the bridge, he writes:

The bridge (... ) doesnot just connectbanks that are alreadythere. The banks emergeas
banksonly asthe bridgecrossesthe stream.The bridge designedlycausesthemto lie across
from eachother.Onesideis setoff againstthe otherby the bridge.Nor do the banksstretch
alongthe streamasindifferentborderstripsof the dry land.With the banks,thebridgebrings
to the streamthe one and the other expanseof the landscapelying behindthem. It brings
streamand bank and land into eachother's neighbourhood.The bridge gathersthe earthas
landscapearoundthe stream.Thus it guides and attendsthe streamthroughthe meadows.
Restingupright in the stream'sbed, the bridge-piersbearthe swing of the archesthat leave
the stream'swatersto run their course.The watersmay wanderon quiet andgay, the sky's
floods from stormor thaw may shootpastthe piers in torrential waves- the bridge is ready
for the sky's weatherandits fickle nature.Even wherethe bridge coversthe stream,it holds
its flow up to the sky by taking it for a momentunderthe vaultedgatewayandthensettingit
free oncemore. The bridge lets the streamrun its courseand at the sametime grantstheir
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way to mortals so that they may come and go from shore to shore. Bridges lead in many ways.
The city bridge leads from the precincts of the castle to the cathedral square; the river bridge
near the country town brings wagons and horse teams to the surrounding villages. The old
stone bridges humble brook crossing gives to the harvest wagon its passagefrom the fields
into the village and carries the limber cart from the field path to the road. The highway bridge
is tied into the network of long-distant traffic, paced as calculated for maxim yield. Always
and ever differently the bridge escorts the lingering and hastening ways of men to and fro, so
that they may get to other bank and in the end, as mortals, to the other side. Now in a high
arch, now in a low, the bridge vaults over glen and stream - whether mortals keep in mind
this vaulting of the bridges' course or forget that they, always themselves on their way to the
last bridge are actually striving to surmount all threat is common and unsound in them in
order to bring themselves before the haleness of the divinities. The bridge gathers, as a
passagethat crosses,before the divinities - whether we explicitly think of, and visibly gives
thanks for, their presence as in the figure of the saint of the bridge, or whether that divine
presenceis obstructed or even pushed wholly aside (BTD, 153).

Tracing building back into `... the domain to which everything that is belongs,' respecting the
nature of language and deriving an ancient meaning of the word "thing" as gathering, the "bridge, "
as thing, Heidegger writes, `... gathers to itself in its own way earth and sky, divinities and mortals, '
allowing that which appears to show itself in its own way (B7D, 145,153). It does not simply
connect banks already there. He argues that the banks emerge as banks as the bridge crosses the
stream. In this manner, the bridge makes, `... a free realm that safeguards each thing in its nature'
(BiD, 153-154).

Similarly, Heidegger'smode of existence,or Da-sein, holds open a domain to perceive
hold
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and
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means
open
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what
free-realm, through its `... capacity to receive-perceive the significance of the things that arc given
to it and that addressit by its virtue of its own "clearing". ' (ZS, 4) We fmd and situate ourselves in
our own way in this "clearing" and only held out into the nothing, to the open or free, into the
"clearing" can Da-sein can only comport itself to ask the question of existence. Contrary to
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contemporaryscientific and conventionalpsychoanalyticmodels, Heidegger'sview of human
existence,Da-sein,thus consistsof `pure' invisible intangiblecapacitiesfor receiving-perceiving
be
it
it
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can
objectified at all under
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and
not
something
which
what
andwhat addresses
(seeZS,4).
any circumstances
Thus,for Heidegger,the experienceofbeing assubject(andcorrespondingobject)whilst it
has existed since Descartes,our culture has long been accustomed to this thinking, to understating
the nature of a thing as an unknown with perceptible properties attached to it. But the gathering
nature of the bridge-thing cannot be understood, as an object with property afterwards read into it.
The bridge-thing cannot be in space and man opposed to space.Apace made by the bridge is space
open through human existence; the bridge makes location. Heidegger uses the bridge, and his
poetic description of it, to illustrate human existence. He writes:

think of the bridge as primarily and really merely a bridge; of er that, and
people
...
occasionally,it might possiblyexpressmuch elsebesides;and as suchan expressionit would
then becomea symbol, (... ) But the bridge, if it is a true bridge, is never first of all a mere
bridgeandthenafterwardsa symbol.And just aslittle is thebridge in the first placeexclusively
a symbol,in the sensethat it expressessomethingthat strictly speakingdoesnot belongto it. If
we takethe bridge strictly as such,it neverappearsasan expression.The bridge is a thing and
As
it
fourfold
Only?
(BID, 153).
this
thing
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that.
gathers
only
However,in criticism of this illustration Irigaray arguesin The Forgetting of Air that Heidegger
refusesto perceivehis entry into the world asa passageor a `bridge' betweenmaleand female:
`Entre l'un et 1'autre, l'un et l'une, il n'y a pas du moins au present de passage.L'etre serait
une attente dont l'ouverture s'est refermee encircle - aussi de l'oubli - pour qu'y demeure en
repose le penser.' (Between one, and the other, between a male one and a female one, there is,
at least at present, no passage.Being would be a waiting whose opening has closed itself up in
a circle - likewise in oblivion - so that the thinker can remain at rest there) (FA, 23).

Furthermore,of Heidegger'sillustration, Irigaraywrites: `With its constructionthe there is of the
bridge has carried away that other towardswhom it soughtto be the passage'(FA, 23). Irigaray
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suggestsa question towards both the motivation that constructs the 'bridge, ' and the nature of the
`clearing, ' free realm or location gathered into the constitution of Da-sein. Irigaray argues that
there are two oblivions for Heidegger not the one of being he describes, but of the first place, of his
maternal origin, and the passageof blood and air. The second the oblivion of a desire of a female
wholly other. These are not unrelated. The other is and assimilated and projected and in so doing,
she argues, Heidegger culls Nature and keeps her confined within his dwelling: It is necessary to
return to a beginning before Heidegger's thought, to a mode of relation that language does not
privilege. She argues that it is necessary to return to the from which or of what, his capacities for
receiving-perceiving are made. She writes: `.... being must have assimilated something in order to
be; pocket of air or blood, the real first place, materiality is assimilated' (FA, 28). In order to
construct the bridge, there must be, she argues, an imperceptible passagefrom one air to another.
To think sexuate difference there must be a different sort of receiving-perceiving that can perceive
the other, recognising that there is desire in his relation to the other. The perception of another
passage,or another sort of bridge, she describes as from one air to another, or from one invisibility
to another (FA, 28).

Irigarayarguesthat humanexistenceis suspended
betweentwo in Heidegger'sthoughtthe
from which or the of what his capacities for receiving-perceiving are made and the feminine `other,'
towards which the bridge conveys, but Heidegger recognises neither. Irigaray argues that in part
outside Heidegger's thought, is a free energy not determined by the living being that he or she is
from birth, nor by language. Women understand this condition, however, this evades Heidegger,
and a tradition of male philosophers influenced by his work Even when Heidegger tries to think the
`other', or in Heidegger's terms the nothing that `scientific thinking' rejects as a possible question,
it is only a mood that can only legitimate the question, this nothing is gathered into the constitution
of Da-sein, legitimised by an experience of anxiety. He writes of `Anxiety in the face of but not
...
concerning this thing or that' (PM, 8 8) This anxiety constitutes Da-sein: `Anxiety is there. It is only
sleeping. Its breath quivers perceptually through Da-sein (... ) those daring ones are sustained by
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that on which they expend themselves- in order thus to perceive the ultimate grandeur of Da-sein. '
(PM, 88). We sometimes meet things we cannot comprehend and, Irigaray suggests in her
criticisms of Heidegger, this experience has often been deferred `... to the invisibility of a God or
into the fear of a nightmare. That which evokes the times before birth for example' (BTHME, 4e).
Or projected in myth onto the sea, and the earth, and illustrated in the heroic journey's of myth of
Oedipus, for example, or by the poets influential to Heidegger. But Heidegger constructs a world
where language shapesexistence, where language takes the place of nature. For Irigaray, with this
gesture he rejects the possibility of a relationship with things where language has not yet imposed
its shape on nature. The thing as such thus does not suggest the possibility of a space for sexed
identity. This is Irigaray's fundamental criticism of Heidegger. She writes: `... no more than the
life-death watch that is our obligation from birth, if not before (... ) When he thinks he is master; he
is slave to belief (SG, 31). The bridge that Irigaray suggests'practicable and mobile' is that between
two different subjects each contributing to a building both proper to oneself and appropriate in
relation to the other.

Air and Breath

The perception of another passage,or another sort of bridge, from one air (an air Heidegger argues
neverthelessimperceptibly sustainsDa-sein, to another) an autonomous breathing, for example. Or
from one invisibility to another in a cultivation of perception; or from a reflected light to another
interior illumination, all describe the move that women need to make to win their own autonomies.
This would correspond to women's liberation, or to a free everyday perspective for women. The
feminine is not called to carry out the task of construction a world, which is similar to man's.
Irigaray writes: `To become a world herself, to cultivate herself without violence or power over
what surrounds her - all these correspond more to the feminine `to be'. ' (TBT, 72) For Irigaray,
building to cultivate two, would be a question of whether women are creative enough to exert an
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energythat escapesthe masteryof Westerncultural forms,that is to say,to construct`bridges'that
correspond to their creative capacities, or to their own `to be'. To speak of women's liberation
without this course, Irigaray writes, is not simply possible (seeAB, 7e).

Cultivating breathis, for Irigaray, one such `bridge' towardsthe feminine `to be'. Breath
provides a bridge between the world and is never separatedfrom nature. Moreover, it can transform
and transubstantiateit (AB, 7e). Breath awakens and arousesa reserve of free energy, she writes, it
corresponds to a new parousia (see Marine Lover, and An Ethics of Sexual Difference). It
corresponds to the divine in women but this she writes `... does not necessarily signify for women
that entity called God exists. The relation of the woman with God seems both subtler and more
incarnated, less reduced to an object (... ) sent beyond our world' (AB, 7e). Breath is enough for
have
idols.
She
Women
of
writes: `It is ideal forme (... ). A breath of fresh air and
no
need
women.
the world changes substance.Still material, it is subtlized, transubstantiated (... ) Each inspiration
brings you truth'(AB, 4e). For women, it is a question of making this divinity her own, she argues,
accepting responsibility for it, of incarnating actively in herself the divinity received at birth (see
AB, 4e). She writes: This breath as vital or spiritual matter of a human being corresponds to this
third ground from which we can appear as humans and relate between us' (AB, 20e).

Perception

Cultivating perception, attentive to qualities both of what or who is perceived, to the invisible (or
other) in the who or what, and the invisibility of the one who perceives, would also correspond
more to a feminine `to be'. In The Age of Breath, cultivating `breath,' corresponds to a mode of
woman's `to be', arousing a sort of energy and receptivity that cannot be mastered. Cultivating a
sort of contemplative perception would be another way, in that she writes:
If you remain alive, my gaze my sensesare always aroused by your present intentions, and I
cannot fall asleep in my knowledge of you, in the repetition of what I have already felt from
you, as long as a stronger sensationkeeps me awake. Your gestures,if they are inspired by your
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desire, attract my attention, my gaze. Its horizon is not closed but remains open upon your
mystery, upon your intention. Turning towards you, my eyes are centred upon you but they do
not yet have, within, an image or a spectacle. They are always and already virginal when
looking at you, at the expression of your desire (AB, 20e).

Thinking dwelling in architecture as a receiving-perceiving, or as a `... hospitality given to the other
in
in
home
but
body,
in
in
own
country
also
oneself
one's
own
as other not only one's
one's own
and in one's own breath, one's own mind or soul'; could be a way of thinking the possibility of
being-two in architecture (B7JME, 14e). Perhaps thinking dwelling as a co-existence could be
imagined as two intertwining `bridges', and a third place of hospitality, of life and `love'. However,
first of all it must be a matter of finding an autonomous existence for women, an interiority at the
difference
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time
correspondence.
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a
same
as maintaining
sort of receiving-perceiving that can perceive the other and that recognises that there is life and
desire in the other. Whilst the properties of feminine identity remain to be thought, cultivating an
interior energy not determined by the living being that he or she is from birth, nor by a learned
culture, an energy the Western cultural traditions forget: In this respect the cultivation of the `to be'
of woman may also be capable of redirecting man to his own `to be'. If women refuse cultivation of
the senses,in a perception that is attentive to the qualities both of what is perceived and of the one
who perceives, we reject the possibility of a space to encounter the other and we renounce sexuate
difference. Nevertheless, Irigaray writes: 'The rift between the other and me is irreducible. To be
sure we can build bridges, join our energies, feast and celebrate encounters, but the union is never
definitive, on pain of no longer existing' (WL, 157).

1.2 Building Bridges BetweenThose that Love Each Other, and the Influence of Heidegger in
Irigaray's Philosophy

Whitford suggests,in Luce Irigaray: Philosophyin the Femininethat the influenceon Irigaray of
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Heidegger's philosophy is a particularly interesting, but as yet little discussed. She writes that
although Irigaray has sympathy for phenomenological philosophies which stress language, the
body and ethics, none of these philosophies address the issue of sexual difference. Irigaray's
criticism is that phenomenology reproduces in one form or the other, the image, needs and desires
of the male body. Mortensen argues in The Feminine and Nihilism that Irigaray's critique of
phenomenological thinking, is primarily with that of the conceived certainty of the subject and of
what the subject understands and perceives.

Mortensen suggests that Irigaray rejects the

phenomenological tradition, insofar, as it assumeslanguage and appearanceare the totality of what
is. She argues that Irigaray proposes that the feminine cannot be approached within
phenomenological philosophy as she cannot be seen within traditional 'phenomenological optics'.
Mortensen writes that women's specificity will always be outside, invisible and 'elsewhere' to this
phallocentric framework. Thus, phenomenology is not, in her review of Irigaray's philosophy, a
valid structure for such an investigation: It is an apparatus foreign to women, belonging to
masculine logic. However, Irigaray does engage with phenomenology, she does not dismiss it out
of hand. Her strategies to recover female desire and rethink sexual difference have, as she admits,
learnt from the phenomenological tradition. Her work is often described as a 'tracing back' which
has similarities with Heidegger's method However, Irigaray also argues that the feminine is more
primordial than Heidegger's thinking and that of the phenomenological tradition. Sexual or sexuate
difference is a rediscovery, challenging patriarchal prohibitions, beyond conventional logic.

Irigaray's criticism of Heidegger'sphilosophy provides a challengeto an architectural
theory, which uncritically adoptsHeidegger'stheoriesof dwelling. It inspiresquestionsof how
women,assubjectsof philosophicaldiscourse,asdifferent to a universal(male)subject,canbuild
the architecturalenvironment.Irigaray'sproject,asin all her work, concernsthe recoveryof sexual
difference through a critique of Westernthought. This critique includes the analysisof many
sources,but her main concernsarewith thosephilosopherswho haveactedto significantlychange
our understanding.In this way, the phenomenologicaltradition is of importanceto twentieth
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century thought. Irigaray is committed to showing the absence of the feminine in what is
traditionally thought of as the universality of philosophic and psychoanalytical discourse. She has
deconstructed many of the assumptions that underlie seemingly neutral accounts of identity, at the
sametime as working to suggestan autonomous female specificity hidden within such assumptions.
For Irigaray, all current philosophy and psychoanalysis exclude difference, and the goal of
Irigaray's critique is to replace patriarchal representations of the other (which acts to support in the
construction of male identity) with a more radical philosophy of the other.

TheBackgroundto Luce Irigaray's Philosophy
Irigaray's first published works were in psycho-linguists, where she explored the way in which the
illnesses
formal
language,
kinds
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different
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of
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through language breakdown and different forms of speechlessness.She became interested in how
identity, in particular women's identity was enacted partly by a self-positioning in language in
relation to an interlocutor (a speaking subject) and became interested in the normal the speech
differences between men and women. This early work was not an analysis of texts, but analysesof
responsesof one speakerto another, where the relationship between can be addresseddirectly.

The themesof her early better know works, moved to a critique of psychoanalysisand
in
Speculum
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Plato
of
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were
published
of the other: woman. It
philosophy.
was with the publication of this book that she became known as an outspoken critic of
psychoanalysis in its traditional form. However, with its publication she also lost her academic
position in the Department of Psychoanalysis at Vincennes and was exiled (her own terms) from
the psychoanalytical community. (Irigaray is not wholly hostile to psychoanalysis, but she does
criticize Freud for not recognizing his own limitations, and the influence of the Western
philosophical, metaphysical tradition, on his thought. )

Speculumwascelebratedfor its criticismsof Freudaswell ascondemnedandthusher first
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works are known as those engaged with psychoanalysis, even though at least half of the text is a
discussion of philosophy. Her most recent work is concerned with the effect her work could have
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and often the source is not obvious, this means that the complexity of Irigaray's work is not always
fully recognized. Irigaray often writes in a poetic and associative style and in a language through
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and a difficulty in construing her meaning. It is, however, as Whitford writes, often a mistake to try
to fix the meaning of her work. Irigaray's meaning, her terms, her language, her words, can infuse
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language but air, the indispensable medium (or vehicle) of communication with the other' (WD,
130). Instead of facing the problem of sexual difference, or facing the problem of a relationship
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important roles, in this context, it grants women autonomous existence where language cannot.

Irigaray'spoetic of air, is not metaphoric,her philosophyrather attemptsto awakenthe
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breathingandautonomousexistence,which seeksto communicatethis experience,Irigaray writes:
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I become autonomous from the moment I begin breathing outside my mother, and this
continues to happen everyday of life. If I don't breath autonomously then I am not
autonomous in relation to the world and to others. If I am autonomous, then speech is clear
and allows for real communication with the other, whether its a man or a woman. But few
people are autonomous. So speech remains a cry or a call, signifying a need to go back into
the mother. The Eastern way - of a Buddha for example - shows that one can be born again
through breathing; one can receive autonomy a second time, not the autonomy imposed at
birth, but rather the autonomy expected from a rebirth. It doesn't seem that Heidegger was
familiar with this autonomy of being (WD, 130).
Air grants autonomy but also, in so doing, it grants the possibility of many different ways of being
beyond the horizon of patriarchal cultures, air is sensible and transcendental, it is the 'there' that
Heidegger's philosophy cannot think but one that can be 'made touchful'. Irigaray argues: 'Air is
what makes me one from the inside through breathing, as well as from the outside. I stand in air, I
move in air, it's in some way the place I occupy' (WD, 130).

For Irigaray, Heidegger still thinks within a tradition in which men share amongst
themselves,that is to say with a patriarchal economy where one half are not fully human, and where
sharing between men and women is not possible. For Irigaray, dwelling is a matter of coexistence,
and for Irigaray, Heidegger's model of existence does not sufficiently think the relation between
individuals, in particular men and women, so they can coexist together, in the recognition of their
difference(s).

WhereIrigaraycalls for a recognitionof difference,a differentkind of complementarity,at
least this is not one of complementarityconventionallyunderstood.It would recognizethat we
belongto a sexednatureto which it is properto be faithful, asalreadystated.Shewrites:
We needrights to incarnatethis naturewith respect.We havea needfor the recognitionof
anotherwho will never be mine and to recognizethe importanceof an absolutesilencein
order to hearthis other.We needto work towardsnew wordswhich will madethis alliance
possiblewithout reducingthe other to an item of property.We needto reinterpretnotable
figures or eventsin our tradition in termsof that horizon. We needto turn the negativeor
limit of one genderin relation to the other into a possibility of love and of creation(ILTY,
57

11).
In an argument that attempts to dispel these misunderstandings in particular over Speculum, she
writes that she starts from an asymmetry that does not allow the relationship to happen if it does not
acknowledge the negative of an irreducible alterity.

Sexual difference, for Irigaray is

complementary but it is also asymmetrical, it is a different way of thinking difference than that
within the logic of patriarchal cultures. For Irigaray there is a space of attraction (a love or desire)
beyond language.

In the last chapterof The Forgetting of Air, as illustrative of this argument,she writes:
'...people who love each other gravitate towards each other because of an attraction that exists
beyond all words, all certainty, all being, in the general senseof the word. People who love each
other are attracted to each other only through breath, through air' (WD, 130). In other words there is
a love between two that can initiate new ways of being: Love in this senseis that between two who
are different and between those who recognize, as she writes in Hove To You: I am not you nor am
I yours and you are not me nor you mine (see "Prologue", page 11). Air is a different horizon and it
allows an autonomous existence for women outside patriarchal logic's demands. Irigaray writes:
It seems to me that in our culture - and this may explain our lack of consideration for our
planet - air has been put into prison, in captivity. Concepts, codified behaviours, and
religious dogmas often prevent us from living free in the air, air that can offer us the
being
born
of
and reborn every second. Instead, many people go on vacation not
possibility
to breath peacefully, in a meditative and contemplative way, but rather to exploit air. The end
result is an exploitation of the presenceof the other, of others, and also of nature and culture,
when what our age really needsto do is to return to the elementary and necessaryreality of
life: breathing (WD, 133).

There are many referencesto Easterntraditions in Irigaray's work, and in her re-evaluationof
breath and breathing.In I Love To You and her essay'A Breath That Touchesin Words' she
develops her approach to speech,in this context, as 'poetic-talking' (see pages 121-128).
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Furthermore, Irigaray suggestsin an interview with a student that her work with Heidegger's texts
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is the element of proximity, indeed, and for Irigaray it provides a way out of (maternal) dependence,
liberation for ourselves (and our mothers). Irigaray writes:
Breathing conjugates inseparably Being-there with Being-with. Coming out of the mother, I
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breathing helps me to renounce the dream of fusional proximity with what gives or gives
back life, namely the mother, or nature. Breathing means detaching oneself from her, being
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Breathing is abandonment of prenatal passivity, that infantile state both dependant and
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Breathingthuscultivatesautonomyand as Dominijanni (the student)writes it cultivatesa relation
with the other is not possiblewithout autonomy,certainlycoexistenceis not possible.Irigaray
writes:
There is neither life nor relation without autonomy and there is no autonomy without air. It is
not by chance that in Eastern culture the wise cultivate breathing until they obtain the
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so-called "rebirth". In the West, which does not know a culture of breathing, we have
constructed a world that resembles a prison, dialogue is possible solely among likes, never
with an other (male or female). To forget air means forgetting the element that makes
individuation and relation possible (WD, 137).
Forgetting air, for Irigaray, means forgetting sexual difference, which means forgetting the
difference between two autonomous subjectivities. However, in an essay in the recent publication
'Feminist Interpretations of Martin Heidegger' entitled'From The Forgetting ofAir to To Be Two'
originally published as the introduction to the Italian version ofL'Oubli de 1'air, Irigaray also writes
that 'air' is not just significant to this book or to her criticism of Heidegger. She writes that 'air
circulates' and the element that 'goes hand in hand with Being' in chronological later works such as
ILove To You and To Be Two. She writes:
Sometimes it applies itself to saying its paralysis in our intellectual tradition: philosophy. At
other times it frees itself and protects itself in order to love at the limit of life, or to provide
room for an interval that safeguards the difference between the Being of woman and the
Being of man (FIMH, 309).

In illustrating what shemeansby air going hand in handwith Being, and the significanceof air,
Irigaray writes:
The memory of breath would permit us to reach another epoch of Being, where Being
presents itself as two - man and woman - and not as a split between appearanceand essence,
or the being and the becoming of every phenomenon, including the human. The air element,
its imperceptible presence in every life, in every act of speaking, in every thought, would be
then the path that permits a return beyond the foundation and the closure of metaphysics in
order to discover again the breath and the spirit that they have captured - captivated in their
logic. The frequency of nature as empty clearing, the cultivation of breathing would provide
a passagefrom the Western tradition to the Eastern culture that Heidegger, as well as others
among recent philosophers, tried to make emerge from oblivion, tried to question as source
both on this side of and beyond our Being, we hyperboreans (FINN, 310).

Oneof the mostimportantcriticismsIrigaray'sraisesin relationto Heidegger'swork is his relation
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to origin, maternal and material. The distinction, and equally need to return to maternal or material
origins, leads Irigaray to argue that although Dasein has mastered this origin he is also dependent.
Irigaray's philosophy reworks concepts of a radical ethics or a responsibility to the other to suggest
between
In
difference
is
difference
difference.
This
this
to
and
a
a
man
woman.
we
new approaches
difference
This
is thus not sexual
knowledge
the
the
other.
possess
can neither claim
of
other nor
difference as is commonly understood. Neither is it a rediscovery of difference limited only to the
sexual relation. It is not an affirmation of difference between a culturally privileged man and a
subordinate female or any other singularly vertical hierarchical difference. Rather Irigaray's
philosophy motivates a return to the difference of which only the most faint gestures remain in
contemporary Western cultures, the difference between two in a horizontal relationship, a
relationality the Western tradition does not value.

Thereis a growingbody of work in architecturaltheorywhich investigatesissuesof gender
been
has
Luce
Irigaray.
Irigaray's
the
philosophy
of
used to support an
cites
work
and which
in
but,
hand,
"feminist"
for
the
architecture
on
other
also to
a
continuing
campaign
argument
challenge theorists who argue that old-fashioned "feminist" activity is at odds with apparently more
ethical and inclusive `post-modem' theories in architecture (See Gender, Space, Architecture).
Irigaray has been active in many political contexts and especially in Italy, but her work cannot be
simply linked to arguments for a continued "feminism" or as most commonly understood in its
campaign for equality with men. She associatesthese movements with a desire for a privilege and
power that simply parodies the male and at the same time refuses to question of how women may
sustain equality or if, indeed, it can be won.

Contemporarytheorists have attemptedto forge alliancesbetweendeconstructionand
feminism and to describe Irigaray as a post-modem theorist in this category. However, the same
critics describe her understanding of sexual difference as somewhat marred commonly rejecting it
as tainted by "essentialism", in preference for the purer work of philosophers such as Derrida or
even Levinas. Toril Moi is perhaps the best known in this respect and arguesthat Irigaray has learnt
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her method from Derrida. However, many contemporary reviews of Irigaray's work also make this
suggestion. In celebrating the question of difference in this context critics forget how complex the
issue of sexual difference is and how higaray argues contemporary philosophy cannot think the
other woman.

Architectural theory proposingits questioningin the languageof genderrather than of
either feminism (see Gender, Space and Architecture) or sex (see Desiring Practices), revisits
these debates. In a collection of essaysDesiring Practices (1996), the editors predominately UK
based women architects describe their motive as the shared feeling that their occupation leaves
them without a space to practices their desires. However, the publication also propagates
essentialist arguments with proposals that the terminology of debates should refer to 'gender' in
architecture rather than `sex'. (The latter, they suggest leads to an essentialist definition of the
subject).

Questionsof sex,genderequalityor of differencearein no way definitive of the discourse
that surrounds women in architecture, and lrigaray's philosophy, moreover, demonstrates how
complex and far-reaching the issues of discrimination within the profession are. Contemporary
theory in architecture begins to suggest what is really at stake but it also shows how the need to
for
is
rights
still current even amongst women theorists. The problem of
need
suppresswomen's
discrimination has to be that of the status of women within current cultural traditions but the
solution is neither as simple as the fulfilment of a desire for equality with men, nor of a radically
individualistic rejection of culture in pursuit of creative freedom. To extend Irigaray's observations
to, for example, the editors of Desiring Practices, we have to ask whether women can know or say
their desires, when we still, as yet, have to become who we are and a further problem is that we
have forgotten the way to rediscover our desires.
The importance of Irigaray's philosophy is not just in criticism but in the threshold her
philosophy provides, a threshold not only to how we can respond to the other: woman but how we
can become woman. The architectural issue of dwelling is a question that must explore this
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becoming as equal if not more important that any of the problems of discrimination within the
profession. At the same time the question of dwelling addressesan ethics of how we, as women
architects, can respond to the desires of the other(s).

The role of dialogue in Irigaray's philosophy suggestsan approach,as criticism and
faithfulness, to the question of building and dwelling. The importance given to language in
Heidegger's work, and hence the relation of building, thinking and dwelling, is Irigaray's first
criticism. Heidegger's thinking is inadequate, both in his thought to the other and to sexual
difference, as many others have suggested.However, what is unique to Irigaray is her suggestion
that there is another way of building and dwelling, one that Heidegger forgets. Irigaray's dialogue
between
between
dwelling
This
Heidegger
two
to
are
equal.
open
a
place
of
us,
who
seeks
up
with
practice is a practice which extends to ethics and politics as much as to architecture. Irigaray writes
of dwelling:

This shelteris build by the two in the respectfor mutualdifferences,naturebeingtransmuted
into a spiritual matterwhich little by little envelopsand protectsthe subjectson their path
while constrainingthemto pursueit (WL, 81).
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CHAPTER TWO
2.1 The Problem of Practice

The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) has recently made changes to their policy to
include the statement:
The RIBA values the creative potential which individuals from diverse backgrounds, and with
differing skills and abilities, bring to the Institute and the architectural profession. We will
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free
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is
to
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or
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human
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rights of all individuals are
cultivated
and
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where
respected' (RIBA Equal Opportunities Policy Statement, February 2001, authors emphas!s).

To achieve this, the Institute states that it is committed to fostering an environment of mutual
respect in working relationships; to increasing awarenessof equal opportunity policy, ensuring the
diversity
identifying
in education and
to
to
means
achieve
opportunities,
and;
promotion of equal
the profession. This need to define policy reflects social pressuresupon the Institution, however,
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to
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whilst proposing
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how
free
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dominated
to
address
profession
cannot
enough
an
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white male
harassment or unfair discrimination, where human potential can be cultivated and in which the
human rights of all individuals are respected,' can be achieved.

Identifying a trendof decreasingnumbersof womenin the profession,the RIBA equality
forum `Architect's for Change,' commissioned a study in September 2001, to determine why
women fail to qualify as architects or to continue to work as architects. Statistical data collected by
the RIBA demonstrated that rather than a general trend towards equal numbers of women and men
within the profession in comparison to other professions the numbers of women were decreasing
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favourable
To
the
the group cited RIBA
even
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sharply
conditions.
economically
statistics, which state:
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Over the past 10 years the percentage of women studying architecture has risen from 27 % to
37% of the total architecture student population. During this period drop out rates of women
have
Part
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also steadily reduced, so
stages
of
and
students
that they are now at an equal level. with their male counterparts. However, once they qualify
the percentageof women falls from being around 37% of the student population to only 14% of
the architectural profession. This compares poorly with law and medicine where women now
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The study, as commissioned, aimed both to determine why women fail to fully qualify as architects
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better working conditions. Through personal testament, and, in particular, on-line questionnaires,
the group collected information as to the stages women leave the profession and some of the
initially
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as guidelines acting to counter this trend in the form of recommendations for Human Resources
Managers, however, the numerous cases studies in response to the questionnaire also provided
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the original RIBA call for applications, which was taken up by researchersfrom The University of
the South West,the committee writes:

The resultswill inform any future statementsand action on the RIBA's equal opportunities
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However,encouragingdiversity by campaignsfor equality is only a partial and wholly inadequate
its
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diversity throughpolicy aimedtowardsHumanResourcesmanagersdoesnot addressthecomplex
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problem of how to foster a respect for difference and greater diversity does not necessarily lead to
diversity
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women cannot simply be that of gaining equal employment rights with men, especially where such
equality forces women to adapt their difference(s) to the benefit of existing systems. Furthermore,
has
demonstrated
its
desire
be
in
Institution
to
the
seen to respond
research
commissioning
whilst
to the obvious inequalities, there is no guarantee that either Schools of offices will value or adopt
such recommendations. Especially not if they are immediately suspected of being economically
unbeneficial or in conflict with economically successful, albeit exploitative, prejudiced work
from
has
Moreover,
the
research
successful women working as
criticism
met
with
practices.
architects in this respect. In one response to the research as described in the architectural press, one
woman architect is recorded stating her own advice to young women: '...never think you are
different: I've never felt I was a woman, a foreigner or different from anyone else' (Foreign Office
Architects, see Building Design, October 2003). The question of equal opportunities, of genuine
has
be
to
one of finding the means of creating ways of living that do
and
sustained,
equality, real
not perpetuate existing hierarchies between women and men, and responding to difference cannot
be a matter of simply creating more flexible working conditions - or images of women as architects
in career literature, although in a limited way beneficial. As Irigaray argues, in her many
discussions with women: How can we be equal where being equal means being equal to men?

Many womenarchitectshave alreadysuggestedthat issuesof women's inequalitywithin
the professionarethosethat philosophyshouldaddress.What Irigaray's philosophyproposes,in
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this context, is a way of revisiting, in her somewhat old-fashioned terms, "women's liberation"
albeit this is liberation rethought, by reconsidering (sexual) difference. Irigaray's work proposes
that in order to sustain equality we must insist on rights specific to each sex, as well as finding new
being-together
include
forms
that recognize
of
would
architecture,
or
expressions,
which
cultural
and can cultivate this difference. To re-stage the words of the RIBA equality policy statement,
Irigaray's thought proposes the cultivation of sexuate rights. In the inadequate language of the
policy statement, Irigaray's work would suggest fostering an environment that is free from
harassment or unfair discrimination, where sexuate potential can be cultivated and in which the
sexuately different rights, rights appropriate to all individuals in their full humanity are respected.
This is a matter for education. This would take any conventional thinking of both equality and
difference, whether in terms of the RIBA aims to promote diversity, or in contemporary
architectural theory adopting difference, further than more traditional

or contemporary

philosophical approaches.

In an interview whenaskedaboutthis problemof diversity in the architecturalprofession,
Irigaray arguesthat this languagecan be a way of escapingthe questionof sexualdifference,
dismissingthe problemof liberationby associatingit with past feminisms(see`Being Two: From
have
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Irigaray'sargumentin ThinkingtheDifference.Using the UniversalDeclaration ofHurnan Rights
to illustrate her argument,Irigaray proposesthat women'srights must be re-written to address
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languageand laws in additionto cultural forms. For example,the declarationusesgenderneutral
terminology,as doesthe RIBA statement,and this is Irigaray'sfirst criticism, even from the first
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shewrites:
I, a woman, no longer feel 'human' [I feel I am a 'man']. For I am not 'bom free equal in
dignity and rights' [to other 'men']. I have female identity problems that current law does not
resolve. I cannot feel that this 'universal' charter includes me unless I renounce my sex and
its properties, and also agree to forget all the women who do not enjoy the minimal civil
liberties that I do (17V, ix).

Thus, the RIBA could set out to promote equality but only if it reconsiders how the profession
approachesthe question of difference. She writes, '...real persons still have no rights, since there are
only men and women: there are no neuter individuals' (ILTY, 21). For Irigaray, diversity suggestsa
goal of equality based on a male standard and this is an abstract notion perpetuated by the
masculine economy. Sexuate difference, however, constitutes a basic human reality and sexuate
rights, thus, a basic human right. She also arguesthat sexuatedifference is a more basic reality than
differences between ages,races, cultures, as all of these are formed by patriarchal culture and its
values. Thinking sexuate difference is a way of approaching all the other differences of age, race,
culture or religion.

In her subsequentanalysisof the documentIrigaray draws on her own experience.She
statesof Article 17("(1) Everyonehasthe right to own propertyaloneaswell asin associationwith
others.(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprivedof his property"):
'No one shall be arbitrarily deprived for his property', Fine. But what is rape then? Or, the use
of my naked body for advertising in the Metro? Or the exploitation of women's bodies by the
pornographic media? (17V, x).

Further, referring to an assaultthat took place outside her home, she writes, of Article 13,
"'Everyonehasthe right to life, liberty and the securityof the person"but at what time of day? I
havelearnedthe hardway that the "right to freedomof movement"[Article 13] is not mine'(77D,
x). And, in additionto Articles 7,8 and9, Irigaraywrites:
Article 7: 'All areequalbeforethe law andare entitled without any discriminationto equal
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protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in
violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination, ' To whom do
I report the inequality between the treatment given my body and that given a man's? What
'competent national tnbunals' are there that can provide me with 'an effective remedy'
[Article 8] against any act of disrespect to my physical or moral person? Just what exactly is
law'
[Article
6].
How
it
be
defended
before
[...
]
the
can
a
against
my'recognition
as person
'cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment' [Article 5] whether corporeal or
spiritual (ITD, ix-x).

Declaring her disappointment with this document, Irigaray writes that the Declaration means
nothing in terms of women's everyday reality. Rather, in contrast, she writes: The rights of abstract
from
derived
duties,
degrees,
in
to
religious
rights
modelled
upon
or
and
citizens are
varying
particular patriarchal ones (...) we do not as yet have civil law pertaining to real persons,
concerning first of all, women and men (ILTY, 21): The document pushes women further away
from the possibility of liberation. Irigaray's proposal is that we need rights specific to our sexuate
being and it is only this, that can sustain a culture of difference: The existing alternative, the
expression of human rights in gender neutral terminology only undermines female identity,
whereas the'reality of the difference between the sexes'(Irigaray's terminology) would promote a
for
difference
(see
difference
7TD,
This
for
respect
xi).
where neither sex has authority
respect
over the other, corresponds to a coexistence, a non-appropriative, non-exploitative, being-together,
the foundation of a new community, and of a democracy. Irigaray writes it means that power is
...
restricted by the fact that it constantly passesbetween woman and man, between all citizens of a
country, between all living beings on this earth' (TTA, xi). The research carried out by RIBA
presumes that greater equality will comes about with equal rights to men. Whilst the research is
important, it assumes,as does most current feminism, that liberation is in the right to be as men.

It is languagethat for Irigaray establishesthese problematic models. She writes: 'If
languagedoesnot give two sexesequivalentopportunitiesto speakandincreasetheir self esteem,
it functions as a meansof enabling one sex to subjugatethe other' (77D, xv). Languagecan
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suppressthe other, but it can also liberate. In the first essay in Thinking the Difference, written after
Chernobly'A Chance to Live' Irigaray explores this problem in a genderedreading of the question
of technology.

Changing forms of relation, which otherwise perpetuatethe exploitation of natures
is
for
habits
is,
Irigaray,
It
the
a
question
of
changing
of
speech.
a question, she argues,
resources,
of changing conventions, which associate the human generic with that of man. However, this is
impossible within the horizon of contemporary patriarchal cultures, as contemporary philosophy
suggests and gender theory implies. In teens of iconography, the habitual use of images which
portray men as respectable citizens and women as the sexual property of men, are an important
challenge, it is illustrative of one aspect of the problem but it is only one aspect of work women
must carry out. The problem of the prohibition of values specific to the other sex infiltrates all
cultural discourses, which includes architecture, this prohibition marks the founding of patriarchal
societies.
Changing these habits and customs will be a long process, as Irigaray is aware, however,
the consolation, is that beginning and this beginning includes establishing sexed rights, is a process
which will let women speak She writes: We can start letting women do half the speaking, start
paying attention to how images are used at home and in society at large, and we can all start
respecting each other without forgetting who we are' (ITD, xvi). Thus, redefining the right to a
civil identity, a public identity (not just equal rights with men) is, for Irigaray, one of the most
urgent tasks facing women. Furthermore, this task concerns not just the future of women but the
community as a whole. Allowing women to speak means allowing women the right to be women,
to have rights as women, the alternative is only limiting to humanity. As Irigaray argues:
Today, rights are increasing almost exclusively in the sphere of rights to ownership of
property, benefits, various types of capital, etc., These new rights are greatly concerned with
having (property) but little concerned with being(s) women and men and little with
relationships amongst individuals based on this notion of free, responsible human identity
(7TD, xvii).
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In the conclusion to this series of essays, Irigaray states her case that sexuate difference and
establishing rights appropriate to sexual difference is the best way for women to hold on to the
Without
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establish
sexuate rights, women risk
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to abstract forms of relation to the other, which is why feminist campaigns for equality are so
difficult for Irigaray to support. In this respect, and on the question of equality and sexed rights, she
states her political position:
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so
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the nameof equality to their own identity as women.Redefiningrights appropriateto the
two sexesto replace abstractrights appropriateto non-existentneutral individuals, and
enshriningtheserights in law, and in any charter constituting some sort of national or
declaration
human
best
for
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of
rights,
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onto rights already
way
universal
gained,havethem enforced,and gain othermore specificallysuitedto femaleidentity: the
right to physicalandmoral inviolability (which meansa women'sright to virginity of body
andmind), the right to motherhoodfreeof civil or religioustutelage,women'srights to their
own specificculture,etc.(7TD, xv-xvi).

To addressthe issueof diversity within the architecturalprofession,will not satisfy women'sloss
of faith in the Institution or in their careerpath. Ultimately reconsideringwhat it meansto be
for
future
be
the
this
are
and
and
what
we
what
means
might
a more satisfying way
women,who
for womento addressthe issueof practiceandlack of faith in theprofession.Diversity will only act
to erasedifferenceand ultimately reinforcethe privilege of the male,and building can suggesta
way to rediscoverandre-establishcommunitywith laws andvaluesspecificto women.
2.2 The Questions of Equality, Feminism, Women's Liberation - Or the Right to One's Own
Identity?

Irigaray has beeninvolved with many women'sgroupsand has widely criticized campaignsthat
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propose the possibility of equity with men. Campaigns for equality, she has argued, are wholly
inadequate solutions for addressing the discrimination women face in contemporary societies:
Equality is based on the impossible ideal of a gender-neutral experience. Nevertheless, her
insistence on sexual, or more precisely sexuate difference and the dismissal of gender neutral
have
fallacy
has
led
to
of
essentialism,
which
plagued her
also
accusations
experience as masculine
work from the early 1980s onwards.

SexuateDifference
Irigaray's philosophy does not suggestthat the question of sexual identity is a matter of "sex", not,
at least, as conventionally understood - that is to say, as one side of the opposites sex and gender.
While the use of the term 'gender' is commonly used to describe sexual identity as constructed, or as
already codified by language and culture, for Irigaray this also implies a project to overcome
difference. This argument, she writes, is perpetuated to sustain the existing hierarchy between
is
designate
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hand,
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the
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the
to
that
of
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other
use
meant
and
men.
women
be
difference
must
reconsidered. To suggest that difference is rethought in terms of
sexual
difference in relationality, meansthat sexuatebeing is differently to an abstract and artificial gender
neutral being. By introducing and using the term sexuate, Irigaray states,that with this gesture she
simply meansto imply that for women sex pervades her being. Women and men are sexuatebeings.
Sex becomes that thought on the level of being and not easily designated on one side of the nature
is
divide
divide
(although
this
already argued a somewhat artificial and divisive
culture
and
theoretical proposition pervading feminist thought). Sexuate (as Irigaray describes) identity is thus
not easily categorized as an essentialist position, it is as the bodying-forth' of Dasein in Heidegger's
though but where this form of existence and body is rethought in difference.

Sexuatedifferenceis the mostculturally represseddifference,andyet shealsoarguesit is
the most fundamentaland universaldifference:If we can adequatelyrecognizeand cultivate this
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difference she proposes that we will be able to respond adequately to all other differences.
Suggesting an exploration of sexual difference, does not mean that Irigaray denies the significance
of other forms of difference, rather, as already suggested, she argues, that whilst levels of
emancipation obviously vary between cultures, she writes '...differences between cultures often
depend on a certain degreeof subjection and oppression of the feminine sex or gender by patriarchy,
(WD,
7).
Rethinking
imperialistic'
identity
sexual
as
authoritarian
and
or a masculine
conceived
difference is a more important task and more difficult task for culture(s) and will lead to a better
reconsideration of the difference between neighbours. What is unique to Irigaray's philosophy is
this radical criticism of approachesto difference, and what is significant in this project is its value
for both feminist philosophies and feminist political activity. Furthermore, the issue of sexuate
difference in architecture corresponds to that of dwelling.

RightsAppropriate to One'sOwn Sexand theRediscoveryof theSexuate
However, unlike other contemporary philosophers whose relation to the political and specifically to
feminist politics is somewhat problematic. (Derrida's philosophy, for example, although adopted
by feminists can be argued as fundamentally indifferent to the question of women's rights. )
Irigaray's work has a clear ethical and political intention towards changing women's current status
in society: Not, so as to be equal to men, but to be themselves, in their own way, as sexuatebeings.
This is also why she is most often positively cited in contemporary discussions of feminism.
Irigaray's ambition for women is thus radically different from any other current feminist theory,
that either seeks to establish equality with men, presuming an underlying neutral experience, as
already stated, or that seeks to celebrate sexual difference, as it is already understood within
contemporary cultures. For Irigaray, deconstructing social structures which shapethe hierarchies of
sexual difference is a necessarypart of the work of philosophy, but it is only one factor and indeed
only the first stage to sustaining social change. In addition, women need rights and values
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appropriate to their sex.
In 'Each Sex Must Have Its Own Rights' for example in Sexes and Genealogies Irigaray
argues that feminism has failed to establish an ethics of sexuality despite its call for an ethics
towards equality for women (which she also argues it has often sought by means of aggressive and
also violent agendas towards the goal). The result, or the counter-side of this sort of activity, has
been an unthought relation to nature, fertility and sex, a symptom of which are the debates which
surround essentialism and perhaps also the wealth of books such as The Sex of Architecture or
Building Sex. She writes:
The achievements recorded by recent movements for women's liberation have failed to
is
ethics
They
to
that
the
serve
notice
us'
nonetheless
establish a new ethics of sexuality.
crucial issue becausethey have released so much violent, undirected energy, desperatefor an
outlet. They fall back into unmediated naturalness: the obligation to give birth, violence
barely channelled into sadomasochistic scenarios, regression to animality (with no display?)
in the erotic act, fear and destructiveness between the sexes (SG, 3, italics in original).
...

'Ethics',in particularthoughtto a sexualor sexuateethics,is Irigaray'ssuggestion.However,she
also associatesthis with a cultivation of energy.Shewrites:
Obviously, I am not advocating a return to a more repressive, moralizing, conception of
sexuality. On the contrary, what we need is to work out an art of the sexual, a sexed culture,
instead of merely using our bodies to releaseneuro-psychic tensions and produce babies (SG,
3).

feminismwith the
To sumup, Irigarayhasbeenactivein manypolitical contextsbut sheassociates
desirefor equality with men.In this way, sheargues,feministsrun the risk of parodyingthe male
privilege in an envy of his power. In contrast,her explorationof the term "womens-liberation"
calls for a reconsiderationof the questionof (sekual)freedomandliberationof sexandthesexuate,
where each conceptis radically reconceivedand in part attemptsto step outsidethe rights and
duties imposedon individuals,in particularwomen,by patriarchalcodes.
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Irigaray and the Problem of Equal Rights

Nevertheless, Tina Chanter has forged a relation between Irigaray's philosophy and feminism. In
The Ethics of Eros, in a nuanced reading of both Irigaray's philosophy and feminist thought, she
argues that whilst Irigaray does not describe herself as a feminist, this does not prevent her work
from being both part of a feminist discourse and perhaps, more importantly, it does not prevent her
philosophy from challenging the foundations of contemporary feminist theory. While Irigaray does
not describe herself as a feminist, it is evident, to agree in part with Chanter, her relation with
feminism cannot be described so simply as a rejection. Rather, Irigaray's statement: 'I've devoted
historical
life
to
thinking
era where women can exist and reflect
practicing
a
new
and
most of my
upon what they are in respect to their difference(s) with men; demonstrates her complex
commitment to women's struggles (WD, 29). To describe Irigaray as a feminist is to risk suggesting
beliefs that she simply does not hold - such as a motive towards equality with men..
The problem with campaigns for equality, for Irigaray (which is how Irigaray distinguishes
feminism) is that the horizon of thought remains unchanged. If we remain within a society shaped
by patriarchal family structures, norms and traditions, she argues, but without a change in the
horizon of culture, without a challenge to patriarchal genealogies, patriarchal models and values,
and a rediscovery of an approach to a tangible and sexuate other, equality will not and cannot be
maintained however hard fought for. Feminist thought does not take its criticism far enough. To
change the horizon of our thought, rediscover other values and a sensible transcendental,this would
mean rediscovering and respecting an irreducible difference between us. Sexual difference, as
traditionally thought is that constructed in a relation of difference to the male. In An Ethics of
Sexual Difference, to describe the significance of addressing'love', Irigaray writes:
Currently there is a kind of one built on a division of labour, of goods, of discourse, a one
which is merely an enslaving complementarity: yet, love cannot but be free. A kind of one,
moreover, which is incarnated only in the child - thus trapping the three terms in an alliance
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of love is ever to be achieved we have to re-discover the two'
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(AESD, 67, italics in original).
Thus, in her criticism of Heidegger's philosophy (as one of her many engagementswith philosophy)
Irigaray argues that there is in part outside his thought a free energy, a sensible transcendental,not
determined by the living being that he or she is by language and one that would allow two. Finding
the means to cultivate this energy or desire would initiate a difference experience of sexual identity,
and hence, Irigaray writes, to speak of women's liberation without such a course is simply not
possible (see The Age of Breath). It is this rediscovery of an autonomous, self-defined experience
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The Age ofBreath of'... [a]n absolute difference that takes place first of all between us and, thanks
to it, we may escape animality, and all sorts of subjection or slavery, and become divine. The
acknowledgment of this difference corresponds to the gestures of consciousnessor a conscious
both spiritual and concrete' (AB, 17e). It is this that will allow, she argues, a more adequate
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Democracy Begins Between Two. As she describes in this book, the problem is that despite the
apparent ideal of equality, the discourse of equality imposes a model of the citizen that is white,
Western adult, competent, self-possessed. It is of the one and its complement within the
Judeo-Christian

-tradition

and this model remains unchallenged by any equally powerful
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feminism that attends productively to sexual difference. For Chanter, feminism is undergoing a
crisis that is, she writes, '...neither far removed from nor incidental to the economic and political
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crises that the Western industrialized capitalist world is undergoing, at both global and individual
levels' (EE, 7). Chanter recognizes Irigaray's need to extend the feminist debate that is often limited
to considering how to improve women's lives, to reconsidering sexual identity. Chanter cites, for
example, in Je, Tu, Nous, Irigaray's argument that her thought on women's liberation goes beyond
simple demands for equality. Chanter arguesthat in the many essayscontained in the book, Irigaray
suggests that women' struggles must lead to sexed rights, or rather equivalent and sexed rights
being written into the law. In this way, Chanter argues,women will find value in being women; not
just being mothers (as is the most valued model of femininity in patriarchal culture) rather in being
themselves. However, as Chanter acknowledges, this also means that centuries of socioeconomic
values have to be rethought and transformed, starting with oneself.

Chantersuggeststhat for Irigaray equality betweenwomenand men cannotbe achieved
without a theory of gender,which rewritesthe rights, andobligationsof eachsexasdifferent.That
is to say, so that each sex has different social rights and obligations as law. Whilst, Chanter
acknowledges,Irigaraydoesnot describeherselfasa feminist,in an interview with Elaine Baruch
and LucienneJ. Serrano(cited by Chanter)Chanterarguesthat Irigaray states:
I don't particularly care for the term feminism it is a word by which the social system
designates the struggles of women. I am completely willing to abandon this word, namely
becauseit is formed in the same modes as other great words of the culture that oppressesus.
I prefer 'struggles of women' which reveals a plural and polymorphous character.

In the sameinterview, Chantersuggeststhat Irigaray also remarks:
But I think that whencertaingroupsof womencriticize andfight againstfeminismthey don't
take into accountthe gesturethey aremakingwith regardsto thedominantculture.After all,
it is necessaryto claim the term back andthen refine it andsaysomethingelse (both quotes
from Barruch,ElaineHoffman and LucrenneJ. Serrano(eds.) 1988:150.Cited by Chanter,
T. in TheEthicsofEros, 269).
Hence,Chantersuggeststhat whilst Irigaray is reluctantto embracethe languageof equality,there
may be a value in reclaimingthe word. Chanteralso arguesthat Irigaray'shesitationto adoptthe
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term 'feminism' must be read against understandings of the French feminist political context that is to say Irigaray's own understanding of what feminism means - which means against a
background of attempts by exclusive groups to usurp the feminist platform in France. While
Irigaray insists that the question of sexual difference is central to contemporary economic and
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The reasons for antagonistic relations within feminisms, have to be explored by
feminists themselves. The gender and sex division is somewhat active in debates within
feminism, but this is as much a symptom of the culture that oppresses women, as is the
inability to adequately approach sexual difference. Chanter cites the essays in Je, Tu, Nous
where, for example, Irigaray writes:
Peoples never cease to divide themselves into secondary but deadly rivalries without
division
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into
insurmountable
two genders. In this
that
their
primary
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realizing
respect, we are still in our cultural infancy. It's important for women's struggles, for
women's social networks, and above all for each individual woman to realize the
significance of the issues at stake which fall to them. Issues associated with the respect
for life and culture, and with the continuous passage of the natural into the cultural, the
spiritual into the natural (JTN, 13).
For higaray this division, this antagonism has its roots in that between the genders and it is
thus through sexual difference, through the reconsideration of the sexuate, it can be resolved.
However, Chanter's position is adamant that Irigaray's work can reconstruct feminism,
Chanter writes:
The fact that Irigaray's work does not fit neatly into our preconceived categories as to
what feminism should look like, does not mean that it cannot be read as feminism.
Rather, it is indicative of the challenge that Irigaray presents to her readers in asking
whether feminism has adequately formulated questions that are fundamental to it, and,
correspondingly, whether feminists have a sufficiently radical view of what constitutes
feminism (EE, 35-36).
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The Sex and Gender Division

Gender is one of the most powerful categories of analysis within contemporary feminism,
however, the sex and gender, nature and culture divides have become the target for feminisms
most antagonistic debates. This divide is precisely the focus of Irigaray philosophizing as it is
at the heart of whether women can adequately readdress the issues of life, culture and nature
which befalls them. For example, rethinking sexual difference, Irigaray argues, '...requires a
rearticulation of passagesbetween nature and culture while considering the concrete reality of
man and women, and the manner in which this concrete reality can be structured at a
symbolic level' (WD, 167). This is why Irigaray emphasizes that she addresses sexuate
difference to distinguish her particular approach to sexual difference. Feminists committed to
maintaining gender (generally considered in this context as a social construction) are at the
centre of many feminist analyses, many name Irigaray

as an essentialist, somewhat

mistakenly. These theorists also tend towards arguments that 'theorists of difference' do not
address the need for social change. Chanter writes:

The latter objection is often couchedin terms of the idea that to take psychoanalytic
theory seriouslyis to give up any hope of improving women's situation, an idea which
in turn is sometimesexpressedas a misgiving about the priority psychoanalysisaccords
language. To privilege language - the implication is - to deprive feminism of its
potentialto effect changethrough social protest(EE, 1).
Motivating this antagonismis the suggestionthat if a theorist is concernedwith the power of
language, she or he cannot be concernedwith social change. Furthermore, polarizing the
debatesas such, acts by default, to suggestthat to explore sexual difference is to limit the
discourseto an explorationof relationsthat currently exist betweenmen and women, thereby
to suggestthat the difference between men and women is inevitable or-that the situation is
incapable of improvement. Implicit in this sort of criticism are attacks made on Irigaray
accusingher ofpriviilcging sex over social construction:That is to say, being an essentialist.
Nevertheless,one of I[igaray's tasks,as already stated,has beento uncover the evidencethat
the discourseof the sexualneednot invoke an unchangeableor static approachto the current
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social configurations designating difference between man and woman, or that sexual difference as
constructed by our current cultures is inevitable. Chanter writes, responding to the charges against
Irigaray of a certain apoliticism:
[T]he idea that Irigaray endorses currently prevailing social configurations rests upon a
failure to distinguish her view of language from naively metaphysical accounts, it seems to
be emblematic of a more general problem that plagues the reception of feminists who take
seriously the continental tradition of philosophy (EE, 3).
Chanter's argument is that problems in the reception of Irigaray's work stem from feminist
theorists' inadequateunderstanding of the history of philosophy. Most infamously Irigaray's call to
interrogate sexual difference, she argues, has been interpreted as an essentialist view of sexual
difference and Chanter cites Mary Poovey as exemplifying this trend where Poovey states,crudely
and inaccurately:
Luce Irigaray (... ) authorizes the return of biology and essentialism in her creation of a myth
of female desire and in basing `feminine' language on the physical properties of female
genitalia (Poovey, 1988,51).
However, even amongst theorists who have addressedthe question of essentialism in Irigaray's
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Essentially Speaking writes: Irigaray works towards securing a woman's accessto an essenceof
her own, without actually prescribing what that essence might be, or without precluding the
possibility that a subject might possessmultiple essenceswhich may even contradict or compete
with one another' (Fuss, 1989,72). Even this description of higaray's position can misrepresent the
complexity of her thought, if what essencemeans for Irigaray or Fuss is not explored adequately.
Certainly it avoids discussion of Irigaray's influence to, relation with and criticism of contemporary
philosophy in teens of a culture of breath or a sensible transcendental. Chanter argues that if
Irigarays work is read in context of Heidegger's questioning of traditional concepts of essence,and
also in terms of Derrida's elaboration of Heidegger, the inadequacy of the idea that Irigaray would
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try to secure and essencefor woman, or that she might conceivably prescribe such an essence,
quickly emerges (see a footnote to the preface in The Ethics of Eros, page 266). Chanter does
however throw some of her own light on the problem of essentialism in contemporary feminist
debates, stating:

,

My suggestion is that the essentialist charge originates from a well meaning but outmoded
idea of what feminism should be. To use the language of the essentialist debate - language
from which I want to move away - one might say that the essentialist dismissal of Irigaray
rests upon an essentialist definition of feminism - namely, the idea that feminism can only
consist in playing down sexual difference. Underplaying sexual difference, in this feminist
scenario, is the corollary of emphasizing gender construction, which appeals not to sexual
difference but to the commonalties between the sexes (EE, 5).

However,it is not difficult to understandwhy Irigaray's work hasinitiated suchaccusations,
taking
out of context and without adequateunderstandingsof her philosophy, statementscan -be
misunderstood.In conclusionto Chanter'sargumentthat Irigaray is a feminist whethershelikes it
or not (but not an essentialistfeminist) Chanterarguesthat to emphasizegenderratherthan sex in
feminist debateshasbeenan importantstagefor women.However,underplayingsexualdifference
is now the corollary of emphasizinggenderconstructionin the context andwhich arguestowards
the commonaltiesbetweenthe sexes.ChantercitesMoira Gatenswhereshewrites:
Critics of feministsof differencetend to divide the entire theoreticalfield of social inquiry
into an exclusive disjunction: social theory is either environmentalor it is essentialist.
Therefore it follows quite logically from this premise, if feminist theories are not
environmentalistthen they must be essentialist(Moira Gatens,1991:141,Cited in Chanter,
266).
Feministshaverelied on the distinction betweennatureand culture, sex and gender,to fuel their
debates,but Irigaray's work engagesprecisely with this distinction, and in a way that doesnot
militate againstsocial change.Furthermore,wherefeministsare becomingincreasinglyawareof
the needto redefinerelationsto issuesof raceandgenderthat Irigaray addresses
sexualdifference
is not to suggestshe is bind to questionsof other differences.To conclude Chantey'sposition,
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Chanter writes that whilst it is without question invaluable to women how strategies to secure
equality have benefited lives and increasedopportunities for women, playing off gender against sex
should not, in Chanter's opinion, obscure the need for feminism to move with the times and it needs
to redefine its goals. A crucial part of this redefinition might be to reassesshow useful it is to
emphasize gender to the extent of obliterating the significance of the question of sexual difference,
and more importantly to explore in depth how contemporary women philosophers have already
addressedthis issue. For Chanter to propose the reconsideration of sexual difference is also to be a
feminist. It is important to continue to maintain the necessity of equal rights, but, she argues, for
Irigaray there is another more important issue to address,that of sexual difference. For Chanter this
aim can be incorporated into the discourse of feminism, adding another dimension to debates,this
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difference is more fundamental and more significant to both men and women than the discourse(s)
of feminism. Chanter argues that there are fundamental questions for feminism to ask itself, about
whether or not, for example, the equality with men for which feminists strive is worthy of
attainment. However, Irigaray is not merely concerned with equal rights for women, but with a
critique of patriarchal standardsand, in a point that Chanter does not emphasize the construction of
new values.

Irigaray's OwnPerspectiveon Feminism
Irigarayhaswritten aboutthis issueof feminism andher responseto her feminist statushasbeento
direct questionsto today'sfeminism.DespiteChanter'selaborateargument,with thesequestionsit
is difficult to seehow Irigaray'swork can fit within the discourseof feminism. In an interview in
WhyDifferent? entitled "Different but United ThroughA New Alliance," Irigaray suggests,that
there are five points feminism must reconsider,(albeit with the caveatthat feminism is not one
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discourse). She writes that the first point, which has been already been more than emphasized, is a
criticism of feminism where it considers liberation to be that of equality with men. Elaborating this
point she states that acquiring a female identity cannot be confused with economic status, as is the
tendency of our age (and perhaps also that of RIBA researchers). This, she writes, reduces the
human being to a socioeconomic being. The second point, she makes, is towards feminisms
forgetting that the alienation of women first takes place. in a relationship of difference with man
(within sexual difference). In forgetting this, she argues, feminists obscure the manner that
alienation can be remedied, that is to say in relationship to man. The third issue, she states, is the
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Hence, whilst it is necessaryfor women to women with current political and social
structuresto achieveequality of rights and opportunities,theseefforts, cannotbe allowedto hide
the problems with existing social structures,and shadethe significanceof rethinking sexual
difference.Criticismsof existing social structuresarenecessary,however,it is far from sufficient
for what Irigaray insistsupon,which is an equitablelegal systemfor both sexes,rights appropriate
to both sexes,sexedcivil identities,at least,as a start.A processshehasbegunwith her discussion
of the EuropeanCharterof HumanRights.
Defining Irigaray'sproject as feminist, arguing that her philosophysupportsa continuing
feminist project in architecture,presentssome problems for women theorists. The uncritical
adoption of the term feminism invites misunderstanding,especially amongst architects, and
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attempts to categorize Irigaray's work into existing feminisms can limit understandings of her
approach. Especially whilst Irigaray is keen to disassociate her work from feminist theory that
argues for equality preferring to describe her work as engagedwith the'... the continued struggles of
women' (WD, 22).

In Thinking the Difference,Irigaray writes: 'I havenevercalled myself simply a feminist,
and I feel I have very little common ground today with a good many feminists (who, incidentally,
do not form a homogeneous group) especially when it comes to the relation between political
theory and practice' (77D, xiii). Her project for the recognition of female subjectivity thus differs
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Vikki Bell, as an exampleof a self-defined'feminist'theoristand one addressingsomeof
thesedifficult issues,argues,in a similar way to Chanter,for the needto reformulatethe questions
that are fundamentalto feminism. Bell argues,in her book The Feminist Imagination, that
feminismhasreacheda crisis in its thought,which sheassociates
with post-modernism.Shewrites:
'The tasksof representingwomanandof knowing who the communityis that feminismrepresents
havebecome,and rightly so,vexed questionsfor feminist theory (...) therecan be no return to an
innocencewith regardsthe subjectposition or the existenceof a community'(Bell, 1999,8). In her
thesisBell suggeststhat the feminist involvementin post-structuralistandpost-moderntheory has
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historical and organizationlevels, as well as on the level of epistemologicaland philosophical
considerations.In her project to affirm feminismwithin this context,shestatesthat in so doing: 'I
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ponder the "yes" and think about that political commitmentfor partaking in feminism involves
partakingin marking out boundaries'(Bell, 1999,5-6).However,Bell doesnot makeher argument
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with the same political force as Irigaray and Irigaray's philosophy disputes Bell's arguments: For
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Levinas and by Derrida's project, and she cites this tradition together with feminist thought, but for
Irigaray the question of sexual difference is in danger of being put to rest, in this way, by this sort of
'feminist' project.

TheRight to One'sOwnDesires
Irigaray's philosophypresentsthe needfor the creative redefinition of cultural values and civil
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This is still a collectivetask and an issuefor feminism but it is not one that suggeststhat simply
gatheringwomentogether,to work together,or campaigntogether,will lead to their liberation.
Chanterarguesthat Irigaray'sphilosophycould promotea feminism,however,shealsowrites:
how to act togetheraswomen,how to communicatewith one anotherin waysthat respect
...
the differencesbetweenus andhow to remaina politically viable movementcannothelp but
intersect, and conflict, with questionsabout how we love and live, what we want for
ourselvesandfor thoseclosestto us, andhow we envision,endorseandenactour friendships
with others(EE, 20).

For Irigaray women's project not only means the cultural recognition of values and desires
but
finding
to
the way to rediscover these desires. Chanter's work to envision
appropriate women,
how Irigaray's philosophy supports a project of women's liberation has to be noted as significant to
debates raging within feminist theory, especially those that cited philosophy such as Levinas and
Derrida to support a feminist argument. However, trying to categorize Irigaray as a feminist is, as
demonstrated, problematic, her relationship to feminism is complex and post-modem feminism
influenced by Derrida or Levinas do not address these question of difference in desire or in
Her
thought on feminism would place a different emphasis on the question than
relationality.
Chanter suggests,however, lrigaray is critical of women who refuse to acknowledge their debt to
historic feminism and in this way it is important to recognize those women who have assisted
others towards greater legal rights. Forgetting the women who have opened up the possibility of a
new age and forgetting the cultural gains won by them, she argues, can isolate, it cuts female
genealogies, leaving them women n constant conflict and moreover without understanding this as a
masculine model of relationality. However, it is a rethought model of the sexual relation that
Irigaray suggestsis an essential project. She writes of women's tasks:
Our culture being patriarchal, we have to remain alert to a number of key points: refuse to
accept a hierarchical relationship between men and women defined a priori and in a formal
way; respect, in words and in acts, the natural and spiritual genealogy among women;
re-establish horizontal and vertical relation between men and women based on the respect of
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two genealogies,in and for us, as well as for the other sex or the other gender; progressively
organize a society of two sexes,two genders both in cultural and political terms and in terms
of the most intimate love. This means that political representativeswill be men and women male and female divinities, linguistic and cultural codes which are sexed in such a way that
men and women will represent them with an equivalent value adequateto their difference in
identity (WD, 61).

Finding a Wayto RediscoverOur Desires: Women'sLiberation
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with respect to difference' (JTN, 84). The attempt to eliminate difference through equality could be
described as Simone De Beauvoir's inheritance to feminism, and Irigaray is similarly critical of her
work. In a statement directed to De Beauvoirs much cited, 'One is not bon a woman, one becomes
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In the seriesof lecturespresentedin Italy in Thinking the Difference,someof which were
by invitation from the Italian Communist party, Irigaray argues that unlike France, in the Italian
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of public and political debate. Irigaray also §uggeststhat in France, the difference between the
sexes no longer exists, and it is prohibited Men and women, she writes, in France, at least as
according to the media, enjoy the same rights as a matter of law, whilst in Italy sexual difference
continues to be thought. This is not to say that Irigaray thinks Italians are thinking difference in the
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right or adequateway.
In Italy, she writes, sexual difference is of concern to both radical feminists and also to the
Catholic Church. For women separatists in Italy it is a question of constructing a specific identity
for women before or beyond the combination of the two sexes. For the Church, the question of
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difference,
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theologians), is one resolved
to
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sexual
by the biblical interpretation that man and woman are one, that is to say, sexual difference between
man and woman is a result of woman's sin (see Thinking the Difference, page vii). Difference, for
the Catholic Church, is thus to be overcome. Irigaray's approach is obviously somewhat different to
both these and sexual difference where each sex enjoys rights appropriate to his or her sex
conforms to neither of these arguments.

Irigaray does endorsewomen'sstrugglesand traditional forms of political protest and
Chanterarguesthat Irigaray is more associatedwith the feminist movementthan she suggests.
Chanter cites Irigaray's paper Why Define SexedRights' in Je, Tu, Nous where in this paper
Irigaray writes that her philosophicalinterestshavenot stoppedher from:
joining and promoting public demonstrations for women to gain this or that rights: the right
..
to contraception, abortion, legal aid in the casesof public or domestic violence, the right to
freedom of expression - etc., demonstrations generally supported by feminists, even if they
signify the right to difference (J7N, 11).

However, Irigaray in a footnote to this point, Irigaray arguesthat her own position regarding
jurisdiction is moreradicalthanthoseof the marchesshehasattended.Chantermakesreferencesto
Sexesand Genealogiesto further supporther argumentthat Irigarayis in fact a feminist, or at least
promotesa feminismas definedby Chanter,whereIrigaray writes: 'It [sexualdifference]doesnot
meanthat womenshouldbe paid less.It doesmeanthat salariesand socialrecognitionhaveto be
negotiatedon the basis of identity - not equality' (SG, vi). This radical form of 'feminism' is
accordingto Chanterfurther definedby Irigaray in her mimicking of Freud in This Sex WhichIs
Not One, where Irigaray writes that: 'Just as Freudoverlooks'the fact that the femalesex might
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possibly have its own specificity' (TS, 69): So too feminism, that Construesitself strictly in terms of
equality overlooks the fundamental need to establish sexual difference, on the level of the subject
(see SG, 107). However, this is not necessarily best suited to a collective project of discovery
amongst women. If this complex relation to feminism can be summed up, perhaps Irigaray's writing
best suffices. In I Love To You Irigaray states:
To want to be equal to men is a grave ethical fault: In seeking equality women contribute to
the erasure of a neutral and spiritual reality based on an abstract universal which is in the
service of a single master, death (ILTY, 27).

Chanter'sthesisdoesnot as yet correspondto any alreadyconceivedfeminist agenda,although
many theoristsdiscussIrigaray'swork Whitford writes of Irigaray'sargument:'Whateverequality
meansit doesnot meanbecoiiing like men' (Whitford, 1991,12).Irigaray does not dismissthe
importanceof continuingto pursueequalrights - only that womencannotlimit themselvesto such
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rights,
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positive
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mode, must, she argues,
rights
goals.
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DBBT, 38): Rediscoveryof theserights and valuesmustbe the first
aims
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ReadingIrigaray'swork it becomesapparentthat challengingthe foundationsof the current
socialorderis oneof our culturaltasks.Challengingthe limits of Westerncultureandhow, andfor
whom, subjectivity is constructed,could be describedas a liberation, and this 'liberation' a way.
However, this liberation cannot be achievedwithout some processof constructionto sustain
identity andthis constructionis onein relationwith the other,in a relationbetweentwo: Limited in
that we cannotknow the other,or asIrigaray writes in To Be Two,that the otherwill alwaysremain
a mystery.This way correspondsto the issueof dwelling.
For Irigaray conventional feminism fails to take account of the difference between the
sexes, races and classes when it calls for equality. Post-modem feminisms claim to discuss issues
of difference between sexes,races, cultures and ages,however, Irigaray's work challenges women
to reconsider sexual difference so as to move towards a new era through sexual difference and thus
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to adequately approach all differences. Looking at contemporary readings of Irigaray's work by
theorists both within philosophy and feminism, what is evident is a need for feminism to evolve
past internal antagonisms. In this respect, Irigaray's work is invaluable. If we try to eradicate
difference, reducing the other, all others, to a product of our existing economy (an economy she
describes in An Ethics of Sexual Difference as an economy of the same). It is evident we cannot
respond to female othernessas it is experienced and lived by women but neither do we have a good
or ethical relation to other differences. As feminist theorists we need to find ways of
acknowledging the debt we have to the struggles of first wave feminists, but, we cannot allow
ourselves to be trapped within their parameters and drives. Neither can we allow ourselyes to
have
in
that
theories
maintaining
seeing
complicity
many
gender
adopt
without
uncritically
hierarchical gender relations, which privilege the male. To focus on the social construction of
gender at the expense of sexed bodies or to construe race as an acculturated concept, as Chanter
female
back
bodies
does
fact
the
that
that
and
sex
are still the locus of
alleviate
not
argues,
discrimination (see Chanter, 2001,12).

Chanter's feminism, is one informed by Irigaray's

'feminist'
limitations
discourse
it
but
it
the
of
even
remains
whilst
recognizes
philosophy,
committed to feminism bound to the very antagonistic relations Irigaray tries to deconstruct.
Chanter writes:

I want to emphasizethe need for feminist to continually draw new boundaries,to take
accountof the shifting significanceof feminist agendas,and to recognizethe limitations of
discoursewhich may oncehavebeenfeminist in a revolutionaryway, but which might have
becomereactionary,andevencomplicitous(EE, 79).
For Chanter,this radical conceptionof feminism would suggestways in which women can act
togetheras women, communicatewith one another,and respectdifference,at the sametime as
constantlyquestioninghow we think about, endorseand act out our friendshipsas a politically
viable project,but, asstated,this is to over emphasizethe questionof relationsbetweenwomen.
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The Cultural Prohibition of Values Specific to Women
Chanter does not fully explore this approach to difference as sexual difference. In the paper
exploring issues surrounding equal rights, 'Each Sex Must Have Its Own Rights' Irigaray argues
that despite calls for equal rights little thought have been given to what this might means as a whole,
as the Western tradition prevents the recognition of values appropriate to women's difference. In
this paper, which discussesHegel's thought, she argues, that whilst Hegel took on a project of how
how
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She
link
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a whole
but
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particular
the whole of the Western traditions, in general, however, Irigaray focuses as example on Hegel's
interpretation of the myth of Antigone who in burying her dead brother, against the law of the king,
her
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in Phenomenology ofMind Irigaray argues that Hegel explores why the daughter (Antigone) who
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This symbolic gesture and is illustrative of how patriarchy constructs itself Antigone cannot obey
the law of the king becauseshe must obey her own laws, those of her own values, but these laws are
prohibited. These laws, Irigaray writes, are:
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they correspond to times of peace (SG, 2).

Antigone representsa womanat thethresholdof patriarchy.Onewho knows andacknowledgesher
own genealogybut onewho finds this is in conflict with the patriarchaltradition. Irigaray suggests
that our morality, our ethics towards the other (even ethics as it has been rethought by
contemporaryphilosophy)is still derivedfrom thesevery ancientevents,eventsthat recall the birth
of patriarchal society.This meansthat within the Westerntradition, within patriarchy, women's
genealogicaltradition,women'sduty to her mother's"blood" is forbidden;the recognitionof values
specific to womenaresimilarly forbidden.Irigaray writes:
Under the rule of patriarchy the girl is separated from her mother and from her fafnily in
general. She is transplanted into the genealogy of the husband; she must live with him, carry
his name, bear his children, etc., The first time that this takes place, the move is recorded as
the abduction of women by a man-lover. A war breaks out among men to recapture the stolen
woman and bring her back to her community of origin (cf. Thinking the Dif erence, Demeter
and Kore, SSG,2).
The existence of a genealogy between women is made impossible, allegiance to these laws
punishable by the state. Irigaray argues that Freud even reinforces this in Totem and Taboo,
apparently for the benefit of women. With patriarchy, love between mother and daughter and
transmission of their own values is transformed into an obligation for women to sacrifice herself to
her husband and children, to devote herself to a cult of maternity as the patriarchal tradition defines
the proper role of woman. The only proper place woman then has, is that of mother and a stereotype
of mother at that, as defined by patriarchal culture. She writes:

In fact, despitethe incesttaboo, there seemslittle indication that man has sublimatedthe
natural immediacy of his relationship to the mother. Rather, man has transferredthat
relationshipto his wife as mothersubstitute.In this way the man-womancouple is always
out of placeby a generation,sincemale and femalegenealogiesare collapsedinto a single
genealogy:that of the husband(SG,2, italics in original).
Irigaray describesher work as the exploration of the woman I am by nature, Irigaray's
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understanding of !nature is, nevertheless,one of the most complex issuesto addressespecially from
within a philosophical tradition underscored by a refusal to recognize values specific to women.
What is evident is that with the strength of such prohibition engrained within language and
beginnings
beyond
it
the
of patriarchy and
a
return
architecture,
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philosophy, art and
beyond its influence to recover such approaches.Irigaray's philosophy suggeststhat women need to
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It is true that in patriarchal genealogy we are dealing with the cult of the son's mother, to the
detriment of the daughter's mother. The cult of the son's mother ties our tradition into the
it.
Our
forget
fascination
incest
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taboo
the
societies
mother-son
upon
with
and
whole
that incest leads us to neglect the genealogy of the woman, which has been collapsed inside
the man's (SG, 3, italics in original).

TheImpossibilityof Two GendersWithoutRightsSpecificto Each

Rediscovering values appropriate to women is a way of beginning to establish a culture of equality
and difference. Writing them into legislation a way to addresspolitical action for change. This one
way to a culture with two different genders or two different sexes and thus a real equality. This is
not a privileging of sexual difference or heterosexual relations or even the suggestion that
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differences of race, age or nationality are less significant than sexual difference. Rather it is the
suggestion that we have not thought adequately about the difference between man and woman, we
have not yet thought, differences in values, needs and cultural expectations. This does not mean a
discussion of stereotypes but that women have to rediscover difference in relation and rediscover
how they can re-evaluate this difference. In the current state of affairs there is only one tradition,
between
is
between
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Mother and son.
that
the
one,
elevates
relation
and
son,
and
which
and
With only one set of values, it becomes impossible to define two, two genders or two sexes; it is
forbidden, which at least partly explains the difficulties her works meets in the contemporary
context. She writes:
Once one genealogy has been reduced to the other's, it becomes impossible or at least
difficult for the casual thinker to define two different genders or sexes. Man takes his
his
his
his
father
insofar
from
to
as
name and property are concerned and
relation
orientation
from his mother in relation to unmediated nature. Women must submit to her husband and to
reproduction. This means that gender as sexuality is never sublimated. Gender is confused
human
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who refuse whether consciously or not, the possibility of another gender: the female. All that
is left is the human race/gender (le genre humain) from which the only real value of sex is to
reproduce the species. From this point of view, gender is always subservient to kinship. Man
and woman would not come to maturity with a thinking and culture relative to the sexual
difference of each. They would be more or less sexed children and adolescents, and then
reproduce adults. In this perspective, the family serves the interests of property, of material
patrimony, and the reproduction of children. The family is not a small unit in which
individual difference can be respected and cultivated (SG, 3-4, italics in original).

The questionof gender,within this one genealogy,becomesan issueof belongingor not to the
humanrace.This raceof !men',perpetuatesa privilegedrelationbetweenmen.Within this system,
Feminist
have
legislative
do
traditionally,
changesto the systemwithin this
protection.
women,
not
domain,suchas thosefor equality arethus not sufficient, asIrigaray writes:
A few partial changesin rights for womenh ave been won in recent times. But even these are
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full-scale rethinking of the law's duty to offer justice to two genders that di,Jjer in their needs,
their desires, their properties (SG, 4, italics in original).

How Is This Love?

The questionof love is a way of thinking aboutnature,and valid lifestyle. It is a way of thinking
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cultures move towardsa singlepatriarchallaw, it is still a story permittedby patriarchy.Irigaray
writes on this matter:
When faced by questions such as these many men and women start talking about love. But
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the culture as a whole. Religion can then rediscover how each gender interprets its relation to
the divine -a religion freed from its role of guardian of a single gender and financial trustee
for the property of one gender more than of the other. Hardly a godly role (SG, 4-5, italics in
.

original).

The questionof love asksfor the imperativesthat underlieour motivesto think and act to be reissues.
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women'sfaithfulnessto their own desires.This is why the phenomenologicaltradition canplay an
important part in understandingIrigaray'swork and why theoristssuch as Chanterhavetakenup
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the project of salvaging those thinkers for contemporary feminisms, but utilizing this tradition also
means rethinking it.

The Language ofParity?

Irigaray's philosophy is as distinct from Heidegger's thought as it is for Derrida's and Levinas's, her
question of these thinkers, as for the whole of Western philosophy, is that of how and for whom
subjectivity is constituted so as to forget modes of being specific to the female, and how each could
think it differently. Irigaray's troubled relationship with the various strands of feminism can help to
clarify her own positions with regards the social pressures faced by women today, in particular
those if equality and diversity. Her project, however, concerns recovering and establishing values,
including equal but different rights for men and women. Although Irigaray's argument could be
seen as corresponding to the question of parity between the sexes, it is important to note that her
rethinking difference (not only in terms of freedom from male power structures, but in terms of the
liberation of genders) cannot be confused with arguments that evoke the right to equality. In this
way, Irigaray writes: "Actually if parity seems to be the ultimate goal, then there is a risk of
confusing the right to a certain equivalence of social roles with women achieving the right to be
equal to men' (WD, 110). Parity also suggeststhe language of equality, however, difference thought
in Irigaray's philosophy, to state again, cannot be used to support arguments that suggesttheir goal
as equality with men. This problem can be identified, as higaray does, as the question whether
women campaign for freedom to be like men thus neutralizing identity, or as she argues, whether
women can seek the right to assert female identity at social, cultural or political levels. Parity, on
the other hand, is generally conceived as attaining social values but which, for Irigaray, is a similar
motive to men's social goals. The question is of attaining an identity, which cannot be reduced to
attaining social values. Social values need to be re-established to rediscover female identity and
human identity is, she states:
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have caredaboutparity most,have generallynot thought too
women
and
also
men,
who
...
much aboutthe differencein words, imagesand representations
correspondingto a man's
identity on the one handand a woman'son the other.Even so, theseare obviously deciding
factors as much on the man'sside as on the woman's,in the discovery and assertionand
involvementon both sidesof a subjectivity(WD, 111).

23 Changing the Horizon of Culture: And The Right To A Sexed Identity?

In the final report of the study 'Why do women leave architecture? Research into the retention of
women in architectural practice,' the authors describe their approach as primarily looking to
identify worse case scenarios as to why women leave the profession. A web based questionnaire is
at the heart of their of their research, and provides the primary method in collecting information.
This format, they argue, enabled anonymous responsesand also allowed answers to quite sensitive
questions. Other means of collecting information were described as in-depth interviews, expert
panel interviews and literature review. (Ten in depth interviews were also held mainly women who
have left the profession). Key finding as to why women leave practice were summarized by the
researchers as:

Low pay; Unequalpay; Long working hours; lnflexible/unfamily friendly working hours,
sidelining,Limited areasof work, The glassceiling; Stressfulworking conditions,protective
paternalismpreventingdevelopmentof experience;Macho culture; Sexism; Redundancy
andor dismissal;High litigation risk andhigh insurancecost;Lack of returnertraining; More
job satisfactionelsewhere'(RIBA, 2003a,3).

The authors of the report argue that there is little evidence that women left because they were
incompetent designers or that they no longer wanted to be architects. One of the most alarming
observations that emerged from the report, however, as the authors argue, is the extent to which
some architectural practices are also operating outside current legislation in relation to employment
practices (RIBA, 2003a, 3). The key recommendations from the research, the authors summarize
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as:
Better dissemination of employment legislation and good practice; Inclusion of equal
opportunities practice in the profession bodies codes of practice; returner training; More
affordable and flexible CPD (Continuing Professional Development); Mentoring and
advisory/helpline support; More diverse representation of the profession to the public;
Monitoring of the performance of schools in improving diversity targets and equal
opportunities practice; Advisory practice notes for both architectural practices and schools
of architecture by the RIBA; More career information and again more diverse representation
in promoting architecture as a career' (RIBA, 2003a, 4).

In addition to specific guidelines the authors of the report, also suggest the need for '...wider
research to look at the profession as a whole and particularly to explore the nature of the conditions
that provide and environment where women can thrive as architects' (RIBA, 2003a, 4). Questions
that correspond directly with that of the issue of dwelling.

The aim of the report is describedas identifying more clearly factors that may cause
forward
leave
However,
to
the
the
profession.
report
also
puts
strategies for change, in the
women
authors terms, which they hope will assist the profession in progressing the diversity agenda, and,
as well, they write: '...as reversing the tide of departure: It is hoped by proposing actions for change,
both men and women will benefit and the profession will be better equipped to respond to the
changing nature and requirements of society' (2003a, 4).

Whetherthis is in any way adequateto addressthe problemof womenin the professionor,
indeed,whetherthis is the bestway to tacklewhy womenfeel dissatisfiedwith their work andlives
is an important questionfor future research.Irigaray writes: '...women'sliberation extendsfar
beyondthe frameworkof currentfeminist struggles,which are too often limited to criticizing the
patriarchy, creatingwomen'sspace[1'entrefemmes], or demandingequality with men, without
proposingnew valuesthat would makeit possibleto live sexualdifferencein justice, civility and
spiritual fertility' (7TD, xiv). In the theoreticalresearchthat forms a backgroundto the study the
authors describethree historical phaseswhich relate to women's entry into architectureas a
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profession, but each also raises the problem of a history of discrimination, and the need for
inclusive practices to reflects society as a whole in its diversity. The first stage relates to the 1919
Sex Discrimination Removal Act, which opened the door to the participation of women in the
profession and heralded the existence of the'gentlewoman architect'. The second phase,they write,
relates to anti-discrimination legislation of the 1970s where it became illegal to discriminate
against wpmen on the grounds of sex in 1975, to discriminate on the grounds of race in 1976 and to
discriminate on the grounds of disability in 1995. The third phase relates to promoting inclusion,
where the authors write:
The third phase of the move to remove discrimination might be described as the proactive
phase. This phase not only includes the intention to include the outlawing of discriminatory
behaviour against people on grounds other than those already covered by the legislation such
as religion, sexuality or age but it also implies a definite duty to promote an inclusive
environment for all. The duty to promote equality should not be confused with the idea of
positive discrimination. Promotion of equality is about creating an environment within
which people who all have different skills, abilities and personal characteristics and may be
of either sex or of different religions, races or sexuality can flourish on equal teens. Global
events such as 9/11 which has led to religious intolerance and the national outrage following
the Stephen Lawrence murder has prompted actions to counter intolerance and
discrimination. Other influences such as the economic imperative to make better use of all
citizens in the workforce as both taxpayers and consumers is also a crucial factor for the
current researchproject, as will be explained in the next section. It is important to recognize
that although no single equality law has yet been passed this is likely to occur in the near
future. The European Union has already acceptedthe idea of gender equality mainstreaming.
This is the beginning of a new phase of anti-discriminatory practice, which implies that there
should be a proactive duty to promote equality and an anticipatory duty to ensure that the
environment will be suitable for a diverse range of people (RIBA, 2003a, 10).
This third phase is described in terms of a positive duty to promote equality and inclusion. The
authors cite legislation such as the Race Relations Amendment Act and its duty to promote non
racist environment in institutions and organizations; the Disability Discrimination Act, 1995, the
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities Act, 2002, and the Amsterdam Treaty, mainstreaming
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of gender equality in EU, 1997 (in force 1999) Europe wide integration of equality. They write that

the implication of Stage3 is:
the duty to promote an inclusive environment and to anticipate the likelihood of a diverse
...
range of people as professionals and as clients and users of built environments; Greater
appreciation of the economic and other advantages of inclusion from an economic
perspective - the business case for inclusion Greater appreciation of the cost of training
women who leave the profession in financial terms and lost talent' (RIBA, 2003a, 11).

However, despite the obvious huge changes in cultural attitudes towards women the responsesby
women architects amount to terrifying reading of illegal employment practices, and discrimination
at many levels in terms both of education and practice. It is more than evident that discrimination
exists and moreover is propagated within the architectural profession, that women are
discriminated against women from the lowliest student level onwards. The authors write:
There is alarming evidence to the effect that some practices are not abiding by existing
working hours, equal opportunities and pay legislation. The failure to comply with the law in
relation to these issueshas contributed to poor working conditions and limited the promotion
prospects of women. The undermining of women contributed to low self-esteem and
expectations which resulted in a lack of confidence in personal capabilities. This in turn led
to limited opportunities for further training and therefore reduced the accumulation of
relevant experience and in the worst casesde-skilling (...) It remains to be seen whether this
is through ignorance of the law or for more sinister reasons. Obviously ignorance is no
excuse under the law. The failure to uphold the law belies the widely held view that equal
opportunities were addressed in the 1970's and 80's. It is a cause for concern that the
profession as a whole (RIBA, 2003a, 27).

From the perspectivea future understandingof the situation of womenwithin the professionthe
authorsare pessimistic,and moreoverdismissiveof the questionof difference as it is raised in
Schools.They write:
[E]videnceshowsthat women,particularly after careerbreaksare not seenasequals.Their
work is often sidelinedor compartmentalized.They may be treatedas people in need of
protectionor on the other hand disregardedor demeaned.It is very wor4yingthat reports
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from some schools of architecture indicate that the treatment of women does not bear close
scrutiny. Universities should be leading the way in changing attitudes and culture of the
profession to accommodatediversity, but this does not seem to be happening. Popular debate
about the differences between the male and female brain has reinforced stereotypical
attitudes towards gendered ability and skill. Assessment of actual ability should always be
made on an individual basis and not by a group sample. These attitudes in many caseshave
prevented women from realizing their full potential and in the future may deter women from
joining the profession. Even during the course of this project instead of focussing on the real
reasons why women leave the profession the media in particular have dwelt on the extent to
which women are capableof becoming architects in terms of 3D visualization skills. There is
feedback to indicate that women out perform men in schools of architecture and it is evident
that many women have the visual and other skills necessary for the profession. This should
be recognized and the capability of women architects celebrated through raising the profile
of their work (RIBA, 2003a, 27).

However, the authors of the project do attempt to provide positive, albeit perhaps limited
recommendationsas to how to improve this situation.This can only be of benefit. For example
whilst Irigaray arguesfor a reconsiderationof difference she also suggeststhat discussingthe
historical and
`ltural

conditionsthat shapewomen'slives,whetheranecdotalor autobiography(as

the RIBA funded research has done), or in terms of our predetermining myths, while it can be
in
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both
the right way. (Irigaray argues that
approached
and collectively,
cathartic,
have
keep
have
been
traditionally converted their distress into
to
obliged
quiet
and
where women
physical symptoms, mutism or paralysis, she suggests,speaking out can bring, `... relief to the body
and enabling them [women] to accede to another time' (JTN, 108).) Withholding autobiographic
experience, denying the discrimination and distress that is women's common testament can also be
a way for some women to seemingly escapethe prejudices of the architectural Institution, as some
of the responses in the architectural press by women, concerning this RIBA funded research,
demonstrate. Irigaray is critical of autobiographic studies, and this is an important point is
distinguishing her work from other women writers, but only in that they stop short of providing a
solution for women. She argues that women's autobiographies more often than not only describe
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what it is to be woman within the horizon of a patriarchal culture, which means that limited to one
subjectivity without, she writes, suggesting how we might approach another construction of
identity (ILTY, 64). However, whilst describing all the discrimination women face within education
distress
for
benefit;
denying
have
the
also,
some women, a way of
and
profession can
some
and
managing difficult

situations, neither are adequate solutions to the problem of the cultural

subordination of women. Women's stories are valuable, educational, sometimes reassuring,
inspirational and affirmative can also leave women alienated and without direction. And yet silence
can equally deny other women's experience.
Irigaray's way is a striving for something positive in addition to stating the negative, a way
lives
but
discussing
the
at the same time searching to recognize
painful
of
realities
women's
of
different values. This, she argues, is the only way to alleviate the sense of alienation which
disclosures of prejudice and discrimination otherwise lead. Furthermore, she argues,

To demanda right to subjectivityand to freedomfor womenwithout defining the objective
rights of the femalegenderseemsan illusory solution belongingto the historical hierarchy
betweenthe sexesand could even subject women to the authority of empty statements
promulgatedin an ecologicalblindnessconfusedwith collectivegood' (ILTY, 5).

but the responsibility for effecting changeis
The report provides over ninety recommendations
directedto otherbodiesin particularRIBA, ratherthanwomenthemselves.Theseincludechanging
the imageof the architectwithin popularcultureand in particularwithin careerliteraturefrom that
first
For
their
the
recommendations:
example,
authots
as
of a white male.
write
1. (...) the more accurateportrayal of architectureas a professionand potential for greater
diversity in terms of both peopleand the weight given to the type and natureof projects
portrayedas flagships for the profession.2. Fewer `white men in suits' representingthe
professionin schoolscareerseventsand promotion 3. More coverageof work by women
architectsandotherminority groups.4. More informationon careerto teachersgenerallyand
emphasison lessgenderedcareerpathsRIBA.' (RIBA, 2003x,31).
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This issue of image is significant and this is a task for the development of a culture but whether it is
significant to developing a culture of sexual difference as Irigaray suggests is questionable.
Irigaray's demands are not towards the promotion of equality but towards the becoming of women.
Furthermore, she writes:

to becomeequalis to be unfaithful to thetaskof incarnatingour happinessasliving women
...
andmen.Equalityneutralizesthat dimensionof the negativewhich opensup an accessto the
alliance betweenthe genders.This avatar of a partly nihilistic philosophy, religion and
Marxism weighs on our conscious.A certain Western interpretation of Buddhism or
Brahmanismmay throw thema life-line at the eleventhhour. We canonly perishfrom such
abstractanddisincarnateconceptsof spirit' (ILTY, 15).

Irigaray's argues that women's work has to involve a work of love, in addition to arguments
surrounding paid employment of a becoming of themselves and humanity. Rather than equality,
she suggestswork towards the reconsideration of relation as a formation for the new. The negative
in Irigaray's philosophy, or the work of the negative, corresponds to this process and relates to a
form of renunciation. She argues that understanding of the limit of one gender would aid this
becoming. She writes: '...more out of consideration for the other and from collective good sense
than a process of consciousnessthat would lead me to a more accomplished spirituality' (ILTY, 13).
While Irigaray is critical of such studies that promote equality as those presented by RIBA, what is
interesting in the comparison of her perspective and the research report is that the issues Irigaray
describes have so much potential for architecture as practice, so much potential to change the way
we live, especially where thought in terms of dwelling, than the writing of recommendations
against discrimination. Challenging these fundamentals is a way to allow changesin the profession.

Living andremainingfaithful to a questionof love,can causemisunderstanding
andeven
conflict; especially within an Institution where through convention and simple convenience
women (and men) can feel obliged to adopt masculine modes of identity conceived as
authoritarian.Women are not only constantly asked to accommodatethemselvesto male
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expectations and ambitions but also to take on subordinated roles. Conforming to these spoken
and unspoken conventions can place women, as students and teachers, in untenable positions.
However, attempting to interpret the cultural determinations that shape such difficulties can also
between
tension
the
that
recognising the cultural
provoke conflict, albeit
which reveals
construction of identity and the need to find one's own path and this is perhaps why research
projects such as those adopted by RIBA are the easiestoption for the profession so as to be seento
difficult
in
However,
its
discriminatory
situations, while the effects of
practices.
placed
address
patriarchy can be concealed and invidious, one of the ways to addressthe problems we as women
have, has to be a criticism directed towards society and the socio-economic factors, including the
historical context, which has shaped our lives and alienated us from our identities. Nevertheless,
the most effective and more beneficial activity to address the problems women have within the
Institution is, in addition to such analysis, also the (re)creation of positive alternatives -a form of
building in fact, initiating ways of speaking and listening, of cultural values, social structures, that
desires,
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to
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and
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means
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of
sexual
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reformulating
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that Irigaray argues, could liberate women and men to a rediscovery of the other, each other or
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that
thought
than
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way
which
another other
Irigaray's philosophy reconsiders feminism.

At themoment,however,we do not live in a culturethatvaluesthis difference.In orderto
`horizontal'
difference.
We
to
or non-hierarchical
rediscover
a
need
adequatelyaddresssexual
relationswith the other; a differencebetweenus. This, Irigaray argues,implies an approachthat
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discussed
Irigaray
the
to
and
she
of
a
essays
works rediscover remnants
this in termsof a rethoughtmother-daughterrelationshipsalvagedfrom myth or suppressedby
philosophy. This relationality is also shown in the difference between boys and girls and
illustratesin her linguistic research.In her work with Italian children shesuggeststhat there ij q
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clear difference in desire between boys and girls and this is shown in the art, writing and speechof
children (seethe exhibition "Che Sono lo? Che Sei Tu?" University College London, November December 2003 and The University of Nottingham, May 2004). Hence, critical of current
educational systemsthat do not recognise this difference, and cultures that either dismiss it or use
it against women, she argues that although educational systems introduce us to cultural
discourse(s) such speaking is not yet dialogue (D, 206): Cultural discourse(s), of which both
do
dialogue
they
where
not and cannot
are
example,
are
not
yet
architecture and philosophy
recognise the difference in relationality between men and women and allow it to emerge to build
(see D, 206, and see also lecture 14th November, Institute of Romance Studies, London). Thus,
desires
different
desires,
boys
girls
are not recognised or
cultural
and girls express
while
if
is
because
leads
Irigaray
by
that
there
to
this
argue
conflict
of our
and
education,
cultivated
differences, it is only because we have not yet begun to recognise and cultivate difference, to
speak together and to co-exist.

As architects,teachers,and studentswe can teach,talk, listen or engagein consultation
fully
but
these
addressthe problemof the otherwherewe
clients
none
of
activities
processeswith
fail to think about the issueof sexualdifference;and whilst educationin difference is not the
difference
lives,
but
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nature of current
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Western
presumption
of
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experience
of
an
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maintains the privilege of the male. Irigaray's work aims to reveal the patriarchal biasesof
Westernphilosophy and re-affirm sexual differencebut this does not mean an affirmation of
difference modelledon stereotypicalunderstandingsof sexual difference,betweena culturally
it
be
female.
Rather
to
the
that
an
approach
allows
other
may
subordinate
man
and
a
privileged
able to beginto motivatea changein cultureto sustainthis difference.
Irigaray's philosophy,poetry, political activity and teachingall work to challengethe
stereotypesof sexualdifference.However,thereis no sensein her philosophythat this is an easy
task, and no suggestionthat the simple desire for dialogue would achieve the sense of
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co-existence proposed by her philosophy. She suggests in the conference whose proceedings are
published in Dialogues that dialogue necessitate the use of practices of energy that are not
occidental and that are as yet unknown to our cultural traditions. Furthermore, to overcome
stereotypes of sexual difference to begin to have a relation, she suggests,that girls and boys need
better education in difference, of which an architectural education is particularly poor and yet the
role it could have is especially significant.
Preconceptions of aptitude and ability surround women architects, whether spoken or
unspoken. One could argue that this is the current state of affairs with respect to the working
conditions of women in general. However, the problem as the RIBA committee "Architects for
Change" have demonstrated, it is particularly endemic within architectural education as much as
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dwelling in The Way of Love that the issue is directed to a more interior building: 'It is to a more
interior undertaking that the human is invited here, to a work of becoming that can be evaluated
according to the blossoming of the Being of the self, of the other, of the world where they dwell'
(WZ, 147). This is a practice, albeit practice reconsidered.

Being faithful to Irigaray'sphilosophising,to the questionof love, doesnot prohibit some
regard to my own experience,disappointmentor dismay with the profession.Although it does
bring to light the limitation of suchanexercise.More difficult, creativeandliberating aspectof the
how
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CHAPTER THREE
3.1 Reconstructing New Perspectives, New Bodies and New Ways of Inhabiting: Or, the
problem of feminism(s) in contemporary architectural theory.
Can the work current in architectural theory and inspired by contemporary French philosophy, and
French feminism in particular, be described as feminist? What is feminism now and what its role in
a era described as post-feminist? What motive describes the work as architectural theorists that
adopt French feminism? And what is the relation of deconstruction to French feminism? How
influential is Derrida's thought, and is this influence a result of an architectural context or of the
historical progress of feminist thought? If Derrida's project is described, more often than not as a
responsibility to the wholly other(s) of thinking, described as a question of justice, or ethics (albeit
ethics rethought), what are French feminisms possible correspondenceswith this thought and with
architectural theory that adopts deconstruction? How does Derrida's 'ethic' differ from that of
Cixous, Kristeva or Irigaray? And how is this then significant to architectural theory?

Amongst theorists,Irigaray's philosophy provides one of the most radical critiques of
ethics and sexualdifferenceand her work can provide a significantly different approachto the
questions of difference than that explored by those inheriting Derrida's approach.Does the
architecturaltheory informedby Frenchphilosophythus addressdifference?This is one question
raisedby architecturaltheoriststhat have cited Irigaray'swork and one questionbut certainlynot
the only questionIrigaray'sphilosophycanbe usedto explore.
Trying to characterizecurrentprojectsas feminist either through a study of influencesto
the texts, by reference,or by assessingthe relationshipbetweena theoreticalposition and the
actualityof any specificpracticepresentsa difficult, if not impossibletask.Recenttrendsin theory
influenced by post-structuralistphilosophy have led to a certain predicamentwith regardsthe
possibility of a specifically feminist practice.However,projectsdemonstratingthe sharedlimits
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between philosophy and architecture are now commonplace. Contributing to this dilemma are
theorists who despite refusing the term feminism are, nevertheless, popularly conceived as
progressing this debate. Finding means to assesscurrent projects as feminist or not certainly
suggest some difficulty, and to a certain extent a empty task but the question still has a validity.
Investigating the motives of contemporary feminism in architecture can provide an insight into
crises in debates and motives of theorists. Through this question it is possible to consider whether
such approaches to architecture are adequate to address the needs and desires of women in
contemporary cultures.

Hence, the questionsraise a number of issues,not the east problematic being that of
attemptingto definethe old feminismfrom which the new feminismraisesitself As alreadystated,
finding a way to characterizethecurrentso-called'feminist'projectsin architecturaltheorythrough
a contextualstudyof the influencesupon suchis a complexissue.Nevertheless,thediscoursedoes
have somecharacteristics,and thesecharacteristicshave beenusedto define and distinguish;to
So
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to be seen as
to
the
the
question
and
past.
new
as
old
and
create
opposed
significant.
Keeping the other a Mystery

In her poetic introduction to To Be Two Irigaray evokes an aporia at the beginning of our
cultures(s),an aporia, for which sheargueswe lack words.Our relationshipto the other is shaped
by a patriarchalfamily structure,shewrites,personalethicalrelationsaremodelledon therelation
betweenFatherand son and madesacredby patriarchalculture(s).This leavesthe relation to the
other. woman,unthought.Theotherof Westernphilosophiesis onethat is abstractandneutral.For
Irigaray, this relationship to the other is both a sourceof non-truth and non-ethics.The most
problematicissuecontemporarysocietyfaces,accordingto Irigaray,is how it approachesthe other
and sheargues,all previousphilosophiesare inadequate.To suggestanotherethicalrelation to the
other, shewrites: '...perhapswe can take our point of departurethe following corporeal,affective
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and intellectual reality: the other is a mystery' (TBT, 110). However, whilst she argues that
contemporary philosophy does not adequately addressthe question of the other, she does begin to
propose an alternative. An alternative that can be recovered in our return to the beginning of our
is
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and will remain a mystery for me.
other
cultures,
aporia.
means recognizing
3 In so doing, she writes:
I can:

respecthim asotherwithout subjectinghim to any of my laws;
marry ethicality andtruth in my relation with the other.
I think of the otherasthe mysterywhich he is for me, asa truth, certainly,but alwaysasone
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and
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changethe relationbetweenlove andtruth: respectingthe mysteryof the otherthroughlove
implies that this respectfor truth which will never be mine modified my, our relationship
(TBT,
110).
truth
the
with
If we could approach the other in this way, she writes, it may change our relation to Truth and ethics.
It may change our perception, our everyday reality, our ways of living, and hence she writes:

Insteadof beinglight opposedto darkness,or knowledgeopposedto ignorance,truth is light
which doesnot give up its mystery,light which illuminateswith revealing;nevertotal, never
authoritarianor dogmatic,but light alwayssharedbetweentwo subjectsirreducibleto oneor
other (TBT, 110).
The Problem of CurrentFeminisms in Contemporary Architectural Theory

Thus, whilst current debatesin architecturehave includedthe questionof feminism, and women
architects have both continued to investigate the structure of male power embodied in the
suggested
have
that suchwork refusesto considermore fashionableand
also
architectural;critics
arguable more inclusive concernsof othernessanfl difference (see Coleman and McLoed in
Architecture and Feminism),Irigaray's work is a way to suggesta different perspectiveon the
problemsof feminismanddifferencethoughtin this way in architecture.
'That is to saynot of the economyof the Sameasshedescribesin An Ethics of SexualDifference.
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Contemporary feminism in architecture is generally defined by a collection of books
published from the early 1990sonwards. OnlyArchitecture and Feminism argues for the continued
use of the term feminism. Debra Coleman, one of the editors of the collection, and McLocd, a
contributor both cite Irigaray's philosophy in support of their argument. Whilst Irigaray does not
use the term feminism to describe her work, Coleman argues that Irigaray's philosophy has a more
useful ethic towards the other than any question of architecture and otherness suggested in
architecture schools. Coleman uses the term feminism, and proposes it should remain in circulation,
first, she writes, as it is a little feared amongst architects, and secondly as feminism risks being
for
difference and otherness which neglects adequate
by
a concern
considered obsolete, replaced
reflection of sexual difference or the other. Irigaray's philosophy can reveal why contemporary
philosophy has lead to the need to extend this feminist dialogue to oppose the adoption of
difference,
but
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stake
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also
at
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as
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what
arguments
argues,
philosophies
over terminology.

Colemandoes not define what she meansby feminism, or adequatelysuggesthow a
discourseof architectureandfeminism would differ from explorationsin the nameof gender,sex
or desire,ascarriedout by morecontemporarycollectionsof papers.Thereis little differencein the
Feminism
Architecture
in
to other collections of the time.
and
collected
characterof papers
Moreover, she does not suggesthow, in any detail, maintaining the term feminism would
strengthenthe discourse.Nevertheless,Coleman'sargumentis significant, it illuminateswhat is
difference:
is
in
That
in
debates
that
to say,the
those
question
also
contemporary
and
still at work
oppositionbetweensex/gender,betweenfeminismand difference.
Wherecontemporaryarchitecturaltheoristsaregenerallyproposedasprogressingfeminist
debates(despitetheir refusal of the term) and theoristspolarizedbetweenfeminism and gender
theory of difference,thereis an obviousissueof terminology.However,the issueis morecomplex
than mere terminology and whilst Coleman proposesthe use of the term feminism, she,
nevertheless,alignsher thinking with Irigaray. Referringto Grosz'sargumentsand her review of
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Irigaray's work, Coleman writes that the question for architecture and feminism is whether. '...we
theorists, critics, students and practitioners of architecture participate in the work of generating
"new perspectives, new bodies, new ways of inhabiting"' (AF, xiv). Nevertheless, while there is a
growing discourse of questions of gender raised in architectural theory, We of this criticism
reaches out beyond more conventional design research. Feminist critics such as Coleman and
McLoed imply that contemporary approachesto difference remain academic and this is in part an
important criticism. However, the question of sexual difference in Irigaray's philosophy, as already
stated, has a political dimension and addressesdifference in a way previously ill-considered by
contemporary philosophies. Difference is that refounded in dialogue and difference suggests
is
different
Approaching
the
the
other,
as
one
who
sexuately, for
real.
another perspective on
Irigaray, would open a new age in thought. She writes:
The alliance between ethicality and truth would open a new age of thought, of philosophy,
language, and the constitution of the subject, cultural values would take care of bodies as
elements of nature to be spiritualized and left as bodies, would preserve hearts as organs of
life and of love which are irreducible to logical alienation and reduction, would sustain the
measure and form of reason which is capable of cultivating them in their truth, in their affects,
in their differences. In short, they would take care of us as the women and men that we are, in
body, in heart, in words (TBT, 106).

Irigaray'swork providesa challengeto feminismto rethink its aims andmotives,it alsoprovidesa
discourse
in
to
the
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calling
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TheProblemsof FeministPractice
Recent trends in architecture have led to a certain predicament about what is practice.
Contemporary feminism in architectural is generally conceived as defined by a collection of books
published from the early 1990s onwards. Although Irigaray is cautious of feminism she is
described as supporting feminism by Coleman. It is important thus to consider within architectural
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theory what the term signifies.
Feminism is rarely a term used by women architects within the Institution even where
discussing discrimination in the workplace, which would seem the most obvious purpose of
feminist theory. In contemporary architectural theory the term gender seemspreferred, seento refer
to the cultural construction of femininity. Feminism in architecture by contrast is assumed as a
relatively untheoretical discourse, one limited *only to exploring women's disadvantage and
discrimination with society because of their sex and not to any other disadvantage posed by other
differences. This conflict is also argues as comparable to the perceived conflict between Marxist
informed feminists and those influenced by French feminism, ä conflict which also evokes the sex
and gender distinction. Toril Moi's work is such an example. What is at stake in such discussions
according to Irigaray, which involve a certain misunderstanding of essentialism, is the possibility
of an autonomous sexuate identity.

Current trends in feminism and architecture have been distinguished by their
interdisciplinarity and demonstratedas citing widely from contemporary philosophy and
contemporarypsychoanalytictheory.However,to declarea major changein thinking to havetaken
placeover the pastfive yearsandbestrenamed'genderstudies'ratherthan feminism,to, in effect,
be moreinclusiveof'men's studies',QueerTheory,or post-colonialfeminism(asis the argumentof
the editorsof Gender,Spaceand Architecture)underplaysfeminismas a comprehensiveapproach
to reconsiderthe very constitutionof architecturaltheory and practice.Moreover,it suggeststhe
existence of an underlying neutral experiencewhich Irigaray states is a misunderstanding
propagatedby masculineprivilegedcultures.
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The Predicament of Contemporary Theory
The recent attempt to define a new type of feminism, and a new way of thinking about the issuesof
feminism in architecture thus raises a number of questions. Contemporary feminism is in a
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Finding Ourselves Again, Renewed, and The Return'

In her paper '(Xi et commenthabiter?' Irigaray describesher longing for a return to nature,to the
other,to a differentrelationality.In this early paper,which ElizabethGroszcites in her discussion
of architecture,Irigaraywrites:
Apres eire rentreechez moi, epuiseed'un sdjourdansun lieu etrangero4je me scntaishors
de tout. Nulle part -n'etaientle ciel, la mer, et les marchesde nuit aubord d'elle (Irigaray,
1883,139).
(After havingreturnedhomeexhaustedfrom a stay in an unfamiliar placewhereI felt that I
by
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there
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no
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and
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was out of place.
was
sea.)
Thus,unlike Heidegger'sexplorationof poetic descriptionsof heroicjourney's andhomecoming-

Irigaray poetry suggestsa longing for a new relation with or beside nature and the elemental. In one
of her most recent publications, Everyday Prayers, a selection of poems, she similarly describes
this longing and a happiness she fords in her relation with nature. In the early text she suggeststhat
away from herself she cannot dwell. In the `architecture' as created by man, she cannot dwell.
Whilst she is in no doubt that contemporary living breeds anxieties, the questions raised by the text,
which can also be directed to Heideggez'sthinking in dwelling, are that to language, the body, the
other and their complicity with these forms of architecture. She writes:

Je suis ici maintenant,et nous venonsde parler. Commentvivre? Oü et commenthabiter?
Quelle maison? Quels corps? Quel temps? Mon rapport au divin. Nos activit6s ou
politiques(Irigaray, 1883,139).
engagements
(I amherenow andwe cometo speak.How to live? Whereandhow to dwell?Which bodies?
Which time. My relationshipwith the divine. Which economyand what politics may or
ought to be ours?)
For Irigaray dwelling is that which takes place between two, rather than that which is opened up in
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exploration of the influence of mono-theistic traditions on his thinking (despite Heidegger's
criticisms of these traditions). Questions need to be directed, she argues, to the influence of
for
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questioning of the Western philosophical and theological tradition needs to address the role of the
body and the limits of our thought which are shaped by patriarchal relations so that being can be
sexuate.

In 'Ecce Mulier' in dialogue with Nietzsche, Irigaray argues that patriarchal social
structuresareembodiedin languageandsuggeststhat how we understandlove canchallengethese
This canbe a key to finding a different way of living and loving. Shewrites:
understandings.
the law of the Father does not escapeencoding. It is even its prototype. But our love cannot
...
submit to it (Irigaray, 1994a, 331).
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Philosophiesof love shapehow we relateto the other. However,for Irigaray, modelsof love have
to be re-examinedandrepositionedto allow the co-existenceof two. Her argumentis very simple:
How canlove not striveto recognizetwo? In her dialoguewith Nietzsche,which suggestsa certain
form of mimicry usedto revealanotherTruth, shewrites:
Between us lies the nothing of Being. It is futile to climb or stretch oneself in every direction
) creation yet to be built (...). The most
irreducible
is
(...
there,
the
of
waiting
as
a
site
transcendent spaces are thus reduced to a confused atmosphere in which intoxication by
social powers is combined with physical exhaustion blocks out any inspiration, any ray of
light (Irigaray, 1994a, 323).
Exploring how she can create a different relationality, not one of conventional religious thought, or
that of Heidegger's relation to things, is part of the poetic dialogue Irigaray presents in 'Oü et
comment habiter?' However, 'cce

Mulier' further illuminates this struggle. Irigaray writes,

mimicking Nietzsche:
Anyone who has not felt what is at stake in the transcendencebetween woman and man does
not understand very much what I have to say. For this nothing I place between them, between
us, this double nothing his and mine, thwarts all comprehension. Unless there should be a
miracle, an unexpected encounter (Irigaray, 1994a, 321).

In this paperIrigaray suggeststhat somethingis lacking andthis is thoughtto, a space,an excess,a
transcendenceor a Nothing (as Heideggerdescribesthe other) but this thought is limited. She
writes:
Betweenus, the silenceis lacking,that would allow the question:Who areyou? Or What is
(Irigaray,
do
I994a, 321)
judgement
And
What
truth?
on
you
pass
yourself?
also;
your
`M et commenthabiter?' is similarly written in dialoguewith another,and in love,so that Irigaray
might find in part outsidethe patriarchaltradition, a spaceof silencethat would allow a different
way of living. Sheasksin dialogue(with the readeralso)to exploreoutsidelanguage.Shewrites:
Habite aussi l'invisible, je to prie. Cette strange nuit oü tu pen&'trespour quc noun nous
r6vdlions cc que nous ne sommes pas encore. Va to rechercher et me retrouver dans tes
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tetiebres.Retourre-nousdehors.C'estinfmi? oui. Une vie n'y suflira pas.Tant micux, non?
Mais ne nous y trompons pas (Irigaray, 1983,141).

(I begyou to live in thenon-visibleaswell. Go exploreyourselfandfind me in your darkness.
bring us back from there(It is infinite, yes?) One life isn't enoughfor it.)
'space',silence,or limit, betweentwo thatwould allow a
Exploring the possibilityof a transcendent,
different approach to dwelling, Irigaray writes:
S'il se situait lä, les flammes donneraient encore et toujours la vie. transportee hors de cc lieu,
de leur lieu, elles lechent ou irradient seulement les bords (... ) Au centre, plus la flamme
s'anime, plus eile eclaire. Plus eile s'accroit, moins tu souffres de la chaleur. Franchi un
certain seuil, tu to trouves dans 1'eclair. Et ca dure. Le temps passe sans que tu le sentes.Le
passe et 1'avenir s'y coulent, confondant repetition ou reproduction. L'instant et 1'etemitene
font gdun. Pas de tour ni retour. 11ne s'agit plus de tourner autour, mais d'arriver au milieu.
De quoi? De tout. Tu remontes ou redescendstoutes les mediations, et tu to trouves oü ? In
medio. C'est le meme chemin. I1 suffit d'y penser - que le medium part et finit au milieu
(Irigaray, 1983,142).

(If it waslocatedthere,the flameswould still and alwaysgive life, takenfrom this place,of
their place,they flicker or light the edgesonly (...) At the centre,the morethe flame dances,
themoreit giveslights.Crossingthethreshold,you find yourself intensifiedin the light. And
that lasts.Time passeswithout you being awareof it. The pastand the future flow together
there, confusingrepetition and reproduction.The momentand eternity are one. Neither a
turning awaynor a turning back. It is not a questionany more of a return,but of arriving at
the centre...Of what?).
Thus, how Heidegger thinks about existence and the other must be explored. Being-with, as
Heidegger discussesin Being and Time, for Irigaray, does trot adequately approach an ethics to the
ofher. Irigaray positions a transcendent between two as a way of managing co-existence. She
argues that this prevents the appropriation of the feminine for the construction of a model of neutral
experience and allows a relation between two, masculine and feminine, who are different in terms

of their relational experience.For Irigaray, this suggestsa more ethical relation than that of
contemporaryphilosophies.This is an ethic rethoughtbut not a moral imperative.While the body,
is usedandexploitedby our cultures,shearguesthat love doesnot, cannotcultivate the other as a
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living corporeal sexual being. Whilst reconsidering being-with as a co-existence can do so. In the
paper'Oü et comment habiter7 Irigaray writes:

Perdudanston labyrinthe,tu me cherchessansto rendrecompteque cc dedaleest construit
de ma chair. Tu m'asmiseä 1'envers,et tu me cherchesdanscetteretroversiono4 tu nepeux
j'avais
interieur
de
loin
Tu
Tu
trouver.
oublib
que
un
aussi.Non
as
moi.
me
esperduen moi,
ou me retournes,tu retoumeslä oü estto premiere
sanslumiere.Et Si tu t'engagesä 1'envers,
nuit (Irigaray, 1983,142).
(Lost in your labyrinth,you seekme without realizingthat this mazeis built of my flesh.You
haveturnedmebackto front andyou seekme in this retroversionwhereyou cannotfind me.
You are lost in me, far from me. You haveforgottenthat I alsousedto have an interior. Not
without light. And if you entangleyourself,or fold into me you returnhometo your first
loose
it.)
flesh,
But
Where
I
keep
you
where
of ours.
night.
memoryof your
Irigaray's work especiallyin To Be Two has furtheredthesecriticisms. In a conferenceat Leeds
(2001)who proceedingswerepublishedasDialoguesIrigaray suggeststhat to respectdifferencein
is
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to
that
the
to
a mystery.This hospitalityor love
other
respect
an
respect
relation
or care,in Heidegger'sterms,is onethat goesbeyondthe confinesof traditional Westernthought,
and beyond the phenomenologicaltraditions criticisms of Western Metaphysics. Moreover,
Irigaray argues,that to recognizetheotherin this way, meansrespectingandmaintaininganenergy
in self andother,which is a relationalitythat is not of the Westerntradition.
Thus, for Irigaray,we cannotentrustrelationswith the otherto customs,traditions,moralrules or religious sentiment.We have to questionthe effectivenessof, and culturescapability of
depend
Furthermore,
the
on systemsof representationwhich cannot
cannot
other.
meetingwith
we
expressthis meetingin two or formulatean ethic towardsthe other. Pathsevokedby Heidegger's
The
forms
for
his
Irigaray
thinking
problem
and
sterile.
with
current
poetry
of
also remain
is
desire
becoming:
It
kill
though
that subjectivity is
that
they
can
representation,sheargues,are
constructed,and we needdesireand yet appropriatethoughtto desireis absentin contemporary
cultures.
In a text from the paper'Oü et commenthabiter?' whereIrigaray suggeststhat we needto
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rethink the foundations of our culture which is based on the repression of a desire specific to
women's experience, she writes:
Perdu dans ce dedale de membranes retoumees, tu bätis des univers de concepts qui
manquent de racines immortelles? Leur risque? Ton fils les detruiras. Et tes cites dc
transparencessont belles. Comment puis je y habiter? Ne suisje plus haut ou plus bas que
leur edifice? Elles s'imposent. Ne s'epousent pas. Et ne devons-nous nous mettre
indefiniment ä l'envers l'un 1'autrepour cette architecture? Comment nous y joindre? Nous
sommes lies delies. Tu ne peux sortir d'un lieu oft tute tiens et m'empeches de devenir encore
(Irigaray, 1983,143).

(Lost in this maze of folded membranes,you build universesof concepts which lack
immortal roots.Their risk. You sonwill destroythem. And your cities of transparencies
are
beautiful.How canI live? Arn't I too tall or too shortfor their building? They keepus in awe.
They do not embraceus. Shouldn't we make ourselvesopposite (of) the other for. this
architecture?How canwe be united with it? We are bounddisconnected.You cannotleave
[comeout] of a placewhereyou areheld andstop me from becoming.)

Irigaray's criticism if the philosophicaltradition, hence,seeksto suggesta way of approachinga
real tangible other. Our conceptsof the other, or othernesswithin the Westerntradition are, she
fit
to
the needsof a privileged masculinenotion of
models
and
ones
constructed
argues,abstract
desireand of subjectivity.To escapethis tradition, its logic and forms of language,sheattemptsto
body
language,
breath
in
to
the
gesture,
awareness
an
attentiveness
or
as such,
an
of
other,
suggest
in additionto all sensitivitiesassociatedwith a moremysteriousnotion of energy.For Irigaray,the
other is one that I desirebut one alsothat retainshis or her invisibility.
For architecturethis meansthat Irigaray'snotion of the other doesnot fit easily with the
abstractnotionsof othernesspresentedby contemporarytheory; asconceptsof the other, as fields
of researchleft out of theory,eitherhidden,ill consideredor unseen.Irigaray'snotion of the other,
in fact, sits more comfortably with someof the explorationsof feminist theorists,however,the
distinction is problematic,as Irigaray'sphilosophy addressesboth theory and political practice.
Elizabeth Grosz'stheoryJas been influential to contemporaryarchitecturaltheory that seeksto
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comment on the value of Irigaray's philosophy but Grosz's work is also culpable in alleging
Irigaray's philosophy of difference with Derrida's. How her approach to the other differs from any
other philosophy is not adequately considered by architectural theory.

3.2 Feminism in Architecture
In her book Living in a Man Made World: GenderAssumptions in Modem Housing Design (1991)
Marion Roberts cites the engineer Thomas Wright who in 1868 states:

Among the working classesthe wife makesthe home. The working man'swife is also his
housekeeper,cook and severalother single domesticsrolled into one, and on her being
managingor mismanagingwomandependswhethera dwelling will be a homeproper,or a
housewhich is not home(Roberts,1991,1, citing ThomasWright, 1868).
In her thesis Roberts arguesthat despite radical social change within the domestic sphere, attitudes
to women's role and duties remain almost unchanged. Moreover, these overly common attitudes
are still embodied in housing design, and, this ideology of domesticity, she argues,is still one of the
factors keeping women out of the workplace. Roberts suggeststhat little attempt has been made to
itself,
division
housing
it
is
key
gender
and subordination. This is party due
and
a
site
of
explore
yet
to the domination of men in the building design profession and construction industry, however, the
for
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stereotypes in current
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societies.

Roberts describesthe perspectivefrom which she writes as that of an 'old-fashioned
feminist viewpoint' (Roberts,1991,4). Shewrites:
My concerns are with male stereotyped views of women, with inequalities in state provision,
with inadequate provision in childcare. There is also an idealist strand, a belief that if the
mechanisms for inequality are explored, then these can be changed and from that, man and
women will change to make a better society (Roberts, 1991,4).

However,understandingthe mechanismsof discriminationdoesnot, as alreadystated,necessarily,
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lead to social change. Without strategies for change and positive alternatives for living, that is to
say, something to sustain this change, this sort of project provides little direction for women - in

effect it is too idealistic.Robert'sfeminism is certainlyvaluable for the contemporaryclimate in
I
architectural theory, but she writes, to clarify her theoretical position:

Whilst it is easyto discuss'women' as opposedto a separatecategoryof 'men' in order to
achieveconceptualclarity, this is anoversimplificationof mostwomen'slived experience(...)
'gender' forms not central concept of the book. By this I mean that femininity and
masculinity are constructedand imposedby society and there is not nor should be any
hierarchybetweenmen and women.Biology is given, genderis learned(Roberts,1991,4).
Robert's theoretical position is clear, equality- is her aim. This statement positions Robert's
feminism clearly within campaigns for equality and steeped in the belief of an underlying
fundamentally neutral experience: To suggest anything else in this context would be to present an
essentialist discourse. Roberts theory is very much a part of contemporary feminisms confusion
over the sex and gender divide. (Even language is not so distinct in this division as feminist theory
would like to suggest. For example, the term 'women' does not necessarily suggest a purely
biologically distinguished individual. )
For Roberts the role of women in society is prescribed by the planning of the home, a
planning which reproduces gender and class relations, and which corresponds to and reinforces the
prejudices. Elaborating on this issue of reproduction, Roberts writes:

The conceptof reproductionhas three identifiable components.The first is that through
having a homeworkersarc fed clothedandgenerallypreparedfor work. Motivation to gain
employmentis alsogiven meaningthroughthe homeandpersonalrelationshipsnurturedin
the home. Reproductionalso has a biological material sense,for workers are literally
reproducedthroughchildbirth and rearedin the home. Finally children are socializedinto
taking their placesin societyandin this senseideology is reproduced(Roberts,1991,6).
Robertsarguesthat althoughprofound changeshave happenedto the family, there is suprisingly
little changein the physicalplanningof the overwhelmingmajority of new build houses.This only
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acts to reproduce and sustain the patriarchal structure of society. Whilst architects have believed in
the emancipatory effects of technology, and suggestedthis could free women from the drudgery of
household chores, the resulting architectures, have been ill received. (Roberts cites studies to show
that mothers living in high rise flats overlooking landscapeshave been prone to ill health.) The
trend in owner occupation also acts against women, forcing dependency on men, the traditional
higher earners. Thus, both provision of owner occupation housing and council house building
programs have acted to bolster the male dominated nuclear family.

Housingis a complexissue,too significantto beleft to stereotypicalattitudesto genderand
social role, and is too complex also to be left to housing policy. It can benefit from more
interdisciplinaryresearch,asRobertswrites:
Living in a man-made world is not easy for women, whether they are heterosexual or lesbian,
married, divorced or single, mothers, grand-mothers or childless. Affordable, good-quality
housing would benefit all in their differing circumstances (...) A visually richer and more
has
been
designed
housing
to suit the differing needs of all
programme
well
varied
which
benefit
housing
forms
large
such
a
would
everyone,
since
part of the built
women,
environment which all see and experience (Roberts, 1991,158).
Looking at philosophers approaches, Heidegger takes the question back to a more fundamental
question of dwelling; and Irigaray proposes how we might approach all the issues Roberts raises
but from a reconsideredperspective of sexuate difference. In this way, the question of feminism in
architecture inspired by Irigaray's philosophizing takes a more fundamental direction, than
self-defined feminist studies in architecture as Roberts, and one that can address and take further
both Roberts theoretical position and her feminist politics in housing.

The Crisis in Architectural Theory
Like Roberts, Diana Agrest writes in Architecturefrom Without that the field of inquiry of
architectural questioningtakes place betweenrole of criticism and role architecturetakes in
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reproducing traditional notions of society, community and culture. Agrest like Irigaray defines the
important issue of architecture of our time as that understanding origin. In order to address the
crisis of architecture at the moment, she writes, that we need to understand the role of our tradition
notion of origin. The crisis in architectural theory, as she defines is a result of the extreme to which
functionalist ideology was carried by architects, and best demonstrated by architecture that
is,
There
projects.
she argues, a complex
produced overpowering mega-structures and urban
and
but
between
that
the
architecture
nevertheless one that
condition
relationship
exists
urban
exceeds architecture's agenda and that must always remain an object of enquiry for architectural
questioning. She writes: We live in an urban culture, a fragmentary culture that transcends the
limits established by architecture' (Agrest, -1993,2-3). Furthermore, as a sort of defming statement
of her position with regards a type of architectural theorising popular in the early nineties, she
writes:
My understanding of architecture as a sub-region of ideology seen from the perspective of
signification and culture allows a work at the level of form - acknowledging the specificity
of the architecture - that transcends the apparent functionalist determinism. This does not
mean that these practices and products are considered as fixed structures with fixed
meanings, but rather as an open process, as texts rather than languages, as an open world
where objects refer to other objects, always postponing an ultimate meaning, as chains of
sensewhere the subject/object relationship of classic criticism was replaced by a relationship
between texts (..

It is from the city the unconscious of architecture, from outside, that
_)

critical work on architecture is developed. This outside is a place where one can take distance
from the closed system of architecture and thus be in a position to examine its mechanismsof
closure, its ideological mechanisms of filtration, to blur the boundaries that separate
architecture from other practices, from other systems, to question the hierarchical position
through which architecture produces this filtering (Agrest, 1993,3).

This is an argumentthat inspires the definition of current gender theory in architectureas
necessarilyinterdisciplinary.It is, with the additionsof contemporaryphilosophyhow architecture
is able to challengeits own notionsof societyandcommunityand its political role.
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In her paper On the Notion of Place' Agrest cites Althusser where he describes
Heidegger's criticism of technological thinking or subject/object relations. The questions she raises
are: 1. What is the nature of the structures that are able to articulate the notion of place? and 2. What
is the nature of those more pertinent places where meaning is produced and made manifest? In
response Agrest writes:
An intrinsic character of the ideology of architecture and urban planning is the reflection,
rather than the challenge of reality. Architectural theory should arise from a dialectic
relationship to architectural ideology, yet should maintain a degree of radical opposition. At
the present time architectural theory needs to be developed. It is necessary to acknowledge
the critical nature of two forms of raw material to be analysed - the given general ideology
and the urban environment itself. (Agrest, 1993,11).

Thus, for Agrest,architecturemustcontainits own self-criticism,especiallyregardsit reproduction
in
is
`The
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direction
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traditional
semiotics,
she
writes;
critical analysisof the
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of
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be
in
the
theoretical
may
considered
environment
relationto culture,as
of
modelswith which urban
a signifying system'(Agrest, 1993,11).
Both Roberts and Agrest are critical of the ideologies that shapearchitectural design. From
Agrest the emancipatory aims of functionalism have failed to understand its exclusion of women's
bodies from its logic. For Robert's it is the domestic myth that goes uncriticized by architects and
housing designers. For Irigaray, however, it is the human's need for a more poetic experience
(albeit this is a somewhat inadequatedescription) that shapesher criticism, a poetry in dialogue that
coulIýnake-visible'and
jnvest

sustain another way of living. This suggestssomething more than a simple

on of the exclusions of architectural theory, or a self-criticism that Agrest's work

investigates or, for that matter, a theoretical investigation of issues surrounding gender.
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3.3 Interdisciplinary

Research and Gender Theory in Architecture;

post-modernist feminism for "feminism"

Or the problems of

in architecture

Exploring the recent attempt to define a new type of feminism in architecture, or a new thinking
about feminism and architecture, thus, has an important role in exploring contemporary theory. The
most recent example of this is made in Gender, Space and Architecture (2000) by Jane Rendell,
lain Borden and Barbara Penner,who declare a major change in thinking to have taken place over
the past five years and designate the change in thinking as best described by the terms 'Gender
Studies' in architecture.

Current trends in feminism have been distinguishedby a certain interdiscipinarity,this
interdisciplinary

character can be demonstrated by papers published in collections such as

Architecture and Feminism, The Sex of Architecture, Sexuality and Space, Desiring Practices,
Gender, Space and Architecture, amongst others and in the earlier Drawing, Building, Text. It is
also implicit in the work of theorists such as Jennifer Bloomer, Beatriz Colomina and Catherine
Ingraham. In Gender, Space and Architecture, the editors write that research into the question of
gender started to appear in architectural theory in the later 1970s largely written by women from an
overtly political feminist angle. Until recently they argue that work remained internal to the
discipline concerned largely with the architectural profession and inequalities of pay and
opportunity and in issues concerning the 'man-made' environment, of which Robert's work is an
Sexuality
in
Colomina's
Published
1992
Beatriz
they
that
edited
example.
argue
volume
and Space
feminism
issues
in
how
in architecture. It
thought
surrounding
architecture
about
marked a change
was the first collection, they write, to bring ideas of gender into theory from fields such as
anthropology, art history, cultural

studies, film

studies, geography, psychoanalysis an

contemporary philosophy, to bear on the discourse. Hence, they state:
What such provides- in an interdisciplinary context for a gendered critique of architecture,
one which expands the terms of the discourse by making links, through gender, with
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methodologicalapproachesin otherdisciplines(GSA,6).
This characteristicof recent discoursealso leads them to suggestthat '[f]eminism and gender
studieshavebecomepost-modernizedmadeinterdisciplinaryandthereforehave to be considered
as such'(GSA,8).
What more recentwork has in common is an explorationof social structuresthat shape
discrimination, informed by contemporary theory from outside the discipline. Gender, Space and
Architecture describes its intentions in introducing gender to this context from the perspective of
important texts from the fields of feminism and contemporary theory. Editors defend the use of the
term gender, as opposed feminism, by arguing that few women want to describe themselves as
feminist. (The suggestion being that a use of the term feminism would, perhaps, exclude many
women from the discourse through too radical a political position. Nevertheless, the editors also
describe feminism as originally a term used in the 1890sto designate the belief in the right to sexual
equality. ) 'Feminism' they argue:

dependson anunderstandingthat in all countrieswherethe sexesaredivided into separate
...
cultural, political and economicspheresand wherewomen are lessvalued than men,their
(GSA,
is
held
7).
the
their
as
cause
of
oppression
sexuality
This definition allows many post-colonial feminists to argue that 'feminist' theorists have
inadequately addressedissues of racial discrimination. This point is emphasized where the editors
write:

One of the most important aspectsof current feminism is the consideration of the
interrelationshipof a number of different forms of oppressionat different times and in
different places.Thinking about genderalone is not enough;for current gendertheorists,
issuesof race,classand sexualityareinextricably involved (GSA,8).
The editors of Gender, Space and Architecture argue that despite the persistenceof sexual
discrimination and oppressionin the workplace, and especially in Architecture,feminism is a
problematicterm. This is not necessarilyevidenceof a lack of interestor disagreementwith the
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political ambitions of feminism. For example, the editors write: 'In academia (...) feminism is still
frequently met with a degree of hostility, with resistance to overtly politicized feminist ideas and
actions coming both from establishment and also from women who believe that openly aligning
themselves with feminism with result in stereotyping' (GSA, 7). There is rather a certain amount of
Coleman
in
feminism
term
the
the
as
architecture,
also describes in
over
of
oppression
very use
Architecture and Feminism. However, the editors of Gender, Space and Architecture describe in
increase
'warming'
to
to
the
openness to discussing gender
of
gender;
and
an
contrast
a
question
relations and sexuality. It is just that the terminology has changed, they argue, '...feminist theory
has become gender theory, women's studies have become gender studies' (GSA, 7). In this context it
is easy to think that this could be a dismissal of feminism, and that gender representsa neutral and
descriptive term without the political agenda of feminism. Despite this suspicion, which links
gender theory to a compliance with the prejudices of the Institution, the publication is keen to
Gender,
Space
'Gender'
in
and Architecture, is both a category of
as
conceived
suggest otherwise.
analysis, and they write apparently importantly when thought of the relationship between men and
women it can include issues surrounding the development of men's studies. Hence, while early
feminist fought for women's equality, this aim can be observed as changing towards understanding
how oppression occurs. In this respect the character if theory has changed. They write:

The changesin cultural attitudestowardsfeminism and genderare part of a more general
openingof intellectualdiscussions- broadly termed 'post-modernism'- towardsissuesof
cultural hybridity, anddiversity, aswell as racial democracyAndenvironmentalawareness.
Feminismand genderstudieshave becomespost-modernised,made interdisciplinaryand
thereforehaveto be condeivedassuch(GSA,8).

Establishingthe CanonofFeminist Theory

Gender,Spaceand Architecture (2000) is a collection of seminaltexts chosenas influential to
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debatessurroundedgenderin architecturalthoughtand from a variety of disciplines.The editors
it
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is
important
development
in
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the
that
to
contemporary
of
argue
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discussionsto sourcesand to the intellectualtraditions which have acted in their formulation. In
this sensethe book is an attemptto establisha canonandso doing it proposesits aimsasan attempt
to establishanunderstandingof the developmentof ideas.However,by introducing'genderstudies'
to architecture,both asanobservationof a changingperspective,andan affirmationof this change,
the theoreticalframeworkactsto promotewhat may be describedasthe inadequacyof feminismin
from
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SecondSex,Betty Freidan's"The Problemthat hasno name";Michele Barett's"SomeConceptual
Problems in Marxist Analysis; Andre Lorde's "The Master's Tools Will Never Dismantle the
Master'sHouse";Nancy Chodorow's"Why WomenMother"; Luce Irigaray's"This SexWhich Is
Not One"; ChandraTalpadeMohanty, "Under WesternEyes,Feminist Scholarshipand Colonial
Discourses";Joan Wallace Scott's "Gender.A Useful Categoryof Historical Analyses"; Harry
Brod's "The Casefor Men's Studies";and Judith Butler's "SubversiveBodily Acts". Whilst after
four yearsthe editorsmay wish to addothertexts,it is evidentevenin introductionsto thetexts and
the work as a whole reinforcesthe sex/genderdivide.

Biology or Cultural Definition?
According to Irigaray,the sexgenderdivide is reinforcedby questionsof whetherwe arein that
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Harstock makes the same observation in a paper cited by McLocd in Architecture and
Feminism. Harstock argues that the crisis in contemporary feminism in precisely this inability to
think through this definition. She writes:

These kinds of questionsmake it apparentthat the theoretical crisis we face not only
involved substantialclaims about the world, about what we claim for our theories [but]
questionsof epistemology(Nicholson, 1990,18).
Harstock's paper explores common theoretical problems addressedby many theorists addressing
gender in their own fields.
These issues surrounding the sex/gender distinction are also taken up by Susan Bordo in
Feminism, PostModernism and Gender-Scepticism. Nevertheless, Harstock and Bordo, despite
their elaboration on the issue, are also still caught up in this distinction, whereas Irigaray's
philosophy discusses this distinction which she places at the heart of sexual identity. Whilst
Irigaray criticizes feminism as an activity most typically promoting equality with men, she also
criticizes philosophies of difference for the same reason. What marks Irigaray's project from the
philosophical tradition in which she works is her insistence in the reconstruction of difference. If
is,
in
intellectual
fact, the purpose of Gender,
the
theory
context
of
contemporary
understanding
Space and Architecture, as the editors argue, renaming the discourse despite all claims to the
contrary, in fact suggests a complicity with moves to dismiss a more overtly political agenda of
feminism. Gender, Space and Architecture cites Irigaray's 'This Sex Which Is Not One' as
informative to the field of gender studies in architecture, but this paper has been characteristically
misunderstood which may have a some small bearing on the argument. ToriI Moi, for example,
has
Irigaray
learnt her method of
it
to
and
also
argues
reinforce accusations of essentialism
uses
criticism from Derrida (she also suggestsit is a flawed use of his method). Proposing the question
of gender as one of difference while in itself does not prohibit a discussion of sexual or sexuate
difference, it, nevertheless,runs the risk of dismissing the question of sexuate difference. If sexual
difference is considered a subset of all other forms of cultural constructed differences. Furthermore,
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linking Derrida's concept of sexual difference with Irigaray's, risks misunderstandingher
philosophy.

Can WeCharacterizetheDifferent Feminismsin Architectural Theory?
In her paper published in The University of Nottingham, Institute of Architecture, Journal "CAST",
Rendell describes some of the questions women in architecture ask of theory, these include: Do
have
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different
different
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they
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a
a
women practice
is
desires,
in
for
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Rendell,
The
these
these
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questions,
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paper,
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from biology or society. She cites Sherry Ahrentzens 'The F Word in Architecture Feminist
Analyses in/of/for Architecture in Reconstructing Architecture as proposing an authoritative
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architectural history and theory has changed dramatically specifically in the manner in which it
for
Nevertheless,
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difference.
addresses questions of equality and
divide into those who wish to remain gender neutral and those who make explicit their feminist
five
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discourse. The first discusses women in architecture from a historical perspective, the second
begins
has
issues
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to
theory
third
the
present
challenged
which
critical
practice,
addressesmore
the prejudices in design and has looked at criticisms of architectural language. The fourth looks at
how women, who have named their intentions as feminist, address the contemporary context.
Rendell thus writes that in dealing with issuesof difference there are, and always have been, several
She
how
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ways

Onehasbeento critique architecturalvaluesystemsas implicitly patriarchaland to suggest
that since women are different to men, they have different priorities in organizing and
designingtheproductionof architecture.This approachfocuseson the problemsinherentfor
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inscribedin space.This particularagendafits the approachof radical feminismoutlined in
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the first section (Rendell, 2000,48).

Addressingspecificissuesin architecturerelatingto women,perhapsmoretraditionally associated
with feminism is thus classedas a radical feminist agenda,sharingtheorieswith radical feminist
defines
Rendell
`radical'
This
to
asexemplifiedby the
approach architecturalcriticism
approaches.
work of Leslie KanesWeismanin Discrimination by Design and by Magrit Kennedy in 'Seven
Hypothesison Male andFemalePrinciples; or in'Making Room: Womenand Architecture'.
Associating a question of difference with radical feminism, and also describing Kennedy's

work as seeing'...femalenessand femininity as encompassinga set of qualities which are quite
different from malenessandmasculinity is howeverproblematic(Rendell,2000,48).Nevertheless,
feminism,
Within
the
the
are
unavoidable.
characterization
radical
papersuch
within
structureof
for Rendell, femalenessin defined in contrast to maleness,and celebratedas such, however,
Rendellalsoarguesthat 'radical'feminist theoristsin architecturearein effect essentialist,defining
femininity asa matterof sex.Shewrites:
The most obvious manifestationof sex differencein architecturalpracticehastraditionally
beenin connectionto formal difference,where feminist intentionsare believedto be best
communicatedthroughbiological symbolism.A numberof feminist designershavedrawn
architecturalinspirationfrom the femalebody, designingwomb-like and curvaceousforms
ratherthanphallic towers,spaceswhich focuson aspectsof enclosure(sheltersandprisons),
explorethe relationshipbetweeninside and outside(opening,hollows and gaps)(Rendell,
2000,48).
Rendell arguesthat Marxist feminists, on the other hand, similarly exploring the made-made
environment,havefocusedon how genderimpactson practiceandon the productionof built space
and the reproductionof culturalnorms.DeloresHaydenis one suchtheoriststo exploresexismin
the urbanenvironmentandthe work of Matrix, a Londonbasedfeministpracticehasalsoexplored
how to improve women's experienceof the built environment. The question of difference,
approachedboth by radicalfeministsandMarxist feminists,movesaroundthe questionof whether
womenhavedifferent values,whetherthey havedifferent priorities, whetherin the designof built
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of the cultural and political processesthat prohibit discussion of women's rights in any other terms
than equality or diversity, essentialism or cultural construction.
Rendell cites Nancy Chodorow as offering a less essentialist theory that can inform
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'..women's socialization fosters a different value system emphasizing certain qualities such as
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Eileen Gray,Lilly ReichandSusanaTorreandRendellcitespaperssuchas'Houseof Meaning and
'SpaceasMatrix'. Furthermore,it leadsRendellto write, somewhatpoetically: 'Promotingthe idea
that womendesignersand usersvalue different kinds of spaces- oneswhich foster the flexibility
between
fluid
by
the
spatial
matrices
and
analogies
required women'ssocial roles - also suggests
in
Rendell's
Nevertheless,
female
body'
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paperJudith Butler
spatiality of
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Sedgwick
Kosofsky
Eve
theorists
those
at
as a critical
who
are
cited
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and
location for performinggenderandJoelSandersis cited asaddressinghow the mutuallydependent
termsmasculinityandfemininity areplayedout within the heterosexualbastionof the architectural
practice.
In conclusionRendellarguesthat the developmentof gendertheory in architecturehasled
to theori§tssuggestingthat a practice of architecture(broadly defined) could offer a form of
images,
is
a
way
of
addressing
and
what
writing
criticisms and suggesta way of openingup, with
for
Rendell
Bloomer's
discourse.
fundamental
text,
to
as
suggests,
example,
architectural
most
becomesher architecture.Rendellwrites: '...her textualstrategiesareusedto interpretarchitectural
drawingsandspacesbut alsoto createnewnotion of spaceandcreativity,allowing links to be made
betweenarchitecturaldesign,to history and theory' (Rendell, 2000,55-56). Bloomers work is
influencedby the philosophyof Derrida and Bloomer'swork demonstratesthat the feminine is a
radical elementin architecturalpractice.Bloomerusesimagesof the femalebody to challengethe
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sterility shefordsin architecturaltheory (see,for example,JenniferBloomer's'Big Jugs').Rcndcll
also cites practices such as MuF and Liquid Incorporated as similarly following this direction.

In Rendell'sbroadcategorizationof contemporarygendertheory in architectureshecites
Luce Irigaray's philosophy but in so doing she fits it into a categorization emphasizing the

informed
by
Derrida'sphilosophy, with work such as Bloomer's for
connectionwith strategies
example.This is only one aspectof Irigarayphilosophy.Rendellwrites:
Luce Irigaray's theory of 'mimicry' has been used to show how, when working within a
symbolic system with predetermined notions of feminine and masculine, where there is no
theory of the female subject, women can seekto represent themselves through mimicking the
system itself (Rendell, 2000,57).

The Uncertain Subject, the Problem of Writing and Mimicry' in Irigaray's Philosophy; and the
Signfficance forArchitectural

Theory.

Mimicry is a part of Irigaray'scriticism but herphilosophycannotbe reducedto this critical activity.
The term 'mimicry is often usedto describeIrigaray'smethodsby architecturalcritics, in a well
cited statement, for example, Irigaray writes:
There is an initial phase, perhaps only one "path, " the one historically assigned to the
feminine: that of mimicry (...) To play with mimesis is thus, for a women, to try to recover the
place of her exploitation by discourse, without allowing herself to be simply reduced to it. It
means to resubmit herself - inasmuch as she is on the side of the "perceptible, " of "matter, "to "ideas," in particular to ideas about herself, that are elaborated in/by masculine logic, but
also so as to make "visible, " by an effect of playful repetition, what was supposedto remain
invisible: the cover up of a possible operation of the feminine in language. It also means to
"unveil, " the fact that, if women are such good mimics, it is because they are not simply
absorbed by this function. They also remain elsewhere: another case of the persistence of
"matter" but also of "sexual pleasure" (TS, 76).

However, this description of Irigaray work also acts to reduceher thinking to a derivative of
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Derrida's method; an unacknowledged debt as Moi suggests(seeSexual/Textual Politics, 138). The
notion of mimicry is problematic as definitive of Irigaray's method of criticism, nevertheless,
Irigaray method is described in this way. Moi states, in what becomes an outright dismissal of her
work:

Mimicry or impersonationclearlycannotbe rejectedasunsuitablefor feminist purposes,but
neitheris it the panaceaIrigarayoccasionallytakesit to be (Moi, 1985,143).
In the chapter "Patriarchal reflections: Luce lrigaray's looking glass" in Moi's Sexual/Textual
Politics Moi questions whether it is indeed possible, whilst'specular logic' dominates all Western
theoretical disciplines, to escapethis pernicious influence - as Speculum, Moi argues, suggests.Moi
in
Mysterique'
in
Speculum
'Le
Irigaray's
the
that
suggests a pleasure that
study
of
mystic
argues
the mystic has imitating the sufferings of Christ. However, i1 as Moi argues, 'mimicry' is the only
manner in which Irigaray questions Western philosophy and the only pleasure or desire Irigaray's
work suggests.The proposal that Irigaray celebrates the mystic as an image of the feminine in the
Western tradition, simply does not accord with the complexity of Irigaray's argument
Moi cites Shoshana Felman who has also raised a series of questions to pinpoint the
problems Irigaray faces when, Irigaray presentsherself, in Moi's terms, as '...a woman theorist or a
theorist of woman', Felman writes:

If 'die woman'is preciselythe Otherof any conceivableWesterntheoreticallocusof speech,
how can the woman as suchbe speakingin this book? Who is speakinghere,and who is
assertingthe othernessof the woman. If, as Irigaray suggests,the woman'ssilenceor the
repressionof her capacityto speakareconstitutiveof philosophyandof theoreticaldiscourse
assuch,from what theoreticallocusis Luce Irigarayherselfspeakingin orderto developher
own theoreticaldiscourseaboutwomen?Is shespeakingas a woman,or in theplace of the
(silent)woman,for the woman,in thenameofwoman. Is it enoughto be a womanin orderto
speakasa woman?Is 'speakingasa woman'a fact determinedby somebiological condition
or by a strategictheoreticalposition, by anatomyor by culture? What if 'speakingas a
woman'wherenot a simple 'natural'fact, that could be taken for granted?' (Moi, 1985,138,
citing Felman,1975,3, Felman'sitalics).
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Felman's questions are pertinent but they demonstrate how much Moi (and Felman) are caught up
themselves in the Western philosophical tradition. It is precisely its relation to the other that
Irigaray is trying to challenge. Furthermore, why does Irigaray need a theoretical locus, or to
choose a theoretical position, (one in which would be dominated by patriarchal models of
relationality or love) in order to speak? As she herself argues, she speaks as who she is. That is not
to say that Irigaray refuses her tradition, as is self-evident with her engagement with Western
philosophy, Irigaray discusses sexual difference, rather than presents or represents herself as a
theorist of woman. Moi dams Irigaray's work in a deliberately inadequate description of her
philosophy, Moi writes:
Though Irigaray never actually acknowledges the fact, her analyses of male specular logic is
deeply indebted to Derrida's critique of the Western philosophical tradition. If the textual
analyses of Speculum are inspiring examples of anti-patriarchal criticism, it is because
Irigaray knows how to expose the flaws and inconsistencies of phallocentric discourse (Moi,
1985,138).

Furthermore,Moi argues,that Irigaray fails in this methodof textual analysis,and in so doing
essentializeswoman.Shewrites:
But if; as Derrida has argued, we are still living under the reign of metaphysics, it is
impossible to produce new concepts untainted by the metaphysics of presence. This is why
he sees deconstruction as an activity rather than a new 'theory'. Deconstruction is in other
words self-confessedly parasitic upon the metaphysical discourses it is out to subvert. It
follows that any attempt to formulate a general theory of femininity will be metaphysical.
This is precisely Irigaray's dilemma: Having shown that so far femininity has been produced
exclusively in relation to the logic of the Same, she falls for the temptation to produce her
own positive theory of femininity. But, as we have seen, to define'woman' is necessarily to
essentialize her (Mai, 1985,139).

Moi's argumentmakesa very strongcaseto explorehow Irigaray'sdialoguewith philosophyand
individual philosopherssuggestsa way of recognizingand cultivating sexual difference Moi's
argumentsare crude and divisive. Moi does recognizethat Irigaray is aware of some of the
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argumentsraisedbut shewrites:
Irigaray herself is aware of this problem and struggles hard to avoid falling into the
essentialist trap. Thus at one point she explicitly rejects any attempt to define 'woman'.
Women ought not to try to become the equals of men (Moi, 1985,139, authors italics).

Providing evidencefor her argumentMoi cites Irigarayin This Sex WhichIs Not One:
the issue is not one of elaborating a new theory of which woman would be the subject or
...
the object, but of jamming the theoretical machinery itself, of suspending its pretension to
the production of a truth and of a meaning that are excessively univocal. Which presupposes
that women do not aspire simply to be men's equal in knowledge. That they do not claim to
be rivalling men in constructing a logic of the feminine that would still take onto-theo-logic
as its model, but that they are rather attempting to wrest this question away from the
in
form
'What
is
it,
but
logos.
'
They
the
then,
the
should
not
put
woman?
rather,
economy of
repeating/interpreting the way in which, with in discourse, the feminine finds itself defined
as lack, deficiency, or as limitation and negative image of the subject, they should signify
that with respect to this logic a disruptive excess is possible on the feminine side (TS, 78).
The limited value Moi derives from Irigaray's philosophy is in her method of criticism associated
logic;
'speaking
is
disrupting
'mimicry'.
This
as a woman', miming male
with
a way of
patriarchal
discourse in a witty parody of male arguments. However, Irigaray's method is flawed as also she
suggests as it is impossible to represent women in any way not tainted by patriarchy. Moi
condemns Speculum in this way. Moi writes:

the academicapparatusof the doctoral thesis,still perceptiblein Speculummay be an
...
ironic gesture:comingfrom a womanarguingthe caseIrigarayis presenting,her impeccable
theoreticaldiscourseis displacedand relocatedas a witty parody of patriarchalmodesof
has,
Irigaray
If
accordingto her own analysisno
argument. as a womanunder patriarchy,
languageof her own but can only (at best) imitate male discourse,her own writing must
inevitably be markedby this. Shecannotpretendto be writing in somepure feminist realm
outsidepatriarchy:if her discourseis to be receivedasanythingotherthan incomprehensible
chatter,she must copy male discourse.The feminine can thus only be read in the blank
spacesleft betweenthe signsand lines of her own mimicry (Moi, 1985,140).
For Moi Speculumis a consciousacting out of the hysterics mimetic position. The position
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allocated to all women under patriarchy. However, Irigaray describes Speculum in a somewhat
different way but Moi writes: 'Through her acceptance of what is in any case an ineluctable
is
Hers
it
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doubles
Irigaray
to
the
the
thus
second
power.
a
rising
paratism
mimicry,
on
theatrical staging of the mime: miming the miming imposed on women, Irigaray's subtle specular
move (her mimicry mirrors that of all women) and intends to undo the effects of phallocentricised
discourse simply by overdoing them' (Moi, 1985,140). This understanding of Speculum also leads
Moi to argue that: The question, however, is whether and under what circumstances this strategy
actually works' (Moi, 1985,140).

Moi's readingof Irigarayis restrictiveandmoreoverit is Moi's intentionto find Irigaray's
be
Irigaray's
Moi's
Whilst
text
by
flawed
can
challenged,the
reading
of
essentialism.
philosophy
underlying issues of essentialismand Moi's reading still remain problematic even within
architecturaltheory.

The Problem of Essentialism
The problem of essentialism for feminism, and Irigaray's philosophy, is a particularly difficult issue
for Irigaray and yet it is also a deliberate misunderstanding on Moi's part. Most accusations of
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"'This Essentialism That Is Not One: Coming to Grips With Irigaray" have endeavored to present
studies of the varieties of degrees of essentialism. If Irigaray's philosophy does indeed suggest a
female subjectivity that could be described as based on an essentialist model of subjectivity, it has
to be posed in terms of a different sort of essentialism that reconsiders the relationship between
nature and culture. This leads Alison Martin to argue that the debate about essentialism is simply
in
distinction
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thought.
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step with
writes:
strong sense,as a division between nature and culture, perpetuatesthe dichotomies and essentialist
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distinctions critiqued by the anti-metaphysical thought in which Irigaray's work is immersed'
(Martin, 2000,27). Nevertheless, the terms of this argument mean that the question can neither be
dismissed not considered resolved and thus it is likely to continue to re-emerge in any discussion of
Irigaray's philosophy. Irigaray herself writes that if this question is that of whether we are in the
name of the female body or of social conditioning but this distinction it simply does not belong to a
culture of two. However, this needs to be elaborated if any discussion of essentialism in Irigaray's
philosophy is to be finally addressed.

In the 1980s labelling Irigaray as an essentialistwas tantamount to authorizing the
dismissal of her work, as the label apparently spoke for itself. Judith Butler argues that in the late
1980s feminist thought they understood what was meant by the term'essentialism' and at that time
Irigaray was indeed very often dismissed as an essentialist (see Pheng, 1998,19). The argument
reduces Irigaray's thinking to an either/or decision. For example, if women were defined by nature
or in the name of the female body, this was expressedby critics as a regressive and reactionary
position. If women are the result of social conditioning, this was rightly to be overcome in the name
of equality. Debates surrounding gender in architecture still have a tendency to argue in this manner
reducing the question of feminism to an either/or decision. However, some theorists, such as
Chanter, in a very direct criticism of these over simplistic arguments, suggests the question that
must be asked is how useful it is to mobilize these debates?Whose purpose does it serve?
The reductive comparison of Irigaray's philosophy with Derrida's project is still current, as
is focus on discussing mimicry, as already discussed. The notion of "writing" has never been a
focus of her work: Of deconstructive trends in feminism, Irigaray argues that 'Feminism's blindest
alley is to force women into a deconditioning which strips them of their feminine identity in order
to attain an undifferentiated state of universality to be shared in a masculine or neutral world'
(DBBT, 37). Moreover, she argues, that the constant reversal of values in deconstruction is not
sufficient to addresswhat has been made unthinkable, that is to say sexuate difference.
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Misunderstanding Sexual and SexuateDifference
A number of other criticisms have been directed to Irigaray's philosophy, Butler for example,
although acknowledging the debt to Irigaray's thought, argues that Irigaray privileges
heterosexuality. Butler writes that Irigaray: '...will not challenge the divide of the human race into
two sexes' (Pheng, 1998,21). Culture so conceived, she argues '...inevitably closes the domain of
other sexual possibilities' (Pheng, 1998,21). For Butler, Irigaray's philosophy as she writes,
'...makes heterosexuality into a privileged locus of ethic' (Pheng, 1998,23). This is another
somewhat divisive misunderstanding of Irigaray's philosophy to support Butler's own theories of
performativity. There is no sensein Irigaray's philosophy where she presents an'ethic' at least not
one uncritical of the philosophical heritage of the term or a sense of an argument denouncing
homosexuality. Furthermore, Irigaray is very clear that her philosophy of two different subjects is
not limited to a relationship between male and female. Rethinking sexual, and recognizing sexuale
difference is a foundation from where she argues we can reconsider all forms of difference. It is the
unthought of culture, more primordial than the abstract or stereotyped notions of sexual difference
promoted by masculine cultures. Rethinking sexuate difference is a more profound rethinking of
(sexual) relation than a simple celebration of heterosexual relations. As Irigaray writes, it is a return
to the woman I am by nature, to become that woman, and where such values are not prohibited by
masculine cultures. Nevertheless, criticism have also been made to suggestthat lrigaray privileges
the relationship between male and female to the exclusion of adequate consideration of race and
cultural difference. Moreover, Ellen T. Armour in Deconstruction, Feminist Theology and the
problem ofDijference argues that white feminisms (she includes Irigaray in this category) remain
unable to sustain attention to race. This motivates a similar misunderstanding of her thinking on
sexual difference.

Patricia J. Huntington also formulatesthis argumentin Ecstatic Subjects,Utopia and
Recognition,writing that Irigaraycannothandleracial differenceso long assheremainscommitted
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to a criticism of the '...fixed synchronic structure revolving around a masculine feminine dyad'
(Huntington, 1998, x). Hence, in the same way as Butler suggests that Irigaray is not willing to
challenge the divide of the human race into two sexes and that such a culture inevitably closes the
domain of other sexual possibilities, Huntington argues that Irigaray's reading of sexual difference
prevents an engagement with post-colonial feminisms. The response has to be the same. For
Irigaray the sexual relation is the most unthought and excluded from consideration by a tradition of
Western philosophy. In Why Different? Irigaray argues: 'I have often been criticized for saying
something that may be valid for my culture but not for another, for the Anglo-Saxon culture, for
instance' (WD, 7). Discussing her own life and heritage she makes claim for an international status,
having dual heritage of a French mother, Italian father, being born in Belgium and taking up French
nationality in the 1970s.

Irigaray and thePhilosophicalTradition
Irigaray proposes a relation with the other previously unthought by the Western philosophical
tradition. This is a radical approach to difference. Irigaray's philosophy has to be recognized as one
permeated with an intellectual history that combines phenomenology and psychoanalysis with
linguistic research and feminist politics. Irigaray's work suggests that it is not possible to take
account of the other without reducing that othernessto categories of the same within this tradition;
to complements, or oppositions, male and female or self and other. In her criticisms of Lcvinas, for
example, and his argument that the erotic relationship is of less value than ethical, inspires her to
rethink this erotic relation and question both why it cannot be ethical and conversely whether
Levinas's ethical relation is indeed ethical if it excludes eros. Chanter argues that it is vitally
important to understand Irigaray's philosophy in the context of her intellectual tradition. Chanter
writes, as illustrative:

The cultural andpolitical climate in which Irigaray writes is permeatedwith an intellectual
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history that blends phenomenology with psychoanalysis and post-structuralism. If we fail to
make some attempt to appropriate this heritage in reading Irigaray's texts, we will also fail to
understand a considerable amount of their significance and meaning (EE, 11).
This suggests that an investigation of some of the theoretical foundations of not only feminist
thought, but feminist thought (broadly defined) and its application to architecture, is not only
necessary but essential to develop the discourses. Gender, Space and Architecture provides a
beginning and inspiration in this process. In terms of Irigaray's work it is obvious that not only are
some of her readers and commentators misguided in their elaborations but often deliberately so.
These readings of Irigaray's work cannot be allowed to cloud the value her philosophy has not only
for the current crises in feminism, as already defined, but the conflicts as expressedin feminism in
architecture.

Derrida, Deconstruction andArchitecture

Analyzing Irigaray's relationto contemporaryphilosophy,particularlyin her mostrecentbooks,is
one way to challengemisunderstandingand how they have feed conflicts within feminism. For
Derrida, for example, architects adopting his philosophy often reduce his approach to a
representationof his thought. The questionhe raisesis whetherthere is an undiscoveredway of
thinking in architecturethat belongsto the momentof creation,somethingundiscovered,that may
haveexistedbeforethe useof the architecturalmetaphor(which hasbeenusedin philosophyas a
metaphorfor a hierarchicalorganizationof branchesof knowledge).For Derrida,the questionof
architectureis whetherthere may haveexistedbeforethe dominanceof metaphysicson Western
philosophyand thus architecturalthinking an undiscoveredway of thinking, and approachingthe
other (see'ArchitectureWhere Desire Can Live'). This thinking is both an architecturalthinking
and a philosophicalthinking, it is fundamentalto each,andbelongsto both. It is a thinking that he
writes cannot be embodied(or represented)however, if, he argues,as thinking is a sort of
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Derrida writes:
is not at all alien to architecture.Each architecturalplace, each
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habitationhasoneprecondition:that the building shouldbe locatedon a path,at a crossroads
at which arrival anddepartureareboth possible(Derrida, 1986,145).
In the same way that language cannot control all its paths, Derrida argues, architecture cannot
control all its paths. Within architecture is a different philosophy of habitability. Derrida refers to
Heidegger in his paper on architecture 'Where Desire May Live' citing On The Way To Language.
For Heidegger 'thinking' is always on its way and this on its way has a connection with habitability
and dwelling as discussed. Derrida writes: 'This constant being "on the move", the habitability of
the way offering no way out entanglesin a labyrinth without any escape.More precisely, it is a trap,
a calculated devise...' (Derrida, 1986,145).
The question for architecture, as Derrida seesit, is that of place, in Heidegger's terms it is of

dwelling: An architectinventssomethingthat did not exist beforeandthere is alsothe inhabitant,
man or god, as Derrida writes, who requiresthe place. Derrida'sargumentin this paper is that
maybethereis a way,betweenthe oppositionof natureandtechnology,from wherethis opposition
originates,that is a placeof a new inhabitation.Hence,if Irigaray'sphilosophyseeksto reconsider
Heidegger'sphilosophy, as Derrida's does, (and as is suggestedby gender theorists) her
ror
differs.
Irigaray womencannotremainconstantlyon the move,entangledin a
philosophizing
labyrinth with no escape.Irigaray criticizes Derrida's thought in To Be Two. For Derrida the
essenceof deconstructionis not the dismantlingof structureswhich privilege the masculinebut, he
writes:
'...a probingwhich touchesupon the techniqueitself, upon the authorityof the architectural
metaphor (...) as an attempt to visualize that which establishesthe authority of the
architectural.Architecturalthinking canonly bede-constructivein the following sense:asan
the authorityof the architecturalconcatenationin
attemptto visualizethat which establishes
philosophy'(Derrida, 1986,146).
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Irigaray'sthoughtis alsoa deconstructionbut in orderto suggesta differentlogic, that of two. There
is a constructionsuggestedby her work, a building betweentwo which suggestsan interior
building.
To associateIrigaray's work with a strategyof mimicry, or with Bloomer's aim, is
problematicasit canimply a relationwith deconstructionwithout careto thepositive aspectsof her
work. To associateher work with ecriture feminine, as many have done in the past, is also
problematicasit reducesher uniqueapproachandagainmissesthe issueof construction.Mimicry
in Irigaray'swriting, maybeusedon occasionin a strategicmannerbut, sheargues,it is a first stage
in her philosophy.
Rendellsuggeststhat studyingthe work of architectswho focus on issuesof gendercan
provide some examples of possible feminist tactics in architecture, however, whether as existing
practices, or study of them, can show how to addresssexual difference; or whether such a study is
useful, has to be at question. Rendell writes, for example, raising the question of the possibility of
feminism in architecture: 'Can users agree on what constitutes a feminist response to architectural
practice and can such qualities, be they functional, material or aesthetic be communicated through
architectural experience? Is consensus necessary?' (Rendell, 2000,58) The very nature of the
question is enmeshed in the expectations of patriarchal logic and its need for clarity and truth.
Whilst mimicry and Irigaray's strategies are important in understanding the aims of her philosophy,
contemporary feminism and feminist aims in architecture as suggestedby Coleman emphasize that
Irigaray's philosophy suggestsmore than an understanding of gender as culturally constructed and
moves beyond this logic.

RedefiningGender

To definewhat is meantby gender,Rendellwrites that whilst feminism is describedas a political
practice with aspectsof theory and action, sheargues:'...possiblythe best way of understanding
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what constitutesthe basisof a particular feminist approachis to consideraccountsgiven of the
waysin which differencesof sex,gender,race,classandsexualitystructuresociety'(GSA,15).The
questionfeminismmustask,mustbeboth how genderdifferencesarestructuresby societyandalso
how societal differencesare dependenton genderdifferences.She arguesthat the distinction
betweensex and gendercan mark the basisof specific approaches,as is the casein the previous
definition of the five stagesin feminismin architecture,the simpledistinctionof sexasa biological
differenceand genderas that which refers to the social constructionof differencesbetweenmen
and women,has, as Rendell acknowledges,beenchallengedby many post-structuralistfeminist
theorists.For example,first wave feminism is associatedwith women'sstrugglesfor equalrights
and was focusedon legal inequalitiesand exclusion from the public realm. The very early A
Vindicationof the Rights of Womenillustratesthe emergenceof feminism, as example.Rendell
arguesthat the distinctionbetweenfirst waveandsecondwave feminismcanbe discussedin terms
of a shift in focusfrom equalityto difference.The work of SimoneDe Beauvoirin TheSecondSex
is centralto this debate(albeitDe Beauvoircalls for womento overcomedifference).Secondwave
feminismof the 1960sand 1970s,Rendellargues,focussedon understandingdifferencesbetween
menandwomen.Rendellwrites:
Attempts to evaluatefemaledifference from men, both physically and emotionally,took
place through material critiques and the establishmentof women-only groups and
consciousness-raising
workshops. Second wave feminism recognized that, of equal
significance to political and institutional forms of discrimination is discrimination
experiencedon a personallevel - for example,within the home leading the phrase"The
personalis political' (GSA,16).
This sortof feminismwasreactionto the early political agendaof feministthought,but it alsolead
to the accusationthat little attentionhasbeengiven to the differencesbetweenwomen.Black and
lesbianfeminismdevelopeda criticism of this direction in feminist thought.Yet it hasto be noted
that even amongstthesetheoristsdivides were created,Pat C$lifia, for example,presentsa very
strongargumentagainstAdrienneRiche'swork to andthe lesbiancontinuum(seePublic Sex).
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Post-modemor third wave feminismis more complexand it categorizingleadsin itself to
difficulties, Rendell writes that the questionablestatus of reality, history and truth has led
post-modemtheoriststo evokea difficult relationshipwith feminism.Rendellcites ScylaBenhabib
in Situating the Self, Gender,Communityand PostModernism in ContemporaryEthics, where
Benhabibwrites:
Most agreethat post-modernismdefinesa shift in epistemology,in waysof knowing, about
truth, reality andhistory. Postmodernismis characterizedby a doubtin one'sability to know
the truth - all we can know are representations
of reality; a doubt in one's ability to know
history - all historiesarepartial andreliant on the relationof historianandreader(Benhabib,
1992).

Postmodernism
and GenderTheory
Post-modernism poses a challenge to feminism, for some it indicates the abandonment of any
political project associated with women. Whilst some feminists such as those published in the
edited collection of papers by Linda Nicholson Feminism/Postmodernism argue that the instability
of traditional notions of truth or subjectivity is a positive notion for women. Post-modernism's
effect on feminism has been to develop feminisms interests to propose that discrimination must be
explored at the level of its structuring in society.

To understanddiscussionof genderand feminism it is perhapsnccessaryto examinethe
meaningof the currently overusedtermsof gender,and that of genderin its relation to feminism.
To definefeministpolitics andits aspirationsin architectureasbestdisplacedby theterm genderor
at least gendertheory can neglect some of feminisms more contemporarydiscussionsof the
relations of sex to gender,as discussedby Tina Chanter,for example,in `GenderAporias' in
relationto Irigaray'swork.
In this paper,in a seriesof questionsformulatedat the beginningof the paper,Chanterasks
it
is
possibleto formulategenderso that it is not the replacementof cultural determinism
whether
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with biological determinism.Chanterwrites: `If women are not assignedto subservienceand
passivityby someinflexible, innate naturebut are accustomedto cultural roles, then rescripting
thoseculturalrolesshouldmaketransformationpossible'(Chanter,2000,1237).Nevertheless,she
for
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`necessary'. During the 1960s gender became the preferred category for analysis and feminists
argued that the relationship between sex and gender was, as Chanter describes, `arbitrary'. Gender
thus became the preferred category of analysis (in contrast to sex) because it seemed to offer a
flexibility, to suggest some free play, to suggest that women were not destined to prescribed roles,
that the idea of female §ex did not. Nevertheless, Chanter questions how exactly can gender free
itself from its apparently necessaryrelation to sex. Moreover, she asks whether the independenceof
sex from gender is in itself effective enough to dismantle or even create the conditions to dismantle
their apparent connection. She writes:

If genderis only arbitrarily attachedto sex, if sex placesno restrictionof gender,then any
numberof cultural behavioursandgenderidentificationsbecomeavailablefor adoptionand
re-evaluation,andbeing a womanno longerentailsbeingrestrictedby the traditionalsphere
of feminineactivities(Chanter,2000,1238)
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However, as Chanter notes positing the relation between gender and sex as arbitrary, the 1960s
feminists seemed to be suggesting the body as unimportant. The problem with this arbitrary
relation is that, as Chanter states,it implies that there is no reason for the relation of sex to gender,
that is to say, sex has nothing to do with gender. As is evident, choosing not to conform to
stereotypes will not necessarily free women from being seenand treated as women. Neither will it
free women from restrictive ways of thinking imposed on them. Chanter writes: 'Gender is not
simply a matter of choice, or even a series of choices, at the individual level' (Chanter, 2000,1239).

Theremustbe, Chanterargues,a different way of conceivingthe relationof sexto gender
that emerges;that of a contingentrelation.Thus,shewrites:
To seethe relationas contingentacknowledgesthe force of socialpressurebut leavesroom
for a certain amountof discrepancybetweencultural norms and an individual's ability or
desireto rejectthem (Chanter,2000,1239).
Seeingthe relation in this way meansthat if individuals challengegendernorm, thengendernorms
themselveswill reflect such challengesand over time becomeless restrictive. This contingent
relation concedes,Chanter argues that '...bodies are relevant to gender identity but not
determinativeof them' (Chanter,2000,1239-1240).However,there is anotherproblemwith this
contingentmodel,in that it positsthe body asgiven, ignoring the body asa site of change.Chanter
sites work in transgenderstudies, an example of which is Pat Califia's The Politics of
Transgenderism,to suggestthat bodies do not always easily fall into gender/sexcategories.
Accordingto Chanter,the challengeis to find waysto reconceptualizethe sex andgenderrelation.
Shewrites:
Thechallenge,it seemsto me, is to resistboth the tendencyto collapseonetermentirelyinto
the other andthe tendencyto assumethe initial integrity and independence
of both (...) We
must find was to conceptualizethe sex-genderrelation that avoidsboth (...) We cannotbe
contentto construegenderasbelongingto societyor cultureandsexas dictatedby physical
nature;we must understandthat the domainswe designateas genderedcan have material
effects(Chanter,2000,1240-1241).
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The problem with the sex and gender debate is its dependenceon the logic of the Western tradition
its
dependence
its
historical
fear
The
on
contemporary
philosophy
and
antecedents.
of
essentialism is similarly caught up within prohibitions of patriarchy, in particular, the prohibitions
of values specific to each sex. In 'The Female Gender', Irigaray argues: 'Anyone who stressesthe
importance of sexual difference is accusedof living in the past, of being reactionary or naive, even
though science is far from having to come up with all the answers about sex' (SG, 107). The human
being is subjugated, she argues, subjugated to the imperatives of the Western tradition, '...to the
point of believing it is possible to deny the differences of the sexes'(SG, 107). The task for women
Irigaray thus writes is that of establishing sexual difference, in the campaign for rights difference to
each sex, and in the promotion of sexual difference in cultural forms, which could include both
architecture and language. She writes:

There is a physiological and morphological complementarity between the sexes. Why deny
it? This complementarity should be lived in such a way as to facilitate growth. But in our
becoming there has been no sexual difference established on the level of the subject. This is
the opportunity that still lies before us, particularly in our thinking (SG, 107).

3.4 How the Work of Elizabeth Grosz has Introduced the Philosophy of Luce Irigaray to
Architectural

Theory - The Problems of Location and Construction.

Grosz's paper `Women, Chora, Dwelling' (1991) which is reprinted by the editors of Gender,
Space and Architecture is cited as seminal to contemporary feminism in architecture. She is
certainly one of the first to discuss the significance of Irigaray's philosophy for architecture. It ISa
relatively early paper to discuss sexual difference and Irigaray's philosophy, and, if, as suggested,
there has been a change in the focus of debates surrounding issues of gender in architecture over
the past seven years, this paper could be described as one of the first to adopt this view and
importantly criticize contemporary theory from a feminist perspective.
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Introducing Irigaray's work, which she reads in parallel with Derrida's criticism of Plato,
Grosz arguesthat the debt that the phallocentric subject has to the maternal body, and the attempt
to cover it over, grounds the violent erasure of women in current societies. Grosz's paper is thus
in
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reviewing
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not
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of why such
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with understanding
discrimination occurs. She writes that, in fact, she remains silent about the `... manifest
discrimination against women in architectural training, apprenticeship, and practice. Such issues
not
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best
those
the
only
and
profession,
who
understood
actively
are
first hand experience of the operations of discriminatory practices, but also have insights into the
internal exigencies of the system in which they work' (Grosz, 2000,210). Her concern, however,
is how these issuesof discrimination are related by a `... series of narrower and more theoretical
issues that link the very concept of architecture with the phallocentric effacement of women and
femininity, the cultural refusal of women's specificity or corporeal and conceptual autonomy and
social value' (Grosz, 2000,2 10).

SueBest alsoadoptsthesethemesin a paperwithin the collection editedby GroszSexy
Bodies: The Strange Carnalities of Feminism asking if femininity is experienced as space (and
depth
is
the
that
often
carries
argues
connotations
of
of
night
masculinity
she
while
space
conceived of in terms of time) is the boom in the studies of space,synonymous with a growth in
discussion of the feminine. Studies of space attract geographers, philosophers literary critics
historians art historians cultural theorists and cultural critics. However, she argues Luce Irigaray
and Julia Kristeva are the only philosophers that discuss woman and space and this, she writes, is
surprising given that `wherever you turn the question of space is bound up with the question of
woman' (Best, 1995,15).

In an argumentthat is influencedby Irigaray'sphilosophyandGroszreadingsof Irigaray
Best arguesthat in an array of contexts spaceis conceivedas woman especially when a
`bounded'spatialentity is evoked,for example,in the spacesof humanhabitation,the world, the
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nation, regions, cities and the home. To illustrate this point, she writes that [I]. The contours of
countries and districts are frequently drawn by using the concepts of motherland and mother
tongue; [2] Whole countries are frequently personified as women, Britannia stands for Britain,
Marriane for Republican France; [3] The most valorised and written about capital cities of the
C19th, C20th and C21st Paris, NY and LA Are all women. This observation is not unsurprising
if, as Grosz argues in 'Women, Chora, Dwelling' the foundations of Western thought are bound
up and depend upon with the association of woman with space or in Irigaray's terms to the
maternal body erasedby patriarchy.
Grosz begins her paper with a discussion of the cultural origins of notions of spatiality in

Westernthought.It is Plato'screationstory in Timaeusandthe problemof Chora (a term that at
thetime of thepaperwasa growingfashionamongstarchitecturaltheorists)andits explorationby
Derrida, and from this architecturaltheorists,that is the focus of the paper. In the paper she
explores Irigaray's philosophy to compare how both read Plato's philosophy. With some
referenceto Derrida'sreadingof Plato,Groszwrites that Chora:
has an acknowledgedrole at the very foundationsof the conceptof spatiality,place and
...
placing: it signifies, at its most literal level, notions of "place," "location," "site," "region,"
"locale," "country"; but it also containsan irreducible,yet overlookedconnectionwith the
function of femininity, being associatedwith a seriesof sexual-codedterms - "mother,"
" and"imprint-bearer."` (Grosz,2000,210-211)
"nurse," "receptacle,
The femininecharacteristicof Chora is Grosz'sinterestin thepaper,this Groszassociates
with an
excessof meaning,andin particular,how shearguesIrigaray criticizesthe Westerntradition and
its use.of the feminine to prop up masculinenotions of the subject. She writes describing
Derrida's project and his interestin Chora, that his philosophyseeksout the notions,concepts
and terms in the text under examination,in order to show that which exceedsand cannotbe
constrainedby the logic or the intention of the text. Derrida, she writes, continually seeksout
terms such as Chora, which are impossible to assimilate into the text's logic, which are
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inconsistenciesbut are,nevertheless,necessaryfor the functioning of the texts logic. Derrida's
readingsthus,shewrites,havean `aporeticeffect' on the claimsof the text in question.
Chora follows a long line of privileged terms in Derrida's writing, others include
`writing, ' `trace,' `pharmakon,' `dissemination, ' `supplement,' `parargont' or in earlier writings,
she argues, `cinder,' `ghost,' `remainder,' and `residue'. 'Each term', Grosz writes `... designates
and locates a point of indeterminacy or undecidability, a point at which the text's own writing
exceeds its explicit goals and logic, where the text turns in on itself and ties itself into a
strategically positioned knot' (Grosz, 2000,211). Grosz's intention in this paper is more than a
simple examination of Derrida's reading of Plato, or of the significance of the notion of Chora for
architectural theory. Her project is to read Plato with Irigary and also as she writes to read Irigaray
contra Derrida over the notion of Chora: In her terms: `Irigaray contra Derrida in the domain of
the dwelling: where and how to live, as whom, and with whom? ' (Grosz, 2000,211) In itself a
habiter?
`Oü
'
her
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bibliography to the paper. Grosz writes:
to,
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comment
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It will be my argument here, reading Plato and Derrida on chora, that the notion of chora
founding
to
a
produce
concept of femininity whose connections with women and
serves
female corporeality have been severed, producing a disembodied femininity as the ground
for the production of a (conceptual and social) universe. In outlining the unacknowledged
and unremitting debt that the very notion of space, and the built environment that relies on
its formulation, owes to what Plato characterizes as ' the 'femininity'

of the chora (a

characterization he both utilizes and refuses to commit himself to), I will develop some of
the insights of Luce Irigaray in her critical analysis of the phallocentric foundations of
Western philosophy (Grosz, 2000,211).

This criticism, which is directedboth to Heidegger'snotion of dwelling, andDerrida'sreadingof
the Westernphilosophicaltradition regardingplace,beginsto suggesthow feminist theoristscan
reconsiderthe philosophicaltradition as threshold,to not only the possibility of new forms of
subjectivity,new perspectives,new bodiesbut, to new ways of dwelling. In no sense,however,
doesit evokethe complexity of Irigaray'swork, or for example(and to comparewith Derrida's
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'where desire may live? ) evoke a way of love that uncovers another beginning more fundamental
than the maternal function of chora.
The essay may be understood as a study of one thread of architectural thinking that has
taken up Derrida's notion of Khora, however, Grosz'a allegiance with Irigaray's analysis of the
undulations of Western thinking is evident. She writes that Chora suggests`... the investment that
all modes of knowledge have in perpetuating the secondary and subordinate social positions
accorded to women hnd femininity'

(Grosz, 2000,211). This is Irigaray's criticism, Chora

illustrates a covering over, showing that even when women are not explicitly mentioned the
unconscious, repressedor unspoken foundation they serve to guarantee philosophical value, that
is of interest. However, it is the liberation of this association of women with a maternal foundation
and the suggestion of an alternative, as between two that are equal and different, that has greater
for
architectural theory, or in Grosz's terms, rethinking the domain of dwelling.
significance

Chora'squality in Plato'sargumentis that it is quality-less.It is its defining characteristic.
It lacks a definite feature. It functions as a' receptacle', a'storage point', 'the locus of nurturance as
bridge
or passage. As Grosz argues, as a place or transition necessary for the
path,
necessary
emergence of matter. In this way, in criticism of the imagery in this creation story, Grosz writes
Chora is '...an incubator to ensure the transmission or rather the copying of Forms to produce
matter that resembles them' (Grosz, 2000,213). She writes that it is a kind of womb of material
existence, albeit one where the female contributes nothing to creation.

Plato'ssubmersionin a patriarchaleconomywhich privilegesthe paternalbondbetween
the father and son, to the extent that woman contributes nothing to creation is clear, to both Grosz
and Irigaray. Despite contributing nothing to this model, creation is dependent on Chora. This
leads both Irigaray and Derrida to argue that it is this place attributed with characteristics of the
feminine is that which marks Western thought as phallocentric and also marks models of
subjectivity as masculine. However, it also causesIrigaray to argue that it bespeaksof a different
repressed relätionality between feminine and masculine to those limited to metaphors of
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masculineand maternal.
As Plato's text Timaeusproceeds,Groszarguesit becomeslessclear what the role and
characterof Chora is, whetherChora hassomelikenessin part to the Formsor whetherthe Forms
aredependenton Chora. Shewrites:
it becomesless clear as the text proceeds whether something like chora is necessaryfor the
...
themselves
forms
i. e. whether chora can be conceived as a product or
the
very genesis of
copy of the Forms, or contrarily, whether the Forms are themselves conditioned on chora
(Grosz, 2000,213).

Chora can only be designated by function, and can have neither existence nor becoming of its
own. Chora cannot be designated within the logic of Plato's text as, it, he or she. However, despite
Plato's argument sex roles are played out in the text. Grosz cites Plato in this respect where he
writes:
It can always be called the same becauseit never alters its characteristics. For it continues to
receive all things, and never itself takes a permanent impress from any of the things that enter
it, making it appear different at different times. And the things which pass in and out of it are
copies of the eternal realities, whose form they take in a wonderful way that is hard to
describe (Plato, 1977,69 cited in Grosz, 2000,213).

Plato comparesthe Forms to the role of the male, and thus chora to the role of the female.In
Greek Sciencethe father contributed all of the specific characteristicsto a child, formless
incubationwasprovidedby the mother.Groszwrites on the point: 'Not to procreateor producethis is the function of the father,the creator,god, the Forms- but to nurse,to support,surround,
protect,incubate,to sort, or engenderthe worldly offspring of the Forms': This is the function of
the motheraccordingto ancientGreekcollectivefantasies(Grosz,2000,213).
Moreover, Grosz arguesthat whilst the function of chora is to leave no trace of its
contributionsit allows the patriarchaleconomy,she writes, to' speakindirectly of its creator
...
without need for acknowledgingits incubator' (Grosz, 2000,213). Within this patriarchal
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framework, within scientific or technological thinking, to use Heidegger's terms, within Freud's
thought, and equally within the tradition of Western philosophy, as Irigaray argues in Speculum;
this is also the role of women within current cultural tradition(s).

Chora, for Plato, is a necessityin the creationof the material world. Chora, for Plato,
Grosz argues,is a screenonto which is projected the image of the changelessForms. Chora is the
point of entry into material existence. Grosz writes, `The material object is not simply produced
by the Form(s), but also resembles the original, a copy whose powers of verisimilitude depend
upon the neutrality, the blandness,the lack of specific attributes of its "nursemaid"'(Grosz, 2000,
213). Chora cultivates and this character of cultivation is nothing that she is in herself. Chora is
devoid of al existence other than to reproduce a 'masculine' economy. Chora is beyond any
distinction of pure and impure because she can take no place in either category. Chora receives
but without leaving any impression. She cannot possess because she is not. She supports all
has
but
is
her
that
nothing
own. Plato writes:
material existence

We may indeedusethemetaphorof birth andcomparethe receptacleto the mother,the model
to the father,andwhat theyproducebetweenthemto their offspring; andwe maynoticethat,
if an imprint is to presenta very complex appearance,the material on which it is to be
have
been
properlypreparedunlessit is devoidof all the characterswhich it
stampedwill not
is to receive.For if it were like any of the things that enter it, it would badly distort any
impressionof a contraryor entirely different naturewhen it receivesit, as its own features
(Plato,
1977,69).
through.
shine
would
Grosz writes that in this descriptionof Chora Plato is, in fact, defining Chora as space,space
it
is
Space
Grosz
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possible.
place
made
a
which
possible.
writes
which makes
dimensionless'tunnel-lice' opening into spatializationand obliterating itself in this process.It
receiveswithout giving andgiveswithout receiving.Sheargues:
It is no wonderthat chora resemblesthe characteristicsthe Greekand all thosewho follow
tem,havelong attributedto femininity, or rather,haveexpelledfrom their womenmasculine
self-presentations
andaccountsof being andknowing (andhavethusdefacto attributedto the
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feminine). Moreover, this femininity is not merely an abstractrepresentationof generic
features(softness,nurturance,etc.,), but is derivedfrom the attributesculturally bestowedon
womenthemselves,and in this case,particularly the biological function of gestation.While
chora cannotbe directly identifiedwith the womb- to do so would be to naively pin it down
to somethingspecific, convert it into an object ratherthan as the condition of existenceof
it doesseemto borrow manyof theparadoxicalattributesof pregnancy
objects- nonetheless,
andmaternity(Grosz,2000,214).
Plato's work marks the inauguration of Western philosophy, it is a beginning, or at least a
beginning that the Western tradition in part recognizes as such. It is not surprising that when
writing for architects Derrida takes up the problem of Chora, but in challenging this model
Derrida is suggesting a way in which all the presumptions of architectural thought can be
in
his
Derrida
shows
reading how the counter logic of Chora infects other claims in
challenged.
Timaeus. The peculiar functioning of Chora seepsinto all it contains, he writes that it seeps into
all the oppositions and metaphysical assumptions that depend on it for their existence. Thus, the
world of the object, material reality in all its complexity is infiltrated by this mediator - whose
function is to leave no imprint, no trace. However, whilst Chora intervenes into the very economy
of architecture, into all its systems of production, whilst Chora destabilizes the Western
is
for
Irigaray, woman still has no passageor Forms to her
this
not
economy,
enough
patriarchal
own becoming. No way that allows her becoming as woman. It is the different logic, the
dream-like logic of chora that Derrida suggests needs to be recovered from the tradition of
Western philosophy. 'However, Irigaray's work in Speculum, her dialogues with Freud and with
Plato each begin to suggestthis different way of approaching the architectural.

Derrida's work deconstructsPlato's philosophy in the Timaeusto suggesthow it is
possibleto write (in that writing is the openingof a way and as suchis a modeof inhabitation)
accordingto a different logic or economy.Derrida'sphilosophizingon Chora suggeststhis way,of
approachinga different logic which transformsthe foundationof architecturaldiscoursewhich
distinguishesbetweenspaceand times,form and matter,the intelligible and the sensible,theory
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and practice. In this senseDemda's contributions to architectural theory are the openings for other
possibilities of thinking. Derrida adopts Chora in his own work precisely for the reasons
suggested by Grosz, not surprising that where writing for an architecturally literate public, by
which she means essayspublished in Choral Works. A Collaboration between Peter Eisenman
and Jacques Derrida, Derrida takes up the theme of Chora. In doing so Derrida challenges,
architectural theory in its series of assumptions, its categories and terms by which architecture is,
as are all writing and all communication practices, implicated in and governed by metaphysics,
Grosz writes that, `... architecture is clearly a mode of writing in the Derridean sense' (Grosz,
2000,215).
Chora intervenes into the very economy (in the sense of a whole system of production
and circulation) of the discourse of architecture, but there is something else, with Chora, a
different reading of Plato that is indicated by Irigaray's criticism of Plato. In Speculum and in her
criticisms of a tradition of Modem philosophy, there is a different sort of philosophising, a
different sort of thinking, than that suggestedeither by writing or `meditative thinking' or of the
`dream-like' logic of chora. Grosz writes:
In this sense,chora, and the re-conceptualization of spacethat a deconstructive reading of the
begs
entails,
rethinking the requirements of those oppositions that have structured
concept
figure
to
the
present:
and ground, form a function, ornament and structure, theory
architecture
and practice; and most particularly, both architectural consumerism (whose function is to
subordinate materiality to the consumer's will or desire -a fundamentally impossible project,
given that inherent open-endednessof desire, its fundamentally volatile and ever-changing
nature) and architectural functionalism (whose goal is to subordinate subjects' desires to the
exigencies of function, an increasingly impossible project, particularly in an era of rapid
transformations in technological and corporate functions) (Grosz, 2000,216).

If therearemetaphorsof maternityin the Timaeustheseneedto be explored.If Derridasuggestsa
'dream-like'logic this needsto be investigated.Speculumsuggeststhesecriticisms. If Chora is a
nurse or has the characterof cultivation, it is this quality that needsto be re-examined.The
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question of love suggestsone way of exploring this text, it is suggestedby Speculum. It is in its
deconstruction of architectural presumptions Chora has value for contemporary architectural
theory. However, as already stated, to read Irigaray's work through Derrida's perspective risks
reducing the significance of her philosophy. One of Derrida's goals is to contest, as Grosz writes,
'...whether it is possible to build/write according to a different economy, to reroute and transform
the logic that distinguishes between space and time, form and function... ' (Grosz, 2000,215).
Derrida's work challenges Heidegger's philosophy of dwelling as much as it does traditional
is
However,
there
of
and
systems
representation.
no sense of abandoning these
aesthetics
concerns in Derrida's writing but rather to suggest that traditional value systems must be
approached again, in a way that Grosz argues, citing Derrida and Norris's Choral Works, these
having
lost
hegemony.
Grosz
links this project with the
their
external
re-inscribed,
values are
question of gender and argues deconstruction is one of Irigaray's concerns: Grosz writes that
Irigaray works primarily with philosophical texts whose metaphors have some direct relevance to
understanding the built environment (see Grosz, 2000,216). To her credit Grosz does not suggest
that Irigaray has learnt her method from Derrida or proposed an alliance between Derrida's
thought and feminism. Moreover, she argues that the relations between Derridean deconstruction
(her own description) and feminist theory have yet to be forged and explored in any detail.
Den-ida's work is neither feminist not ant--feminist, it is rather fundamentally ambivalent and
Grosz writes: 'Making it relevant to feminist concerns is a matter of considerable negotiation'
(Grosz, 2000,217). The problem, as Grosz seesit, is that whilst Derrida's writings always contain
what she calls an inassimilable residue this she also writes: `... always tilts his writings into an
uneasy and ambiguous alliance,with other complex and undecidable interests and issues' (Grosz,
2000,217). Chora is a part of this problematic. Chora has an uneasy and ambiguous alliance with
the structures of Western thought as it suggests another logic within the Western tradition,
hdwever, Chora also props up the Western tradition, it makes it possible. Grosz writes:

Chora emblematisesa commonmanoeuvreusedto maintain this domination;the silencing
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andendlessmetaphorizationof femininity asthe condition for man's self-representation
and
cultural production. This is not less true of Derrida than it is of Plato: their various
philosophicalmodelsandframeworksdependon resourcesandcharacteristicsof a femininity
disinvestedof its connectionswith the female,and especiallythe maternal,body madeto
carry the burden of what it is that man cannot explain, cannot articulate or know, that
unnameable recalcitrance that men continue to represent as an abyss, as unfathomable,
lacking, enigmatic, veiled, seductive, voracious, dangerous, disruptive but without name or
place but serve as one of the earliest models of this appropriation and disenfranchisement of
femininity (Grosz, 2000,220-221, authors italics).

How spaceis conceived has until recently been considered too abstract, or even as Grosz states,to
self-evident for architects to take as the theme of a critical analysis. However, in recent years
philosophies of space have been associated with serious political, social and cultural debates
within architectures. In this context Irigaray's philosophy could be a part of architect's knowledge,
in particular in the realm of discussions of gender and space.

In this paper Grosz reads Derrida and Irigaray on the question of chora to suggest
Irigaray'sbid to take an analysisof metaphorsof femininity in the text further is a way to rethink
Quoting
Irigaray
in An Ethics of SexualDifference(a text which is also cited
difference.
sexual
frequently,wherearchitecturaltheoristsrefer to Irigaray):
In order to makeit possibleto think throughand live, [Groszaddsthe word sexualin square
brackets]difference,we must reconsiderthe whole problematicof spaceand time. In the
beginningtherewasspaceandthe creationof space,asis saidin all theoganies.The god,God,
first createspace.And time is there,moreor lessin the serviceof space.On the first day,the
first days,the god,God,makea world by separatingthe elements.This world is thenpeopled,
and a rhythm is establishedamong its inhabitants.God would be time itself, lavishing or
exteriorizingitself in its actionin space,in places.Philosophythenconfirmsthe genealogyof
the task of the godsor God. Time becomesthe interiority of the subjectitself, and space,its
exteriority (this problematic is developedby Kant in the Critique of Pure Reason).The
subject,the masterof time, becomesthe axis of the world's ordering, with its something
beyondthemomentandeternity:God.He effectsthe passagebetweentime andspace.Which
would be invertedin sexualdifference?Wherethe feminineis experiencedasspace,but often
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with connotation of the abyss and night (God being space and light? ), while the masculine is
experienced as time. The transition to a new age requires a change in our perception and
conception of space-time, the inhabiting of places and of containers, or envelopes of identity
(AESD, 7)

However, Grosz emphasizes only one aspect of Irigaray's work, and although she argues that
there is a desire for construction in Irigaray work she does not really explore this work. Grosz
argues that the ways in which women have been historically conceived has always functioned to
either contain women or obliterate them, however, in addressing the question of space, Irigaray
explores both the production and reproduction of economies privileging the male and suggests
how women could be granted space so they can live as women.

Irigaray's writings on dwelling, Grosz argues,are based in her readings of Kant,
Heidegger, and Levinas, perhaps over determining similarities of her work with that of Derrida (at
least as Mark Wigley describes his architectural philosophy) Grosz argues that Irigaray
depends
on metaphors of dwelling, inhabitation, building, unearthing, tombs ruins,
apparently
temples, homes and caves. However, perhaps more simply stated Irigaray's concerns with
dwelling are directed towards the establishment of a viable space and time for women to inhabit
as women. Grosz proposes that Irigaray makes it clear that a re-conceptualization of the relations
between men and women is required for this to happen, it is not only the criticism of men's
occupation of spacethat is indicated by Irigaray's work but the possibility of occupying, dwelling
and living in new spaces,generating new perspective, new bodies and new ways of inhabiting as
women. In this respect Grosz writes (again in a text Coleman draws attention to):

The project ahead,or one of them is to return womento thoseplacesfrom which they have
beendis - or replacedor expelled,to occupythosepositions especiallythosewhich arenot
acknowledgedas positions - partly in order to show men's invasionand occupancyof the
whoseof space,of spaceastheir own andthusthe constrictionof spacesavailableto women,
and partly in order to be able to experimentwith and producethe possibility of occupying,
dwelling, or living in new spaces,which in their turn help generatenew perspectives,new
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bodies, new ways of inhabiting (Grosz, 2000,221).
Grosz interpretation of Irigaray's work on dwelling focuses on An Ethics of Sexual Difference, it
does not address Irigaray's more direct criticisms of some of Derrida's work, in, for example,
`Belief Itself or in To Be Two, or addresssome of her other later books. It does not refer to her
work on Heideggees texts in L'Oubli de lair although available in French at the time of the
publication of the paper. Neither does she address Irigaray's reading of Plato `Plato's Hystera' in
Speculum. Rather she presents a general exploration of how Irigaray's philosophy can be
compared with Derrida's practice of deconstruction and even in this she does not discuss how we
difference
How
the
this mode of thinking might
of
other
sexual
as
a
practice.
approach
might
open up in dialogue, or how we might allow a space to emerge where we could cultivate new
identities. Rather Grosz writes that the overriding direction of Irigaray's thought is to criticisms
that masculine modes of thought have performed a devastating sleight-of-}sand, obliterating the
debt they owe to the most primordial of all spaces, the maternal space, which founds the
furthermore,
and,
contributes to the systematic and violent erasure of the
masculine universe
contributions of women, femininity and the maternal from contemporary culture(s) and thought.
She writes:
Men produce a universe built upon the erasure of the bodies and contributions of
debt
body
the
to
the
to
the
they owe. They
refusal
and
acknowledge
maternal
women/mothers
hollow out their own interiors and project them outwards and then require women as supports
for this hollowed space' (Grosz, 2000,218).

Questionsof representationor of metaphorsare not, the sole focus of Irigaray'sphilosophy.No
doubt, the question of space as Grosz describesis crucial to understandingthe cultural
exploitationof women,andtheir bodies.Chora is representativeof this issue:Chora is complicit
in the productionof a world, of religion, philosophy,knowledge,where,accordingto masculine
values and accordingto thesevalues,women cannot have a contribution. The suppressionof
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However, for women to change these traditions, for Irigaray, women
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The Question of the Horizon?

"Architecture and Excess" another more contemporary paper by Grosz to address the
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Grosz'spaperexploresthe way in which the architecturalalwayscontainswithin it an
excess.An'excess'shearguesasaboveandbeyondthe concernsof merefunctionality(andwhich
correspondsto Chora in Derrida's reading of Timaeus). To understandthis excess,as an
inassimilableresidue,Grosz suggeststhat.one methodwould be to look at what is left out of
dominantsocialgroupsandalsowhat, sheargues,gluesthe collectivestogetherwhilst finding its
existenceonly outside,asmarginalized.The feminineis alsoassociatedwith this excess,however,
looking at the work of Irigaray and Bataille, Groszarguesthat arguesthat architecture:
its own excesses,its bestialmonstrosity,its allegianceswith forces,affects,
seek
must
...
energies,experimentsratherthan with ordinances,rules,function,or form. We mustask,
following this understandingof the place of the excessiveas transgression,how to
engenderan architectural"bestialmonstrosity"radically anti-functionalarchitecture,an
An architecturethat refuses
architecturethat is anti-authoritarianandanti-bureauocratic.
to function and be part of, as [Gilles] Deleuze names them, "... societies of
control"` (Grosz,2001,154).

Grosz arguesthat architecturemay come to seethat which the architecturalcannot contain as
associatedwith the feminine, and Bataille's,philosophyreminds that all systemsof knowledge
containan excess.For Bataille, the excesshasno function (otherthan expenditureof resources
andenergy).However,Groszarguesthat Irigaray'swork in comparison'...may prove immensely
suggestiveevenif... sheactuallyhaswritten very little that is directedspecificallyto the question
of architecture'(Grosz,2001,156). Which is no longer the case.Bataille'sexcessand Irigaray's
are not comparable,whilst Irigaray arguesthat the feminine exceedsthe system,she is another
sortof energyunknownto the Westerntradition,shealso arguesthatthis is site of humancreation
yet to be built.
Grosz affirms that Irigaray'sphilosophy and its importancefor architecturewould go
beyondanytheoreticalsupportto creatingwomen-onlyspacesandthereis alsono suggestionthat
Irigaray's would impose normative theories of sexuality. QuestioningWestern philosophy's
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conceptionsof spaceand time so as to reveal the debt to the feminine, is an importantpart of
Irigaray'scriticism andit is this aspectof her philosophythat is discussedby Grosz.Whilst Grosz
suggestthat architecturalpractitionersmustundertakethe labourthemselvesto addresstheexcess
within architecturaltheory. What Groszforgetsis Irigaray'sinsistencethat womencan begin to
build a culture of two. This simultaneousactivity alongside her criticisms has remained
unacknowledgedandperhapsevenrepressedby Groszfor fear of 'essentialism'.
Irigarayarguesin Forgetting theAir, that thereis a doubleforgetting,a doubleoblivion;
the first thefrom which of blood and air; the second of desire, of a female tangible wholly other.
This different sort of space and time means that, criticizing women's place within the male
philosophical tradition is simply not enough, the fallacy of neutral experience together with the
passivity traditionally associated with women is not enough. Women have to find their own `to
be, ' their own `breath' and their own or autonomy (the association of 'to be' of women with
breath is examined in The Age of Breath, Les Souffles des Femmes and The Forgetting of Air).
Irigaray writes: `...this place of women's hospitality and spiritual generation is hardly known,
even by herself. In order to give being to it, the woman cannot remain solely passive, asked of her
for centuries: she must accept active responsibility for her spiritual life, for her soul. She must
become a creatress of humanity, generate it spiritually' (AB, 9-10e). This is a thinking a about
how to approach sexual difference other than as the stereotypes of the maternal. Whilst Grosz
distinguishes Irigaray's work from Derrida's her exploration remains directed to Irigaray's
dismantling and not to the means and modes of reconstruction. Furthermore, the political
significance of Irigaray's work, especially where both Irigaray and Bataille's works are described
as a "politics of the impossible" as proposed by Alfonso Lingis, a phenomenologist and translator
of the work of Emmanuel Levinas, is, perhaps, somewhat problematic. Irigaray has a very
specific and extensive discourse of the political moreover she is critical of phenomenological
thought, which would include that of Lingis, and Levinas in its approach to the other.

To produce an architecturein which women can live (as is the languageof one of
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Irigaray's papers) is to cultivate a thinking which she writes is perhaps to a greater extent perhaps
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Irigaray arguesthat "nature," in particular the natural elements,remain uncodedby
current cultural traditions. Heidegger argues that all philosophical questions about nature, or
physis, are that of being, Irigaray arguesthat there is a form of perception and dialogue Heidegger
does not think, through which a different ground may emerge. There is a mode of releasement
through which a different everyday perspective (to use Heidegger's terms) may emerge as 'the
for
in
is
by
Building
in
I
Irigaray's
two.
that
nature':
which women must carry out
woman am
themselves for themselves, as a rediscovery, a way of being in the world in (sexuate) difference.
35 "A Strange Practice of Reading": Irigaray, Deconstruction and the Question of Love.

If Irigaray's re-conceptualisationof eros, respondsto and initiates the recognition of two
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thus
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are
not
genuine
subjects
and
who
specific
communityanddo not obeythe samesexualeconomyasmen,areexemptin part from phallocratic
law. (This shearguesin a chapterentitled "Veiled Lips" in Marine Lover, an engagement
with both
FreiderichNietzscheand Derrida'sreadingof the feminine in Nietzsche'swork. As such,women
subjects,as two, male and female or as both mother and daughter,can reflect back from their
outsideperspectivea criticism of patriarchalsociety helping men (or the masculinesubject)to
understandthemselvesand find their own limits. The limit is thus one not imposedby a "male"
culturebut by the other. Whereshewrites that out of bed or away from home womensomehow
becomemysteriouslybecomeunisexualor asexual,both the conventionalconstructionof sexual
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difference in patriarchal cultures and the disavowal or denial of difference in desire between
woman and man suggestsin analysisthe possibility of a different sort of constructionof sexual
difference.It bespeaksof a more primordial relation that hasbeenforgottenor coveredover that
Irigaray'sreadingsaim to reveal.The femininein Westernphilosophy,for Irigaray,is the groundof
Western thought but as this ground it has made cognizability of the feminine impossible.
Stereotypesof the feminineandof sexualdifferencearesomethingthe implicitly masculinesubject
of patriarchal culture can neither recognisenor do without. However, if sexual difference, as
her
has
led
is
be
has
be
intimate
to
to
this
to
the
rethoughtand
conventionallyconceived
overcome
criticism to the political. Otherwise,shearguesthat womenandmenfall back into the sameformal
habitual and familiar which are a nostalgia for returning back to the womb where the other is
sourceof food and shelter.
nothingbut an encompassing
Througha sort of amorousrelationshipwith philosophy(or the philosopher),a sort of love
initiating
or responding to a different kind of eros; as Butler suggesta
confrontation,
and
relationshipthat suggestssomethingfearful asit is beyondthe familiar, Irigaraytherebyproposesa
criticism of patriarchalculturethat hassimply evadedmen.In Hove To You,Irigaraywrites of the
recognition of a feminine subjectivity or mode of living allowing two subjectivities as the
wherethis limit becomesthe
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deconstructthe tradition but also proposecreativealternatives;or as Drucilla Cornell writes of
Irigaray'swork; a door to a radical, andby definition, indefinablefuture.
Perhapswomen architectsare more aware in their position, to disrupt and modify the
formal hierarchiesof architecturaldesign; more awareof the potential they have to changethe
context in which women live and to challengethe foundationsof the patriarchal family. As
architecturaltheory.engageswith the philosophical context Irigaray's work confronts recent
feministdebatesin architecture.Any projectdiscussingfeminismin architecturein a contemporary
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context cannot easily formulate its question as "What is feminism in architecture?" It can however
ask how we can practice in architecture. Similarly Irigaray rejects the question "What is woman?"
as metaphysical (requiring an either/or answer) but Irigaray's practice is scxuately different. Butler
writes:

I readSpeculumagainand againfrightenedby its anger,compelledby the closenessof the
reading;confusedby the mimetismeof the text....was sheenslavedto the texts, was she
displacingthemradically, was sheperhapsin the bind of being in both positionsat the same
time. And I realisedthat whateverthe feminine was for her it was not a substance,not a
spiritualreality, that might be isolatedbut it had somethingto do with this strangepracticeof
reading(Pheng,1998).

Nevertheless, as already stated, Irigaray's practice extends the confines of the Western tradition, of
reading and writing. The issue of dwelling, for Irigaray, means reconsidering how we can respond
to the other to found a belonging together, a properly human belonging which corresponds to the
level.
Mary
Derrida's
difference.
This
to
takes
cultivation
of
another
and
sexual
reading
recognition
McLoed in Architecture and Feminism, unlike Coleman who as already stated suggests that
Irigaray's work can be adopted to challenge the popularity of Derrida's work, argues that lrigaray's
how
deconstruction has been adopted by architects such as Peter Eisenman,
challenges
philosophy
Bernard Tschumi or Daniel Libeskin to support stylistic invention. In her paper "Everyday and
Other Spaces" McLoed discussesthe contemporary preoccupation with concepts of the other and
with otherness suggesting that a contemporary interest in creating an architecture that is somehow
totally other, fails in its societal aspect - that is to say in addressing those who societies consider
other. She writes that these projects fail to address the needs of those who are genuinely
marginalized. McLoed is an American theorist, her paper published in the mid 1990s. This
criticism is directed at the preoccupation at the time of publications such as Assemblage and Any
and architectural schools such as Princeton, Colombia, SCI-Arc and the Architectural Association.
Current debates she writes: '...promote novelty and marginality as instruments of political
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subversionand cultural transgression.The spokenand unspokenassumptionis that "different" is
good, that "otherness" is automatically an improvement over the status quo' (AF, 1).

Contemporaryfeminism in architectureis embroiledin a theoreticalcontext which has
beeninspiredby Frenchphilosophy,andmostnotablyby Derrida'sthinking but whilst Derridahas
alsoidentifiedthe issueof dwelling asonethat architectsmustreconsider,whetherthoughtthrough
Heidegger,Derridaor Irigaray,what is clearis that the questionthat dwelling raisesis not that of a
superficialconcernfor contemporaryaestheticwhich seeksout only the novelty of otherness.

3.6 Women, Gender and Architecture

Many recent publications in architecture broadly investigating gender, feminism, sex or desire and
declare
themselves post-modem and interdisciplinary.
architecture,
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component,
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interest, as already suggested. Even in projects dealing directly with prejudice against women
within the profession, the term 'feminism' is avoided the question of diversity or gender the
preferred terminology. Widening traditional horizons of the architectural theory to include a range
disciplines
last
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the
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thinking
that
taken
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a
change
over
place
other
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few years. As Rendell, Penner and Borden write of the issue: '[u]ntil recently much of this work has
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largely
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and
concerned
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remained
concerning the man-made environment' (GSA, 6): This work they write, in contrast to the new trend
was written largely by women from an overtly political feminist angle. Publications such as
Making Space: Women and the Man Made Environment by the UK feminist collective Matrix
although unmentioned, are, like Marion Robert's research already cited, implicated in this former
Sexuality
Space
is
Beatrix
Colomina's
Chora
Following
Grosz's'Women
Dwelling',
and
position.
referred to as the first collection to introduce academic disciplines previously seen as external to
architectural theory. The editors of Gender, Space and Architecture also write that this publication
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introducedgenderstudiesto architecturaltheoryfrom fields asdiverseasanthropology,art history,
culturalstudies,film theory,geography,psychoanalysisandphilosophy.
Historically architecture has taken influence from philosophy, theology and social and
political theory. However, it is in thinking about gender that the editors argue architecture must
'...
it
has
This
they
that
thought
an
provides,
write,
previously not considered.
adopt
interdisciplinary context for a gendered critique of architecture, one which expands the terms of the
discourse by making links, through gender, with methodological approaches in other academic
disciplines' (GSA, 6). However, whilst Gender, Space and Architecture proposes a freer context for
thought, the editors somewhat authoritatively propose that the terminology of debateshas changed:
'...feminist theory has become gender theory, women's studieshas become gender studies' (GSA, 7).

Feminismand architectureis in a predicament,perhapsone invidiously maintainedby the
Institution.Feminismis, andhasalwaysbeen,morethan a philosophy.It hasdemands,strategies,
in
for
be
demands
Whilst
contrast
can
simplistic
equality
seen
as
problematic,
overly
ambitions.
theory pre-occupiedwith the questionof gendercan put to rest the problem of women'srights
beforethey havebeenadequatelythoughtthrough.Declaringa major changein thinking to have
takenplaceover the past five yearsandbestrenamed'genderstudies'- ratherthan feminism - and
in
inclusive
fields
"men's
Queer
Theory
as
more
of
such as
studies",
consequentlypresented
how
issue
studies,
and
post-colonial
raises
a
real
of
genderis beingthought,andmore
architecture
preciselywhy genderis being madeto opposefeminism.Even wherethis project is describedas
taking apolitical position but one more sympatheticto difference, there is a real dangerthat
contemporaryfeminist theory is beingunderplayed.Despitethe editorsclaimsthat "It is easyto be
cynical, and assume'gender' has replaced 'feminism' as a less politicized, more neutral and
descriptiverather than prescriptiveterm. But it is also the case- one which this editorial group
advocates- that to talk of gender is to take a political position but one more sympatheticto
difference' (GSA, 7). 'Difference' in this context cannotbe used without consideringwhat this
means,and specifically and somewhatproblematicallywhat the politic of difference suggests.
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Importantly, it is necessary to ask how understanding gender as a cultural construction can be a
politically satisfying project for women.

The interdisciplinarycharacterif recentdebatesis alsoconfirmedby a collectionof books
Feminism
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Architecture
These
late
1990s
the
to
and
mid
and onwards.
publishedaround
(1996)editedby DebraColeman,ElizabethDanzeand Carol Henderson;TheSexofArchitecture
(1996) editedby Diana Agrest, PatriciaConwayand Leslie Weisman;Desiring Practices(1996)
editedby DuncanMcCorquodale,KaterinaRuediandSarahWiggleswadeandtheearlierDrawing,
Building, Text (1996) editedby Andrea Kahn. Each illustratesa trend to explore sex or gender
through theories previously unknown to architectural theory. Whilst architecture has been
influenced by philosophy throughout history, what is unique to current debatesis how some
heartily
have
adoptedcontemporaryphilosophyasa practiceof architecture.
whole
architects
JenniferBloomer's project in "Big Jugs" cites the work of Derrida,Kristeva, Cixous and
Gilles Deleuze to construct her proposal for architectural practice. Bloomer is perhaps the most
further
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Finnegan Wake.' Bloomer's criticism of language in architectural theory compares to that of
French feminism, which she cites, particularly Helene Cixous. In `Big Jugs' Bloomer describes a
both
of
architecture,
a
place
within and exceeding the phallogocentric
place
supplementary
discourse of Western metaphysics, a place Bloomer terms in her unique style as `the hatchery' and
that she describes as `an apparatusof overlay of architecture, writing, and the body', an alchemical
vessel a writing-machine, a bridge between the sacred and the voluptuous, about acts not images,
that cannot be classified into categories. This is a place where `minor architectures', an idea she
links with Deleuze's ideas of minor-writing, can be born, or rather, in Bloomer's terms, hatched.
These projects, or works in progress, are, she describes, architectures without a father, illigitimate
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architectures, bastard-architectures,architectures that both are, and are not, within the phallocentric
tradition. Bloomer further writes, citing Alice Jardine, that the hatchery as associated with the
feminine but as a space no longer passive but active and passive - the self-contained space or
eroticism.

Colomina's `Battle Lines. E 102r' is an exampleof such engagementwith the proper
discourseof architecturalhistory. In this caseColomina's intention is to reveal a hidden sexual
agendain the work of Le Corbusier.ColominastudiesLe Corbusier'srelationshipto the lesbian
architectandherlover JeanBadovici in the designof the houseE1027built between1926and 1929.
`Battle Lines' are thosedrawn betweenLe Corbusierand Gray over the authorshipof the design,
Gray's independentprofessionstatusas an architectin her authorshipof the design,andmoreover
as Colominaargues,over a questionof Gray's sexualunavailability to Le Corbusier.Colomina's
researchis based archive study but conclusionspose a significant challenge to conventional
historical
of
researchin architecturemixing what might have been peripheral
understandings
information with the conventionmethodsof study. In order to understandLe Corbusier'smural
paintings in Grayshouse,she describesCorbusier'sinterestin the studieshe madeof Algerian
womenasa ratherordinaryinstanceof the ingrainedfetishisticappropriationof women,of theEast,
of "the other" . This fetish Colomina arguesturned into a life-time obsessionIn a continuous
project of redrawinghis study of Algerian women,ultimately this becamethe mural "The Three
Women'' or Grafitte CapMartin that Le Corbusierdescribedin a letter to a friend as illustrating
Gray, JeanBadovici and betweenthem a child that was never born. Thus, Colomina argues,
Corbusier'sobsessionwith Gray's sexualitymaterialiseson the wall.of Gray's house.This mural
not only defacedthehouse,muchto Gray's anger,asa seriesof unwantedadditionswithout Gray's
permission,but was a defacementof her sexuality and her professionas an architect. In her
complainabouthim shewrites that he threatenedto spreadthis debatein front of the whole world.
The murals were an occupationof the house,a dematerializationof the walls of the house(as
Corbusierdescribedthe function of the mural) a colonialist actionto effacethe spaceof the other.
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The paperhas also led to a number of published responses,particular relevant to this
projectthat of Sylvia Lavin. Shedescribeshow Colomia,unlike thoseaddressingthe confinement
of womenwithin the domestic,Chasefor example,addressesa tradition of womendesigningand
building thereown homes,a tradition that stretchesback to the womenthat weavedthe fabric for
but
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but very differentversions,Lavin writes, of escapesthat areclearly gendered
CatherineIngrahamsimilarly presentsin her paper a study of the line in architectural
drawing, in architectureand in the philosophical constructionof the human subject.The line
separatesthe humanisticsubject from the world. The most theoreticallyreferencework of this
selectionIngrahamrefersto the work of JacquesDerrida,Gilles DeleuzeandJacquesLacanin her
study of the line. In this respectIngrahams'project is a criticism of subject formation, in the
Cartesiansubject,the structuralistinfluencedpsychoanalyticalsubjectof JacquesLacanandin the
post-Structuralistthought of JacquesDerrida. Representationis, thus,her focus; a representation
whosecritique challengesthe notionsof representationarchitecture,the subjectand,moreoveriof
the apparently separatefields of psychoanalytical thought and architectural theory. Citing
Derrida's project with Plato's theoriesof representation,she arguesthat mimesisis flawed. She
frame
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as
well
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representation,
a
of
perception,
can
only
place
argues
intelligibility or the apparatusof representationbut, nevertheless,awarenessof this frame,line, or
apparatusalsoshatterstherulesof the system.Asking a questionofthe line, the frame,the limits of
the systemis Ingraham'smethodof questioningthe proper discourseof architecture;a trend she
he
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Space',Ingrahamargues.Understandingthis line, as the possibility of representation
will be discussedin greaterdepth)is thusthe themeof the paperandyet shedoesnot specifically
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questionthe line within Frenchfeminist theory asthat betweensexualdifference.
Grosz identifies a new beginning in architectural theory with Beatriz Colomina's Sexuality
and Space and as already argued the editors of Gender, Space and Architecture similarly identify
the importance of this book. However, Coleman charting the history of research in the main stream
architectural pressnotes a very obvious lack of attention to feminism. The editors of Gender, Space
and Architecture confirm this observation arguing that in academia, feminism is still met with a
degree of resistance and within the profession, fears include the idea that the label 'feminist' will
damage women's architectural careers or suggest too radical a political position for sustaining a
professional status within the establishment. A position whether knowingly or not the editors
discourse
Renaming
from feminism to gender studies suggests an agenda supporting
the
endorse.
Institutional politics, one that seesfeminism as too radical a politics for architecture. The fear of a
backlash against feminism, or against women that openly state their feminist politics is an obvious
discussed
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the opposition of gender and feminism suggest that the motives of former feminism are somehow
limited
theoretically, but in this context the question of gender is openly
perhaps
and
problematic
face
feminism
in the male dominated academic institution. However,
the
acceptable
as
of
suggested
it is also one that does not change the privileged status of patriarchal family and views on sexual
difference in contemporary societal traditions.

Publicationsin architectureshow a movementaway from feminism and frequentlymake
reference to contemporary philosophy but engaging with issues surrounding feminism in
architecture,eitherin termsof inequalityor genderis not necessarilysynonymouswith feminisms,
either contemporaryfeminisms, or recent theory surroundingsexual difference. Rather than a
simple innocentabsenceof the term feminism, that Colemanobserves,the stakea higher in this
context.This is not to supportfeminist political theory and its limitations but to emphasizethat in
makingthe questionof feminismunacceptableis reinforcing traditional value systemsassociated
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with patriarchy. Whilst the editors of Gender,Spaceand Architecture argue for a 'politics of
difference'it is the other,representedby feminismthat is suppressed:
The other,bodily, sensible,
sexuate,mobile, living andin particularwoman.
If architectural theory adopts Irigaray's work, the question architecture must ask is how we
can build to live together. Or whether we can continue the project of women's liberation in a way
that at the same time initiates respect for all other differences, in race, generation, tradition and
culture. Whilst the new gender theory in architecture celebrates interdisciplinarity, at the sametime
it practices its own form of exclusion. Whilst 'difference' is presented as a more ethical question,
these ethics in themselves have to be released from their religious, and patriarchal traditions.
'Ethics' as is explored in Irigaray's work is nevertheless a complex issue, however it is in a
rethinking of dialogue and relation that ethics can be refounded.

3.7 Rethinking Feminism as Specific Rights According to Our Differences

If understandingthe intellectualcontextof the currentdiscourseof genderand architectureis the
Space
Gender,
Architecture,
and
of
as the editors argue.To define the aspirationsof the
motive
discourseas a understandingof gender,especiallygendertheory and its valuesaccordingto the
historianJoanWallaceScott,simply posesgenderasa socialcategory,asimposedon a sexedbody
by culture.
Sincesexualdifferenceis usedagainstwomendenying sexualdifference,especiallythe
biologically
the
of
significance
sexedbody, for Irigaray,only actsto supportwomen'sexploitation.
The existing model we have of both differenceand sexualdifferenceis thought in terms of the
masculinesubject.To suggesta 'politics of difference'or indeeda position more sympatheticto
difference,without interpretingthe very specific problem of sexualdifferenceis at best only a
denialof the sexedbody in a call for equality.Whilst deconstructingalienatingsocial identities is
obviously important,womenneedto build identitiesand sexedsubjectivitiesin orderto maintain
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equality, for h-igaray this means, starting from their own initial relationality.

Colemanin her introductionto Architectureand Feminismsuggestsas statedthat thereis a
distinct absenceof the word feminism in current work. In paperswhich proposedthe need for
equalitywith malecounterparts,termsusedarethat of diversity anda call for a level playing field.
However,sheargues,wherefeminism is feared,sheargues,the debatesareweakened.In a paper
'Leveling the PlayingField' cited by Coleman,Abbey Busselchartsa history of feminist activism
in architecture,focusingon US feminismin architecture.Coleman'suseof this paperto supportthe
argument that without the use of the term feminism, architects neglect what could be a
this is not evidentin Bussel'sstudy.(Whilst Busselmakesno
contemporaryfeminismnevertheless
referenceto the term feminism - it is equality with men that she argues women within the
professionneedandthis is commonlyassociatedwith feminism.)
It is Grgszreadingof Irigaray that influencesColeman'sperspectiveon what could be a
contemporary feminism in architecture. Coleman's criticism of architecture is simply that Bussel's
concerns are not to represent the possibilities for contemporary feminism. Gender, Space and
Architecture's motive to replace feminisms with the term gender studies criticizes feminism for its
However,
if
the term feminism fits uncomfortably with the Institution this needs
politics.
activist
exploration and confrontation rather than avoidance.

Although Colemanarguesthat therefusalof feminismcannotbe allowedto diffusedebates.
her philosophyfrom campaignsfor equality - traditionally
As alreadystated,Irigaraydisassociates
associatedwith feminism. Irigaray can and hasbeenread as a feminist; in a predominatelymale
profession, it is all too easy to underestimatethe problems women architects face and
understandably
womenarecautiousof associationwith certainif not all strandsof feminismandin
this sensean associationwith feminism as that which is repressedis warrantedprovisionally.
Despitethe anxiety,provokedby feminism, and perhapsbecauseof it, it is still a useful terms,
where properly qualified and in discussionof women's professionaldevelopmentand design
practice.The suppressionof the term correspondswith a certain academicdiscoursewhich has
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beendescribedas postmodernism,but the conflict createdonly plays into patriarchalprejudices
and alsomisrepresents
postmodernistfeminist theory.
Coleman,with her criticismsof Bussel,is not suggestinga returnto feminist activism.For
Coleman,the debatessurroundfeminism in architecturehang on one question:'What role does
relationsof power?' (AF, xii). This is
architecturaldiscourseitself play in preservinggender-based
the samequestionas Marion Robertsasks in Living in a Man Made World. However, unlike
RobertsColemanproposesthat this cannotbe resolvedby callsfor a level laying field, that is to say,
througha questionof equality,which is Irigaray'sposition.
Examiningthe structuresof power within the professionalInstitution is not sufficient for
Coleman. In addition, despite Bussel'sextensivereview of feminist activism in architecture,
ColemanaccusesBusselof a passivity,exemplifiedby her statementthat manypeoplebelievethat
a generationor two must die out before a real paradigmshift can occur (seeAF, xi, Coleman's
emphasis).Coleman suggestsan '...interminable half-life quality to this kind of wait-and-see
With
inequalities
(AF,
less
the
xi).
pay
profession
women
within
standard
still
and
approach'
does),
(as
Bussel's
their
than
counterparts
education
male
paper
apparently
completing
students
Coleman'splea for us to questionwhy we have now refusedfeminism has to be acknowledged.
Colemansuggestssomeexplanationwhereshewrites that manywomenseekingacceptance
within
themselvesfrom both feminismor talks of inequalityin order to escape
the professiondisassociate
'...beingtarredwith the brushof femaleOtherness,of beingcontaminatedby things "female"'(AF,
is
influenced
by
in
Bordo's
Feminism/Postmodemism
This
paper
where she
observation
xi).
criticizes women's reaction against the apparently essentialistprogrammesof Gilligan and
Chadorow.Women architectsalso,however,refusethe distinction 'womenarchitect' as much as
they feminism.Colemanexplainsthis writing: 'Feminismis "too radical" andits opposingnatureis
unseemlyin a field that valuesa postureof gentility' (AF, xi). Colemanarguesthat women are
drawn to a certainprofessionalismwhich allows "neutral" standardsof intellectualrigor, critical
objectivity and excellence.However, the promise of the ideal of professionalismhas not been
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adequatebuttressagainstdiscrimination,as many of the testament of the study carried out by
"Architect's for Change"demonstrate.Furthermore,as Colemanargues'neutral' experienceis
impossible.Citing Bordo againshewrites:
In a culture that is in fact constructed by gender duality, however, one cannot simply be
"human". This is no more possible than it is possible that we can "just be people" in a racist
culture. (It is striking, too, that one hears this complaint from whites - "why can't we just be
people; why does it always have to be "black" this "white" that - only when "back"
consciousness asserts itself. Our language, intellectual history and social forms are
'gendered; there is no escape from this fact and from its consequenceson our lives (Bordo,
1990,152 Bordo's italics).
It is not difficult to uncover discrimination in Schools and within the profession, it is mostly barely
hidden and often explicit. Whilst this must be changes, focusing too keenly on professional
standards,so that women can make as much money as men or can gain the same power as men can
is
its
feminism,
for
its
potential
and
critique. Feminism as a question of equality
what
scope
pervert
can become a question only of self interest. Moreover, deconstructing gender roles and stereotypes
does not guarantee changesin architectural culture.

The very specificissueof professionalstatusis one of the reasons,feminismhasnot really
beentakenup by architecturalculture. Somewomenalso fear that eventhe innocentterm'woman
architect'will havea markedeffect on clientsperceptionof their professionalstanding.If Irigaray's
feminism can be describedas the necessityto establisha politics of sexuatedifference,of two
subjectivities, this not only implies the deconstruction of gender stereotypes and the
complementaryand subordinateroe of the feminine, it implies establishingrights and valuesfor
women as sexed citizens. This would mean that women do not continue in her culturally
subordinatedposition on the negativeside of a binary but it also suggeststhe re-evaluationof
practice.It takesfurther any feminist debatesfor economicand political rights but it also differs
from other forms of feminism. Irigaray work is not only a criticism of languagebut incitement
towardscreativeprojectsof both linguistic andlegal change,providing womenwith, shewrites,the
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models,plans,ideals,divinities, they needfor themselves.
Irigaray's approach to sexual difference has been described as a radical sexual difference.
Alison Martin uses this terminology in her thesis Luce Irigaray and the Question of the Divine.
Nevertheless, Irigaray's political project cannot be described as radical feminism, at least as
commonly understood. It cannot be categorized as a type of radical feminist philosophy which is
understood as a revengeful counter reaction to the exclusion or lack of power of women as a result
of patriarchy or associatedwith essentialism. Irigaray's separatism is one that suggeststwo worlds,
two different ways of being, of relationality, constructed in relation. Two sexes, two separate
identities, instead of one sex and its complement. In this respect, this is not a revengeful reaction to
patriarchy which parodies male power, the way her philosophy takes is one of vigilance in not
submitting to patriarchal laws, but in so doing, creating the from which two can emerge in
difference. In the 1970s and 1980s as Martin argues, especially within the British context, to be a
feminist outside the boundaries of materialist thought was to be a theorists without a theory of the
social. This also meant a charge, by default, of essentialism and apoliticism. The reception of
French feminism by British and American feminists was marked by this conflict between Marxist
feminism and its apparent antithesis with essentialist French feminism. For Anglo-American
feminism, the split between biology and culture maintained by this agenda also acted to support
those with more reactionary politics than Marxist feminism. If claims against Irigaray's philosophy
formed around accusations of essentialism are not discredited, and if 'French Feminism' (an
artificial category in itself) this makes Irigaray's philosophy, as other theorists in this category, in
accordance with the status quo which cannot be the case

Colemansuggests,like many other theorists,that Irigaray's philosophy might offer a
criticism of the foundationsof understandingthat in a way respondsto manyof the issuesraisedby
feminisms. How this might suggesta practice of architecture,Coleman like Grosz leavesto
architectsandyet it is a questionfor theory,in particularphilosophy.Irigaray'sphilosophyis cited
by critics, architectsand artists and interestin her work amongstwomen architectsis growing.
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However,manyneglectthepolitical motivesof her work cite her criticism,neglectingthe aspectof
her philosophythat considershow we canbuild aspractice.Studiesthat cite Irigaray'swork or that
relateto her possibleinterventionin architecture,typically engagewith certainthemes,often with
little referenceto context.
The problem of gender in architecture has to be informed by contemporary theory. Not
risking the term feminism might be a valid position for some women but similarly arguing that
femini§m in architecture must be understood as a necessary and continuing project, could
misrepresent the motives of some current theorists, and who work to change opportunities for
women at the level of the foundations of our systems of knowledge. On the other hand, critics that
attempt to dismiss the research of those rethinking feminism suggesting that any attempt to give
woman a'place' is an essentialist position, misunderstand some of the more recent work regarding
sexual difference commonly associatedwith 'feminism'.

Contemporaryfeminism has been typified by the theoriesof JenniferBloomer, Beatriz
Colomina and Catherine Ingraham and by a range of publications from the early 1990s onwards. In
each of these collections editors propose an investigation of the blind-spots of modernism in
broadly
These
collections
propose the need to address the repressed other of
architecture.
architectural discourse or that which haunts architecture, to use Mark Wigley's terminology in
Derrida's Haunt. In general books advice a questioning of exclusionary processesor lay claim to an
exploration of the limits of architecture as an academic discipline, even initiate controversy. In
Desiring Practices the motive of the work is described as an urgent need to investigate the
forbidden spacesof architectural practices.

However,Irigaray'swork is alsoinfluential andprovidesa backgroundfor manypapers.In
DeborahFausch'spaperin Architectureand Feminism,the problemof essentialismis raisedasthe
feminine
is
dangerous
define
it
Fausch
difficult
issue
for
feminists
to
that
to
a
argues
most
address.
nature.Nevertheless,Fauschalsowrites, '...it remainstrue that without any essential(ist)definition
of the feminine - of the female, of woman, it becomesimpossibleto claim any viewpoint as
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feminist' (AF, 38). Fauschexplorestherecentinfluenceof Frenchfeminismon architecturaltheory,
but Toril Moi's Sexual/TextualPolitics takesan importanceplacein her criticism andreview.
The suppression of the word feminism in projects where it would seem obvious is
problematic, it is particularly evident in the book Drawing, Building, Text, one of the earliest
publications to address broadly feminist concerns. In this book despite an exclusively woman
authored series of texts, including papers from Bloomer, Colomina, Ingraham and Bergren and
feminist.
In fact, the
French
their
the
philosophies,
as
none
of
contributors
concerns
citing
name
word feminism is glaring absent from the introduction, postscript and all papers in the book. Anne
Bergren's "Baubo: Gender and the Irreparable Wound" is the most obvious to illustrate how despite
be
become
is
by
Gilles
Deluzes's
feminist
a
easily
contemporary
only
could
study
propped
up
what
philosophy.

Remaininglimited to divisive categorizationsof feminism doesa disserviceto women's
creative capacities to change the way we live. Rejecting the term 'feminism' can be made to suit the
Institution.
Coleman
Some
the
of
politics
argues,whether knowingly or not,
as
reactionary
women,
can be complicit with a resolutely sexist profession. What is at stake in discussion of contemporary
architecture, concerns the possibility of living, of being in relation, which can (re)create sexuate
identity. This means rethinking the sex and gender distinction and finding the autonomy to
identity.
values
appropriate
a
sexed
re-establish
Although many theorists recognize the political

aspect of Irigaray's work, many

her
intentions
draw
her
Irigaray
Most
the
on
and
of
papers
citing
underplay
work.
underestimate
contemporaryphilosophyandaremarkedby deconstructivetrendsin architecturaltheory.It is easy
to associateIrigaray'sphilosophywith thesetrendsandGrosz'spaperwith her discussionof Chora
is a part of this. Nevertheless,understandingIrigaray'sphilosophyin psychoanalyticterms is also
problematicand runs the risks of reducing her scopeof its criticism. Mark Wigley arguesthat
Irigaray's philosophy could incite an alternativeaesthetic,writing in a context of architectural
theory inspiredby Derrida'swork, however,to describeIrigaray'sphilosophyasa form of writing
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or representationwould be to refuse the issueof dialogueoutsidethe tradition or of building'
betweentwo suggestedby her work.
Many papers cite Irigaray's philosophy but her work can be presented so briefly to
communicate nothing of the potential of her intentions. Within contemporary architectural theory,
and especially within work that introduces feminism in architecture, there are a number of
architects that cite her work Some examples of such papers include: May Landesberg and Lisa
Quatrale, `See Angel Touch'; Mary McLoed, `Everyday and Other Spaces'; Venessa Chase, `Edith
Wharton, The Decoration of Houses in Turn-of-the Century America'; Mark Wigley, `Untitled:
The Housing of Gender'; Andrea Kahn, `Overlooking: A Look at How to Look at Site or... site as
discrete object of desire'; Elizabeth Grosz, `Women, Chora, Dwelling'; Katerina Rüedi, `The
Architect: Commodity and Seller in One. Typically these papers argue for the inclusion of
difference
(Kahn's paper also refers to the work of H61ene Cixous) in
of
sexual
philosophies
interdisciplinary
characteristically
architectural debates, alongside reference to cultural theory,
post-colonial theory, social geography, or contemporary French philosophy. The feminist cultural
geographer Gillian Rose, whose work addressestheories of place and female subjectivity also
makes reference to Irigaray's work. The influence to architectural theory of Luce Irigaray's work
can thus be seen as gained from those working, perhaps problematically, from a wealth of
secondary source literature, in addition to primary sources. In Irigaray's own field, best described
as that of philosophy, feminist philosophers have similarly expressed an influenced by Irigaray's
work. Rosi Bradotti and Judith Butler, for example, both describe their enthusiasm for Irigaray's
differ
although
each
significantly in their criticism of Irigaray's work. In Butlers' case her
work,
work is also strongly influenced by Michel Foucault work and in Bradotti's by Gilles Deleuze and
Felix Guattari. Less well known philosophers to engage with Irigaray, whose work I cite in this
thesis, include: Alison Ainley, Ellen T. Amour, Phillipa Berry, Tina Chanter, Alison Martin,
Naomi Schor, Gail Swab and Cathyrn Vasseleu.

Hence,whilst studiesof the significanceof Irigaray'sphilosophyhavebeenpmdertaken
in
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a number of fields, reference to Irigaray's work in architectural projects, particularly within the
papers cited at the beginning of this chapter, nevertheless,take typical positions and moreover cite
in
Derrida's
Such
feminist
Irigaray
texts.
criticism
of
project, or more
work
either
cites
a
common
feminist
influence
in
Derrida's
to architectural theorists, and
an
engagement
precisely
with
similarly theorists typically refer to her engagement with Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalysis.
These positions are also common amongst feminist theorists, although work with Irigaray's
psychoanalytic criticisms is more typical of early engagements. However, whilst, architects
suggest the possibility that Irigaray's philosophy could incite an alternative aesthetic or introduce
an alternative social theory for women and architecture, whether in a context Derrida's philosophy,
that is to say described either as an ethics concerning the other or that, `haunts architecture' (as
Mark Wigley describesin Derrida's Haunt) or asthe `Writing-architecture' of Bernard Tschumi and
Peter Eisenman (although suggestedby Elizabeth Grosz would be problematic) even where papers
is
because
dialogue
is
briefly,
Irigaray's
this
this
constructing
such
a
work
presented
so
perhaps
cite
boundaries
interdisciplinarity
the
traditional
of architectural
only
an
exceeding
would require not
discourse but a philosophical discussion. This is not unusual as for example the work of Andrew
Benjamin or David Farell Krell demonstrates but it is not easy work.

Irigaray's philosophy offers the possibility of a significant criticism of contemporary
theorieswithin architecture,more than is currently attributedto her work. Her writing, both in its
form andcontent,attemptsto incitesan alternativefeminine identity but in doing so alsointroduces
the possibility of a radicallynew socialtheoryfor women.In criticizing masculinephilosophies,to
becomes
between
two,
an enduringproject of
architecture
a
non-dialectical
relationship
propose
becomingtwo and a projectto culturally maintainradical sexualdifference.
Constructinga dialogue which engageswith Irigaray's philosophy and her intentions
boundaries
Western
in
interdisciplinarity
thought,
the
traditional
of
exceeding
requiresnot only an
particular its foundations in the philosophy of Plato and even the pre-SocraticsHeidegger
celebrates.Irigaray'spaperson architecturesuggestthat the issueof architecture(andgender)must
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be one of working towards co-existence in difference. How we can modify habits of living have
beenthemes of many Modernist architects, and the phenomenological influences on architects such
as Le Corbusier, Alvar Aalto, for example, are widely researched and well documented. How to
live so that the human can become sexuate, rediscover sexuate identity, however, suggests a
radically different agenda to architectural theory inspired by phenomenology. The project cuts
between
in
distinctions
Modem
Post-modern
theories
the
architecture.
perceived
and
across

There is a certain suspicion concerningthe use of the term feminism in the present
Schools,
in
in
is
Institution.
This
the
the
practice,
observed
architectural context, within
within
many of the recent collections of papers and essaysbroadly concerned with gender and architecture.
The question that needs to be asked in this context is whether arguments over terminology are
instruments in maintaining patriarchal laws and traditions, as Irigaray describes in her discussion of
Antigone, traditions that cannot allow the existence of alternative systems of values and ethics.

3.8 The Problem of Postmodernism

Whilst Rendell,PennerandBordenresolutelydefinethe currentculturalconditionaspost-modern,
the meaningof the term is still hotly debated.Postmodernism,posesa particular challengefor
feminism, in particular, the status of the female subject. The editors of Gender, Spaceand
Architecturewrite, '...[g]iven the questionablestatusof truth, reality andhistory in postmodernism,
feminism andpostmodernismhavehad a troubledrelation, particularlywith respectto a theoryof
the femalesubject'(GSA, 19). Postmodemistcritiques challengesthe constructionof the subject
but somefeminists arguethat this questioningand the lack of stability offered to the*subjectis
positive (see Linda Nicholson's Feminism/Postmodernism).Others suggest it indicates the
abandonment
of any specificallyfeministproject. Rendellsuggeststhat postmodernism'seffect of
feminismhasbeen'...a transformationfrom a focus on thingsto a focuson words, from a concern
with 'real' things - the everydayrealities of women'soppression:rape, unequalwagesand the
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problemsof simultaneouslyworking outsidethe home and trying to raisechildren - to critiquing
representations
of thesesituations(GSA,20). However,this is preciselythe criticism directedat
theory by feminists suchas Colemanand McLoed asArchitecture and Feminism
posbmodernist
demonstrate.
McLoed in 'Everydayand Other Spaces'in Architectureand Feminismarguesthat within
current theory the preoccupation with the term 'other' suggests an unspoken assumption that
difference is good and otherness is an improvement on the status quo. Questioning these
deconstruction
McLoed
accuses
of not addressing the real material needs of those
assumptions,
considered other, in particular those of women. The other is something internal to architecture, and

deconstruction'salliance with feminism denies an identity for woihen. However, from the
perspectiveof theoriststhat adoptdeconstructionthe call to makea placefor women,could easily
be turned into identifying a woman'splace,which could suggestan essentialistposition. Rendell
writes defining postmodernismandthe problemsit givesto feminism:
For somepostmodernismdescribesa specifichistorical condition - the economiccondition
of late capitalism and its associated cultures and intellectual forms; for others,
is
postmodernism nothing new - the transition from modernismand postmodernismis a
repetitionof the kind of changesin culture which have occurredin previous epochs.Most
agreethat postmodemismdefinesa shift in epistemologyin ways of knowing about truth,
reality and history. Postmodernismis characterizedby a doubt in one'sability to know the
truth - all we canknow are different versionsof the truth; a doubt in one'sability to know
reality - all we can know are representationsof reality; a doubt in one's ability to know
history - all historiesare partial andreliant on the relation of the historianandreader(GSA,
19).
However,asColemanandMcLoed intimate Irigaray'sphilosophycould allow feminismto exceed
thesedistinctionsbetween'postmodernism'srelativity' and 'modernisttruth'. If postmodernism's
effect on feminismandarchitectureis a changein focuson thingsto words,to causesof oppression
in systemsof representation,Irigaray'sphilosophy could demonstratehow a criticism of words
could find another stage.Although traditional thinking about feminism in architectureCannot
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remain limited to women's housing, or safety in street design, what is mean by safe street design or
humane housing has to remain a valid question. Despite the conflict between postmodernist and
modernist feminisms in architectural theory, there is, as Wiggleswade suggest in Desiring
Practices, still a great deal of sharedtheoretical ground of !new feminisms' with former feminisms.
Wiggleswade describes the conditions that motivated the papers that make up Desiring Practices as
that of a dinner party of women, architects, discussing the,problems of their work and lives, with a
shared senseof disinfranchization and dissatisfaction, acknowledging a lack of space,territory and
autonomy to practice their desires. She writes:

A dinnerpartyin a north Londonkitchen,October1993.At thetablearefive womenandtwo
men. Our host has invited a group of architects to swap ideas for a future, as yet known,
project. The conversation turns around current pursuits and preoccupations, predominantly
focusing on work. Trained as architects, we are all practicing 'architecture' in some form but
these forms are varied, marginal, and certainly do not reflect the idealized image of the
architect-hero we were led to expect. For some, a series of part-time jobs with no security or
advancement is an economic imperative, while others are trapped within the limits of a
traditional career path. These choices may be the manifestation of millennial labour
but
something else is at stake. This very gathering signifies a shared feeling that
conditions,
our occupation leaves us with a senseof dissatisfaction, a lack. A lack of space,of territory,
of autonomy, in which to practice our desires. It is more than a senseof disenfachisement: it
is a feeling of symbolic castration. Can it be a co-incidence that most of us are female? (DP,
276)

For Wiggleswade,thecomplexissuefor womenarchitectsin practice,assheidentifies,is'... who is
the ultimate judge of what things mean?' (DP, 278) Shewrites is '...[m]eaningis the product of
creativedialoguewhich puts the individual - the 'F -into play. Who decidesthe value of my work,
andhow shouldI produceit? (DP, 278). Of the importanceof contemporarytheory in genderand
architectureandthe omissionof former feminisms,Wiggleswadewrites:
To focus on the exclusionof women opensinterrogationconcernsabout the spatial and
materialpracticesof architecture.It raisesquestionssuchas who is allowed to speak,who
has accessto architecturalproducts,as well as the social and working relationshipswhich
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produce its spaces - which production methodology prevail, and who claims authorship.
Received wisdom limits the possibilities for rethinking the values ascribed to these spaces,
(DP,
278).
to
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However,Wiggleswage'squestionsare one'sthat Irigaray addressesin her argumentswhen she
arguesthat womenmust salvage,rediscoverandcreatetheir own values.
Challengingthe popularityof the useof the term other andothernessMcLoed definestwo
broad categories amongst architectural theorists who use the term. The first she describes as
find
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deconstruction
to
an architectural
seek
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Benjamin, Mark Wigley and Jeffry Kipnis. The second group, she argues, is a diverse collection of
Betsky,
Demetris
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Vidler,
Porphyrios,
including
Foucault,
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academics who
Catherine Ingrham and Edward Soja. The proponents of the first group such as Eisenman and
Wigley (and which can also include Jennifer Bloomer) challenge the canons of architecture, such as
function, structure and enclosure. Disclosure of the instability of such structures is an end in itself.
The other is something internal to architecture for these theorists, and the power of the Institution,
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Furthermore, to the women that adopt Derrida's work to inform their own architectural theory she
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feminist claims that deconstruction enacts a violence against women are a misunderstanding. He
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cites GayatriChakravortySpivakin supportof his casewhereshearguesthat "woman" is a name
for "undecidability"but it is not for "absence".Establishinga placefor women,an identity, Caputo
arguescanbe madeto work for andagainstwomendependinguponhow it is used.Caputowrites
furtheringthis argument:
[I]f there is a truth of women, if women is a proper, identifiable name, would that not
constituteanotherviolence,the violenceof classification,categorization,constructionand
even caricature,of typing and stereotyping,the violenceof an essentialismthat binds, not
merelythe feetbut the very being of woman,that preventsmovementandbecomingandthe
step of the dance,precludingthe possibility of becomingsomethingdifferent, something
"sexual[ly] otherwise?Otherwisethan a feminineessence,otherwisethan the essenceof the
feminine(Caputo,1997,142).
Caputo's paper suggests that Den-ida disconcerts feminists because he lets 'women' deconstruct
Derrida's readings of Nietzsche in Spurs as one example, addressesthe question of woman by
exploring Nietzsche's statement that Truth is a woman. Derrida arguesthat according to patriarchal,
phallogocentric and oedipal law, in 'being woman' or rthaer entering into the relation of sexual
difference, with this move, she simulates, she pretendsto be woman. She acts, she mines woman, as
it is defined, as she is represented by patriarchal culture. Derrida writes: '....woman is woman
because she gives, she gives herself while the man for his part takes, possessesindeed takes
possession.Or else she is woman because, in giving, she is in fact giving herself for, is simulating
and consequently assuring the possessivemastery for her own self (Derrida, 1978,109).

However, in simulating somethingis left over, her masteryDerrida argues.The power
is
Sexual
difference,
he
is
in
flux.
Man
Derrida
thus
undone.
always
and
argues
writes:
relation
woman changeplaces [and thus] they exchangemasks ad infinitum' (Derrida, 1979,111). The
undecidabilityof the relationundoeswhat it meansto be man.Derridawrites:
The for which appears in the 'to-give-oneself-for' whatever its value, whether it deceives by
giving only an appearanceof, or whether it actually introduces some destination finality of
twisted calculation, some redemption or gain into the loss of property, this for nonetheless
continues to withhold the gift of a reverse (Derrida, 1978,111).
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It is this reserve that suggests the instability of sexual difference. In discussing the problems of
gender in architecture, Rendell as many others takes a similar line on the disclosure of the
instability of architectural presumptions as an end in itself. Determining the role of gender,
however, she also argues, can destabilize the structures that hold up architectural norms and
traditions. Joan Wallace Scott, Rendell agues have defined gender as an analytic category in this
way, she writes:

Gendernot only defineslives astheywerelived in thepast,but it alsoconstructsthe formsof
evidencechosenby the historianthroughwhich they interpretandexplainhistory.Formsof
representationreconstructparticularversionsof history; they aregenderedaccordingto the
viewpoint of their particularauthorin the past as well as the historian in the present(GSA,
20).
Rendellalsoarguesthat genderedrepresentationcantell not only theway in which genderoperates
but alsohow classandraceare organized:How classand race contributeto reinforcethe issueof
genderis arguedasa necessaryquestionfeministsmust address,shewrites:
Postmoderntheories regarding the construction of the subject and poststructuralist
havehad an important influenceon
techniquesfor understandingsystemsof representation
feministsengagedin studyinghow classandraceinteractwith genderas multiple forms of
oppression.Postcolonialtheory,which arguesthat raceas a cultural constructionrepresents
notions of the 'other,' have been developedby feminists who argue that this 'other' is
genderedfeminine. Postcolonialfeminist - for example,ChandraTalapadeMohanty (.. )
have also produced important critiques revealing much western feminist study to be
'colonial' and'essential'in its considerationof raceandthe constructionof self (GSA,20).

Rendell is keen to point out that whilst femininity and masculinity are mutually dependentand
unstablecategories,genderis generallyconsidereda term which implies a socially constructed
definition of sexualidentity, asopposedto any'essentialist'definition. Rendellendsher theoretical
overview of the problemof genderwith a discussionof Judith Butler's work wherethe complex
issueof essentialism,or ratherhow it is definedis deconstructed.
Butler arguesthat our ideasof sex
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are as equally unstable as gender: The sex and gender binary is also a construction of the patriarchal
institution. Thus, Rendell writes: 'For Butler, gender is not to culture as sex is to nature, sex as
natural fact does not precede the cultural inscription of gender' (GSA, 21).

The socialconstructionof genderandthe value attributedto gendermust be of concernto
theorists, as the editors of Desiring Practice argue. Like Gender, Space and Architecture the
editors of Desiring Practices also prefer the term gender, however, in this case, the term does not
replace feminism but replaces sexuality. In Desiring Practices 'gender' is argued to refer directly to
the social construction of sexual difference, and the term 'sex' to a problematic essentialist
discourse. Nevertheless if sexual difference is reduced to a question of difference (whether as
explored by Derrida's philosophy or in the patriarchal tradition of continental philosophy) the result
for the question of gender is to reduce sexual difference to an issue of equality. Thinking about
difference, as yet does not adequately addresssexual difference. Irigaraye term sexuate difference,
as already stated, to distinguish her approach. But what does this really mean? Irigaray argues that
we must deconstruct alienating social identities which are based on the needs of the male subject
but once these identities are found to be inadequate new identities must be developed that do not
follow conventional cultural models. The motives of current cultural systems do not naturally
support improved women's rights. To maintain and progress the political moves towards more
equal rights for women, Irigaray arguesthat we need to explore and re-evaluate the foundations of
in
in
the work of philosophy and work to recreate ourselves of which the
myth
and
culture,
our
re-establishment of sexuate rights and values is one task..

The argumentof Rendell,Bordenand Penneris consistentwith Desiring Practicesin that
both fear 'essentialism'.Feminismis a diverseand pluralistic domainwith a sustainedcritique of
itself andanydefinition of feminims,sexor genderareboundto be contested.The workscollected
in Gender,SpaceandArchitectureandWigglesworth'sargumentin Desiring Practicesto a certain
degreeeachsidestepvery importantissues.Whilst, for example,the useof the words'a politics of
difference'aremadeto suggesta moreappropriateethicsor politics thanthat implied by feminism,
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how this corresponds to women's liberation or the continuation of women's struggles must be a
matter of debate otherwise the argument sterilizes the feminist discourse. Defining and criticizing
the phenomenon of feminism is a perilous business, many issuesin architecture have parallels with
historical feminism. It is interesting to note that whilst Gender, Space and Architecture proposes to
map the theoretical ground to gender studies in architecture, the project, despite protestations
otherwise, is that of a founding authority mimicking the gesture that founds patriarchy. Women's
illustrated
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but
demonstrate
theoretical
they
of
a
a
approaches
also
works
variety
recent
broadly shared interest in contemporary French philosophy. Containing Irigaray's work within the
framework suggestedby the editors of Gender, Space and Architecture risks misunderstanding of
the radical nature of her discourse.

Therehas been a warming to discussionsaround genderand architecture,however,the
current state of feminism remains problematic and a little confused. For example, Coleman argues
that adopting a neutral professional identity to gain acceptancewithin the Institution dependson the
taming of fcminisms political will. If Derrida's project can be described as a responsibility to the
by
his
described
commentators
on
or
similarly
work,
as a question of ethics (albeit
wholly other(s),
ethics rethought). One aspect of what is at stake in gender in architecture has to be whether or not
deconstruction, can address these ethics or whether it will remain a stylistic novelty. Derridä's
methods of deconstruction are described by Critchley in The Ethics of Deconstruction as an ethic,
as an ethical demand towards or from the other Ethics, he writes, is the goal and horizon towards

which Derrida's work tends and '...deconstructiontakes place ethically or there is a duty in
deconstruction'(Critchey, 1999,1). This understandingof deconstruction,Critchley argues,
describesthe purposeand necessityof Derrida'sphilosophyand the value of its meetingwith or
influence to fields of law, politics, feminism and architecture.This ethics is also termed
responsibilityby Critchley. Nevertheless,Derrida is keen to arguethat his philosophyis neither
criticism not strategy,methodnot technique that could be applied,whetherto law, feminismor
architectureas such an application would suggest an imposition and an activity towards a
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pre-determined goal. This is why such ethics are ethics rethhought. His philosophizing or'writing'
is not an affect from a cause,or an ethics, politics or theory that can be applied as is perhaps more
be
in
Derrida's
theory.
cannot
applied
any
philosophy
conventionally understood, a political
conventional sense.

However,thereareasmany feminist theoristswho readDerrida'sphilosophyas architects
infleunced by Derrida's thought. These include Drucilla Cornell, Kelly Oliver, Spivak, Benhabib,
Peggy Kamuf and Christine McDonald. Derrida has published work directly at the request of an
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we can translated Derrida's philosophy into architecture. His suggestion is that in translation
language passes through an aporia common to all language. This aporia is the possibility of
language. Wigley thus argues that deconstructing the language of architecture, its systems and
He
Derrida's
languages,
that
the
or
values.
argues
possibility
of
systems
other
values, reveals
philosophy suggests inhabiting the fabric of architectural discourse, and in so doing, at the same
time, finding the excess of means, the points of madness that will allow the structures of
architecture to dismantle themselves. Exploring the foundations of architectural theory, to reveal
dependenciescould uncover another logic, one that disrupts the traditions of architecture. These are,
as Wigley points out, references to Heidegger's On the Way to Thinking in Derrida's writing on
his
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architecture and
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Drucilla Cornell, from a feminist perspectiveemphasizeddecoqstruction'srelationshipto
Levinas's philosophy. It is this relationship Cornell suggests that encourages the reading of his
have
influence
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'ethic'.
his
Cornell
to
surrounding
value
work as an
argues
philosophy can
women's rights in areassuch as rape, domestic violence and pornography. In her workAt The Heart
of Freedom she outlines a legal and political argument for both women's freedom and protection.
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She argues that for women to have identities they need to create themselves and thereby need to
rights in social equality beyond the norms of gender and sexual identity. This argument has some
similarities to Irigaray's and yet some important and very distinct differences. Furthermore, Cornell
'neutralizes'
Irigaray
difference.
Irigaray's
that
sexual
commenting
on
proposes
where
philosophy
With this criticism, she refuses the aspect of Irigaray's philosophy that suggests a work to
reconstruct sexual difference in difference.

Although Cornell doesnot commonlycite Irigaray Cornell'sexplorationof fexiinism and
deconstructionfrom a legalperspectiveoffers an interestingpoint of view from which to compare
feminist interested in deconstructionwith Irigaray's political writing. Cornell's philosophy
establishesthat contemporaryphilosophy has political value in rethinking legal and political
theory.
39 `Essentialism' Re-Emergesas the Question for Feminism
The editors of Gender, Space and Architecture recognise that the objectives of feminism are not
only to fight for women's equality, but also to understand how and why oppression occurs. As
`gender theorists' they also argue that this must extend to understanding how all forms of
oppression as race, class and sexuality are inextricably involved in the oppression of women.
However, this does not do enough to ensure the changes in culture necessary to sustain freedom..
Whilst a shared interest in French philosophy is evident in recent theory, many theorists, each with
their own reasons see Irigaray as offering an approach that can address feminism in architecture.
Rendell, Borden and Penner, write, `... early work of feminists fighting for women's equality can
be seen to have shifted towards critiques of existing value systems, from understanding why to
analysing how oppression occurs' (GSA, 8). Furthermore, they write: `One of the most important
aspects of current feminism is the consideration of the interrelationship of a number of different
forms of oppression at different times and in difference places (GSA, 8). However, Coleman, argues
that challenging how oppression occurs does not necessarily ensure the changes in culture
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necessary to sustain freedom. For Coleman cites Irigaray understood through Elizabeth Grosz, in
the hope that certain conflicts within architecture and feminism might be addressed.Thus, whilst
the editors of Gender, Space and Architecture and Architecture and Feminism both cite Irigaray
(and the former reprints her paper `This Sex Which Is Not One'), both describe her work somewhat
differing theoretical context. Each promotes different motives: Coleman as a contemporary
proponent of `feminism' in architecture, albeit a feminism she describes as addressing sexual
difference; and Rendell as a theorist of difference, at least as expressed in Gender, Space and
Architecture.

In the acknowledgements
to Architecture and Feminism,aý alreadysuggested,Coleman
argues,that the use of the term `feminism' in the title is decidedly deliberate, firstly: to promote the
idea that despite much accusation to the contrary, feminism is an important area of study in
architecture, and secondly; as corrective, responding to the inability in recent theory to use the
Nevertheless,
Coleman
`feminism'.
also states that the stakes are more than simply the
word
feminism
in certain theorists work. The absenceof the term feminism is not
term
the
absenceof
simply an expression of the fragile existence of feminist theory in architecture or of a discourse yet
to be established. The suppression of the word feminism in projects where such terminology would
is
symptomatic. Furthermore, without the designation of feminism, there
seem
obvious,
otherwise
is an accusation that current discussions in architecture side step a tradition of historical feminist
struggle and are thereby apolitical. Many motives are possible for the suppression of the term
feminism, this is most certainly partly manufactured in to suit the political aims and institutional
ambitions of some theorists. Although there are a number of additional factors that contribute to
this conflict, there are many similarities between the 4ebates surrounding `gender' and `feminism'
to those surrounding a certain. `essentialism,' which marred the reception of French feminism by
Anglo-American

feminists. Coleman, for example, reviewing contemporary papers in the

mainstream architectural press, remarks on the absence of the term `feminism', even when the
subject matter of the paper is prejudice against women in architecture.
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She chooses as an example the paper `Women in Architecture: Levelling the Playing
Field, " as already stated,by Abby Bussei. The paper is interesting both for its subject matter and for
the way language is used. Its subject matter is the invisibility of women in architecture, but its
language is non-confrontational. Coleman accepts that the language used, for example, `greater
diversity', and `level playing field' arguing that perhaps it is appropriate for a mainstream audience,
but she also criticises Bussel for never using term term `feminism'. Coleman seesits absence as
her
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on the good
and
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confront
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for
have
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authorities
of
will
Nancy Harstock paper `Rethinking Modernism: Minority vs. Majority Theories,' cited by
Mary McLoed in `Everyday and other Spaces,' although concerned with academic feminism in the
Institution is useful in this respect in understanding the conflicts concerning relative merits of
theory or practice. Harstock argues that women's studies is a curious academic field (perhaps only
it
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post-colonial
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studies
architecture)
curious
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that any other academic fields to social and activist movements outside academic institutions. She
did
in
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to
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not
of
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academia
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much
very
existence
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writes,
have as their goal the creation of a new scholarly field' (Harstock, 1987,187). Much more general
social transformation thus underlies the academic work within Women's Studies' Departments
than any other and, as Harstock writes, `... many of us in women's studies remain committed to
doing academic work - both research and teaching - in ways that are indebted to the politics and
organizational forms of the activist women's movement' (Harstock, 1987,187). This argument that
is
for
feminism
holds
in
The
to
true
activists
more critical
architecture.
relation
of
academics
also
for women's studies than for other academic disciplines, however, like the relationship between
practitioners and theorists in architecture, as Harstock argues, that the relationship between
failed
fraught
history
has
been
expectations
of misunderstandings,
academics and activists
with a
and bitterness (Harstock, 1987,187). Whilst activism like practice needsto be informed by theory,
it is the problem of difference (in particular the difference between women) that Harstock identifies
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like Irigaray as most important: `Theory can help us understandwhich issuesare sharedby all
womenand which issuesaffectdifferent womendifferently' (Harstock,1987,188).However,this
for Harstock is a question of differences between women. Furthermore, she writes:
theory can give us some perspective on the significance of any particular effort. One of the
...
dangers of political activity in the absenceof a more theoretical understanding of women's
situation is that such activity can lead to a submersion in the day-to-day struggle, and to a
consequent failure to addressthe hard questions of what real difference these struggles will
make for women (Harstock, 1987,188-189).

Activism preventsacademicfeminismfrom becomingdetachedfrom the political perspectivesof
historical feminism,andtheorycan legitimatethe political motivesof feminist projects.However,
the most importanttheoreticalquestionfor Harstockin this distinction betweenthe academicand
activisism.Shewrites:
We need to develop our understanding of difference by creating a situation in which hitherto
for
in
defining
themselves,
themselves,
can
and
participate
groups
name
speak
marginalizgd
the terms of interaction, a situation in which we can construct an understanding of the world
that is sensitive to difference. Clearly this is a task of academicsand activists (Harstock, 1987,
189).

Nevertheless,whilst Harstock'sthemeis the relationshipbetweenactivismandtheory,shelimits
her discussionto a theoreticalandsummarizesthe problemsof sucha relationshipwith a seriesof
quesfions:
Whatkindsof knowledgeclaimsarerequiredfor groundingpolitical actionby differentgroups?
What might sucha theory look like? Canwe developa generaltheory,or shouldwe abandon
the searchfor sucha theoryin favour of makingspacefor a numberof heterogeneous
voicesto
be heard?Whatkindsof commonclaimscanbe madeaboutthoseof white womenandwomen
and men of colour?About the situationsof Westernpeoplesand thosethey have colonized?
For example,is it everlegitimateto say"woman" without qualification?(Hartsock,1987,189)

Susan Bordo also describes the problems within contemporary feminism
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in `Feminism,

Postmodernism and Gender-Scepticisim,' a paper cited by Coleman in her introduction to
Architecture and Feminism. Bordo writes, '... it seemspossible to discern what may be a new drift
within feminism, ' a new scepticism about the use of gender as an analytic category (Bordo, 1990,
135). She further clarifies this trend, writing:

Whereoncethe prime objectsof academicfeminist critique werethe phallocentricnarratives
of our male-dominateddisciplines,now feminist criticism has turned to its own narratives,
finding them reductionist,totalizing, inadequatelynuanced,valorizing of genderdifference,
unconsciouslyracistandelitist (Bordo, 1990,135).
Gordo identifies conflicts as that between those who argue that, `... any attempt to "cut" reality and
perspective along gender lines in methodologically flawed and essentialising,' and those for whom
gender has become, `... a "discursive

formation"

inherently

unstable and continually

self-deconstructing. Where the meaning of gender is constantly "deferred" endlessly multiple'
(Bordo, 1990,134). Citing an example of the latter position from an unnamed magazine article, she
`...
beyond
to,
the number two' and move towards a `dizzying accumulation of
call
get
of
a
writes,
'
(see
Bordo,
1990,134)
narratives.

Significantly she writes not to do so is to perpetual a

hierarchical, binary construction of reality.

Like all cultural formations,Bordo argues,argumentswithin feminism are completely
constructed, and feed by intellectual, psychological, institution and sociological elements. Gender
scepticism, she argues, is an `emerging coherency' rather than any definable position. It has
emerged as a scepticism over the suggestion, made more by 1970s feminism. Bordo writes, whilst
feminists argued that the male-normative view of the world has obscured its' own biases through its
own fictions, each of which is shown to have a repressedother whose history and values had yet to
be written, challenges have been made by those who, in this context, who see such work as over
simplistic and generalizing. Bordo in the paper identifies four currents feeding gender scepticism,
firstly a marriage between theorists raising concerns over the conscious racial biases of feminist
theory citing more historicist and politically orientated thought. For example, Foucault or Lyotard,
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which Bordo argues have contributed to, a `... new feminist "methodologism" which lays claim to
an authoritative critical framework legislating "correct" and "incorrect" approachesto theorizing
identity, history and culture' (Bordo, 1990,135). Secondly, Bordo identifies certain feminist
appropriations of deconstruction, from this point of view, she argues, gender is criticized for its
fixed binary structuring of reality but, also, she argues, remains animated by its own fantasies, or as
Bordo describes,remains animated by its dream of everywhere.

In a criticismof contemporaryarchitecturaltheoryColeman,asalreadystated,hasclaimed
that the absence of the term feminism weakens the discourse. Referrng to the paper Women in
Architecture: Levelling the Playing Field' already mentioned, she writes that feminism is never
voiced, Coleman writes, instead "gender," as an atemative to the term as feminism, `... appears in
tandem with the word `gap," "discrimination, ' -bias, " and "equality" to describe what's wrong
(AF,
Coleman
the
x).
generously puts this absencedown to a requirement for `user
profession'
with
friendly' terms in what is, or was (thejournal is now defunct), a mainstream magazine: `Feminism, '
she states `... especially as it's often used in massculture, is an unpopular word, often
misunderstood and perhaps even a little feared.' (AF, x) Nevertheless, Coleman also obviously
strongly criticises Abby Bussel, author of the paper, for this, inability to say "feminism". In so
doing, Coleman writes, she `dilutes' and `sanitizes' the message. Suggesting, greater gender
diversity, as a solution to the lack of recognition of women architects, to the problems of the
Institution, both in the Schools and profession remains just a reminder of how far the architectural
profession has to go. This stance,she proposes, is, in fact underwritten by a complaisance, which is
demonstrated by the paper which tends towards the self-help variety of recommendation and
dependson the action of Institutional bodies which despite the reference to feminist activism in the
paper, relinquishes any responsibility from women themselves. This gives power to change
women's circumstances to the profession to already powerful organizations loathed it seems, by
nature, from initiating such change. She writes:

While a few of the suggestionsark of the self-help variety, ("set your own goals, ask for
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challenging assignments"), many more rely on the good will and authority of the American
Institute of Architects, National Architectural

Accrediting

Board, Equal Opportunity

Commission, and universities to change policies and set new standards (under to dubious
proposition that giving more power to the already powerful will create more equality) (AF,
x-xi).

Abby Bussel'spaper,in its turn, wasinspiredby an article `All the Young Dudes,' in a 1994issue,
of the UK magazineBlueprint. WhereBusselquestionedwhy not evenone womanwas included
in the reviewof youngBritish architecturaltalent,to which theeditorsof thejournal respondedthat
no womenmet the criteria for inclusion in the article, the suggestionBusselwrites is that one can
only supposethat no womancould be describedas a `youngdude', Busselwrites:
When the April 1994 issue of Blueprint arrived, I saw the status of women architects illustrated
in four-colour: The cover story was about emerging talent in London, but the cover line, `All
the Young Dudes,' was laid over a photograph of 23 men - not a woman in sight. I was
appalled by the messagethe magazine sent, a messagethe editors noted - subsequently and
apologetically - was in advertent. The women they had found, explained the editors in a
published response to a slew of irate letters (... ) did not meet the criteria set for the article
(Bussel, 1995,45).

For Bussel,Blueprint's searchfor young talent and its failure to turn up any suitablewomen,
demonstratesthe continuing invisibility of women architectsto the professionand citing Linda
Groat, an associateprofessorof architectureat the University of Michigan, shewrites that unless
women bridge this gendergap, women will remain isolated.Whilst for Busselgiving everyone
equal time on a level playing field is a way to avoid marginalization,it is, nevertheless,not
adequate.Having a presenceon the field is not enough, she writes `[i]t's like making the team, but
spending the whole season on the bench' (Bussel, 1994,45). Bridging the gender gap is the theme
of the paper, How we might bridge this gap? How we might level this playing field? Is, unstated
and for Coleman it cannot be solved by Policy Statementsas suggestedby the AIA or RIBA.

Nevertheless,Coleman'scriticisms of Bussel'spaper are not all necessarilywarranted.
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Like the UK, women make up 9.1 percent of the AIA's regular membership, Bussel writes, and
'...our day-to-day experience in education is still strewn with the same obstacles as our
predecessors'(46). Citing practitioners comments, Bussei writes that women architects generally
wish to be seenas women first and architects second.A common misconception in the profession,
Bussei argues, is that women want special treatment. Practitioners, want equal treatment, and not to
be limited within practice to interior design, for example, whilst male colleagues are hired for
building projects. Prejudice within architectural offices is still rife. The still small numbers of
women qualifying are still troubling, considering the numbers entering the education processes.
Discriminatory practices and sexist behaviour within offices, together with evidence of `illegal
hiring practices,' and the `greatest evil, ' as Bussei writes it, that of sexual harassment with the
office, all still contribute the difficulties women have in practicing as architects. Bussel cites
Design
data
by
Dr.
Catherine
H.
Anthony
the
examining prejudice within
statistical
profession
Juries on Trial, and making reference one participant in the study demonstrating the continuing
problems of the profession, she writes: `Every day you've got to go out and prove [yourself) - to
win their respect. They [employers and colleagues] either respect you or call you a bitch' (Bussei,
1995,48).

However,the self-helpsuggestionswhich Colemancriticises,and proosedby Busselare
similar to thoseof Anthony.In summarisingher report,Anthony writes that for thoseexperiencing
injustice in the workplace, activities that may help include: Setting your own goals; Asking for
challenging assignments; Getting a broad range of experience; Documenting your activities;
Updating your resume regularly; and seeking help from diversity networks. For architectural firms
seeking to improve their working conditions, her advice is to: institute diversity standards; educate
management; encourage extra professional activities; allow flex-time for community and family
involvement, and; learn from companies outside the profession that promote inclusionary practices.
However, Bussel also comments that even the institutions recognition of fines that have exemplary
programs regarding diversity would not necessarily eliminate discriminatory practices (48).
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Disciplinary action might be more effective as the AIA already have a Code of Ethics and
ProfessionalConduct that may be used as a vehicle for assuaginggender-relatedproblems.
However, one of the fears amongstwomen architectsof reporting such problemsare those of
retribution, loosingjobs, or being blacklisted,deemeda 'difficult' employee(or for that mattera
difficult student).
Busselrefersto the work being carriedout by contemporarytheorists,but her review of it
is limited and she confines her reference to the then recent 1995 conference, `Inheriting Ideologies:
A Re-Examination' held in the University of Pensylvania and specifically to contributions from
Colomina and Friedman, moreover with a focus more on the academic status of the women
presenting papers, rather than any detailed examination of papers presented. Thereby mobilizies
the conflict between activism and the academic.

In the conference,Bussel writes, that participantsdissectedand revised architecture's
patriarchal history and listing two examplesof papers, she writes, that Beatriz Colomina,
`... assistantprofessor of architecture at Princeton University,' spoke about Le Corbusier's
subjectionof EileenGray and, `Alice Friedman,professorof art andco-directorof the architecture
programasWellesley',spokeof significantcontributionswomenclientshavemadeto thedesignof
ground-breakingwork suchas the SchroderHouseand the BarnsdallHouse' (Bussei, 1995,48).
(Papersin this conferencewerereprintedin TheSexofArchitecture). As the editorsof TheSexof
Architecture Diana Agrest, Patricia Conway and Leslie KanesWeisman,admit, `... while not a
feminist conferenceper se, many of the paperspresentedthere Wereinformed by a gendered
perspective-a perspectivethat eventuallydeterminedthe contentsof the book' (Agrestet al, 1996,
8). The editorsdescribethe conferenceas `...the first all womenacademicassemblyon architecture
in the United States'(Agrestet al, 8,1996, authorsitalics). However,whilst the editorsof TheSex
of Architecture write, at the sametime as a greaternumber of women are gaining successand
acceptancewithin the professionand academia,and conferencesorganizedon the subject,many
womenencounterobstaclescreatedby genderprejudicesin their careers.They write,
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in 1995, only 8.9 percent of registered architects and 8.7 percent of tenured architecture
...
faculty in the United Stateswere women. Almost no women are recognized as name partners in
large commercial firms, nor has any woman in this country even been commissioned to design
a nationally significant building on the scale of , say, Ada Karmi-Melamede's Supreme Court
in Jerusalem or Gae Aulenti's Musee d'Orsay in Paris. Moreover, the number of women
holding top administrative positions and named chairs in American University architecture
programs remains shockingly low-, and since the retirement of Ada Louise Huxtable from the
New York Times, no woman has had a commanding voice as architecture critic for a major city
least
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In introducingto the collection the editors write that it is the questionof the body that concerns
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Irigaray's criticms (andGrosz'sreadingof Irigaray):
The inscriptionsof thesexualizedbody is a centralandrecurrentthemein Westernarchitecture,
but that body is neither innocentnor androgynous.It is a reification of the male longing to
appropriatean exclusively female privilege: maternity. Thus the insistence,in ancient and
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himself," is the systematicerasureof womanandher contributions(Agrestet al, 1996,11).

Describingthe generalthemeof the paperscontainedwithin the book they also write:
If sex condensesthe notions of the body and power that have permeated architectural criticism
in
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the
an
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gender
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since
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criticism reveals a social system that has historically functioned to contain, control, or exclude
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man
women, more closely reexamine some
inhabits; that man is outside and woman is inside; that man is public and woman is private; that
nature, in both its kindest and cruelest aspects,is female and culture, the ultimate triumph over
nature, is male. These and other gender based assumptions- in particular those associating men
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with economic production, wage earning, and the city, and women with consumption,
non-wageearningdomesticlabour, andthe home- are subjectsof many of the essaysin this
volume' (Agrestet al, 1996,11).

Moreover, they write that: `Perhapsa re-examination of such "truths" might begin with the concept
of "otherness" ' suggesting that indeed almost all of the essays in the book identify explicitly or
implicitly,

the female as `other'. From this position of other the contributors to The Sex of

Architecture write; `... women writing on architecture today are exploring history, the uses of
public space,consumerism, and the role of domesticity in search of "ways into" architecture, often
through alternative forms of practice and education' (Agrest et al, 1996,11): Citing Catherine
Ingraham's and Jennifer Bloomer's work they write: `We are now in an era where discourse is as
important as design, often more important, and a number of authors addresstheir subjects from this
perspective' (Agrest et al, 1996,11-12).

Bussel'spreference,however,ratherthan suchtheoreticalwork, seemsto be grass-roots
organizationsand activist feminist groups,spendinga largerportion of her paperdescribingsuch
activity amongstAmericanarchitects.This somewhatcontradictsColeman'scomments,or at least
Coleman's motive to cite Bussel as not promoting `feminist' activity. Furthermoreit raises a
feminismor ratherwhat feminismmeansfor her,whether
questionasto how Colemanunderstands
Coleman's'feminism' is not that as commonly understood,for example, as the campaignfor
equality,but is in fact the promotionof a discoursenow consideredother to architecturalthoery.
Coleman's introduction to Architecture and Feminism requires some reference to what a
contemporaryfeminist discoursemight include and also exclude. For example,Busselcites the
Womenin Architectureassociations,chaptersof theAIA in both North Virginia andLos Angeles,
andactivistgroupssuchasCARYor`Chicksin ArchitectureRefuseto Yield (to Atavistic Thinking
in DesignandSociety),' which althoughnow defunct,wasfoundedin Chicagoby architects,Carol
Crandall, Kay Janis and Sally Levine in 1992. This activist group launchedan exhibition in
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Chicago on the occasion of the AIA National Convention in the city in 1992, called, `More Than
The Sum of Our Body Parts,'
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they do not become anachronisms - and that we do not lose the talent of our best and
brightest"` (Bussel, 1995,49).

Bussel writes that the AIA had, at the time of her writing, not investigated the high attrition rate of
however,
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two-part
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Co-Director of the City Design Centre at the University of Illinois, Chicago, and Bussei writes: `If
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best and brightest' (Bussel, 1995,49). Sally Levine is also cited as organising a show at the second
`ALICE
(Architecture
in
)
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Lets
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Except...
Diversity
National
AIA
annual
through the Glass Ceiling' but for Bussel it is an event at the conference, were an AIA Draft Policy
Statement of Women's Issues in the Architectural Profession, outlined actions that the AIA could
take, that offers more hope for women.

The panel at the conference lists as it strategies:

`... recognition of different models of leadership; promotion of fair employment practices in firms
(family leave policies and flex-time schedules, open statements of promotion standaF4s,pay
equality, mentorship and role models); and promotion of gender equality in schools' (Bussel, 1995,
48). The panel also suggested,as Bussel writes, the publication of a `Model Employment Manual. '

Colemanarguestheabsenceof the term feminismis not simply an expressionof the fragile
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existence of feminist theory in architecture, of a discourse yet to be established as valid. The
suppression of the word feminism in projects by women where such terminology would otherwise
blindness
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to the
the
a
certain
of
and
seemobvious as symptomatic of
cultural positioning
woman,
political motives of contemporary discourses. Furthermore, and perhaps most pertinent to this
project, without the designation of feminism, in architecture is open to side step a tradition of
historical feminist struggle. Although there are a number of additional factors that contribute to this
polarisation. If this absence of terminology is cynical tactic, which is a possibility, it has
successfully allowed theorists to dismiss feminism. In current projects that do cite French
feminisms, whether naming the discourse as that of feminism or not, the absencemaybe observed
as the reason why they are hailed by the architectural community asrevolutionary, avant-garde or at
the cutting-edge. In such a climate there is some obligation to attempt to suggesthow theseprojects
feminism
fits uncomfortably within the
If
to
the
term
women's
rights.
propose a responsibility
institution the absenceof the word feminism cannot continue to diffuse what is, in no uncertain
terms, seen in the collections cited and as commonly understood, a feminist debate. But it is a term,
if
feminism
is
in
to warrant
the
explanation
continuing
project
of
architecture
needs
nevertheless,
its name, and Coleman's 'feminism' is as individualist as Chanters, more to do with Irigaray's
motives, than calls for equality.

Coleman's proposal towards the continued use of the term feminism in architecture
provocatively cites Elizabeth Grosz's discussion of Irigaray's project. Grosz argues,as stated,with
reference to Irigaray's work, that there is a correspondence between our cultural origins of
spatiality, 'our very concept of architecture, ' and with the cultural effacement of women and
femininity. Our cultural forms, she writes, depend on the effacement of women's tangible qualities
and this provides the foundation on which a masculine universe and hence architecture is built:
`Concepts associated with women and femininity nevertheless continue to serve as a kind of
unspoken base for philosophical value' (AF, xiii, Grosz, 2000,210, Grosz's emphasis). This points
to the absenceof the feminine at the heart of the architectural discourse, Grosz writes, that goes
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beyond mere external forces working to maintain current relations of domination. In Coleman's
argument feminism is in the place of the feminine. Coleman citing Grosz in turn reading Irigaray
writes:
This absenceis not so much a simple act of subordination or an instance of blindness. It is the
total eclipsing of the feminine. Following this analysis, just sketching `her' in now is not
is
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issue
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The
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what
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what

Deborah Fauch in `The knowledge of the Body and the presenceof History - Towards a Feminist
Architecture, ' is perhaps the most explicit paper in Architecture and Feminism to address the
theoretical issuessurrounding a `feminist' practice within the current intellectual climate, using the
term `feminism' rather than `gender' or `difference'. However, following Coleman's proposal to
defines
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feminism
Fauch
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different to Coleman. The first danger, at least that Fauch identifies, is that of essentialism. She
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as many
writes:
a feminine `nature', it remains true that without any essential(ist) definition of the feminine - of the
female, of woman - it becomes impossible to claim any viewpoint or issue as feminist' (AF, 38).
(Except, that is, in a contingent or strategic activity, as Diana Fuss suggestsin Essentially Speaking
is,
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and which
nevertheless, for Fauch, although apparently more acceptable to contemporary debates than
essentialism proper, has apparently, `much muddier' theoretical positions.A an argument she
derives from Paul Smith's Discerning the Subject itself influenced by Toril Moi's reading of
Irigaray.

Expandingthis readingof the issuesat stakein feminismand architecture,Fauchwrites in
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with a bodily essence.Refusingsuchdiscourses,however,denieswomanan importanttheoretical
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Identifying women with the bodily or the imaginary (unconscious) domains that have been
construed by patriarchal value systems as lower than that of conscious reason, runs the risk of
equating women with the body or the unconscious, as they have been historically, ' and yet
abandoning all gendereddiscourses, "eschewing essentialism" (... ) deprives (... ) feminism of
an important tool to think with' (Fausch, 1996,39).

Since essentialismhas often been denogratedas a reactionaryposition, there is an important
distinction to be madebetween`essentialist'theoriesand contemporaryreadingsof the body in
women'sstudies.Fusswrites of this in EssentiallySpeaking:
There is an important distinction to be made, I [Fuss] would submit, between "deploying" or
"activating" essentialism and "falling into" or "lapsing into" essentialism. "Falling into" or
"lapsing into" implies that essentialism is inherantly reactionary inevitably inescapably or a
problem or a mistake. "Deploying" or "activating, " on the other hand, implies that essentialism
may have some strategic or interventionary value. The radicality or conservatism of
essentialism depends, to a significant degree, on who is utilizing it, how it is deployed, and
were it effects are concentrated (Fuss, 1989,20, cited by FauchAF, 56).

This strategic approach avoids the problem articulated by the Questions eministes group,
,
translated in New French Feminisms, a group whose arguments problematized the reception of the

philosophyof Luce Irigaray andwhere,for example,they have written:
It is legitimate to exposethe oppression,the mutilation, the "functionalization" and the
"objectivation" of the femalebody, but it is alsodangerousto placethe body at the centreof a
searchfor female identity. Furthermore,the themes of Othernessand of the Body merge
together,becausethe most visible difference betweenmen and women is (... ) indeed the
differencein the body. This differencehasbeenusedasa pretextto "justify" full powerof one
sex over the other (... ) In everythingthat is supposedto characterizewomen, oppressionis
always present' (AF, 56, citing Questionsfeministes group, translated in New French
Feminism,) (Questionsftministe group, 1980).

Fauchcomparesthis with GayatriChakravortySpivak's defenceof the necessityfor being `against
sexismandfor feminism' in `FrenchFeminismin an InternationalFrame,' (alsocited by Toril Moi
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in SexuaUTextualPolitics) Spivak had Irigaray's work in mind in some of the criticisms of French
Feminism posed by the paper. Howevef, whilst a `strategic essentialism' can lead to alliances with,
Fauch argues, that of other revolutionary philosophies such as Marxism and post-Structuralism, it
can also leads to problems of conceiving the female as other, so that feminism becomes derivative
of a dominant masculine perspective (see Fuss, 1989,38).

Despite this observation Fausch,

misunderstands Irigaray's proposal.

Despitethis observationFauschmisunderstands
the full extentof Irigaray'sproposals.In
her chapter about Irigaray `Luce Irigaray's Language of Essence' Fuss describes Irigaray as a
strategic essentialist. Following Carolyn Burke, Fuss describes her as a' "psychophilosophical"
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essentialism for strategic purposes: Fuss asks is `... are there ways to think and to talk about essence
that might not, necessarily, "always already," ipso facto, be reactionary?' (Fuss, 1989,55). Which
leads her to suggest,reading Irigaray's work, that, `... there are ways to elaborate and to work with
the notion of essence that is not, in essence, ahistorical, apolitical, empiricist, or simple
reductive'(Fuss, 1989,55).

Fussarguesthat mostof the criticisms levelledagainstIrigaray's work sinceSpeculumde
Taufrefemme in 1974are basedupon, or in someway linked, to the fear of essentialism.Fuss
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of
criticisms
writes
demonstratehow impassionedandgenuinethe resistanceto essentialismis for manyfeminists,and
how problematicthe reassessment
of essentialism'stheoreticalandpolitical usefulnessis likely to
be' (Fuss,1989,55).It can similarly be arguedthat the contemporarydiscoursesin feminismand
architectureare linked to inadequatetheoriesfearful of essentialism.
Two critical essayson Irigaray's work were publishedin the United Statesin 1981which
instigatedthe accusationsof essentialism:ChristineFaure's`TheTwilight of the Goddesses,
or the
IntellectualCrisis in FrenchFeminism' and Carolyn Burke's, alreadycited, `Irigaray Throughthe
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Looking Glass' (reprinted in Engaging with Irigaray, slightly modified). This latter text is also
referred to also by Toril Moi. Faure's critique is a translation from the French, and this is, as Fuss
argues,unquestionably the more severecriticism. Faure, Fuss argues,objects to the general trend in
French Feminist theory, which she epitomizes by Irigaray's searchfor a female imaginary. This for
Faure marks, `.... a retreat into aestheticswhere the thrust of feminist struggle is masked by the old
naturalistic ideal draped in the trappings of supposedly "feminine" lyricism' (Faure, 1981,81).
Fuss also argues that Carolyn Burke, in her paper, `Irigaray Through the Looking Glass,' remains
unconvinced that Irigaray's work, `... escapes the idealism which her deconstruction of selected
philosophical and psychoanalytic texts so rigorously and persistently seek to displace' (Fuss, 1989,
56). Burke writes (quoted by Fuss):

Does her writing manage to avoid the construction of another idealism to replace the
"phallococentric"systemsthat shedismantles?Do her representations
of a parier femme, in
analogywith femalesexuality,avoid the centralizingidealism with which shetaxesWestern
conceptualsystems?(Burke, 1981,302).
This conceptof metaphysicalidealism,Fussargues,is the most damagingof the many criticisms
Politics. FussquotesMoi's
chargedagainstIrigarayandit is repeatedin Toril Moi's SexuaLTextual
statementconcerningthe Irigaray's work that any attempt to formulate a general theory of
femininity will be metaphysical.Moi, describesthis as preciselyIrigaray's dilemma, and argues
Irigaray falls for the temptationto produceher own positive theory of femininity, whereto define
`woman'is, in Moi's terms,necessarilyto essentializelier' (Mai, 1985,132).FusschallengesMoi's
reading of Irigaray, questioningwhether, `Is it true that any definition of "woman" must be
' and furthermore,she asks,`... does Irigaray, in fact, define "woman"?'
predicatedon essence?
(Fuss,1990,56).
Identifying the problemof an idealismbasedon the body is a fundamentalmisreadingof
Irigaray,but that is not to sayIrigaraydoesnot arguefor women'sneedfor a divine, specificallyin
`Divine Women'or valuesspecificto their own difference.
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Fuss writes that the strongest critiques of h-igaray, have been directed towards her work
from materialist feminists, including Moi. Monique Plaza's, ` "Phallomorphic Power" and the
Psychology of "Woman"` one example of such a critique. Plaza accusesIrigaray of essentialism,
and Fuss writes describing Plaza's critique: `Irigaray's greatest mistake is to confuse social and
anatomical categories' (ES, 57). Fuss further states that according to Plaza, Irigaray's theorization
of female pleasure and her search for the femininine `interior' lead her to abjure the category of the
social and to practice a dangerous form of "pan-sexualism which is only a coarse disguised
naturalism"` (see Fuss, 1989,57). Furthering these arguments Fuss writes however that Plaza,
along with Monique Wittig and Christine Delphy that nature is always a product of social relations
and that sex is always a construction of oppression and never its cause (57). It is the move to
`desocialize women' that Plaza insists which leads which leads higaray into essentialism. Quoting
Plaza, Fuss demonstratesher reading of Irigaray, to emphasize this point, Plaza writes:
The absenceof a theory of oppression, the belief in the unavoidable and irreducible sexual
difference, the psychologistic reduction, the inflation of the notion of "woman" which one
finds in Luce Irigaray's investigation, can only result in this essentialist quest. In the gap left
by the statementof women's non-existence, Luce trigaray will set up a "new" conception of
woman (Plaza, 28).

Fussagreesto a certainextentthat Irigaray mobilizes the questionof essentialism,nevertheless,
Fussalso cites Irigaray's defenders,in particular JaneGallop, whosereadingsof Irigaray along
with Whitford's early paper `Luce Irigaray and The Female Imaginary: SpeakingAs Woman'
respondto thesecritics. In `Quandnos levress'ecrivent:Irigaray's Body Politic' Gallop interprets
Irigaray's, at leasttwo-lips(a termthat emergesin ThisSex WhichIs Not One(in a readingof Freud
and Lacanas Fussargues)as a constructionratherthan a refectionOf the body, an exampleof a
largerproject of re-creatingthe body, albeit a `strategic'reconstructionin Fuss'sinterpretationof
Irigaray. Furthermore,in Whitford accountof Irigaray,Whitford arguesthat Irigaray doesblur the
distinctions betweenthe social and the biological, she writes, `... this is obviously a strategy
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adoptedwithin a particularhistorical and cultural situation' (Whitford, 1986,7). For Fuss,both
thesedirectionsposea moreinterestingreadingof Irigaraythan a rejectionof her work in termsfor
fear of `essentialism'however, both remains limited to an either/or decision bound by a
metaphysicaltradition that doesnot permit valuesspecific to women.Fusswrites:
This particular response to the problem of essentialism in Irigaray strikes me as the most
promising line of argument to follow, for rather than foreclosing the discussion on essentialism
before it has truly begun, this approach asks the more difficult question: if Irigaray appealsto a
mode of feminine specificity, and if (... ) she attempts to speak the female body, what might
such strategic forays into the territory of essentialism allow her to accomplish? What might
Irigaray's work amount to if she refused such admittedly risky ventures into "this sex which is
not one"? (Fuss, 1989,57-58).
Carolyn Burke begins her paper `Irigaray Through the Looking Glass', with a quotation from
Derrida's, Spurs: `It is no longer possible to go looking for woman, or for woman's femininity or
for female sexuality. At least, they cannot be found by means of any familiar mode of thought or
knowledge - even if it is impossible to stop looks for them' (Derrida, 1978). Burke writes that
Irigaray is a philosopher, psychoanalyst and essayist whose work explores the possibility and
impossibility ofunderstanding `woman' (Burke, 1991,37). With the publication of Speculum ofthe
Other Womanher work, she writes, became known to an English speaking audience. However, the
conceptual and stylist difficulties her writing presents, and the lack of availability of translation,
also caused problems with the early reception of her work. This situation, Burke argues, was
complicated by a series of critiques, wildly out of context, which were taken to be her position.
Burke argues that it is important to read Irigaray in its context, to see how her work functions in
dialogue and `.... whether it lives up to its own expectations' (Burke, 1981,37). These expectations,
Burke describes as the possibility of an analogy between female sexuality and aparley femme, or a
speaking (as) woman. She argues, 'For some time Irigaray has been working on the premise that,
"... language and the systems of representation cannot translate women's desire" ' referring to an
interview with Irigaray's by Couze Venn `Women's Exile' ` (Irigaray and Venn, 1977,71). Burke
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argues that Irigaray's f rst book, Le Language des dements, studies of the language of
schizophrenics of both sexes, Irigaray demonstatesthat, `... sexual differences become embedded
in language,' and that, `... there is a dynamics of statement which is different according to sex'
(Irigaray and Venn, 1977,74). Generally speaking, Burke writes, Irigaray assertsthat women lack
language appropriate to women's desire and they suffer this condition physically. Consequently,
Burke suggests, Irigaray set out in Speculum to understand why female sexuality could not be
articulated within Western theoretical discourse. Burke writes:
Irigaray seesin this idealist tradition, which emphasizesthe principles of identity, sameness,
and visibility as conditions for representation in language, the philosophical assumptions
underlying psychoanalytic discourse. Within this psycho-philosophical system the female is
defined "as nothing other than the complement, the other side, or the negative side, of the
masculine". Thus, the female subject is either assimilated to the male, as in Freud's account
of infantile psychic development, or simply left out of the theory, which assumes that it
cannot be conceptualized. Because the female sex offers nothing to see, female sexuality
becomes the `hole' in psychoanalytic theory. This lack scandilizes the philosopher Freud,
who suspectsthat it is indeed impossible to say what women really wants (Burke, 1981,38).

Hence,Speculum,Burke suggests`... calls for a patientbut radical"disconcerting"of languageand
logic andalsoan enactmentof sexualidentity. Dependingheavilyon a readingof `This SexWhich
Is Not One' in This Sex WhichIs Not One.Burke arguesthat for Irigaray,the male sex hastaken
unto itself theprivileged statusof `oneness':`thatis, a unitary representation
of identity in analogy
with the male sex organ' (Burke, 1981,38). Further citing Venn's interview with Irigaray, she
writes that Irigaray, `... asserts"all Westerndiscoursepresentsa certain isomorphismwith the
masculinesex: the privilege of unity, form of the self, of the visible, the specularisable,of the
erection"`(Irigaray andVenn, 1977,64).Furthermore,Burke arguesthat, `... sucha logic doesnot
allow for the expressionof thefemale sexorgans,which cannotbe describedlet alonerepresented
in unity terms' (Burke, 1981,38, authorsown italics):
Just as the female genitals are "plural" or multiple "always at least two (... ) joined in an
-
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embrace'- so women'slanguagewill beplural, autoerotic,diffuse, andundefinablewithin the
familiar rules of (masculine)logic. BecauseIrigaray believesthat femalesexualitycannotbe
articulatedwithin Aristotelian logic, her prose abandonsthe coherenceand forcefulnessof
analyticargument.Theresult,in ThisSexWhichIs Not One,is a morefluid andsinuousstyleor
stylesthat seekto keep"in touch" with a different form of sexuality(Bure, 1981,38).
A statement which could be interpreted as an essentialist understanding of Irigaray and which leads
Burke to conclude that speaking as woman might articulate experiences that are devalued or not
permitted by the dominant discourse. Moreover, the most important of these experiences, Burke
argues, are, for Irigaray, the sensualand emotional relationships of women with their mothers and
have
been censured in psychoanalytic theory. In Burkes limited
other
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with
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chronology of Irigaray's work, `And the One Doesn't Stir Without the Other' (Irigaray, 1981)
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marrs the paper. Burke also refers to Irigaray's,
written
then latest book to be translated into English, (written in 1980) Marine Lover Of Friederich
Nietzsche where she agues conducts a §ubtle critique of Nietzsche's philosophy taken as a type of
masculine thought. However, Burke emphasizes the mother-daighter relation. Burke writes of
Marine Lover.
its lyrical, incantory voice refuses to argue a thesis according to the traditional requirements
...
for such a language. It is as if she were speaking from another territory - the ocean, or the other
side of the looking glass - where the familiar rules of logic have been reversed, deconstructed,
and subjected to a sea change. To follow her trajectory this essay adopts the strategy of, first,
locating her starting points and defining their intellectual ambience, then, imitating her
progress in a search for an ideological space for the parley femme (Burke, 1981,39).
Fuss examines the `at least two-lips', she writes as `Irigaray's theorization of female pleasure'
(Fuss, 1989,58). It is this concept more than any other that Fuss argues that has been responsible
for generating the most accusations of essentialism, as already demonstrated in Burke's heavy
dependence on a reading of Irigaray's This Sex Which Is Not One. Fuss argues to clarify this
concept that `Three words neatly summarize for Irigaray the significance of the two lips: ""Both at
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once." Both at once signifies that a woman is simultaneously singular and double; she is "already
two - but not divisible into one(s)," or to put another way, she is "neither one nor two... (Fuss, 1989,
58) Fuss argues it is the two-lips that situate women's autoeroticism, their pleasure, in a different
economy from the phallic. Citing Irigaray, to illustrate her point:

Women'sautoeroticismis very different from man's. In orderto touch himself, man needsan
instrument:his hand, a woman'sbody, language...And this self-caressingrequiresat leasta
minimum of activity. As for woman,shetouchesherselfin andof herselfwithout any needfor
mediation,andbeforethereis any way to distinguishactivity over passivity.Woman"touches
herself"all the time, andmoreoverno onecanforbid her to do so,for her genitalsareformedof
two lips in continuouscontact.Thus, within herself, sheis alreadytwo-but not divisible into
one(s)-that caresseachother(TS,24).

Nevertheless, as already stated in Chapter One, the more difficult relation, according to Irigaray is
that of sexual difference, that also has not adequately been thought. Fuss argues that from this text,
(and on the basis of this as an isolated text) it would hard to deny that Irigaray gives us an account
of female pleasure based on the bodies genitalia. Nevertheless, Fuss also suggests, `... it would be
hard to deny that her account of the phallus is any less morphological' (Fuss, 1989,58). What is
important in this work is the context of the themes that arise, and as Butler describes `the strange
practice of reading' the text demonstrates. Fuss, elaborates this latter point as a `strategic
misreading of male genitalia' quoting an essay `Is the Subject of Science Sexed?'She writes:

Accordingto Irigaray, Westernculture privileges a mechanicsof solids over a mechanicsof
fluids becauseman's sexualimaginaryis isomorphic;as such,the male imaginaryemphasizes
the following features: "production, property (propriet6), order, form, unity, visibility,
erection"(Fuss,1989,58-59).
This leavesfeminineidentity associatedwith thepropertiesof liquids, andciting ThisSexWhichIs
Not One, Fuss describesthese properties as ' continuous, compressible,dilatable, viscous,
conductible,diffusable(7S, 111).However,as Fuss,quite accuratelysuggests,the problemhereis
not simplythat femininepropertiesareassociatedwith the two lips, but, for Fuss,Irigaray'sreading
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of phallomorphism as a kind of isomorphism, `... is not so much a misreading as an exposure of one
of the dominant metaphors in poststructuralist psychoanalysis' (Fuss, 1989,59, Fuss's italics). That
is to say, Irigaray's language is deliberately bodily in this text. Whilst Fuss quotes K. K. Ruthven
reading of an essentialist Irigaray, where she states:
A good deal dependshere on the accuracy of Irigaray's characterization of the penis as "one" in
comparison with the "not one" of the vulva. Certainly, her theoryseems to require the penis to
be always inflexible erect and quite without variation, and also be circumcised, as the presence
of a foreskin endows it with most of the properties she attributes to the labia (Ruthven, 1984,
100-101).
Fuss argues that it is not Irigaray who erects the phallus as a single transcendental signifier but
Lacan. Irigaray's production of an apparently essentializing notion of female sexuality has to be
read in the context of a reading of Freud and Lacan, and Fuss argues, it function `... strategically as
a reversal and a displacement of Lacan's phallomorphism' (Fuss, 1989,59).

includinga seriesof
Therearea numberof paperin which Irigarayaddresses
psychoanalysis,
papers in This Sex Which Is Not One, including `This Sex Which Is Not One', `Cosi Fan Tutti' and
half
first
forgetting
the
of Speculum which engagesin a detailed criticism of Freud's paper `On
not
Femininity' for which she was celebrated and condemned. Of Irigaray criticism of Lacan, Fuss
writes:

Irigaray's critique (... ) centresprimarily on his refusalto listento womenspeakof their own
pleasure;shefinds mostuntenableLacan'sinsistencethat,on the subjectof pleasure,women
hasnothingto say.In his SeminarXXon women,Lacanlistensnot to womenbut to art, not to
SaintTeresabut to Bernini's statueof SaintTeresa(Fuss,1989,59).
That is not to say that Irigaray thinks that Saint Teresa's writing correspondsto her own desire, she
writes:

This finitude is not mine my love. This impossibleungraspablething, even for me. These
unceasingdeadlineswhich compel me to let go of myself without reason.To obey what
happensto me without nameor face.Out of presence.Without knowing if thereis any good or
badthere,gift or theft, God or devil (asTherbsewould havesaid).In what andin whom do I act
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when suchevents(but which?) catch me up in their weave,their destiny, their taking place
(Irigaray, 1983,143).
To elaborate on irigaray's criticism of psychanalysis Fuss cites Lacan and Irigaray's response to
Lacan in `Cosi Fan Tutti'. Lacan writes in `God and the Jouissance of The Woman' reprinted in
Feminine Sexuality: `... you hate to go and look at Bernini's statue in Rome to understand
immediately that she's coming, there is no doubt about it. Amd what is herjouissance, her coming
from? It is clear that the essential testimony of the mystics is that they are experiencing it but know
nothing about it' (Lacan, 1982,147) Irigaray's response is `In Rome? So far away? To look? At a
statue? Of a saint? Sculpted by a man? What pleasure are we talking about? Whose pleasure?' (7S,
90-91) That is to say Irigaray's question is why Lacan cannot discuss this with a living woman,
which is, in a sense,her criticism of the Western Philosophical tradition's persepective on desire.
Fuss writes that Irigaray's observation is irrefutable, `... why would a woman need to go all the way
to Rome to discover the "truth" of her pleasure? Why, after all, is "the right to experience pleasure
(.. ) awarded to a statue" ` (TS, 90). As Irigaray argues, the geography of feminine pleasure is not
worth listening to. Women are not worth listening to, especialy when they try to speak about their
pleasure. She writes: '[T]he question is whether, in this logic, they can articualte anything at all,
be
heard,
is
they
can
one even raised. For raising it would mean granting that there may be
whether
another logic, one that upsets his own. That is, a logic that challenges mastery' (TS, 90).

Fussarguesthat `WhenOur Lips SpeakTogether'expandsthis criticism of Lacan'sefforts
to arrive at the truth of women'spleasure,throughan appealto a statue.Shewrites:
Truth is necessaryfor thosewho areso distancedfrom their body that they haveforgottenit.
But their "truth" immobilisesus,turnsus into statues,,if we can'tlooseits hold on us. If we
can't defuseits power by trying to say,right here and now, how we are moved.You are
moving. You neverstay still. You neverstay.You never "are". How can I say "you" when
you arealwaysother?How canI speakto you?You remainin flux (..) This life - which will
perhapsbe calledour restlessness,
whims, pretences,or lies. All this remainsvery strange
to anyoneclaiming to standon solid ground.Speak,all the same...' (TS,214).
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Nevertheless, Irigaray's problem, according to Fuss is, is a question of how can this specular
economy be undone? (Fuss, 1989,60).

In part answerto this problemFusswrites that thioughoutSpeculumand This Sex WhichIs
Not OneIrigaray supplantsthe logic of the,gazewith the logic of touch.Fusswritesthat: `it is the
"contact of at leasttwo (lips) which keepswomanin touch with herselfbut without anypossibility
of distinguishingwhatis touchingfrom what is touched"`(Fuss,1990,60).This is not exactlywhat
is at issuein Irigaray's work, in the sensethat touchdoesnot `supplant'gaze,rathershereadsboth
the gazein Being Two:How Many EyesHave We?andtouch in To Be Two in a mannerthat does
not seekto possessor masterthe other. Irigaray's'touch' is more fundamentalthe illumination of
truth, touchis thebasisof all senses.We aretouchedby a visual stimulus asmuchasan audibleor
tactile senses.It is problematicto over generalizethis move in Irigaray's work to position Irigaray
as a `strategicessentialist'.
Fuss,writesthat it is temptingto compareIrigaray's `at leasttwo lips' with MoniqueWittig's
concept of `lesbian'. Since both work to rethink the place and status of the phallus in Western
culture. (For Wittig, `lesbian' operates as a new transcendental signifier to replace the phallus, it is
outside the system of exchange and keeps the system open). Nevertheless, Fuss argues that
Irigaray's `two lips' do not function in the same way, `... since the lips articulate a female imaginary
and not a cultural symbolic' (Fuss, 1989,60). (Irigaray argues that these teens 'imaginay
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'symbolic' are not hers.) Fuss writes that Margaret Whitford uses these terms in her paper, `Luce
Irigaray and the Female Imaginary' to clarify Irigaray's departure for Lacan, Whitford writes:
`... what is needed is for the female imaginary to accede to its own specific symbolization'
(Whitford, 1989,4). In other words women to find there own ways to sustain desire in current
cultural traditions. Fuss writes that this symbolization of the female imaginary is precisely what
Irigaray seeksto elaborate through her conceptualization of the two lips: She writes,

The sustainedfocus in her work on this particular trope operatesin at leasttwo ways.First, it
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has the desiredeffect of historically foregrounding"the more or lessexclusive- and highly
anxious- attentionpaid to the erection in Westernsexuality' and it demonstrates"to what
extenttheimaginarythat governsit is foreign to the feminine" (This Sex,24) Second,it posesa
possibleway out of one of the most troubling binds createdfor feminist psychoanalysis:the
Symbolic,
formative
how
the arm of phallocracy,
the
to
the
of
acknowledge
role
of
problem
while still subscribingthe notion of feminine specificity (Fuss,1989,60).
The fear of essentialism and the problem of the subject of feminist theory is the primary concern of
Fauch in her paper, `The knowledge of the Body and the presenceof History - Towards a Feminist
Architecture, ' in Paul Smith's book Discerning the Subject is influential to her analysis especially
Smith's
book,
issues
feminism.
Fauch
that
the
surrounding
contemporary
argues
general
of
summarises the arguments for and against defining the female subject in terms of either essential
bodily or psychic characteristics of women. Smith depends heavily in his chapter entitled
`Feminism' on Moi's readings of French feminism in Sexual/Textual Politics, and Fauch quotes
Smith's reinforcement of Moi's argument when she writes: `Women's experiences and identities
being
forged
for
by
dint
in
by
be
limited
there
of
and
patriarchy:
can
place
no
uncontaminated
are
which a female "subject" could speak or act her identity -`there

is simply nowhere else to

go"` (Moi, 1985,81). Which, for Moi, is a commentary on Julia Kristeva's work and a responseto
Irigaray's
in
her
`Patriarchal
Reflections:
Luce
Irigaray's
over
chapter
raised
work
criticisms
looking-glass'. Moi writes: `We have to accept ourposition as already inserted into an order that
from
is
is
There
there
escape.
us
and
which
no
no other space from which we can speak: if
precedes
we are able to speak at all, it will have to be within the framework of symbolic language' (Moi,
1985,170 Moi's italics). Smith takes this line and even further this argument writing (quoted by
Fauch in a footnote):

[W]omen's `truth's' and identities can currently be representedonly within a symbolic field
organizedon a principle of differencewhich works to excludeand defendagainstthem.Thus
the possibility of womenas an identifiable setof `subjects'mountingany kind of resistanceto
patriarchyis foreclosedupon immediately.According to such a perspectivethere can be no
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specifically female identity and therefore no specifically female agent except one committed to
(AF,
55)
in
fact
feminist
struggles.
struggles which are
not
specifically
...
Moi is particularly critical of Irigaray, and devotes the penultimate chapter of SexuaL'Textual
Politics to a dismissal of her work. Moi concluding chapter `Marginality and Subversion: Julia
Kristeva' is a responseto these problems.

Moi's question to Irigaray, or rather to her work in Speculum,is `If specular logic
dominates all western theoretical discourse, how can Luce Irigaray's doctoral thesis escape its
in
if
her
in
Speculum
(138).
influence'
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Moi cites Shoshana Felman's The critical phallacy' where Felman raises a series of pertinent
herself
faces
`pinpoint
Irigaray
the
that,
that
she
as a woman
when
presents
problems
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theorist or a theorist of women' (Moi, 1985,138). Quoting Felnian:
If `the woman' is precisely Other of any conceivable Western theoretical locus of speech,how
be
is
here,
is
in
book?
Who
the
this
asserting
as
such
speaking
and
who
speaking
woman
can
the othernessof the woman? If as Luce irigaray suggests,the woman's silence or the repression
of her capacity to speak, are constitutive of philosophy and of the theoretical discourse as such,
from what theoretical locus is Luce Irigaray herself speaking in order to develop her own
theoretical discourse about? Is she speaking as a woman, or in the place of the (silent) woman,
for the woman, in the name ofwoman? Is it enough to be a woman in order to speak as a woman?
Is `speaking as a woman' a fact determined by some biological condition or by a strategic,
theoretical position, by anatomy or by culture? What is `speaking as a woman' where not a
simple `natural' fact, could be taken for granted?' (Felman, 1975,3).

Moi further writes problematically:
Though Irigaray never actually acknowledgesthe fact her analysisof male specularlogic is
deeply indebtedto Derrida's critique of the Westernphilosophicaltradition. If the textual
analysisof Speculumareinspiring examplesof anti-patriarchalcriticism, it is becauseIrigaray
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knows how to exposethe flaws and inconsistenciesof phallocentricdiscourse(Moi, 1985,
139).
And hence continues to use Derrida against Irigaray:
But if as Derrida has argued we are still living under the reign of metaphysics, it is impossible
to produce new concepts untainted by the metaphysics of presence. This is why he sees
deconstruction as an activity rather than as a new `theory'. Deconstruction is in other words
self-confessedly patasitic upon the metaphysical discourse it is out to subvert. It follows that
any attempt to formulate a general theory of femininity will be metaphysical. This is precisely
Irigaray's dilemma: having shown that so far femininity has been produced exclusively in
relation to the logic of the Same, she falls for the temptation to produce her own positive theory
of femininity. But, as we have seen,to define `woman' is necessarily to essentialize her' (Moi.

1985,139).
Furthermore,citing GayatriSpivak,in her paper`FrenchFeminismin an InternationalFrame'Moi
has
Spivak
Trigaray
in
mind:
suggests

In the long run, the most useful thing that a training in French Feminism can give us is
following
`symptomatic
the
critical
reading'
always
and
examples
not
of
politicized
reversal-displacementtechnique of a deconstructivereading. The method that seemed
is
to
the
when
used
applaud
avant-guard
productivelyconffictual when usedto
recuperative
explosethe ruling discourse(Spivak, 177).
Moi does recognize that Irigaray is aware of this problem, and in Moi's terms, Irigaray,
`... struggleshardto avoidfalling into the essentialisttrap' (Moi, 1985,139).Moi writes that at one
point (although this in fact is a more frequent declaration)she rejects any attempt to define
`woman'. For exampl,Moi writes citing Irigaray in This Sex WhichIs Not One and againstany
theory of equality with men:
They [women]mustnot pretendto rival themby constructinga logic of the femininethat again
would takeas its modelthe onto-theo-logical.They mustrathertry to disentanglethis question
from the economyof the logos. They must therefore not pose it in the fot of `What is
woman?' They must, throughrepetition-interpretationof the way in which the feminine find
itself determinedin discourse- as lack, default, or as mime and invertedreproductionof the
subject- show that on the feminine side it is possibleto exceedand disturb this logic (7S,
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75-76).
However, Moi's choise of text supports the correespondencesshe finds with Derrida's work. Moi

admits that one way of disrupting patriarchallogic is miming male discourse,nevertheless,she
criticises Irigaray for Speculum being an academic discourse:
the academic apparatus of the doctoral thesis still perceptible in Speculum may be an ironic
...
gesture: coming from a woman arguing the case Irigaray is, presenting, her impeccable
theoretical discourse is displaced and relocated as a writing parody of patriarchal modes of
argument (Moi, 1985,140).

Hence,shestates:
If as a woman under patriarchy, Irigaray has, according to her own analysis no language of her
own but can only (at best) imitate male discourse, her own writing must inevitably be marked
by this. She cannot pretend to be writing in some pure feminist realm outside patriarchy: If her
discourse is to be received as anything other than incomprehensible chatter she must copy male
discourse. The feminine can thus only be read in the blank spaces left between the signs and
lines in the blank spacesleft between the signs and lines of her own mimicry' (Moi, 1985,140).
Like Smith, Fausch argues there is simply no mode of being for her outside the perspective of
patriarchy:
If this is the case,then Irigaray's mimicry in Speculum becomes a conscious acting out of the
...
hysteric (mimetic) position allocated to all women under patriarchy. Through her acceptanceof
what is in any case an inelectable mimicry, Irigaray doubles it back on itself thus raising the
paraticism to the second power. Hers is a theatrical staging of the mime: mining the miming
imposed on women, Irigaray's subtle specular move (her miming mirrors that of all women)
intends to undo the effects of phallocratic discourse by simply overdoing them (Moi, 1985,140,
Moi's italics).
The question is of circumstance, and whether and under what conditions this strategy actually
works to destablize. But, as already stated,this is not the only aspect of Irigaray's work, nor the sum
total of her political strategy or activity. Neither can her work be read as a derivative of Derrida's
writing. Moi's method of studying the effects of mimicry in Irigaray's texts would be in looking at
her analogical or comparative arguments. In Speculum, for example, Moi argues, Irigaray sees
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analogic readings as a typical expression of the male passion for the Same. Quoting Irigaray in
Speculum:

The interpretorsof dreamsthemselveshadonly onedesire:to find the same.Everywhere.And
it was certainlyinsistent.But from that moment,didn't interpretationalsoget caughtup in this
dreamof an identity, equivalence,analogy,ontology, symmetry,comparison,imitation etc.,
which would be more or lessright, that is to say,moreor lessgood?(S, 27)
We might therefore expect Irigaray to mime this kind of thinking through equivalenceand
homologyin order to undo its stabilizing,hierarchicaleffects,but this is not alwayswhat happens.
In her essay`Le marchedes femmes' (`Womenon the market') where she claims that Marx's
analysis of the commodity as the basic form of capitalist wealth can be understoodas an
interpretationof the status of women in so-calledpatriarchal societies.According to Irigaray
`nature;
in
fast
instance
be
She
is
both
the
can
read
as
a
value
and
as
exchange
use
value:
women
(usevalue) which is subjectedto human labour andtransformedinto exchangevalue. It is in her
role asexchangevaluethat shecanbe analysedasa commodityon the market.Moi arguesthat her
standardof equivalence.However,in
valueresidesnot in her own body but in sometranscendental
a footnoteIrigaraydefendsthe casefor her extensiveuseof analogyin this essay:
And didn't Aristotle, a "giant thinker" accordingto Marx, determinethe relationshipbetween
form andmatterthroughan analogywith the relationshipbetweenmaleand female?To return
to the questionof sexualdifference is thereforerather a new passage[retraversee]through
analogism(CS, 170).
Fauch's paper arguesaroundthe problem of the opposition betweenbodily identity and social
identity but it is in our relationshipto the body,to the femalebody, to the bodily in general,andthe
concrete,the material,the empirical,the "brute fact" the"dumb object" all of termswhich register
the disgust,fear, contempt,hatredand desirein Westerncultureof "mere matter". It is this `natal
given', Fauscharguesto useIrigaray's terms,that must be explored.Fauchargues:`To take this
courseis to claim, not that the feminismis bodily, but that thebodily is feminist- not that a concern
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with the bodily is a guaranteeof non-oppressive
attitudes,but that a non-oppressiveattitudewould
include a regard for the bodily' (Fausch,1995,39). As architectureis concernedwith forming
matterin conformity with ideas,architectscannotavoid the material.A `feminist' architecture,for
Fauch,shewrites, would be one that creatinga `world' engenderingparticularfeminine relational
perceptionsand experiences(Fausch, 1995,39). For Fauch, in this way architecturecan offer
experiences,`... that correspondto, provide modes for, the experienceof the body [and] give
validity to a senseof self asbodily -a sensethat maybe sharedby both sexes'(Fausch,1995,40).
And in doing so, Fauch argues,architecturecan, `... provide room to addressWesternculture's
tendencytowardsabstraction,stopdistortion,mistreatment,evenbanishmentof the body' (Fausch,
1995,40). In this respect,it is perhapsnot surprising that Fauch's referencesconcerningthe
debasementof the feminine are to the work of Irigaray. It is a shame,however, that her paper
focusesso heavily on the issueof essentialismwithout moving out of its orbit
Irigaray's criticisms are generatedaround the problem of how the Western tradition
conceives the other, a common interest amongst contemporary architectural theory. Thinking the
from
her
her
dialogue
the
the
of
place
philosophy
and
poetics, sometimes
other,
with
other
described asparley femme or perhapsbetter described by Irigaray as `poetic-talking, ' is notoriously
hard to engage with, and it is perhaps the reason for difficulty in architects referring to Irigaray's
work. It has been suggestedthat this is a deliberate strategy where refusing to give an answer on the
question of woman, whilst at the same time, suggesting another sort of femininity. However, if
understanding Irigaray's poetics is, the single most problem for her and her critics it, nevertheless,
also demands a better, more faithful engagementto counter certain interpretations and unwarranted
criticisms.

Irigaray's project for womencalls for both a deconstructionand the redefinition of rights
gained in the name of equality, proposingnew values that would allow women to live sexual
difference,to reconstructthe neutral individual, and '... so that womencan tailor the rights they
have gained in the nameof equality to their own identity as women.' (TTD, xv) How architects
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understandthe problemsof gender,differenceand sexualdifferencein the inheritanceof feminist
philosophyis an importantquestionfor currentdebatessurroundingfeminismin architecture.Why
architecturaltheoristsrefuseto describetheir work as feminist and how they can legitimatethis
position within architectureis also significant in this problem but only insofar as it revealsthe
issue.
feminism
is
If
in
underlying
architecture to retain its purposeto createan inheritancefor
future women it has to be understoodas a political discoursewith its focus on women's lives.
Wherecurrenttrendsin feminismin architecturedescribedby a changein thinking,the conflict can
weakenthe motive to changewomen'slives for the better. UnderstandingIrigaray's work, the
developmentof her ideasand its intellectualcontextwould demonstratethat far from an apolitical
discourse,supportingdiscoursesradically distinguishedfrom the feminismsof practicessuchas
Matrix Design Group her project representsa continuationof feminist aims from equal rights,
towardstheredefinitionof rights, andmoreover,theserights sheargueshaveto be inscribedin law
and in cultural practicesto be sustained. Even without the use of the term `feminism' it is a
to maintainthat thereis an apoliticismto all Frenchfeminist philosophy,that is
misunderstanding
somewhatcontradictoryto a feminist Agenda,or that `a politics of difference' distinguishedfrom
`feminism' sole interestin women's rights would be a political of sexuatedifference,thought
throughthe work of Irigaray.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.1 Why a Re-Evaluation of Heidegger's Philosophy is Important for Feminism and
Architecture.
Irigaray's engagement with Heidegger, her criticism and her re-evaluation of his work, is not a
regressive more back to modernist theory and all that it has been associatedwith in architecture.
Irigaray's work is, rather, an opening up of the question of dif,j°erencein his thinking. The value of
exploring Irigaray's criticism of Heidegger, 'especially in his discussion of dwelling, is in its
how
of
we can live together, how we can co-exist, how we can build for this
reconsideration
co-existence and also perhaps less importantly how this can be a way of approaching feminism.
The question for architecture becomes, in this context, how we can construct a way or an approach
to meet with a sexuate other; to provide a hospitality and dwelling with the other. In addition,
through Irigaray's dialogue with Heidegger many of the misunderstandings surrounding her work
can be clarified. The question of essentialism, for example, gains an added dimension in her
discussion of being. Chanter even argues that Irigaray's reading of the history of philosophy is
filtered through her understanding of Heidegger and when seen in this context accusations of
essentialism can be seen as over simplistic. To respond to many of the crude accusations of
essentialism, in Heidegger's thought, the body is always the'lived body', there is no body in its raw
is
bodying
forth.
Dasein
for
Heidegger,
Thus, even Heidegger's philosophizing overcomes
a
state
the issue of essentialism, as least as feared by many feminist thinkers. Nevertheless, citing
Heidegger to defend Irigaray's philosophy is somewhat problematic, as already suggested.Irigaray
challenges Heidegger's inadequate consideration of the bodily and of difference, she is,
nevertheless,undoubtedly influenced by his thinking.

Heidegger,lrigaray, the Body and the Questionof FeministPolitics
In the introduction to the Italian edition of The Forgetting of Air, translated in Feminist
InterpretationsofMartin Hetdegger,Irigaray statesthat shestartedwriting the book a few days
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after Heidegger's death. She writes: 'I had to pay homage to the philosopher for the light which he
transmitted to me without any obligation, except of the course of his thinking' (Irigaray, 2001,315).
Furthermore, she writes that carrying out this work, celebrating his philosophy meant indicating a
path that could contribute to the becoming of the epoch. Celebrating his philosophy in this context
does not imply appropriating his thought, but, respecting it in its difference and in so doing
suggesting another relationality, another relation to nature and other. She writes: 'To pay homage to
Martin Heidegger in his relationship to the earth, to the sky, to divinities and to mortals
presupposed forme the unveiling and the affirmation of another relation to this fourfold' (Irigaray,
2001,315).

One of the reasonsthat Heideggeris dismissedby feminist thinkers is becausehe is not
known as a political thinker. If politics is raisedin the contextof Heidegger'sthought it is more
often to do with his problematicrelationwith Nazism,which is a difficult issuefor manyhistorians
and philosophers.Equally, he is not known for his thinking on issuesconcernedwith sexual
he is a profoundthinker,
identity or relationsbetweenthe sexes,andyet, asIrigarayacknowledges,
one of the most significantof the twentiethcentury.
Patricia Huntington, in her introduction to Feminist Interpretations ofMartin Heidegger,
writes that despite his apoliticism, Heidegger's thinking on the human condition, allows feminist
theorists to learn from his thought to progress feminist theory (see Holland and Huntington, 2001,
2). Moreover, she argues, in a way more supportive of Heidegger's philosophy than Irigaray, that
his '...deliberately supra-political corpus,' is helpful for feminist theory.

Heidegger'sthinking cansuggesta way to approachmanyof the questionsof feminismand
aspectsof Heidegger'sthoughthavebeentakenup by feminist thinkers.Huntingtonsuggeststhat
one of the first engagements
with Heidegger,from a feminist perspective,is that of SandraLee
Bartky's work, where Barty explores the significanceof meditative or originary thinking to
feminism. However, in this essay, written during the 1970s, can be characterizedbetter as
suggestinga morea positivedisinterestratherthana learning,for Heidegger,andBartky concludes
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that Heidegger's philosophyis uselessfor feminists becauseof its lack of political content.
During the 1980s, however, the feminist mood towards Heidegger changed, but it is also
important to note that this former feminist position still held weight throughout the 1980s and to a
it
knowledge
does).
Huntington
that
of Irigaray writing on
was
suggests
certain extent still
Heidegger's philosophy that changed the mood. She writes:
My personal view is that feminist interest in Heidegger had to wait for the Anglophone
reception of the work of Luce Irigaray and, to a lesser extent, Jacques Derrida to take root
and grow before bridges between matters of gender and Heidegger's brand of thought could
be envisaged and received (...) [I]t is JacquesDerrida and Luce Irigaray who laid the ground .
for
(Holland
Huntington,
2001,6).
in
1980s
to
take
the
and
such
possibilities
root'
work

Huntington argues that Derrida's essays known as Geschlecht I, II and IV reveal that the
Heideggerean concept of Dasein is not entirely inimical to sexual difference. This does not,
however, change the fact that Derrida's work is fundamentally ambivalent to the question of
feminism. As Huntington writes: 'Although they break open vital terrain on which a constructive
turn to Heidegger could grow, the Geschlecht essays did not initially draw feminist attention to
Heidegger, but rather impelled the continued cultivation of a Derridean or deconstructive strain
within scholarship' (Holland and Huntington, 2001,6-7). Thus, rather than resolve the potential for
contemporary thought to addressthe relation of gender to metaphysics, Derrida's work established
its
for
feminists
his
despite
important
Despite
it
is
to
too
this;
philosophy
soon.
adopt
not
why
feminism,
to
and morever despite the little emphasized
apoliticism
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apparent
influence of Heidegger; this did not stop the academic climate of the 1980s embracing a political
reading of Derrida (such as those developed by Simon Critchely) at the same time as playing down
Derrida's relation to Heidegger: For the same reasonsHeidegger has been dismissed by feminists,
Derrida is embraced.

Irigaray has, nevertheless,developeda critique of Heidegger'sphilosophy and of the
feminist relation to deconstruction.HuntingtondescribesIrigaray'swork with Heideggerhas an
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elaboration on a Heideggerean understanding of the very nature of thought (albeit, as already stated,
Irigaray is critical throughout The Forgetting of Air of Heidegger's association of being and
thinking, an issue Huntington does not adequately address). Huntington, moreover, suggests that
Irigaray's books from the mid 1980s onwards each have Heideggerean overtones, she writes:

Theseworks are not primarily deconstructivebut rather constitutea female variation on
Heidegger'smethodologyof historical retrieval.In them,Irigaraytires to preparethe ground
for recoveringa substantialand originary mannerof dwelling from out of the religious and
Greekorigins of the Westerntradition (...) So it is that shebeginsto developher own brand
of originary or meditative thinking by pressingmore deeply than Heideggerinto sexual
difference(Holland andHuntington,2001,9).

Huntington argues that Irigaray's reworking of meditative thinking gives birth to a positive
possibility for human becoming, in sexual difference. Whilst Irigaray is in no doubt influenced,
Irigaray is not a reader of Heidegger, an interpreter, and her philosophy is not a derivative of
Heidegger's method. It is an altogether different approach to the meditative. She engages with
many philosophers and philosophies to demonstrate what is forgotten but she also reworks the
terms of each philosopher she criticises.
The purpose of Huntington's introduction is to acknowledges the importance of
Heidegger's thought in developing Irigaray's work but it is equally important to note that Heidegger
is not Irigaray's sole influence. Nevertheless Huntington writes of Irigaray's influence by
Heidegger:
this dimension of her thinking was overlooked in part because many feminists and
...
translators of Irigaray do not know Heidegger's work. And many feminist still found it more
acceptable to fit Irigaray into the poststructuralist sensibilities of the late-1980s and 1990s
feminism or battle postmodernism out against modernist feminism where any reliance on
Heidegger would surely take a beating, precisely for reasons initially articulated by Bartky
and later advance by others (Holland and Huntington, 2001,9).

Theseargumentsare evident also in architecturaltheory and their cause,the very appropriative
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mannerof constructingsubjectivitywithin patriarchalsocieties.
The later Heidegger has provided the most fertile ground for feminist studies, and this later
work has lead to more positive readings of Heidegger than Bardry. Huntington associatesthis, with
a perspective taken on embodiment. She writes: 'Although crucial work along these lines has been
undertaken in feminist theory (...) I do suggest, though, that feminist interest in Heidegger - atheist
or theist - often stems from a nascent, if tacit, intimation that Heidegger's thinking lays out a
weighty senseof incarnation or embodiment' (Holland and Huntington, 2001,12).

Huntington'sreadingof feminist studiesof Heidegger,and perhapsalso the potential of
' and certainly less critical than
Heidegger'swork for feminism, are perhapsmore 'Hiedeggerian,
Irigaray.Perhapsalsoin this senseproblematic,if, indeed,asshesuggests,it is Irigaray'swork that
hasinfluencedcontemporaryfeminist engagements
with Heidegger.It is evidentthat the question
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but he is also criticized for not adequatelythinking the
beyond
and
mind
way
body, by Irigaray asmuchas others.Huntington,writes that that it is:
that the first sustainedworks on Heideggerwritten by womenänd with an
not
accidental
...
eyetowardsgenderissuesaroseout of a felt kinship with the spiritualismof Heideggerian
thought(...) I believethis kinship and sensibility(...) should(but may not) prove decisivein
the next wave of Heidegger-inflective,female-centredthought (Holland and Huntington,
2001,12).

It is the dual questionsof embodimentandtranscendence
that Huntingtonarguesare of interestto
feminist theoristsof the 1980sandearly 1990s,but, onesignificantfeministcriticism of Heidegger
that hasemerged,at the sametime is Kristeva'sclaim that Heidegger'sentire approach,his model
'Dasein'is a '....logically and chronologicallyrepressivemythological travesty' (Kristeva, 1984,
129).In Revolutionin PoeticLanguageKristevawrites, from a psychoanalyticperspective:
The Heideggereansubject strives towards an other to reduceit to the same;he createsa
communitythat is always lacking; he aims for a closurethat is never achieved.Care is a
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metaphor for the wet-nurse, the mother, or the nurse. Reassuring and promising something
beyond the eternal frustration that it simultaneously proclaims (Krisetva, 1984,129).

This argument bares many similarities to trigaray's criticisms, however, Huntington argues citing

Jean Graybeal's reading of Heidegger in Language and "The Feminine" in Nietzsche and
if not also dismissed.Huntingtonwrites:
Heidegger,that theseaccusationscanbe addressed
Graybeal argues that both the early Heideggerian search for a joyous or authentic mode of
life and especially the later Heideggerian notion of meditative thinking teach up how to live
after the death of God, the Father. Moreover, living beyond "the death of The Father'," rather
than destroying religion, delivers us to a new understanding of religiosity, one that can
"make new room for the'feminine"'. Second, her work tacitly explains why many women (...)
feel great kinship with Heidegger. That kinship arises because there is an intimate
connection between overcoming metaphysics and recovering lost, feminine styles of acting
being.
Third, she demonstrates that he early Heidegger's conception of Dasein as rooted
and
in care as well as later notions such as the source and mystery of existence all tap into the last
dimensions of Western Being (Holland and Huntington, 2001,13).

Huntington affirms Graybeals'work but Irigaray'scriticism and developmentof Heideggertake
this issue further. Huntington argues that ultimately Graybeal supports Heidegger's statements on
language, Huntington writes:

Her work standsin keepingwith a fundamentalintuition that languageand incarnationgo
handin hand,a view asold asthey comein religiousandphilosophicalstudies,but certainly,
asher work implies,rejuvenatedby Heidegger(Holland and Huntington,2001,13).

However,asalreadystated,Irigaray'scriticism of languageis a significantaspectof her readingof
Heidegger.Carol Bigwood, Huntingtonalso cites as a feminist theoristinfluencedby Heidegger,
her work can be characterizedas an eco-feministphilosophy. In Earth Muse: Feminism,Nature
and Art, Huntington writes that Bigwood's reading of Heidegger emphasizesthat Dasein is
historical.This meansthat,
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[t]his interpretation enables her to overcome the tendency within some postmodern
theorizingto reducewomen'sidentity to an overtly fluid andfree-floating"cultural artifice"
with "no real terrestrialweight" (Holland and Huntington,2001,14).

Bigwood's interest in Heidegger's later philosophy, for the issue of dwelling but she develops her
Bigwood's
Huntington
the
earth.
of
gender
co-habitation
with
writes
on
a
sensitive
own perspective
work:

Bigwood finds Heideggerimmenselyhelpful in developinga notion of dwelling in the
"'world-earth-home"'that fosters open encounters"betweencultures; races;the past, the
present,and future; and genders,and betweenthe human and non-human(Holland and
Huntington,2001,14-15).

Huntingtonwritesthat Irigarayhasbeeninfluential in the growing trendof feministexplorationsof
Heideggerwork, but in eachof the cited theoristswork. Thereis thus evidencethat Huntington's
reading of thesetheoristsdemonstratesa greatercommitmentto Heidegger'philosophy than a
positive criticism of Heidegger.
Whilst it is importantto showthat Irigaray is a philosopherand,as such,hasher teachers,
least
Heidegger's
his
Irigaray
two
also
argues
philosophy
celebrates
work
she
suggests
at
whilst
forgettings. Moreover, Irigaray reject's Heidegger'sprivileging of language and whilst she
developsa perspectiveon'meditativethinking'this, is not in itself'thinking' but relatesto air, breath
andbreathing.Huntington'sreview is significant and shealso developsa self-criticismof her own
earlier work which in Ecstatic Subjects, Utopia and Recognition: Kristeval, Heidegger and
Irigaray like manycontemporarytheoriststendsto fall into the acceptedreadingsof Irigaray.That
is to say,the accusationthat Irigaray is an essentialist,and an essentialistwho mustbe savedfrom
this by psychoanalytictheoryor deconstruction.In her introductionHuntingtonreflectson someof
theseconclusions,shewrites:
Despitethe position advancedin my book, I have since come to think that the depth of
Irigaray's interest in meditative thought and spirituality moves in a direction altogether
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differencefrom critical imagination and utopian thought (Holland and Huntington,2001,
17).

Thus, Huntington argues, that those seeking to suggest utopian readings of Irigaray's philosophy
want either to emphasize the deconstructive aspects of Irigaray's thought or psychoanalytic
influences.

4.2 Air RemainsWhat Gives Autonomy to Every Being?
Despite Huntington's extensive elaboration on why feminist theorists have either dismissed or
taken up Heidegger's philosophy, and her suggestion that the interest is, at least in part, due to
Irigaray's work. In a paper published in the book Irigaray explains, herself, how her own
philosophy takes an inspiration from Heidegger. She writes that The Forgetting of Air, and in I
Love to You and To Be Two, 'the same air circulates'. Air and breath have two roles they act to make
is
in
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Irigaray
Western
the
to
tradition
two.
a
repressed
and
provide
space
what
meaningful
writes:

The same breath circulates. Sometimesit applies itself to saying its paralysis in our
intellectualtradition: philosophy.At other times it freesitself andprotectsitself in order to
löve at the limits or life, or to provide room for an interval that safeguardsthe difference
betweenthe Being of womanandthe Being of man (Irigaray, 2001,309).
For Irigaray, Heidegger'srecoveryof the questionof being is still a forgetting. She describesa
doubleoblivion: The fast oblivion that of '...the fluid matterthat madeits constructionpossible';
the secondof desire,in the Otherhis work seeks.(seeIrigaray,2001,310).In this way the question
of the body is put at questionasis therole of the maternal.On theotherhand,the memoryof breath,
would allow a different modeof existence.Shewrites:
The air element, its imperceptible presence in every life, in every act of speaking, in every
thought, would be then the path that permits a return beyond the foundation and the closure
of metaphysics in order to discover again the breath and the spirit that they have
captured-captivated in their logic (Irigaray, 2001,310).
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Air is a sensible transcendental, it is implicit but unecognized in Heidegger's philosophy. She
argues he limits himself, she writes: The air, for him, is already encircled, it is already used for
life'
(Irigaray,
2001,311).
life,
including
it
is:
than
spiritual
of
a
source
what
something other
Furthermore, for Irigaray, Heidegger's quest of how to speak-otherwise, in poetry and art, is over
breath'.
She
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and
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manifestation
and
visible
attached
What is required, rather, is to be respected for what it is, and not for another end than itself.
The master of life, in this way, is he who teaches and safeguards the practice of breathing
(Irigaray, 2001,310-311).

This cultivation of breath, is, for Irigaray, a different epoch, one that allows a different relationally
to emerge. This is not a subjectivity similar to a masculine model which Irigaray argues needs
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subjectivity and existential models of the self, she writes:
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breathis to leaveprenatalpassivity,to leaveinfantile state,dependentor mimetic, to leave
simplecontiguity with the naturaluniverse,in order to maintainand cultivate a statusas an
autonomousliving being (Irigaray, 2001,311).
No word, no poetry can substitutefor this path, Irigaray argues,but it can inspire. Wh}4t it is
necessaryto redefinerights andvaluesspecificto women,women'sbeing canonly berediscovered
in relation. Irigaray, challengesany artistic or architectural theory that suggeststhat art or
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architecture can evoke the event of dwelling, through existing practices or within traditional habits
of living (which Huntington's readings of Heidegger would suggestis possible for woman). Whilst
Irigaray arguesthat speechcould bring accessto one's own, to mineness,to being, this speechis yet
to be created. She writes it is, '...arch-ancient and still to come' (Irigaray, 2001,312).

The

relationality or love that is suggestedby a practice of breathing, is a respect for life that is one's own
but also a respect and acknowledgement of relation to one's own life with that of the other. Of
breathing in addition to thinking which in itself a criticism of Heidegger's'meditative thining'. She
writes:

This practiceproducesa distance,an estrangement,
a properbecomingthat is a renunciation
to theenvironment.Thenearbecomesone'sown, throughair. But this properis
of adherence
neverpropertyof the self. It correspondsto the shapingof life that is neversimply mineeven
if the taskof fulfillment is my responsibility(Irigaray, 2001,311).
Irigaray'selaborationbreathingandbecomingis not the sameas Heideggers,as a safeguardingor
cultivation of nature.Irigarayargues,that Heidegger'sforgetsit is the otherneedsto be cultivated.
Sheis critical of Heidegger'sexamplesof the Thing andthe bridge,as,shewrites, it is the otherthat
giveslife or dwelling. Shewrites:
Life is neversimply mine, becauseit is alwaysalreadyreceivedfrom the other andpresence
to theother,but alsobecauseit comesto be thanksto thesharedair andatmosphere(Irigaray,
2001,311).
Man'sdwelling,for Heidegger,is that which takesplace,in a'settingup' of place,and throughand
by meansof languagebut escapesthe restrictionof language.Irigaraywrites:
Air is cultivated while remaining itself and in relation with itself. This cultivation is
necessaryfor the becomingof eachone, man and woman,but also to the becomingof the
relationbetweenone andthe other,of the relation betweenall (...) To breathcombinesin an
indissociableway being-thereandbeing-with.Going out of themother,I comeinto the air, I
enterinto the world, andinto the communityof living beings(Irigaray, 2001,311-312).
Irigaray is similarly critical of Heidegger'scelebration of the pre-socratic,for example, his
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celebrationof. To be and to think are the same. This forgets breath and air and in this basic
operation,and in so doing man separateshimself from life, from the flow of life, from the link he
has with mother,or with nature.Thus, she writes, he separatesfrom '...shewho engenderedand
nourishedhim, in particularfrom air' (Irigaray, 2001,312).
Following TheForgetting ofAir, in I Love To Youand To Be Two Irigaray showshow air
becomesthe way in which woman gains autonomy,in her later more political works and those
addressinga new community.Shewrites:
Safeguardingthe air betweenthem, breathing in moderation,he and she can meet one
another,remainingtwo. Sheno longerthis infinite gift that losesitself in him without return.
He is no longer this masterof a bridge at the end of which there is no one (...) Sheand he
maketheir wayson pathsthat can crosswithout ever merging.The other shore,the foreign
shore,is for each one, the other (Irigaray, 2001,312).
As already stated, to begin this process, Irigaray suggests a question that accompanies the
'I
by
air:
am not you, you are not me. Who am I? Who are you? ' This means that
autonomy given
autonomy can be won but within limits, in and with love of the other. She writes:

In order to meether, he must acknowledgethe differencebetweenher andhim. He mustnot
build everything starting from her, say everything starting from himself. He will never
assimilateher, will never appropriateher without renouncingher and, moreover,himself.
Without reducingher to a shadowof herself,to a distortion of him, without limits between
them. In order to prevent this, Being must always be accompaniedby a limit and by a
question,or two. I am not you, you are not me. Who am I? Who are you? Each one must
build, fee, speak.And what sheis will neverbe his own (...) Strangerswe areto oneanother,
irreducibleto the sameBeing. Being, then, is split in two, or rather,is held in two and in the
relationbetween(Irigaray, 2001,313).
Thereis a renunciationthat for Irigaray must be safeguarded.A renunciationthat I can ever know
the other,an invisibility to be respected,in a cultureor philosophyotherwiseoveremphasizingthe
visible. Giving up this ground, possessiveness,
rejection and need (all of the questionsof the
unthoughtsexualrelation) and letting the otherbe, sheargues,cansetoneon the way towardsthe
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searchfor ones own way. This safeguardingshe associateswith the safeguardingof physus
(nature/becoming)
in me andthe other. Shewrites:
in
I give up a traditional
in
the
the
physus
other
and
me,
safeguarding
of
unfolding
...
privilegeof masterythat bringsundercontrolbeing in general,whetherit be human,animal
or cosmic. To cultivate no longer meanssimply to reduplicate,to name, to educate,to
construct,or to createthe alreadyexisting universe,but to leaveit to its becomingwhile
acceptingthat it affectsmy own, without robbingit of its singularity(Irigaray, 2001,314).
Thus,Natureis rethought,asthe body andthe other.This canhaveimplicationsfor communityand
sustainabilityas well as feminine. Shewrites that recognizinga limit betweenus is supportedby
recognizingsexualdifference,one whereeachhashis or her own physus,a history and a relation
is
longer
least
It
In
difference,
two.
to
this
each
one.
always
at
subjectsareno
unique,
world, proper
with and in differencethat a way towardssexualdifferencecan be found and developed.In 'The
FemaleGender',asalreadycited, Irigaray writes of nature:
Nature has a sex, always and everywhere. All traditions that remain faithful to the cosmic
have a sex and take account of natural powers (puissances) in sexual terms. They are also
regulated by alternations that do not truly contradict each other. Spring is not autumn nor
summer winter, night is not day. This is not the opposition that we know from logic in which
the one is opposed to or contradicts the other, where the one is superior to the other and must
it
down.
is
in
There
both
inferior
the
or
so
of
growth
put
a rhythm
which
poles are necessary,
seems(SG, 108).

Rediscoveringtheunthought,andcultivating it, is not a importantwork for women.Irigaraywrites:
And to ensurethe stepping back which leadsto the sourceof thinking is not obvious sometimesthe paths and the scaffoldingshavedisappearedin the productionof discourse,
anda void asdeepened.Betweenthe forgottenBeing andthe one alreadyfixed in language,
the bridgesarecut (WL, 99).
However, shedoes suggestthat the momentof this discoverywould be one that takesplace in
fidelity
in
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to the self.
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other, an
attention
other as well
Furthermore,sheargues,that the energythat animatesthis processdoesnot separateoff from the
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body: '...it transformsand transfiguresas a thinking is elaboratedthat recognizesit as the source
and dwelling of Being, including what that involves of the link - past, future, and present - with the
other, with the others' (WL, 100).

This meansthat in addition to her criticism of the Westerntradition, for example,that
'...man finds himself encircledin a blindnessthat he confuseswith the truth' (WL, 100). Irigaray
is
being.
is
breath,
It
that
the meansto win autonomyfrom
shesuggests,
suggestsanotherway of
this tradition and thus, shewrites 'It is after having alreadywon autonomythat the children can
discoverhow it belongsto a human being to enter into relation with the other. And such an
unveiling is linked to what is continuallyforgotten:differenceitself (WL, 102).
4.3 The Female Gender

Irigaray's thinks sexualdifference in terms of relational identity, but she also arguesthat man
spendshis life devotedto constructinghimself as a separatesubject,becausehe is incapableby
nature of the same`creativity' as woman.He doesnot have the samerelation to Nature,the same
puissances.The male genderhas, she argues,its relation to the other, but this is an artificial,
constructedrelation, constructedin hatred,envy and inability to think the sexualrelation.Within
contemporaryculturethe relation to the other is shapedby modelsof a relation to God or Other,
moreover,a God, sheargues,that alsoasksus to renouncea properrelationto the body andto our
sex. Shewrites: 'The male gender,usually called the humanrace,plays a gamewith its other but
nevercoupleswith it, andendsup by forgettingits genderanddestroyingits sexualroots'(SG, 109).
For Irigarayi women's liberation as traditionally thought avoids the real issue which is the
acknowledgement
of valuesappropriateto her sex (for reasonsof prohibitions announcedat the
beginningsof patriarchalcultures)thesevaluesthat canassistwomen'sbecoming.In Le Portagede
la Parole devotedto a critique of languageand its prohibitions,Irigaray writes:

Ne pouvantfameou etre commesamere,ni restersimplementlib ä eile, le sujet-hommese
construitun mondeisole,autonome,creepar lui au-delädu mondedejäexistdi t. Il sebätit un
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birth a suitablesubjectivity andto escapethe primary relationwith the mother,identifiedby
him with the naturaluniverse.) (PP, 44)
This world, through male eyes, is, for Irigaray, centered on the construction of the ego and on the
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is focused on the necessary tools to manufacture objects or worlds, and on a relation with others
based on the exchange of objects: tools, language, money, technologies, in particular information
technology, being privileged examples. These are the preferences and privileged values of the male
Irigaray
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Heidegger'sphilosophyseeksto overcomethis subjectandobjecttension,but, for Irigaray,it does
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d'äme, une veritd ideale ou un Dieu unique en btant les garants. Le rapport ä 1'autre vient en
second (... the opposition of man with himself, the conquest by the subject of his autonomy
of thought, spirit, of heart; an ideal truth or one God being the guarantors. The relationship
with the other comes second).(PP, 44)

Thus it is man relation with God, with an ideal, and his conquestthat forms the basis,ultimate
foundation, of cultural studies. The relation with the other as other, real tangible, sensible and

transcendental
remainsunthought Shewrites:
Le rapport du sujet masculinä 1'autresingulier, au tu, restesouventau niveaudu besoin:
materielou spirituel.Le.tu estplus grandou plus petit, poreou fils, superieurou inferieur. 11
n'est egal qu'au nom d'une morale,d'une regle,d'une loi qui a dejä separeet unifie-reuni
abstraitementles Sujets.C'est un ideal formel exterieur qui les rassemble,non un desir
intersubjectif.II ne s'agit dejä plus dc cet autreimmediatementpresentdanssasingularitedansl'amour ou dansla cite - mais"des autres",d'un collectif appartenantä unememecite,
une memeculture, une meme tradition, une meme famille, aver la volonte, explicite ou
implicite, d'effacer les differences dans une universalfiteculturelle construite. (The
relationshipof the malesubjectto the singularother,with you, often remainson the level of
need:materialor spiritual. The Youis biggeror littler, fatheror son,superioror inferior. It is
equalonly accordingto a systemof morals,of a rule, a law which hasalreadyseparatedand
unified-rejoinedthe subjectsabstractly. It is an external formal ideal which brings them
together,not an inter-subjectivedesire. It no longer concernsany more this immediately
presentother in its singularity - in the love or the city - but "the others," of a collective
belongingto the samecity, the sameculture,the sametradition, the samefamily, with the
will, explicit or implicit, to erasethe differencesin a built culturaluniversality.)(PP, 44-45)
Male identity is construction, fabrication, created or manufactured beyond natural identity,
according to Irigaray. Man gives up his natural identity to escapethe maternal, or rather the power
invested in the maternal. The natural which generated in this construction, an un-natural,
nevertheless, thereby creates an other beyond naturalness, by default, beyond the construction of
his model. This construction bespeaks a dependence and it is this dependence that Irigaray's
philosophy reveals. The relationship with the other (as father or son, of mythologies, or religion, or
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even more recently philosophywhere Irigaray is critical of EmmanuelLevinas) is a fabricated
ethical relationship, for Irigaray, it suggestsa relationship with the same gender, Irigaray writes:
La tradition occidentale n'est pas arrive e, semble-t-il, ä la reconnaissance du necessaire
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1'engendrement,par 1'instinct ou le besoin, le sujet masculin na pas identifiC le sujet feminin
comme autre, un autre de dignite equivalente ä la sienne mais qui lui reste irreductible.
Idealisee dans la maternite, desiree et meprisee dans l'amour charnel et dans la vie publique,
la femme n'a pas encore recu dans notre tradition le statut d'un sujet autonome avec qui
l'homme trait paritairement, sinn parfois au nom d'ideaux egalitaires qui s'expriment dejä
en terms d'une culture au masculin. (The Western tradition has not reached the recognition
of the necessaryrespect by the male subject of the woman as another. Too linked to her by
birth, instinct or need, the male subject did not identify the female subject as other, another of
equivalent dignity to him but which remains to him irreducible. Idealised in maternity,
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and public
wished and
tradition the status of an autonomous subject with which the man deals equally, unless
sometimes in the name of egalitarian ideals which are expressed already in terms of a

male-orientatedculture.) (PP, 44)
Womanor womenarehistorically included,Irigaray argues,in the constructionof the male world
but without enjoying their own autonomoussubjectivity or identity - they are immobilizedmade
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..
decrit Simone de Beauvoir dans Le DeuxiPmeSexe- mais reellementune autre: que
j'appartenaisä un mondqdifferent: Empiriquementet transcendantalement,
et quej.'avais
besoin non seulementd'une "chambre ä moi", d'un espaceexterieur A moi - comme le
demandeä son 'epoqueVirginia Woolf - mais d'une "äme ä moi", d'une interioritepropre'.
(I was different: not secondnor lower - according to the idea of the other-womanas
describedSimonede Beauvoirin The SecondSex- but really another that I belongedto a
different world. Empirically andtranscendentally,and that I needednot only one"room of
my own," of a spaceexternalwith me - asVirginia Woolf askedin her epoch- but of a "heart
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[soul] of my own", my own interiority.)(PP, 46)
Hence, in this world through female eyes, or Irigaray's eyes, the inter-subjective relationship is the
foundation and it concerns a universe of two and not of one. Irigaray suggests that it is not in
opposition to her mother that the small girl constitutes herself subjectively, unless in the repressive
fables of the patriarchy, but like and with her mother, with someone like herself. In the same way,
it is not in opposition to nature which the female subject defines herself, but with, by meansof, and
like nature. Nature, Irigaray argues,representsto some extent the preferred instrument of becoming
female, an instrument which merges with oneself and is not external with oneself, hence, the
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She argues that it is not in opposition to sexual difference that the

woman constitutes her own subjectivity, as the same sex or gender as her mother, the child girl is
from birth in an easier relational life. She begins her life in a relation between sames, between
accomplices. Irigaray writes that in the little girls emergence from her primitive world, she desires
a beyond the immanence, of the infinite contiguity, but she desires it as other than herself, loves it
it
herself
herself.
in
This respect of the other as different, is one_of
to
ps
other
and creates
dimensions of the female culture. This is different to the relation to the other of the male.

The dialectic of becominga female subject, accordingto Irigaray, does not move away
from nature in a vertical direction, as often happenswith the male subject,but it is cultivated
initially by respectingthe otherasotherhorizontally,including in the differencein naturebetween
the two. Shedescribesthis aspractisingthe renunciationof infinite subjectivityin the recognition
that therearetwo gendersandthat their differencesimposelimits on eachof them.
The man and the woman belong to two different worlds, for Irigaray, worlds between
which fruitfulness is not only natural. The world, of the man, is more centredon the object and
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would need to develop the culture of the inter-subjectivity, in particular in sexual difference. The
other world, that of the woman, she argues, is above all relational, privileging the two-fold relation,
in particular in sexual difference, and often lacks a culture of objectivity. Nevertheless, between
these two worlds is there is still lacking a suitable culture, of creating bridges between two,
respecting their differences, (which cannot be reduced to social stereotypes) and vigilance is
essential concerning the impact of such stereotypes in this recreation of culture. In The Way of
Love, Irigaray writes:

We thushaveto take asthe statesof subjectivebecomingthat which is generallyforgotten:
difference itself, which moreoveris what, most radically, provides the relation between
beingandBeing.It is startingfrom the consideration,andin someway the rectification,of a
redoubled forgetting of difference that thinking must get back underway. But the
is
be
to
of
what
accomplishedwill thenon be lacking. If its being on the way
representation
follows an intention, this intention escapesall pre-establishedrepresentation,all already
knowledge(WL, 103).
conceptualised

Grosz writes that Irigaray claims that masculine modes of thought have performed a devastating
sleight-of-hand, obliterating the debt they owe to the most primordial of all spaces,the maternal
in
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tendency
phallocentric thought, founding the masculine universe is implicated in the
space.
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`Men
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universe
upon the erasure of bodies and contributions- of
writes:
women/mothers and the refusal to acknowledge the debt to the maternal body they owe. They
hollow out their own interiors and project them outward and then require women as supports for his
hollowed space' (Grosz, 2000,218). This appropriation of the right to a place or space correlates
with men's seizure of the right to define and utilise a spatiality that reflects their own
self-representations. The question of dwelling is thus crucial for Grosz, `... both the production of
the male domination of women's bodies and in women's struggles to acquire an autonomous space
they can occupy and live as women' (Grosz, 2000,218). As already suggested it is a question of
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rethinking body, and relation to Nature and its resources, to the other in community and to
creativity or love. The production of a male world, an artificial cultural environment, the
production ofreligion, philosophy, and true knowledge according to these standards leaves women
without a relation to their own values and thus alienated. Hence, this enclosure of women in men's
physical space,Grosz argues, `... is not entirely different from the containment of women in men's
conceptual universe either: theory, in terms in which we know it today, is also the consequenceof a
refusal to acknowledge that other perspectives, other modes of reason, other modes of construction
are possible' (Grosz, 2000,220). It explains the complex and heated exchanges within feminism
surrounding essentialism and the question of gender. As Grosz writes, status as true and objective
depends on this disavowal. In Grosz's reading of Irigaray, for women, to be able to occupy another
have
firstly,
to
make a series of upheavals in the organisation of personal-life,
would
space,women
and inter-subjective relations, to address men's habits concerning the creation and occupation of
space. Grosz writes that women are positioned as `guardians' of (men's) bodies and space without
bodies or space of their own. They become living representatives of corporeality, of domesticity:
`This containment within the (negative) mirror of men's self-reflection strips women of an
existence either autonomous from or symmetrical with men's: it relegates women to the position of
support or precondition of the masculine - precisely the status of chora in the Platonic tradition'
(Grosz, 2000,219).

Women'sposition within theseconditionsbecomesone of no recognitionbut, as Irigaray
'The
other cannotserveas a resourcefor our project, our action. In the constitutionof a
writes:
humanhorizon,the othermust remainanother,someonedifferent with whom to learnhow to live
togetherand to dialogue(WL, 116). The house,as Grosz arguesbecomesthe spaceof duty, of
endlessand infinitely repeatablechoreswhere they have no recognition, `... the spaceof the
affirmation andreplenishmentof othersat the expenseanderasureof the self, the spaceof domestic
violence andabuse,the spacethat harmsas much as it isolateswomen' (Grosz,2000,219). Grosz
arguesthat it is as if menareunableto resistthe temptationto colonise,to appropriate,to measure
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horizon
(the
horizon
instumentalize
`...
the
they
to
they
of
reducing
and control,
survey,
all
becoming,the measureand reflection of positionality) into the dwelling' (Grosz, 2000,219).
Furthermore,Groszwrites: `[T]his manipulationand containmentof womenand spacealwayshas
its costs:in appropriatingthe body of the other, he must lose accessto his own. In succumbingto
the inducementsof thephallus,andthe paternalprivilege it entails,he givesup the restof his body'
(Grosz,2000,219).
In her criticism of Heidegger, Irigaray argues that examining the relation between the
it
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bottom
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reality
not really get
world and
dwelling.
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is
issue
the
of
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which
study of coexistence
Not accepting and respecting this permanent duality between the two human subjects, the
feminine one and the masculine one, amounts to preventing one of the two - historically the
feminine - from attaining its own Being, and thus from taking charge of the becoming of
humans,
including
it
belongs,
is
it
to
the
other
as
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of
and
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world
which
already
what
similar or different (WL, 110).

She arguesthat within masculine economies, '[w]hat appears as the ground of Being and being, and
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If sometechniquetakespart in therelationbetweensubjects,it is thusof a quitedifferent sort
thanthat to which we are accustomed.It is no longer a questionof a subjectsubmittingto a,
back
its
by
his
Turning
his
to a
truth
to
own
means.
even
of
unveiling
own ends,not
real
first
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to
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self
could
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silentreal order
mannerof correspondingto this real in an appropriateway (WL, 114).

The questionof techniqueor method is this a complex question in Irigaray's work. She has
Derrida.
in
her
describe
to
terms
those
similarities
with
suggest
of mimicry
criticizied
work
who
Thereis, nevertheless,
techniqueandmethodin Irigaray'sengagementandsheassociatesthis also
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with an interior or invisible building. Moreover,in the questionof architecture,shewrites:
The solution of a possible coexistence for the two subjects who make up the human species
is, at each moment, to be negotiated starting from the different manner in which they live the
relation to oneself, to the other, to the world (WL, 117).

However, this technique can never be the same; being-with has to be discovered.
43 Whatever equality means it does not mean becoming like men.

Currentpatriarchalsocietiesneither suit the needsand desiresof men nor women and Irigaray
feminist
further
desires
In
Irigaray's
in
theories
this
work,
extends
and
aims.
argument,
philosophy,
the questionof essentialismis seenas a productof patriarchalprohibitionsandthe problemof the
Institution. The questionitself is a superficial issue, clouding the recognition of the creativity
implied by Irigaray'swork, but demonstratingthat the questionof belongingneedsto be raisedby
in
Nature
is
Irigaray's
it
is
philosophy,
rethought
a retrain to the things
academics.
women
tradition.
themselvesbut a returnmore primordial thanthat demonstratedby the phenomenological
Shewrites: 'In order to carry out the destinyof humanity,the man-humanand the woman-human
(WL,
fulfill
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the
the
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they
to
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and
at
same
realize
what
unity
constitute'
each
105). Difference exists betweenman and woman, it cannot be comparedto a creation in our
understanding.
4.4 Why doesIrigaray Critique Heidegger and Why do Architects like Heideggerand Other
Phenomenologists?

Why is a feminist critique of Heideggerof interestto architecturalcritics?Why doesIrigaray take
an interestin Heidegger'sphilosophy?Why a feminist critique of dwelling?
It is Heideggertheory of the dwelling of man, his essential'situatedness'
and his work to
revealthe currentalienationof manthat most occupiesmost architectsinterestin Heidegger.This
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is sometimesalso expressed,by architects,as an interestin genius locii, or the spirit of the place
(Geniusloch, Norberg-Schultzargueswasunderstoodby the ancientsasthat 'opposite'or otherthat
man hasto cometo termswith to be ableto dwell).
Christian Norberg-Schultzis one of the most influential architecturaltheoriststo have
found inspiratiion in Heidegger's philosophy. From the earliestArchitecture: Meaning andPlace, it
is Heidegger that takes centre stage in his theory. Norberg-Schultz describes phenomenology as a
'method' that seeks to 'return to the things themselves', as opposed to abstractions or mental
constructions. However, as already stated, from Irigaray's perspective, phenomenology as
exemplified by Heidegger remains within

a masculine abstraction. For Norberg-Schultz,

phenomenology offers a way to male the enirironment meaningful through the creation of specific
idea
divine,
is
it
is
locit
the
to
the
that
of
genius
also
much
and
suggesting
a
relation
places,
discussed. The Italian architect Vittorio Gregotti, like many others, also develops his theory in an
influence by Heidegger. He writes:
I have always tried to keep the relationship between my theory and my work open, if not
consistent. I have attempted, for instance, to understand what one could conclude from
reflecting on the area of landscape and nature as the sum total of all things and of their past
configurations. Nature, in this sense, is not seen as an indifferent, inscrutable force or a
divine cycle of creation, but rather as a collection of material things whose reasons and
has
(...
)
done
if
This
be
the
task
can
we abandon the
architecture
of
revealing
only
relations
sociological or ecological or administrative notion of the environment as an imprisoned
element and think of it instead as material for architecture (Gregotti, 1996,340-341).

Thus,for Gregotti,natureand the history of placecanbe revealedby architecturalpractice. In his
Phenomenonof Place'Norberg-Schultzarguesthat it is commonto mistakethe tools,by which he
meansall kinds of scientific data, for reality. He proposes,following Heidegger,a return to
'concretethings'to theworld madeup of thingsandfeelings,ratherthantheabstractionof scientific
thinking. This world of things constitutesenvironmentor place,thingstakeplace.It is commonto
think that in orderfor somethingto happen,to be, it takesplace,he argues,whetherthis is a thought
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or an object, even sleeping and eating, as Norberg-Schultz argues, take place. The issue of place,
however, is rarely thought, except in phenomenology and thus defining

the method,

Norberg-Schultz argues: 'Phenomenology was conceived as a "return to things", as opposed to
abstractions and mental constructions' (Norberg-Schultz, 1996,415). This means a return to
meditative thinking or poetic thinking rather than the scientific thinking more common to
architectural theory.
In order to explore the issue of dwelling and to try to describe why Heidegger deemed

describes
Norberg-Schultz,
in
influential
how
Trakl's poetry
this
paper,
significant,
poetry
influencedHeideggerbecauseit actsto'make-visible'the concreteor the local situation'.He writes:
'In doing so this poemmovesin the oppositedirectionto scientificthought'(Norberg-Schultz,1996,
417).
The issueof dwelling is complexwhenthoughtin termsof both Heidegger'sandIrigaray's
philosophy. It is a matter of returning to the things themselves,to understandingthe essential
relation betweenWesternmetaphysicsandmeditativethinking, andyet accordingto Irigaray,this
difference is not sufficient to escapethe abstractionsand mental constructionsthat prohibit the
recognition of relational values specific to women. Both Westernmetaphysicsand meditative
in a different way. For architectureand for dwelling this meansthat
thinking haveto be addressed
building
find
that can
their
their
own
poetics,
ways
of
communicating
or
own
ways,
must
women
inspire a different relationalidentity. Womenneedto find someway to be in relation, in a constant
becoming,that is proper to themselvesand their sexuatenature.This meansa work to return to a
different sort of'four-fold' aselaboratedby Norberg-Schultz.
The situatedness
man and building is most notably expressedin Heidegger'sexampleof
the temple,wherehe writes:
Standingthere,the building restson rocky ground.This restingof the work drawsup out of
the rock the mystery of the rock's clumsy yet spontaneoussupport. Standingthere, the
building holds its ground againstthe storm raging aboveit and so first makesthe storm
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manifestin its violence(...) The temple'sfirm towering makesvisible the invisible spaceof
air (Heidegger,1993,139).

To understand our situatednessin the world is to understand ourselves. Heidegger writes only if we
he
build.
by
dwelling,
In
then
we
another
example,
much
cited
architects,
only
can
are capable of
writes: 'Let us think for a while of a farmhouse in the Black Mountains which was built some 200
years ago by the dwelling of peasants.Here the self-sufficiency of the power to let earth and heaven,
divinities and mortals enter in simple oneness into things, ordered the house' (BDT, 160).

WhenIrigaraycriticizesHeideggershequestionshis language,andaskswhoselanguageis
this? Who does this language belong to? This language that uncovers Being? Philippa Berry has
has
illumination
this
the
of
or
clearing
and
suggested the relationship of
nature
questioned
Heidegger's clearing to a maternal Chora. Berry argues that for Irigaray the clearing is the maternal
feminine, repressed and unthought in Heidegger's philosophical landscape. However, Berry's
interest is in comparing Irigaray and Kristeva; and Irigaray's work, as stated, goes further than this
priticism . She argues that we must renounce the need to subject the one to the other. Rather than
construct reality, to focus on materiality of the Thing, or its mode of production, she argues,that we
must find a way to allow an initial real to blossom -a way that is unique for each and in itself
unrepresentable.

Letting Be and Building
Grosz'scommentaryon Irigarayalso emphasizesthe interestIrigaray presentsto thoseconcerned
with women and space.Grosz arguesthat womenhave alwaysbeenrepresentedas the spaceor
place in which man can find locate himself, as the corporealhorizon of his existenceand that
women'sbodiesdefine man's being. Shearguesthat womenare the dwelling to which, and from
which, man comes;this meansthat women have no dwelling of their own. Furthermore,the
sexuallyavailablewoman,asthemother'ssubstitutewithin this system,exchangesher possibilities
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of a placeto makehis placeor his home.Patriarchalculture immobilizeswomanas first dwelling
but higaray writes that in orderfor womanto havea spaceof her own
In the case of the domestic realm, and in his language the female of that of the maternal
feminine. However, Irigaray does have a strategy; woman must adopt the position of the feminine
as mother in this specific strategy or tactic of criticism in order to resist her definition in the male
order and in order to make visible to bring to conscious mind that which is repressed. Irigaray
instead
that
of allowing woman a place of the feminine, he imposes walls on her, his walls,
writes
and tries to immobilise her, to make her constantly the symbolic representation of his first home.
He returns to reaffirm himself, to find love and in order to keep her here, he envelopes her with his
flesh, in his definitions and values. She cannot do the same. There is no place that she can offer
him (as yet) but, there is an unwitting dimension to his discourse that which is an outside to his
thought, woman. It is to this outside that Irigaray turns, that offers an opening to the female.
Woman needs her values, she needs a language to establish and maintain her visibility in culture,
she needs a space of her own in relation, with the other.

Irigaray writes that young girls dreamof accomplishingintersubjectivecommunication.
They dream of sharing carnal and spiritual love. Little girls and adolescentgirls reveal a desire for
intersubjective relations, of life with. Little boys, however, Irigaray writes, talk mostly of
possessingobjects, then ideas and adolescent boys dream of erotic, romantic and social exploits but
not of sharing love between persons. The relational values of male and female therefore, not the
same. The dwellings for male and female cannot, therefore, be the same.

The maternal-feminineacts as a boundary,wall, ground, horizon and mirror, as Berry
argues,but theseboundariesalsorisk being imprisoningandmurderousto the male.This world of
male definition has to be modified, sheargues,at a foundationallevel in order for womento live
and to dwell. The architecturalimagery of An Ethics of Sexual Difference is often cited by
architecturalcritics. Chasewrites of this quote in the context of the work of Edith Wharton and
arguesthat the thresholdor envelopeIrigaraycites is one wherethe decorationof women'sbodies
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(make-up, jewellery, fashion). It provides a type of protective camouflage, a mimicry in the sense
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TheInterweavingof SeparateDwellings
Irigaray questions Heidegger's philosophy parodying Heidegger question of the forgetting of Being.

In Heidegger'swork Irigaray suggestsanother way of thinking about life. In a criticism of
Heidegger'sphilosophy,Irigaraywrites:
Historically, man has not ceasedto project himself forward without questioningwhat
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being that he is, he did not place,his causein himself (OZ, 119).
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writes:

The blossomingof man requires,in fact, a making and a letting be. In the return of the
turning backtowardthe manthat the ageof techniqueas suchleadsto, techniquethus finds
its limit and its safeguard- both in the unveiling of the importanceof a letting naturebe,
including for and in culture, and in the fact that nature and its cultivation appearthen as
irreducibledual andimplying a relation betweentwo unitiesor worlds which makethemup
(RE, 125).

4.6 Irigaray's Philosophy of SexualDifference, and the Imaginary
To bring women into philosophy, as women, it is the issue of sexual difference that Irigaray argues
has to be rethought. However, sexual difference also assists. When Irigaray criticises Western
philosophy she finds the shape and rhythm of masculine desire other than the pure rationality or
logic supposedly governing philosophical discourses. She finds the male needs and male sexual
desires shaping the construction and understanding of the world. In this respect, she argues that
theories concerning the neutrality of being, or of neutral experience (for example, in Heidegger's
model of Dasein) are fantasies of a male dominated culture. However, she writes, in somewhat
architectural terms, that man forgets that his body is the threshold and porch of his universe. The
architecture of the male body, thus, at least according to Irigaray, shapes meaning in Western
culture.

MargaretWhitford usesthe term imaginaryin explainingthis aspectof Irigaray'scriticism.
It is not, however, a term Irigaray uses, and moreover in Key Writings, Irigaray is critical of an
over-emphasis on these deconstructive aspectsof her philosophy. Whitford arguesthat theories of
the imaginary find roots in both psychoanalytic theory and phenomenology which are influential to
Irigaray. Her use of this theory, however, Whitford rightly argues, differs from both psychanalytic
and philosophic uses of the term. The imaginary that Irigaray finds dominating Western thought,
Whitford suggests,can roughly be defined as similar to unconscious fantasy (although Irigaray is
critical of Lacanian psychanalytic theory). Whitford argues this aspect of criticism in Irigaray's
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work also has similarities and is influenced by the works of Merleau-Ponty,Bachelard and
Castioradis.
Whitford suggeststhat unlike predecessorswhd refuse to acknowledge sexual difference,
or posit an imaginary that is universal, Irigaray proposes sexual difference on the level of the
imaginary and linked to a gendered morphology. (In Freudian theory the imaginary is made up
from experiences of the surface of the body and in relation to the other). Whitford argues that for
Irigaray there is also a female imaginary. Whilst understanding the source of the development of
this critique of the imaginary is useful to understanding Irigaray's philosophy it is important to note,
Irigaray does not explicitely use the term and also to understand why. The reason for this is similar
to the refusal to allow a description of her poetic language in terms of metaphor.

Onesourceof the term imaginaryis the work of Sartre.Sartremakesa distinctionbetween
the imaginary and perceiving functions of the mind. According to Sartre the imaginary is the object
and function of an imagining consciousness, whether in the mind as internal fantasies and
daydreams or external objects, as products of the imagination such as books and novels. Whitford
imaginary
Irigaray's
that
moves freely between phenomenological definitions (the
argues
imaginary as a function of conscious experience) and more psychoanalytic definitions (the
imaginary as a product of an unconscious fantasizing mind). In To Be Two Irigaray writes directly
about Sartre's philosophy, Merleau-Ponty and perception. The visible and invisible are notions she
adopts. Merleau-Ponty describes the imaginary as having sometimes an invisible structure which
can be viewed in its external and visible manifestations (for example in myth or in works of the
imagination). Bachelard could also be seen as another important influence to Irigaray, and
Irigaray's use of the elements do seem to echo Bachelard's. For Bachelard, the imaginary is a
function of the imagination and it is a faculty of the mind that distorts images provided by
perception. A sharp distinction is this made between the imagining and perceiving functions of the
mind where knowledge has to purify itself from the images supplied by the imagination in order to
achieve genuine objectivity. For Bachelard, the imaginary can offer a seductive solution to
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philosophicalissuesbut mustbe resistedif real knowledgeis to be gained.Furthermore,Bachelard
classesthe imaginaryin termsof four elements:earth,air, fire and water and arguesthat theseare
primitive categoriesof the imaginingmind. Bachelardsuggeststhat writershavepreferencefor one
elementover the otherandthat this is usuallytheonein which they feel mostat home.However,in
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Bachelard,Irigaray writes:
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Irigaray has some interest in Bachelard'stheories,but like her interestsand criticism of other
philosophers,her methodof analysisdiffers considerably,and whilst Whitford argueshigaray's
use of the elemental mobilises the female imaginary. Irigaray's philosophy, evokes a direct
different
imaginary,
beyond
the
the
of
a
relationality with the natural
question
relationality
elements,one beyond the confinesof the abstractand artificial perceptionsuggestedby other
phenomenologicalperspectivesand it is the elemental,Nature,that shearguescanassistwomen's
becoming.For Irigaray,thereareonly two categories(ratherthan the four elementsdominatingthe
imaginaryof Bachelard'sanalysis)that of the male and the female,but the elementaldoesplay a
part in her criticism.
In Marine Lover, for example,Irigaray suggeststhat the watery elementin Nietzsche's
work andhis flight from water showan unacknowledged
nurturant.In her criticism of Heidegger,
similarly, the air elementis unacknowledged,but she differs significant from Bachelard'sbelief
that imagination and knowledgecan be separated.This 'purifying' of knowledge is a need of
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masculinesubjectivity and the suggestionof a pure rationality dependson masculineclaims to
neutrality. The purifying knowledge from the elemental is a gesturethat correspondsto the
constructionof masculinesubjectivity.Bachelard'sbelief that knowledgehasto purify itself from
polluting imagesis parallelto the splitting from the maternal,and the male claiming universality.
The argumenthastheshapeof masculinedesire,asGroszargues,furthermoreIrigaray arguesthere
canbe no questionof achievingthis sortof purification ascurrentknowledgeis irrevocablymarked
by the masculine.
The elementalplays an important part in Irigaray's criticism, she arguesthat it may be
necessaryto use a languageof the elemental to bypass the sophistication of theoretical construction,
whose imaginary is so well concealed. The elemental allows Irigaray to suggest sexual difference
and go beyond the dominant sexual economy. Whitford writes of the elemental language in Irigaray
work that these terms are pliable, accessible to the imagination, available to women's private
imaginations, but this is part of a misunderstanding, air, for example, does not have a metaphorical
significance in Irigaray's work An other aspect of this reading, Whitford argues, is that one is less
likely to confuse the imaginary wrathreal objects, such as the body. However, in this way,
Whitford's exploration of Irigaray's work in terms of the imaginary has an agenda,that is to say, to
save Irigaray's philosophy from the accusation of essentialism. The elemental does, however, have
is
but
Irigaray's
to
the
pre-Socratics
philosophy
not a return to the pre-Socratic world
a relation
view, at least as commonly understood (or understood through Heidegger's reading).

Irigaray's use of the elementalis an attempt to return to an experiencethat is not yet
suggestedby language(s).It suggestsa direct or different relation to Nature and ourselves,both
interior and exterior.The elementalhasin its simplicity a way of suggestingsexualdifferencethat
theoreticalaccountscannotnecessarilygive. For example,Irigaray arguesthat whilst poetry can
inspire it can suggesta paththat it is only in relation, in (sexual)difference,beginningwith sexual
differencein relationwith Natureor the other,that womencan find themselvesin their own ways.
The elementallanguagecan suggestand evokea 'space'more opento possibilitiesfor womento
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rebuild cultural identities as women, but it is in relation that this is built.
Another source of Irigaray's influence with regards the imaginary, according to Whitford,
is the work of Althusser and Castioradis. Castiordis philosophy provides an interesting comparison
with Irigaray, Castiordis attacked Lacan's defmition of the imaginary for its conservatism and
by
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imaginary is magma, Whitford arguesthat this theorisation ofthe imaginary, which covers both the
imaginary as primordial creative source and the imaginary as social formation, is probably the
closest to Irigaray's imaginary (if that is she does discuss an imaginary), that, as Whitford also
argues, Castioradis did not discuss sexual difference as a dimension of the magma.

A number of philosophical influences shape Irigaray's work. Her influence by
psychoanalytictheory cannot be dismissed,despite Irigaray's own troubled relation to the
psychoanalyticestablishment.Whitford also argues somewhat problematically perhaps that
be
has
to
a significantinfluencein Irigaray'scriticism of culture,at the level of the
psychoanalysis
imaginary.Whitford arguesthat understandingthelink betweenthe morphologyof the body is best
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explained
Itigaray was initially trainedas a Lacaniaripsychoanalyst.Her criticism of his, andFreud's
theories, causedsignificant problems for her in her early career.Whitford arguesthat her idea of the
imaginary is primarily reclaimed and redeveloped from Lacan, for whom, the imaginary served a
very conservative theory and offered little hope for social change as far as women were concerned.
For Lacan there is nothing outside the symbolic order, there is no pre-discursive experience. The
feminine has no imaginary of her own and there can be no female symbolic. Irigaray criticizes
Lacan and Freud firstly because both are unaware of the philosophical influences on their
'scientific' discourses. Psychoanalysis, she argues, is unaware of the historical determinants of its
own theory. Secondly, she writes that psychoanalysis is unaware of the unconscious fantasies
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which governit, and alsonot sufficiently ableto analysethesefantasies.Thirdly, psychoanalysisis
patriarchal and reflects a social order that does not acknowledgeits debt to the mother. The
phallogocentricbasisofpsychoanalysisis therebytakenastruth andtherecanbe no femaleidentity.
is blind to its own assumptionsand its presumptionsof a neutralbeing, in itself; a
Psychoanalysis
philosophicalconceptwhich lrigaray'swork challenges.
Freud,for example,as Irigaray argues,takesthe developmentof the little boy asnorm and
assumesa similar model must apply to the little girl. This suggeststhat the little girl is similar to the
little boy in her development and is differentiated only on desire, but not in body. She writes that
Freud himself was enmeshedin a patriarchal ideology, in a power structure which allowed him to
suggest that the patriarchal historical situation was natural, was nature. Sexual difference has never
been adequately thought by culture, and Freud is as much blind to this as philosophers
Nevertheless, psychoanalytic theory does present Irigaray with some tools for an analysis, and her
relation to psychoanalysis, despite her criticism, is more complex than a rejection. Her criticism of
Lacanian psychoanalysis, in particular, has to be noted as it suggeststhat analysts (at least those a
part of the Freudian Institution in France) impose such a rigid grid of interpretation on material it
makes it virtually impossible for them to hear anything which does not conform to its set of
pre-determined structure, for example it prevents the possibility of a feminine identity.

The imaginaryis a psychoanalyticconceptdevelopedby Lacan in his readingof Freud.
The imaginaryaccordingto Lacanis the momentin the formationof the ego, or I, when the baby
whoseexperienceof its body until thenhadbeenfragmentedandincoherentis enabledby a'nirror'
(an imageof himself mirroredfrom a parentalor otherfigure) to seea reflectionof itself asa whole
body or unity with which it can then identify, in anticipation.This concepthas its roots in Freud's
observationsasmuch as Lacan's.Accordingto Freudthe egodoesnot exist from the beginningof
life. Rather,the ego is developedasa coherentorganisationof mentalprocesses.Personalidentity
is constructedout of a lack of precedingorganisationof mentalprocesses.This precedingstage,
this lack, is describedby psychoanalysis
undera numberof terms,including undifferentiationand
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fragmented. The ego develops, it is not given from the beginning of life. Moreover, it develops in
the context of relationships with parental figure which 'mirror' this development. The ego is totally
affected by the child's relationships, and importantly, since it is something that develops, this
means it is also capable of modification - an important point of psychoanalysis. A second point to
note is that the ego is not wholly conscious, part of the ego is unconscious, and a third important
point is that according to Freud, at least, the ego is a bodily ego, however, not sufficiently bodily to
take account of sexual difference. This is explained by Whitford, where she writes that Freud's
comment on a bodily ego is demonstrated in a footnote.

The egois a bodily ego,derivedfrom its experienceof bodily sensations,andexpressedin
the form of fantasy.Whitford writesthat Freuddescribesat severalpointshow, throughfantasy,the
itself
asthe equivalentof bodily activities and is describedin casestudiesas such.
ego represents
Furthermore, in Freud's essay 'Negation', which Whitford cites, the intellectual faculty of
judgement,the capacityto assigntruth or fiction, is tracedto a primitive type of thinking, where
everythingis in termsof the body. He writes:
The functionof judgementis concernedin the main with two sortsofdecisions. It affirms or
disaffirms the possessionby a thing of a particularattribute,and it assertsor disputesthat a
presentationhas an existencein reality. This attribute to be decidedabout may have been
goodor bad,usefulor harmful.Expressedin the languageof the oldest- the oral - instinctual
impulses,the judgementis: 'I should like to eat this' or 'I should like to spit it out' and put
moregenerally:'I shouldlike to takethis into myself and to keepthat out'. That is to say:'It
shall be insideme' or'... it shallbe outsideme (Freud, 1989.666).

Whitford thus writes that the Freudianaccountof a bodily ego is to a certainextentlost in Lacan's
theory. He writes that this type of thinking (to take in = true, to spit out + false) arisesfrom an
imaginarygame,learnt in relation to parentalfigures. To judge somethingis true in fantasyis to
swallow it, to judge somethingis falseis to spit it out, but the fantasyitself is neithertrue nor false.
Thesejudgementsbelongto a different order,that of the imaginary.For Lacan,representations
in
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fantasy are not necessarily accurate representations of the body but interpretations of them.
Whitford's arguments and interpretations of Irigaray's influences and methods are
important to understanding her work, at a certain but limited level, it has to be reiterated that
Irigaray herself states that she does not use the term imaginary. The term symbolic is also used in a
very precise and fundamental way that returns it to one of its originary meanings. Furthermore, the
arguments surroundings the imaginary is a way that Whitford responds to the question of
essentialism overemphasising that Irigaray is not an essentialist if her work is understood within the
framework of the imaginary.
In Whitford's discussion of Freud's essay 'Negation' comparing this citation with her
,

writing it is evidentthat whilst Irigaray is critical of Freudand Lacan,it is to suggestandconstruct
the possibility of another way of being that allows sexuatedifference to emergeand grow.
Breathingsuggestsa different rhythm anda different truth. The imaginaryis not a term sheusesas
it can maintain the 'abstraction'of

masculine models of truth. It is a direct and different

relationality,that Irigarayseeksto evoke.
Whitford argues that in Speculum Irigaray criticises Freud applying a theory of the
imaginary to his writing. Freud's theories, she writes, are shaped by masculine prejudices. In
Speculum Irigaray criticizes the relation of self and other, where the other acts as 'mirror' as an
objectified relation to the other. In the flat mirror model, the other is represented as a lack, she
argues that in the flat mirror model the other is cannot be woman but only a fantasy of woman
constructed by a masculine dominated culture. The body which is reflected in this flat mirror is not
the body of the bodily sensationsof the woman, rather the fragmented set of bodily sensationsand
the imaginary body subtending subjectivity in Lacan's theory is either the male body or else a
defective male body without sexual organs (the female). The mirror model privileges the visual and
thus the visible difference of the male. The flat mirror does not reflect the sexual organs or the
sexual specificity of the woman - other than as lack.

The other words, accordingto Irigaray's criticism of Lacan,the shapeof the body that
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shapes the imaginary (or dominant cultural fantasies) that shapesthe construction of meaning, of
what is true and false, is the male body, affirmed in such a way by Lacan's theories to deny women
values associatedwith her own drives, desires and relations. Furthermore, Whitford argues that the
imaginary of Western thought is characterised by the principle of identity, and consequently the
by
imaginary
body
The
type
thinking
of
characterised
necessitatesa
principle of non-contradiction.
binarism, as if everything has to be either one thing or another. All theseprinciples are based on the
possibility of individuating or distinguishing one thing from another. Irigaray explores this issue in
This Sex Which Is Not One where she writes:
The one of form, of the individual, of the (male) sexual organ, of the proper name, of the
dividing,
that contact of the at least two
supplants,
separating
and
meaning
while
proper
...
(lips) which keeps woman in touch with herself, but without any possibility of distinguishing
what is touched from what is touched (TS, 26).

For the female,for her desire,Irigaray arguesthat there is no possibility of distinguishingwhat is
touching from what is touched.For the female the desire for individuation is different. For the
female, Irigaray argues, identity is fluid. Whilst the maternal female (as the mirror model,
immobilised and controlled) underliesthe possibilitiesof identity within patriarchalmodels,the
fluid logic of the femininecannotbe represented.In oneof the only referencesto the imaginaryin
her work, Irigaray writes:
Perhapsit is time to returnto that repressedentity, the femaleimaginary.Sowomandoesnot
havea sexorgan?Shehasat leasttwo of them,but they arenot identifiableas ones.Indeed
shehasmanymore.Her sexualityalwaysat leastdouble,goesevenfurther,it is plural. Is this
the way culture is seeking to characteriseitself now? Is this the way texts write
themselves/are
written now? (TS,28)

The problem for women in contemporaryculture, thought in terms of the imaginary,is that the
maleimaginaryexcludes('mits simplistic type of thinking) all that is not of its imaginarybody. The
femalehas a peculiar function to representwhat is outside other. Values associatedwith and
-
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specific to women cannot be entertainedwithin this model. There is one and other. Using the
languageof bodily fantasy,the woman that is in the systemmust be derivative and defective
example. Irigaray writes that she functions as a hole in the symbolic process,but in Irigaray's
suggestionof the at leasttwo lips, womandoeshavea sexualityother than a lack.
Sexualdifference,for Irigaray, is repressedin Westernphilosophy,it is the residueleft
over in the constructionof a masculineorder.The emergenceof distinctions,identitiesand social
organisationsalwaysimplies somethingelse,the original stateof non-differentiationfrom which
they haveemerged.For Irigaray,this outside,non-graspable
correspondsto the feminine,however,
if thesevaluesare to deploy themselves,it cannotbe as the masculineworld is constructed.The
femalesubjectneedsto be definedon her own termsotherwisethe valuesof the masculineworld
her
is
It
only in this way that womencan avoid re-assimilationinto the current
existence.
prohibit
order. The elementalsuggestsa way to return to a more originary stateof relation, and an escape
from patriarchalprohibitions.The elementalcanalsonourishwomen'sbecomingin relation.

Intimate Spaces

The intertwining of the two in the approach to the other Irigaray describes in The Way of Love
different
building
dwelling,
sort
of
a
and
which also prepares for a third, for a world born
suggests
of the relation between two. She writes of this third: 'It also takes place in a letting be and a letting
come to us what reaches us through the other: already thans to desire but also through the gift that
he, or she, offers us of self, of the world, and of ourselves as welcomed and gathered by him, or her'
(KW, 28). This is a way without seizure, -captureor comprehension, the other remains a mystery,
and in so doing touches us at a level that exceedsthat of the artificiality constructed by masculine
economies. She writes:

Drawingnearnecessitates
allying two intimacies,not submittingoneto the other.Attraction
is often awaenedby the difference betweentwo worlds, by the mystery that the one
representsfor the other. To cover the other with the figments of my imaginationfavours
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without doubta violationor a theft of this mysterybetweenus (...) To includetheotherin my
universe prevent s meeting with the other, whereassafeguardingthe obscurity and the
silencethat the otherremainsfor me aidsdiscoveringproximity (WL, 29).

It has to be emphasized that unlie Heidegger, Irigaray argues that this proximity is not the same as
that with the Thing. She arguesthat he relation with things is not reciprocal. She writes: That things
impose on us a certain resistence does not imply that they cultivate with themselves and for
themselves an intimacy of their own, like that of which a human is capable' (WL, 29).
Poetic dwelling, for Irigaray, means fin4iing another approach to dwelling, another means

that she
of approachingwhich doesnot cover the other with our own imagesand representations,
'...doesnot cover eachone andeachthing with a same'(WL, 29). This new approachto dwelling
She
building
the
a
encounter
new
writes:
with
other.
suggests
it advances step by step towards a un-covering, of oneself and the of the other, which
...
reopens the place where each one takes shelter to prepare the moment of an encounter. From
this, each one will recived oneself and will turn back, modified, toward a dwelling that will
need to transform its frame in order to secure the memory of becoming - of oneself, of the
other, of the world (WL, 30).

In order to develop a new approach requires the invention of a new language or gesturesthat will

openthe horizon of patriarchalcultures,the horizon of one alone.Shealsowrites:

The approachis possibleonly in the recognitionof the irreducibledifferencebetweenthe
one and the other. This, in fact, gives accessto a path from the one to the other and to the
sharingof a still free energuandspace.Only in what is still independentof the influenceof
someone,mayproximity taeplaceaseventandadvent.Somethingcomesto passwhich does
not belongasone'sown to the oneor to the other. Somethingarrjveswhich did not exist and
that thebringing togetherof worldsproduces(KW, 30).

In contrastto Heidegger,dwelling is not an 'unveiling' as such. Shewrites: '...it is certainly not
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when unveiling that we can protect what the other is as other nor preparethe path going to meet
with them'(KW, 30). For Irigaray,dwelling is that offeredto the other in the silenceof the hearth,
in the mystery of thinking, in a restraint of giving, in a inwardnessthat also safeguardsthe
becomingof oneself.It remains,in part, in darnessand silence,invisible and without words. She
dwelling
for
hint,
in
'Irreducible
to
to
the
order
a
or
use,
cannot
apprehend
other
provide
we
writes:
her. This placeof hospitality for the other becomesbuilt as much as,if not more than,we build it
deliberately'(KN, 30):
Building, eventhe interior building that Irigaray suggestsis thus not plannedin advance.
Rather, she writes that '...it demandsthat we acceptthat it takesplace without our unilaterally
(KW,
its
30).
construction'
overseeing
4.7 Heidegger's Language:

Julian Young argues in Heideggers Later Philosophy that understanding how Heidegger thinks
'Truth' is one -way to understanding Heidegger's philosophy of Being. One of Heidegger's
is
hidden
it
'...
Being
that
the
about
constitutes
essenceof truth' (Heidegger, 1966, cited
statements
by Young). Young further suggests that one of Heidegger's best restatements of his philosophy
in
his
'On
in
1930
the Essence of Truth' a paper Young describes as marking a
paper
occurs
transition which marks a distinction between his early and later work; and another restatement of
his philosophy of Truth takes place in'The Origin of the Work of Art' which, as already stated, has
some significance to a discussion of Heidegger's influence to art and architectural theory.
Heidegger's questioning of philosophies of Truth begins, in'The Origin of the Work of Art' with the
simple what tells us what the facts are to which propositions are to be compared for correspondence?
What tells us what we perceive as facts? This question challenges traditional ideas of truth as a
property of statements which correspond to the facts. Heidegger's philosophy on Truth asks us to
consider: Who or what tells us or shows us what the facts are, or who or what allows us to.
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determinethe facts? Young illustratesthrough some examples,that, as Heideggerargues,the
correlationof words with bits or reality is not sufficient to explain what is meant by truth. He
writes:
Normally, of course,communicationflows smoothlyandwe do not suffer from the kinds of
(...) Communicationis usually unproblematic.But that is only because
misunderstandings
we sharethe assumptionthat the things namedand pointed to are whole natural objects
rather than their surfacesor the spacesthey occupy (...) it is only becauseof such a
backgroundassumptionthat we know what kinds of things, and hencewhat kinds of facts,
areunderdiscussion.Heideggercalls sucha backgroundunderstandinga'horizon',a horizon
of 'disclosure',('revealing','unconcealment').sometimesechoing Nietzsche,he calls it a
perspective(Young, 2002,7).
It is this backgroundunderstandingwhich allows truth to be a correspondence.
The possibility of a
propositionbeing true or falsedependsof it. Youngwrites, the reality that becomesintelligible to
us dependsupon:
there being things to which they [propositions] refer and facts about those things to which
...
they may or may not correspond, and since the identification of such a realm of facts depends
on a horizon of disclosure which alone makes it possible, truth as correspondence is
dependent on a something more 'primordial'. This condition of the possibility of propositions,
of truth Heidegger calls 'truth as disclosure' or often, using the Greek word, 'alethia' a-letheia, bringing out of'oblivion' or concealment (Young, 2002,7).

Truth, dependson a backgroundunderstanding,or a horizon,however,Heideggeralsoarguesthat
truth is alwaysalsoconcealmentas much as it is unconcealment,this is how, Heideggerargues,it
makestruth as correspondence
possible.He writes:
The horizonof whole naturalobjectsputsout of considerationblocks,conceals,'denies'both
the horizon of surfacesand that of spaces.But this meansthat horizonsof disclosurealso
block accessto certaintruths.If our talk is confinedto whole natureobjectsthentruths about
their surfacesor spacesarenot allowed to appear.This is why Heideggersaysthat 'truth is
un-truth' (not to be confusedwith falsehood)sincehere always belongsto it the reservoir
[originating region] of the not-yet-uncovered,the uncoveredin the senseof concealment
(Young,2002,8)
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Youngs examplesdemonstratethat simply saying, 'Cat' standsfor that, and pointing, cannotbe
enough to understandand determinereference,it dependson a sharedhorizon. However, the
horizon that Heideggerrefersto is not someparticularoptional sharedunderstandingbut a feature
of existence,it is as Young writes:
feature of my existence, something which as a member of the current epoch of the
a
...
historical culture to which I belong, I inhabit as a matter of necessity. Embodied in the
language I speak - language understood broadly as social practice (... ) it constitutes for me
and my fellows the limit of what, to us, is intelligible. It is, as it were, the horizon of all our
horizons (Young, 2002,8).

This is why Irigaray'scriticism of perceptionand languagehas importance.In 'The Origin of the
Work of Art' Heideggeralsocallshorizon,'world', citing Heidegger,Young writes, this is'... world
in the ontologicalsensewhich is not to be confusedwith 'world' in the'ontic' senseof the totality of
beingsthat are disclosedby world in the first sense'(Heidegger,1966,76). Young also suggests
that Heideggercalls it the thrownessin which one fords oneselfalready.
Heideggerarguesthat world is the thrownesswe share,a feature of existence.However,
Young alsowrites that to supposethat it, asa historical-culturalepoch,limits understanding
is, '...the height of irrational epistemologicalchauvinism'(Young, 2002,9). That is to say,
is
dependent
truth
on a sharedbackgroundunderstanding,it is not limited by this
whilst
background,by this horizon as it is alwaysalso un-truth: Whilst horizonsof disclosureare
dependenton socialpracticesandrelative to particular cultures,it doesnot follow that truth
is. Young writes: "Thatthe medium of discoveryis 'subjective'doesnot entail that what is
discoveredis dependenton us' (Young, 2002,9). Oncethe horizon is understoodashaving
an historically and culturally relative characterthe conclusionmust be that in addition to
facetsthat areunintelligible to us, but that would
what is intelligible to us,reality possesses
bedisclosedto us if we wereto inhabithorizonsother thantheonewe do. Thesehorizonswe
cannoteitherinhabit or conceive.Truth, thus,can be understoodasconcealment,aswell as
Ultimate truth, is, as Young writes, ineluctablymysterious.However,for
unconceahnent.
Irigaray, this horizon remains inadequatelythought. In 'The Origin of the Work of Art'
Heideggerintroducesterms he calls 'earth'and 'world' as that which is illuminated in the
clearing.Truth is a complextheoryconsistingof earth,world, the horizon, and man.Truth,
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Heidegger, calls `a constellation' as Young records, Heidegger arguesto achieve insight into
that which is we must'... look into the constellation of truth' (Heidegger, 1975,33).

The Crossroads

In Irigaray'sreconceptualizationeach one is receptaclefor the other, the 'space'built, but built
without mastery,or which, in part, builds itself in neither inside nor outside,neitherinternal nor
correspondingto an externalthing. Dwelling, for Irigaray, is subtleand complexapproachwhich
rethinsour relationto Truth andreality, evenTruth asHeideggerthinks it.
Dwelling, as Heidegger thinks it, is not dwelling for irigaray, it lacks the perspective

necessaryto perceivereality, vision losesits ability to perceivedthe real. In 'Being-Two: How
Many EyesHaveWe?' irigaray suggeststhe needfor binocularvision. Shewritesin her criticism of
Heidegger:
Thus, to dwell is, according to Holderlin, for example, a fundamental t{ait of the human
condition. But being able to dwell would be tied to the act of constructing: without building,
there would be no dwelling. A house, however, could be made of language and to construct
could correspond to a poetic activity. To construct only in order to construct nevertheless
does not suffice for dwelling (WL, 144).

The difficulty with rethining dwelling in this way, Irigaray argues,is that there is simply no
externalmeasurethat can acessthe validity of what is built. Of her rethiningtruth, shewrites:
The light that then shonesis that of an intimate sun which supportslife and macsit grow
without illuminating it with a diurnal light. Illumination doesnot separatefrom the discrete
warmth of friendship, of. love, that delimits the dite of dwelling around its hearth (WL,
169-170).

Being and being

The ternsBeing (capitalized)andbeing(lower case)arc complextermsin Heidegger'sthoughtand
the distinction is not simple. Heidegger, writing in German, does not distinguish in this way. Young,
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however, suggests,that Heidegger usesthe tems B/being in two central senses,distinguished by the
capitalisation and lower case. Heidegger, he argues,uses being to signify presenceor presencing
and this is contrasted with what presences.Young states:
Since the essenceof a being [das Seinde] is that it is something present, noticeable, capable
of being of `concern' to us, `What presences' is just another name for beings. While beings
are `optic', being, i.e. presence, as, not a being but rather in a yet-to-be-explored sense,the
underlying `ground' of beings, is `ontological' (Young, 2002,10-11).

Thus, an ontic investigationis a study of being, for example,a biological investigation(in this
is
facts
investigation,
tells
the
an
are);
ontological
an
of
what
or
who
us
what
a
study
sense
investigationof the conditionsof there being, beings as such. Young explains this distinction
writing thatjust asthe visual field is necessaryto their being anyobjectsof sight at all, sopresence
He writes. `Only beingrendersit possible
is necessaryto therebeing anythingat all that presences.
that beings should show up at all' (Young 2002,11). That is to say, and as already stated,a
backgroundis necessaryfor beingsto be understoodassuch,
that which, asground,alreadyunderlieseverythingpresentas that presence(... ) and thus

...
`legitimises'that latter asbeings,(... ) in the senseof [being their] authoritative,underlying
ground(Heidegger,1998,300).
being (with a small b) is synonymouswith the horizon of disclosureand world in the ontological
sense.Being (with a small b) is that which transcendsbeings,determinesthe way in which they
show up. Young writes that in this sensebeing is the fundamentaldisclosureembodiedin the
linguistic practicesof a given culture in a given epoch,being exists only through human being:
Only man openfor being, allows this to arrive aspresence.Presenceneedsthe openof a clearing
and remainsassuchthroughthis dependence
given over to the humanbeing. This doesnot mean
that humanbeingsareprior to being,but, asHeideggersuggests,equiprimordial.To sumup, being
(with a small b) is the essenceof a being, and somethingcapableof concernto us. That thereis a
being dependson an underlying ground as that which allows or grants presence.Being (with a
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which
stated,being suggestsalsoall cannotbe disclosed.
Young argues that there are a number of passagesin Heidegger's work where perhaps a
little reluctantly, but explicitly, Heidegger says that Sein (B/being) has two sense.One is in `What
former,
Art'.
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are
Heidegger adopts Rilke's image of a sphere which like the moon has a lighted side and a dark side.
The lighted side corresponding to world and the dark side to earth. (Young, however, also suggests
this image should not be taken too seriously.) Referring to this `globe of being', Heidegger defines
two sensesof Sein, being in the sense of a lightening-unifying (illuminating or making-visible)
facets.
Young
in
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writes:
of
plenitude
sense
presence, and
Since our world-disclosure is `but the side facing us of an opennesswhich surrounds us; an
openness which is filled with views of the appearance of what are to our re-presenting
objects, we need, says Heidegger, a special term to designate this openness. In the
`Conversation' [on a country path] the term chosen is not `Being', but rather the mysterious
`that which regions'. But it is clear that this must mean 'Being' rather than `being' since its
(Young,
`can
be
2002,14-15).
thought
as
ontological
nor
of
neither
as
ontic
referent

Being, Young argues, is sometimesdiscussedas unintelligibility as opposed to being as
intelligibility. Whilst Sein is world in the ontologicalsense,in a different and evenperhapsmore
important sense,Young argues,it lies in the heartof earth.He writes that Sein is earth and world
takentogether,or in otherwords,earthandworld is that which really is, takenin the infinite of all
its facets.
Irigaray writesthat in her own work, in usingthe word "eire" which translatesas'to be' and
correspondto Being in Heideggers philosophy, she intends to say that the human being is
irreducibleto the factuality of an "etant"or being.Shewrites:
Etre to be at leastin my text, would expressa consciousandthoughtful assumptionof the
-,
fact of existing, this, an assumptionwhich ought to alwaysoccur in the presentand which
providesfor a bridgebetweenpast,present,and future (seeWL,xiii).
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Irigaray thus describesthis as oneof the most importanttasksfor humanity.In contrast,however,
to Heideggerand in criticism of his thought,shewrites:
I discovered that, in fact, we cannot be - "etre" (Being) - without such an "etre" (Being)
becoming an essence,or falling back into a simple substance,outside of a being in relation
with an other how is different, and first of all with the other of sexual difference (WL, xiii).

Irigaray arguesthat the relationbetweentwo undoesany suggestionof fixed essenceor substance.
In sucha relationshearguesthat we canhaveaccessto the reality of our existence.Shewrites: '...to
an existencewhich wouldnot be a simplepassivity,natablywith regardto the constructionof space,
time, andthe relationwith the other(s)'(WL,xiii). This existenceis alwaysin becoming,shewrites,
'...evenif it exists,or oughtto exist, in everyinstant'(WL, xiii).

How doesHeideggerThinksAbout Essence?
The question of essenceis one that can be addressedthrough Heidegger'sphilosophy as also
intimated in the discussionof truth. Furthermore,the questionof essence,as crudely arguedby
feminist theorists,is bound up in subject and object relations, a relationality Heidegger'swork
seeksto overcome.Heideggerdistinguishesthreesensesof'essence':firstly, quidditas,or the'what;
secondly,enabling,or the conditionof possibility; and thirdly, the groundof enabling,the ground
to the possibilty of our apprehensionof Being. It is the third sensethat 4 of interestto feminist
discussionsof Heidegger.(Young writes that being is the condition of the possibility of our
Heidegger
being.
is
beings,
This
Beingis
the
the
refers,as
of
and
reason
ground
apprehensionof
Young suggests,to Being as'the Origin' or 'Source'.) Young definesthe distinction betweenbeing
andBeing stating'-while being is the transcendental
groundof out world of beings,Beings,asthe
generativegroundof being, is its generativeground' (Young, 2002,16). Nevertheless,Irigaray's
philosophyseeksto rediscoverthe being/Beingquestionas the questionof sexualdifference.
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Heidegger'sreading of nature in Aristotle's philosophy suggeststhat ideasof nature in
Westernphilosophy have always correspondedto the questionof being. The role of nature in
Irigaray'sphilosophizingalso suggeststhe significanceof her influenceby Heidegger'sthinking.
That said,whenasked:'Could you specifyup to what point you leavehim to go on your own way?
Irigarayrespondsthat
I leavehim at the very beginningbecauseof the monosubjevtivenatureof his discourse.I
believe that the subject isn't one but two, becausethis correspondsto reality. Western
philosophylacks a philosophythat dealswith both reality and life in their relationshipwith
body
the
proper,and the other,or other subjects.I don't believe,as Heideggerdoes,
nature,
that life fordsits limit only in death;it first fordsit in the relationshipwith the other.The fact
that wer aretwo subjects,that being is in two not one,implies a limit to the I and to the you
which determinesthe horizonof a world, or ratherof two worlds. Heideggerhasa hardtime
thining this becausehe is lockedup in a "houseof being", as he calls it (WD, 132).
Despite Heidegger's discussion of'nature' as corresponding to the question of beings as a whole,
and Irigaray's suggestion of a faithfullness to his work, her own position with regards 'nature' is
clearly somewhat different to Heideggers. In a paper in Sexes and Genealogies "The Other and
Thinking about Difference', she writes: ' as long as we are still living, we arc sexually
...
differentiated. Otherwise we are dead' (SG, 107). For Irigaray, in contrast to Heidegger, there is
sexual (or rather sexuate) difference and it should be lived in a way to facilitate growth. In a longer
quote which expands on this issue, Irigaray writes:

The questionof whether languagehas a sex could be subtitled: Are we still alive? Alive
enoughto rise abovethe level of a machine,a mechanism,to exert an energythat escapesthe
masteryof the subject?Are we alive enoughto create,engender,life, form, spirit? If we areto
remainalive andregenerateourselvesasliving beings,we needsexualdifference(...) Thereis
a physiologicaland morphologicalcomplementaritybetweenthe sexes.Why deny it? This
complementarityshould be lived in sucha way as to facilitate growth. But in our becoming
here has been no sexual difference establishedon the level of the subject. This is the
opportunitythat still lies beforeus, particularlly in our thinking (SG, 107).
Natureprovidesa resource,and this is a resourcethat hasto be cultivatedin order to sustainour
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lives and growth. Nature is also, however, sexed and two. There are philosophical traditions, of
which she also suggests correspond more to the oriental traditions, where a respect for nature as
limited resource has also lead to an account of 'natures powers' (fertility and growth, for example)
in sexual terms. However, this is not generally a character of the occidental tradition. This respect
for nature also leads to a validation of the rhythmic character of natures powers, of its continual
becoming, and she also writes, that in these traditions in can 'inform' us. In her own poetic terms,
Irigaray writes of nature: 'It is always damp also, that is to say capable of touching us without
inflicting hann' (SG, 108). It thus suggestsanother sort of illumination. It can inform us to different
by
is
'Nature
also
regulated
alternations that do not truely
concepts of'difference' also; she writes:
contradict each other. Spring is not autumn, night is not day' (SQ, 108).

Informedby, or interpretingnature'srhythms,Irigaray finds that thereis a different sort of
difference that is not suggestedby Heidegger'sphilosophy, or by the Western tradition which
includesthe contemporaryContinentaltradition or poetry of Rilke or Holderlin. In the opposition
of Spring and Autumn, for example,shewrites that there is a rhythm of growth whereboth poles
arenecessary.This is not the opposition,sheargues,we understandfrom patriarchallogic.
For Irigaray a patriarchal logic has coverednature, and Heidegger'sphilosophy in its
discussion of 'nature' simply illustrates this. Sexual difference, as conceived in patriarchal
traditions, and subjectivity shaped within these traditions, as she has argued in the myth of
Antigone, mean that 'man' (or the subject) is torn between a primary matter, unmarked by sex (that
is to say a cloaked nature), and the other (yet again a cloaked feminine). This for Irigaray is an
from
'powers
from
is
nature'
and
meeting with
of'sameness'
ever
protected
of
economy
where'man'
the other. She writes: '...any operation is an error if the self is equal to one and not to two, if it comes
down to samenessand a split in samenessand ignores the other as other' (SG, 115). Thus, for
Irigaray, Heidegger's philosophy is held within the horizon of one single subject. As such it cannot
think sexuate difference. Being-two however approachesthe question of being so as to provide the
possibility of sexuate difference, co-existence and sexuate belonging.
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Being-two also requires a reconsideration of communication and of language. The
fundamental opposition between nature and culture is rethought in being-two so that the subject
does not constitute his or her self in opposition to nature (or the other) by as Irigaray writes 'by
means of nature' Irigaray writes that:
Nature representsto some extent the preferred instrument of becoming female, an instrument
which merges with oneself and is not external with oneself as it is of ten for the male (... ) It is
a question of coming to terms with nature in a fashion which is not dominating but measured,
rhythmic, harmonious, growing, fruitful (PP, 44 authors own translation)

Thus whilst Heidegger is dependent on the subordination of the maternal and the feminine in the
construction of his model of existence - Dasein: Irigaray writes: 'I cannot follow him in this house
of language for fear of loosing my female I' (WD, 132). Whilst Heidegger tries to master nature,
Irigaray writes, he does not succeed. The question of being, is a question of love, this has to be by
question of love between two
who are equal and different, and not one in a relation of
nature a
mastery of the other or Nature.

'A Chanceto Live', one of Irigaray's papers in Thinking the Difference, exploresthe
cultural limitations of understandings of technology. Irigaray argues in this paper, in a similar way
to Heidegger, that 'scientific-thinking' (subject and object relations) is not an authentic mode of
Ieing-in-the-world. However,
Heidegger,
unlike
she criticizes the patriarchal foundations of this
thinking and argues that this 'war-like method of organizing relations' has a sex, albeit
unacknowledged. She writes: '...the age of technology has given weapons of war a power that
exceeds the conflicts and risk taken among patriarchs' (TTD, 5). The masculine has exceeded its
power and, as a result Irigaray argues that we are constantly subjected to a mental and physical
aggression corresponding to subject-object thinking dominating conventional science and its
associateddisciplines. In this manner, she writes, that patriarchal cultures '...make it men's duty or
right to fight in order to feed themselves, to inhabit a place and to defend their property, and their
family and their country as their property' (7TD, 5). Consequently, within these cultural structures
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women are not responsiblesubjects,they do not embodythe valued characteristics,and they are
classedas children, seenthemselvesas property (as are children); and, whilst women remain
improve
to
they
can
change
sexualrelations.
subject,
nothing
children, whilst
are not responsible
Irigaray argues,to overcomethis ignorancewomen have to rediscovertheir own values, and
themselvesandfind their own limits. In this way, shealso arguesthat womencanhelp to redefine
masculinity.Irigaraywrites:
Somanmustkill to eat,must increasetheir dominationof naturein orderto live or to survive,
mustseekon the mostdistantstarswhat no longerexistshere,mustdefendby nay meansthe
small patch of land they are exploiting hereor over there.Man, alwaysgo further, exploit
further, seizemore, without knowing wherethey are going. Men seekwhat they think they
identity
is
by
do
how
defined
their
they
they
are
and
what
needwithout consideringwho
(T7D, 5).
Both men and women are products of culture(s) but men, Irigaray argues,are products of their own
culture(s) and also a little blinded to its limits. However, she argues that their relative exclusion
from society women may, from this perspective, reflect back a more objective image of society
than can men. Irigaray suugests that being in relation, women prefer to be in a non-hierarchical
relation to men. What is significant in this observation is that in theory all other types of minority
potentially are in a hierarchical relation (in the sense that these relations are pure products of
patriarchal cultures). Irigaray writes of minority relations:

It is with a thoroughly patriarchal condensation,either unconsciousor cynical, that
politicians and theoreticianstake an interest in them while exploiting them, with every
possiblerisk of the master-slavereationshipbetweenoverturned(7TD, 6).
This meansthat women, in a re-recognitionof sexuatedifference,have more than any other
two who
minority the potentialto initiate cultural change.Sexuatedifference,differencetZetween
are irreducible to each other, suggestsa non-hierarchicalrelation. Consciouslyintroducing this
relationto dialogueandto culture,thus,hasa potentialtransformativeeffect.
Sexualizationis the essentialcharacteristicof living matterbut hasnot beencultivatedby
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our societies.This hasleadto the privileging of one sex in contemporarycultures.The father-son
relationship,a relation betweenthosewho are the samedominatesculture and its values.This is
by a relationbetween
because,Irigaray argues,firstly, the lines of descentarenot counterbalanced
dialogue
between
female
decent
lines
and
of
make
male
gendersand; secondly,exclusivelymale
lines, masculineand femininegendersimpossible.
Exploring the patriarchal origins of our current economies provides one means to explore
the threats posed by technology's exploitation of nature, and resources. Rediscovering the
sexualization of living matter, of being is away of resolving the dominance of patriarchy. Hence,
she writes:
We live in a society of men-amongst-themselves that operates according to the exclusive
respect for the ancestry of sons and fathers and of competition between brothers (...)
Daughters are physically and culturally separatedfrom their mothers in order to enter male
families or male institutions. The family, in the strict senseof the word, school, business, the
state, information systems and most forms of recreation are organized according to male
law.
Sexualization,
is
one of the essential characteristics of living matter,
and
which
economy
has not been cultivated in our societies, for centuries, and our age of technology is attempting
to eliminate it (...) human female identity is either unknown or no longer known. Society and
culture operate according to male modes - genealogical and sexual (SG, 9).

Rediscovering the sexualization of living matter, of nature, of difference, is another way to address
the violent inequalities of contemporary culture(s) and the exploitation of natural resources. For
Heidegger, Dasein projects itself towards the possibilities that come towards it, that is its nature.
Dasein is ek-static by nature. Irigaray, however, suggests that ecstasy remains sensible. She
for
intansy.
The
She
than
transcendental.
subject,
ecstasy
suggests rather
an
suggests a sensible
Irigaray, is in relation to a sensible other (or nature) as an other I can never know. That is to say, the
other is recognized as sensible, living, and sharing in an economy of energy. Respecting energy,
cultivating an sharing energy corresponds to a different sort of love of the other, than that generally
known in the Western tradition. Respecting and cultivating energy in the one and in the other could
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also createa flesh or dwelling that belongsto neither one nor the other as a passageto another
culture in sexual difference. Irigaray writes:

A single Whole cannot hold togethereveryoneand everything. It is, in fact, difficult to
shelteranotherin one'sown house(...) A homeneedsto be appropriateto the onewho dwells
in it - it is the placeof preservationof one'sown intimacy (WL, 158).
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.1 The Question of Love
Love has been a recent theme of a number of feminist and cultural theorists in recent years. Julia
Kristeva, for example, writes about religious love in her work In the Beginning Was Love,
Psychoanalysis and Faith and secular love in Tales of Love. In The Samurai, Kristeva writes:
'There are no love stories anymore. And yet women want them (... ) and so do men when they're not
(Kristeva,
like
1992a, 1). Taking about love Kristeva also
being
tender
and
sad
women
ashamedof
writes, '...people think you are a little bit ethereal or that you are not aware that there are struggles
and hate and violence in the world and so one. Or you are a little bit religious or something like that'
(Gubermann, 1996,1). Kaja Silverman in Threshold of the Visible World writes that love until
recently has not figured prominently in either psychoanalytic or philosophical contexts. Sheargues:
'It has always seemedto lack respectability as an object or intellectual inquiry - to represent the
very quintessenceof kitsch' (Silverman, 1996,1). Describing her study of Freud, Silverman argues
that she found no definite model for conceptualizing love: 'All that emerged with absolute clarity
(...) was that love is untimely bound up with the function of idealization' (Silverman, 1996,1). With
the popularity of questions of love in contemporary theory, Renata Salcecl similarly discusses
desire in cultural practices from within a Lacanian psychoanalytic framework in (Per)versions of
Love and Hate; but like Kristeva's criticisms of contemporary culture, Salcecl's theme is sexual
love. bell hookes in all about love describes the problems of love for women but limits her
discussion to her own autobiographic experiences within the prejudices of contemporary culture.
Even amongst commentators on the work of Derrida, John Caputo, in 'For the Love of the Things
Themselves' suggestsdeconstruction as a work of love, in particular discussing Derrida's influence
by the work of Emmanuel Levinas. Thus, far from being a theme unexplored by contemporary
culture, love is an issue far from unprecedented in philosophy. David Farell Krell, as a
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contemporary example, and referring to the works of Heidegger, Maurice Merlcau-Ponty,
Emmanuel Levinas and Irigaray asks, inArcheticture: 'What would things be like in a world where
in order to make something one has to make it with something, as though making it with someone'
(Krell, 1997,15). Tic rather than techne is the word he uses for this reconsidered mode of
(re)production. Irigaray has commented on the issue of love, in Freud, Plato, Levinas and many
from
beginning
it
its
is
Irigaray's
to
and
philosophers
even
possible
read
as a question of
other
work
love - from her early criticisms of Freud in Speculum: Of the Other Woman (and his immersion in
metaphysical paradigm refuses to question) to more explicit studies of the issue with Hegel in I
Love to You and Heidegger in The Way ofLove.
The Way of Love is described as an attempt to anticipate, through language and through
dialogue with the reader, what love between is could be in a context which recognizes a more
radical sexual difference. She writes:
The book, in fact, does not speak about something or someone who already exists and for
whom a language and representations are somehow available, notably through a certain use
of language, what could or ought to exist as loving between us, to prepare for a wisdom
between us -a dimension as crucial, if not more so, that above all mental, wisdom which
Western philosophy has claimed to be (WL, vii).

Is this Love?
Irigaray'scriticism of contemporaryphilosophyis that man hasnot reacheda stageof wisdom or
love in relation to the other, if he cannotrecognizesexuatedifference.All other conceptionsof
difference,she argues,are impositionson the other, inadequateconceptionof the other. In Why
Different? andin an interview entitled'The Time of Difference shestates:
in herself makeslove in herself.Man engendersandmakeslove outside
woman
engenders
...
of himself.This meansthat their relationshipto themselvesandtheir relationshipto the other
is far from beingsimilar, favouringeitherthe insideor theoutside,eitherrefugein oneselfor
respectfor the otheroutsideoneself(WD, 96).
Thereis, thus,a part of humanity,that is to saywomen'sform of love, left uncovered,uncultivated,
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and unthought. Exploring love within the philosophical tradition is one way of unlocking the
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Irigaray also argues that this difference has to be cultivated. She writes:

The original placeof the relationbetweenthetwo partsof the human(...) hasto be cultivated
in order for humanityto exist as such.The task is still to be fulfilled by us and The Wayof
Love sketchesa possiblescenographyfor it (WL, viii).
The Way of Love depends on language to communicate and evoke a philosophy of love, but it is
in
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two. It is not a matter of describing what already exists (as language can more easily achieve), it
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humanity can be founded. She writes:
It is a matter of staging an encounter between the one and the other - which has not yet
occurred, or for which we lack words, gestures,thus the means of welcoming, celebrating it
in the present and the future (WL, viii).

In a languagewhich is faithful to Heidegger(The WayofLove is in part a dialoguewith Heidegger)
shewrites'...we haveto awakenthis [sexualdifference].andbring it to meaning,to the other,to the
world' (WL, xv). For Irigaray,the centralissuethat philosophy,including heidegger'sphilosophy,
her
difference
from
distinguish
is
difference.
To
philosophy
of
sexual
more
evades sexual
traditional approaches,she calls this sexuatedifference. How we can stage the possibility of
sexuatedifferenceis the motive of muchof her philosophy;whetherit is Plato'sforgetting,as she
describesin her paper `SorcererLove: A Readingof Plato'sSymposium,"Diotima's Speech"'(see
An Ethicsof SexualDifference,pages20 -23) or EmmanuelLevinas'sneglectof anethic towardsa
sexualfeminineother,as shedescribesin the `Fecundityof the Caress'.
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Irigaray conceptualization of eros is a call to rebuild. Theories of love range from the
instinctual to the spiritual, descriptive and critical but, Irigaray argues, these philosophies are
uncivilized if they cannot include an autonomy for woman in her nature; or in Irigaray terms, in her
specific and symbolic identity (seeILove To You). The Way of Love is both a continuing dialogue
with Heidegger, faithfulness to his teaching (in that teaching is for Heidegger an awakening) but
also a faithfulness that aims to shift the focus of his philosophy into a different realm. To a meeting
with an other who is different, and, she writes, to: '...the clearing for the advent of a dialogue or
conversation between two parts of humanity in the respect of their othernessto one other' (WL, xii).
To further distinguish this event from Heidegger's philosophy, she argues,that this'poetic-thinking'
can be evoked by poetic language, it, nevertheless, first exists in a present dialogue. She states:
There we can and we must experience what speaking means. There it is incumbent upon us
to take charge of the act of speaking without any form or content that would be dictated to us
by an already existing world (WL, xi).

Hence,for Irigaray,thereis anotherbeginningthanthat of poeticthinking, one createdin dialogue,
in a relationshipwith an other who is different; and the sexualrelation is most paradigmaticand
universalof loving encounters,sheargues,and the one the leastwell considered.Furthermore,the
political significanceof thinking this differenceis evidentin statementswhere,shewrites:
Women could develop a culture of life and love, somethingthat we often relegateto the
beyondbecausewe don't know how to practice it here below. They could bring a respect
betweenus of singularityanddifferences,especiallyin termsof sex, as well as the task for
joy in one'srelationshipto natureandthe other (...). In our ageespecially,eachpersonmust
learnto be faithful to him/herselfin the acknowledgementand love of the other,the others.
Sexualdifference,a universaldifference,canserveas a basefor his learningexperience(WD,
99).
Love hastraditionallybeenconsideredwomen'spreoccupationandpreserve;however,love hasnot
been sufficiently explored by women. Irigaray's philosophy suggeststhat where difference is
projectedonto a wholly Other,or Being, to someThing belongingto a beyondthe world, this is
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both a cultural imposition on and also a suppressionof the other. Our conceptions of love shapeour
relations but ideas of love remains those constructed for the benefit of a singular subject. Love
idealized is that between Father and son but the relation between man and women, and mothers and
daughters are devalued. Furthermore Irigaray argues that our philosophies and approachesto the
other are so shapedby monotheistic patriarchal religious traditions that even where philosophy has
challenged these traditions (such as Heidegger's philosophy) it has not adequately addressedsexual
difference, as these questions are prohibited in this tradition. Nevertheless, whilst a hierarchical or
vertical relation to an other, as to a Father-leader, is raised to a sacredform of relatednessthis must
suggest another more fundamental relationship, or a forgotten and repressedrelationship of love.
Not a profane love, not a love that stands in opposition but one that exceedsthese vertical forms of
hierarchies. This suggeststhe other other of love.

In Irigaray'sphilosophy,rethinking love implies a rediscovery,an openingto the other, a
loving the other; a loving that protects and cultivates self and other. Without this reconsideration of
love, Irigaray argues: '...we fall back into fusion or into couples or oppositions whose relation will
be governed by hierarchy and submission to the other' (WL, xiv). The consideration given to sexual
difference by philosophy is symptomatic of this tradition. How we can approach the other without
the encumbrancesof this tradition is, however, she suggests,for us to take up and it is in part at least
the aim of The Way of Love. She writes, `...it is incumbent upon us to take charge of the act of
speaking without any form or content that would be dictated to us by an already existing world (WL,
xi).

The questionof dialogue is central to cultivating or creatingsexualdifference,Irigaray
writes: `We haveto listen to the presentspeakingof the other in its irreducibledifferencewith a
view to the way through which we could correspondto it faithful to ourselves(WL, xi). Thus,
within patriarchaltraditionsthe appropriateandessentialrole of the femininehasbeenassociated
with the maternalfunction. For Irigaray,without denyingthe significanceof this role; womenhave
to becomefreeto challengethe definitionsof womenandfreeto recreatetheir own. Their own way
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of love is fundamentalto this process.

Irlgaray and ecriturefeminine.

Irigaray's work does not refuse issues of writing but her response to question about `women's
both
how she sees a need to distinguish her own approach and to elaborate a
suggest
writing'
different sort of sexual difference. Sexual difference, or sexuate difference, is, for Irigaray, a
difference that originates in relation, in part outside language. Irigaray experiments textually in her
criticisms of philosophy to draw attention to what has been repressed,to draw attention to gender
biases but writing is not her sole objective; it is simply a method of communicating. Distinguishing
her work from others, she arguesthat writing restricts what shehas to say, although it allows her to
disseminate her thought. In a statement responding to those who seek to associate her with
feminine,
`...
ecriture
only those who are still in a state of verbal
or
she
writing
writes:
women's
automatism or who mimic already existing meaning can maintain such a scission or split between
who is woman and she who writes' (TN, 53). Irigaray thus refuses the problematic of ecriture
feminine. To write as woman is a means of communicating and transmitting thought, however, and
this is an important issue, thought which attempts in its relationship with the reader in a new
cultural era of sexual difference. She argues: `I am a woman. I write with who I am. Why wouldn't
that be valid unless out of a contempt for the value of woman or from a denial of a culture in which
the sexual is a significant subjective and objective relation' (J77V,53). Hence, it is a re-evaluation
of the sexual within culture that Irigaray suggestsis a more important dimension for women and for
change. Furthermore, she writes:

My use of writing in this part of the twentiethcentury signifies an attemptto createa new
cultural era: that of sexualdifference.It seemsto me that this -is a necessarytask at this
mdmentin History in termsof the past,the present,andthe future (JTN, 52).

Whilst Irigaray can be dismissiveof argumentsconcerningwomen's writing, she nevertheless
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cannot argue that writing is not a significant aspectof her work: She cams her living by writing anq
passeson the results of her researchby writing. She arguesthat she writes with who she is, however,
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manner
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In an interview with Alice Jardine (reprinted as `Writing as a Woman') Irigaray argues that writing
has
beeil an experience
be
denied
to
the
right
speak - which
a means of expression where
can
within her academic career. This denial can have several meanings, she writes:
Being denied the right to speak can have several meanings and take several forms. It can be a
conscious effort to ban someone from institutions or banish him or her from the polis. Such
an action can mean, if only in part: I don't understand what you're doing so I reject it, we
be
hold,
be
it.
In
to
thought
to
this
put
on
allows
your
available to those
case,
writing
reject
women and men who sooner or later will be able to understand it This applies to some areas
of knowledge more than others, and for various reasonsthe discourse seeking to establish a
new sexed culture is one of them (JTN, 53).

The effects of repression are powerful, especially with regards the possibility of a different way of
being for both women and men. The relationality that Irigaray's philosophizing seeksto uncover is
illustrate
deemed
hide
the
that
to
this
cultures
even
myths
violence
within
necessary
so repressed
possibility. In Irigaray's exploration of the Demeter-Kore myth, which addressesthe oppositions of
nature and culture, possessionand loss, purity and fertility; it is the mother-daughter relation that
emerges one of the most hidden but yet that which the story depends upon. Irigaray writes that the
effects of repressedare so strong that... they enable such strange statementsto be upheld as "I am
a woman" and "I do not write as a woman" (.17N, 53). However, it is the suppression of a specific,
relational identity for woman that allow this confusion. Moreover, Irigaray argues, that in
proposing that ecrtture feminine has a liberating aspect for woman (as is suggested by those who
take up deconstruction from a feminist perspective) a more repressive power is at work, which she
describes as `... a secret allegiance to the between-men cultures' (JTN, 53). This allegiance is
formed, she argues, in and as the celebration of writing linked historically with the civil and
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religious codification of patriarchal power (seeAN, 53). Moreover, she writes, that to contribute to
the language by making its writing sexed, `... is to perpetuate the pseudo-neutrality of those laws
and traditions that privilege masculine genealogies and their codes of logic' (.11W, 53). Bearing
these statements in mind, in an interview with Paola Azzolini (reprinted as `The Teaching of
Difference' in Why. Different? ) when questioned directly about her literary style she nevertheless
also responds that although she does not analyse how others writing may be `feminine' or not, for
herself, she tries to write in hahnony with her thinking which is that of a woman. Whilst stating the
important of a reorganization of cultural values, she also identifies in her own style of writing and a
number of qualities that are implied by her thinking. These include: Not sacrificing qualities or
tendencies towards beauty to argumentation; not accepting truth can exist separately from poetry;
preferring dialogue and communication with the other rather than remaining alone with oneself; a
love of nature; for words that breath praise and happiness; and'... the will to love in spite of today's
greyness' (WD, 126).

One of the reasonswhy Irigaray is keen to dissociateher philosophyfrom an interestin
ecriture feminine is in the description or definition of her work as some form of women's writing.
In Hove To You she devotes an entire chapter of her book to her regret over the misunderstandings
especially regarding the intentions of Speculum of the other: woman. In her own description of the
motive of Speculum she writes that she wanted to criticise the exclusive right to the use, exchange
or representation of one sex by the other. This criticism, she argues, '... is accompanied by the
beginnings

of

women's

phenomenological

elaboration

of

the

auto-affection

and

auto-representation of her body: Luce Irigaray, signatory to the book (TN, 59). This suggests a
different motive to that of dcriture ftminine.

She writes that it implies that the female body is not

the object of man's discourse, their arts and other forms of representation, but it becomesthe focus
for female subjectivity; the object of female subjectivity experiencing and identifying itself. Hence,
she writes of her method in Speculum: `In my case, it was more a question of inverting myself. I
was other of/for man, I attempted to define the objective alterity of myself, for myself, as belonging
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to the female gender' (ILTY, 63). Speculum, for Irigaray, was an attempt to suggest another logic,
one that she describes as appropriate to their bodies and which in To Be Two is also described as an
alliance of truth and ethnicity. This is also a way, she suggests, of inviting the male subject to
change, inviting him to define himself, she writes: '... inviting him to define himself as a body with
a view to exchangesbetween sexed subjects' (JTN, 59). Hence, of the original intention of the title
of her book, she states: `The title also denotes the most faithful expression of reality possible:
Speculum mundi. Speculum mundi signifies a `mirror of the world - not so much the reflection of
the world in a mirror as the thought of the reality or objectivity of the world through discourse'
(lLTY, 60).

intention
Irigaray's
would have been better comprehendedif she had written the title
"
Speculum,de 1'autre:femmeandthis is how sherefersto herbook in her more recentpublications.
She arguesthat with this title, a project of constitutingthe world of the other, would have been
betterunderstood.In Italian it has beentranslatedas Speculum,A proposito de 1'autro in quanto
donna or Speculum,De L'altro: donna whilst in English she arguesSpeculum.Of the Other
Womanis evenfurther from what sheintended;andof the problemswith interpretationof this title,
shewrites:
There is no questionof holding up some mirror to what it reflects, an other or the other
woman.In speculumthe questionof the mirror figures as an interpretationand criticism of
the enclosureof the Westernsubjectin the Same,evenin thosepropositionconcerningthe
needto seea different mirror for the constitutionof femaleidentity (S, 60, Irigaray's italics)
The meaningof the title Speculumthus does not refer to a gynaecologicalinstrumentor the
relationshipbetweentwo women, as Irigaray argues.It doesnot refer to an alreadyconstituted
relationshipof Luce Irigaray with 1'autrefemme(the other woman),rather it is an explorationof
relationality.Irigaray writes: `... who would this otherwomanbe given that that no femalegeneric
yet existsasrepresentationor ascontentof an ideality for women?' (7LTY,60).
The creationof an ideality (including love) is one of the issuesSpeculumpresents.How
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Irigaray's philosophy differs from explorations of ecriture feminine is in her wish to constitute the
world of the other as woman. In this respect, for Irigaray, the other is taken as substantive, that is to
say as having a separate independent existence, not subsidiary, not an `other of the same' in
Irigaray's terms. In Irigaray's philosophizing the other is someone I can never know, who is a
mystery to me but he or she is not neutral; he or she is sexed. She writes:
In French, the other is supposed to denote man and woman, just as it is in other languages,
sch as Italian and English. In the subtitle of Speculum, I wanted to indicate that the other is
not in fact neutral, either grammatically or semantically, and that it is not, or not longer
possible, to use the same words indiscriminately for the masculine and the feminine (ILTY,
61).

The practice of approaching the other as a neutral being is, nevertheless, widespread in philosophy;
and as Irigaray writes: `There is talk of the other's existence, love of the other (... ) but without it
being asked whom or what this other represents' (IL7Y, 61). Consciously assuming sexed
difference, the role Irigaray takes in Speculum, refusing to allow herself to be subjected to
masculine forms of identity, is Irigaray's way of questioning the neutrality of the other and the
neutrality of our relation to the other. This process, this `position' or approach, does not suggest a
reversal of power relations but a freeing from patriarchal authority, masculine cultural values,
parental dependencies(including those of the institution) in rediscovery of loving relation that do
not eradicate oneself or the other. When asked, higaray is thus adamant that being-two is the
subject of Speculum as much as later works. The papers which make up the central portion of the
book are more evident of this, however, Irigaray does write of the path of her work. She states:

haschangedin my last booksis the way I extractmyself from patriarchalhorizons.
what
,..
After a periodof radicalcriticism. I'm usingnewerandmorefemininemethodsto bring man,
men,to dialoguethat respectsthe duality that existsbetweenus. I'm trying to lead him, or
them,back to the man-beingusing the path of interiority, the woman-being'spath, in order
to build a world in betterwaysthat in the past startingfrom our relationshipastwo. In order
to reachthis point I emphasizethehorizontalrelationshipbetweenthe sexesor genderwhich
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runs counterto our tradition, on all levels dominatedby a vertical relationship,whether
genealogicalor hierarchical(WD, 123).

Irigaray's work in Speculum develops in a different direction to that of De Beauvoir; where De
Beauvoir seeksto escapeher position as other by claiming neutrality. Rather than refusing to be the
other gender, the other sex, Irigaray's question is how she can approach the other as other,
irreducible and of equal dignity (see DBBT, 124-125). Rethinking sexual difference provides a
model for this, however, how Irigaray approaches the other has led to questions surrounding her
method, as already suggested.Carolyn Burke and Gillian Gill, the translators ofAn Ethics ofSexual
Difference write that Irigaray's creative play with language, `... habitually incorporates into her
from
the philosophical texts she is reading' (AESD, vii). This has led to Irigaray's
terms
own prose
technique, her reading or writing, being described as a form of mimicry. Burke and Gill write that
this does not mean Irigaray can be construed as adopting or assenting to the words or ideas she
echoes,rather she experiments to draw attention to why it is so difficult for women to think what it
means to be women. As already stated, Irigaray is keen to dismiss the philosophical significance of
further
Irigaray
but
to
question
representation.
argues that the question of woman can
seeks
writing
paralyse becoming if is it a matter of representation; and furthermore, she argues that mimicry is
the behaviour of the slave and this mode of being does not correspond to the being of woman. Thus,
the term `mimicry' is often used to describe Irigaray's method; but whilst mimicry is part of her
criticism, she also argues that women cannot allow themselves to be reduced to the play of
representation. Both matter, essence and sexuate being remain unthought by contemporary
philosophy, as does love. Whilst language does not, and cannot as yet suggest sexuate modes of
existence, according to Irigaray women will remain prisoners of language that ensures feminine
subjectivity remains covered. To explore further why her practice cannot remain simply a form of
mimicry, and in a dialogue with Nietzsche, she writes:

I do not like extremesor opposites.When I have recourseto them it is alwaysa strategyof
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liberation.WhenI happento be absolute,it is in order to escapean oppositenot to espouse.
And - do you believe me? - inverting doesnot suit me. Only necessitycan force me to.
Almost all existing constructionsand perspectivesobfuscate.Taking them as a point of
departuredelaysthe coming of truth. In orderstill to catcha glimpseof truth, it is useful to
stand somethings on their heads.Which means,amongother things, making the earthy
to life. Therest is of
elementdesirableagain.We shouldbe looking for what is indispensable
little importance.And if thereis a privilege that opensup, is it not theprivilege of living (FM,
319).

Irigaray's writing criticisescurrentunderstandings
andinterpretationsofhuman identity. However,
she also invites alternativemodesof being; as is suggestedby the elemental.Nevertheless,this
difficulty
Aligning
Irigaray's
form
with
critics.
causes
practice
with
a
of reading and
practice
for
Butler,
example,writes:
writing,
I read Speculum again and again frightened by its anger, compelled by the closenessof the
(...
by
) was she enslaved to the texts, was she
the
text
the
confused
mimetism
of
reading;
displacing them radically, was she perhaps in the bind of being in both positions at the same
time. And I realized that whatever the feminine was for her it was not a substance, not a
it
had
be,
isolated
but
do
that
to
reality,
might
something
spiritual
with this strange practice of
reading' (Chea and Grosz, 1998).

Irigaray's practice,which hasalsobeendescribedasa poeticdialogue,hasmadeher susceptibleto
misunderstanding.However,whilst Irigaray dismissesphilosophiesconcerning`writing; which
shearguesperpetuatethe pseudo-neutralityof traditionsthat privilege masculinegenealogiesand
their codesof logic; misunderstandings
alsodemonstrateboth the difficulty of her thoughtandthe
pervasiveneed of masculinecultures to suppresssuch thought. In To SpeakIs Never Neutral
Irigaray writes of women'splight within current economiesin a mannerwhich confirms Grosz's
criticismsof Derrida's readingof Plato. Shewrites:
The femaleremainswithin an amorphousmaternalmatrix, sourceof creation,of procreation,
asyet unformed,however,assubjectof the autonomousword. Thecoming,or the subjective
anastrophe(rather than the catastrophe)of the female has not yet taken place. And her
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defence
it's
in
tendencies:
a
or an offensive
whether
movementsoftenremainstuck mimetic
As
female
behaves
like
the
the
the
the
of yet sheneitheraffirms
one,
unique.
other,
strategy,
not developsher own forms. She lacks somekind of growth, betweenthe within of an
intentionandthe without, from without to within whosethresholdremainsthe prerogativeof
the subjectthat hasalwaysbeen.The femalehasnot yet createdher language,her word, her
style. He, she,they (femininecase),I, aresupposedlystill the reservoirof meaning,andthe
madness,of discourse(TSBW, 4).

It is in Marine Lover that Irigaray describes a project of mimicry. In the chapter `Veiled-Lips', a
in
Nietzsche
both
Derrida's
Nietzsche's
discussion
on
commentary
philosophy and
of
specific
Spurs; Irigaray presents the possibility of another feminine. Derrida's argument is that woman
dissimulates, Irigaray, however, writes:

by your projections,shewill given themback to you as
Forevercoveredover or possessed
thingsneithershenor you want, and in which you do not recognizeyour own will. Beyond
the horizonyou haveopenedup, shewill offer you that in which shestill lives andthat your
day hasnot evenimagined(ML, 75).

In `Ecce Mulier' (Behold Woman) in a further dialogue with Nietzsche,Irigaray arguesof this
known,
to
the
that woman cannot allow this to
to
the
the
other
of
same,
or
of
woman
reduction

Two
in
In
To
Be
the
a similar way shewrites:
cultural
criticism.
of
remain extent
Looking at the other, respectingthe invisible in him, opensa black or blinding void in the
is
I
by
inappropriable
from
limit,
Beginning
the
this
recreated.
gaze,
world
my
universe.
inhabit it but the entiretyof its truth is not mine; since it is not completelyknown to me, it
(TBT,
8).
and
alive
sensible
remains

Whilst for NietzscheTruth is a woman,Irigarayarguesthat womenmustfind anotherway of being
and of this practice,,shewrites:
Suspendingjudgement thus permits the `to be'. We can remain together if you do not
becomeentirely perceptibleto me, if part of you staysin the night (TBT, 8).
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The cultural projectof approachingthe other of sexualdifferenceis not an easytaskby Irigaray's
in
It
demands
to
that
communication,
cultivating
own admission.
women and men pay attention
language
issues
between
Whitford
identifies
the
a
of
of
which characterise
number
sexes.
particular
Irigaray's criticisms and shapehow women live. Whitford writes that Irigaray identifies that: 1.
designate
language,
in
likely
to
themselvesassubjectsor
to
take
up a subjectposition
menaremore
discourseor action whilst womenare more likely to effacethemselves,or to give precedenceto
indicate
feminine
identity;
3.
`I'
does
fast-personal
The
2.
the
to
the
a
not
world'
useof
men or
Women are accustomedto being the vehicles of men's self-representationwhilst their own
in
likely
is
less
Women
language
4.
in
to
more
are
engage
more
or
absent;
self-representation
dialogue whilst men privilege the relation with the world and the object, women priviledge
interpersonalrelations;5. Womenarenot, as is sometimesthought,more emotionaland sbjective
than men when they speak,their speechis likely to effacethe expressionof their subjectivity; 6.
Womenare lessabstractthanmenand aremore likely to take accountof context,and arelikely to
collaboratewith the researcherandtakeresearchseriously(seeWhitford, 1991,6). Irigarayargues
that to haveequality,to be equal,it is not equality with men that will fulfil this necessity.Women
must have the right to a self-definedand sexedifentity which is equal in value to that of men.
Languagedoesnot asyet providethis, nevertheless,Irigaray writes in Le Partage iie la parole it is
'
different
'object,
for
different
different
desire
that
to
other,
can
constitute
a
modeof
a
a
women's
subjectivity.Shewrites:
desires
it
She
from
her
desires
different
the
the
as
a
primitive
as
emergence
world:
woman
...
beyondthe immanenceof the infinite contiguity, shedesiresit as other than herself,loves it
is
herself.
different
it
in
This
herself
the
than
one of
respect
of
other
as
other
creates
as
and
the dimensionsof the femaleculture, including the transcendentallevel. In this culture, the
relation with the other is fundamental,but it must exceedthe relationshipwith the natural
immediacywhile remainingfaithful to nature,it must escapefrom the regressionto the same
but also the renunciationof oneself as one from the subjectivepoles of the relation (PP,
46-47,authorsown translation).
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For Irigaray, becoming a female subject requires a different sort of relation with the other and this
relation, she argues, corresponds to a horizontal rather than vertical father-son genealogy. She
writes:
The dialectic of becoming a female subject does not move away from nature while
verticalizing oneself, as often happens with the male subject, but is cultivated initially but
respecting the other as other horizontally, including in the difference in nature between two,
i. e. practicing the renunciation of infinite subjectivity in the recognition that there are two
genders and that their differences impose limits on each of them (PP, 47, authors own
translation).

Irigaray thus argues that man and woman belong to two different worlds: The world of the man is
is
lacking
intersubjectivity,
in
development
the
the
a
culture
object
and
of
of
on
more centred
particular, in sexual difference. The other world, that of woman, she describes as above all
relational, privileging the relation in two, in particular in sexual difference. It often lacks a culture
of objectivity, she argues. This, thereby, also suggests a different sort of relation between the two,
between man and woman, in the respect for their differences. Differences, which, she writes:
`.... cannot be reduced to social stereotypes even if vigilance is essential concerning the impact of
such stereotypes on the relational identity of gender' (PP, 47, authors own translation). Women
need new myths and new gods for themselves in order to become women: It is essential that we
become gods for ourselves, she argues, and not idols, fetishes, symbols that have already been
outlined and determined. Women are positioned as other, as the dark, the occult mother-substance,
material and passagebut they need their own substance and their own ways of becoming.

Thus,beginningwith the intimate and rethinkingthe sexualrelation,the questionof love
becomesa social and cultural criticism concerningfor whom subjectivity is constructed.Irigaray
arguesthat womenlack a God to share,an ideal,a word to shareandbecome(seeSG, 29). In this
respect,a return to the foundationsof culture is an attemptto rediscoverappropriatewords. She
writesof the elementalfoundationsof culture:
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Theseelements,which, sincethe beginningof philosophy,havebeena focusof mediationof
everycreationof a world, haveoftenbeenmisunderstoodin our culture,which hastendedto
refuseto think aboutthe materialconditionsof our existence.Poetryrecallsthe elements,as
doessciencein a different (... ) Tracesand remainsof the elementsarc often laid down in
myths and fold tales as mysteriesthosestoriesof birth, initiation, love, war and deathand
passionsdelivered in images and actions with all the innocenceof knowledge. Such
affectionshaveyet to be decoded,thoughtthrough,interpreted,not as a "failure" but rather
as a stagein history (SG,57).

In an interview with Heidi Bostic and Stephen Pluchecek `Thinking Life in Relation' (reprinted in
Why Different? ) the interviewers define the distinguishing aspectof Irigaray's philosophy from that
for
in
`...
for
`deconstruction'
that
she
proposes
concrete
and
concrete
action
alternative
plans
of
effecting changes inside the space opened by the resituation of the universal subject (WD, 145).
Irigaray's philosophy even takes further the disabling effect of a deconstruction of Western
In
this interview Irigaray argues that women's liberation requires this
they
argue.
metaphysics,
action, and it requires social change to effect its aims. In this criticism of deconstruction, she writes:
Deconstructing all reference to unity, to the absolute, to the ideal, to the transcendentwithout
the recreating of value specific to women, without bringing out a reorganization of the
energy invested in such values risks; disintegrating the subject in favour of the savage reign
of death drives or of the coming to power of an even more totalitarian authority, these two
(WD,
being
incompatible
146).
not
possibilities

Deconstructionsuggestsan impotency, a lack of fertility, a lack of energy form and to social
change.Her gestureis to start from the initial attractionof sexualor rather sexuatedifference,
is,
`never
describes
`blinding
the
the
and
argues,
of
universe'
which
she
she
also
as
void
which
completelyknown' (seeTBT, 8). To adequatelyapproachthe issueof difference,it is necessary,
shesuggests,to start from the reality of two genders,male andfemaleor masculineandfeminine:
Deconstruction,otherwise,never leavesthe masculineeconomyof the same,in its relation to the
other. In this interview she also suggeststhat her work differs from deconstruction,in that, she
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writes:

The deconstructionof the one generallyoperateseither throughabstractmodelsor through
non-universalempiricalrealities,in spaceandtime: questioningit is thereforetoo partial to
reach a real universal. Moreover, this deconstructionoften is fulfilled in an auto-logical
manner,ashappensto the constructionof the one. It is thereforethe latter which eventually
movesfrom the real to the imaginaryor reducesto a simplenumerology(WD, 146).
Starting from two genders and rethinking this relation requires cultural values to be recognized to
be able to take into consideration the existence of these two difference subjects, each irreducible
one to other. However, this activity cannot simply be criticised as a creation, rather, Irigaray argues,
that masculine genealogies have covered over this logic. She writes:

Certainlythis reality of the two hasalwaysexisted.But it wassubmittedto the imperativesof
a logic of the onethe two beingreducedto a pair of oppositesnot independentone from the
other.Moreover,the duality was subordinatedto a genealogicalorder, a hierarchicalorder,
in spaceandin times,which precludedconsideringthe passageto anothermodeof thinking,
andof living (WD, 146).
For Irigaray, the universalcannotremain one, or one and many. This forces culture, society,to
is
beliefs.
in
its
It
to
a
call
refound
order to reacha civilization that is not limited to
culture
reassess
just
(see
in
is
WD, 147). If women are not
but
Irigaray's
terms
and
more
more
real
sameness,
genuinesubjectsin thepatriarchalcommunityanddo not obeythe samesexualeconomyasmen,as
such,womencan reflect back from their outsideperspectivea criticism of patriarchalsociety.It
could allow menalso to understandthemselvesand find their own limits. Culture both deniesand
disavowsdifferenceand at the sametime discriminateson the basisof this difference,which leads
Irigaray to demandan exploration,examinationand recoveryof difference.Sexualdifferencehas
to be rethought;both the masculineand the feminine and the relation betweenthem has to be
Within the currentsystemthe feminine, asdefinedby themasculinesubject,aswhat
reconsidered.
he is not, acts as the foundation,ground for the constructionof his subjectivity - independent,
separate,unique, autonomous.However,this need of masculinesubjectivity speaksof another
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more primordial desire, outside what Whitford calls the isomorphic imaginary of the male subject;
a relation covered over and forgotten.

5.2 Care and Love: What doesHeideggermean,what doesIrigaray suggest,and why are the
issuesstill important to architects?
For Heidegger 'care' is the name for the way we are in the world and love cannot be distinguished
from care. He writes that care:

is the name for the ecstatic-temporalconstitution of the fundamentalcharacteristicof
...
Dasein, that is, the understandingof being (...) One can even expect that the essential
determination of love, which looks for a guideline in the fundamental-ontological
determinationof Dasein will be deeperand more comprehensivethan the one seeinglove
and somethinghigher than care(Heidegger,1987,190).
For Heidegger,'love' and'care'arenot termsthat shouldbe seenasseparateandin The WayofLove
Irigaray doesnot suggestthat love is higher form of care.WhereHeideggersuggests'being-with'
(the title of a chapterin The Wayof Love) is a co-enactmentin care,this Irigaray argues,is not a
Heidegger
Whilst
that
a
sexuate
writes that care:
recognizes
other.
relationality
hasthestructureof belongingto theother.It is only by virtue of this primarybelongingthat
...
there is somethinglike separating,group formation, developmentof society and the like.
Thus listening to one anotherin which being-with cultivates itself is more accuratelya
compliance in being-with-one another, a co-enactmentin care. The negative forms of
enactment,non-compliance,not listening,oppositionand the like are really only privative
modesof belongingitself (Heidegger,History of the Conceptof Time)
It is this very 'belonging'that, for Irigaray, is at issue:This belongingcannotrecognizesexuate
difference,rather,sheargues,that the otheris gatheredinto the constitutionof Dasein.And whilst
Heideggersuggeststhat careis the fundamentalstructureof existence,of being-in-the-world,and
that this is '...concealedin ourjoy in the presenceof the Daseinandnot simply of the personof the
humanbeing whom we love' (Heidegger,1988,87). Irigaray suggests,the love of a meeting,the
surprise,the touch and wonderis rarely recognizedand without a certainrediscoverywe cannot
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respond to an other that is radically other to oneself in sexuate being. In this sense, for Irigaray,
Dasein cannot be an adequatedescription of the truth of existence. Irigaray writes:
From the other irradiates a truth which we can receive without its source being visible. That
from which the other elaboratgs meaning remains a mystery for us but we can indirectly
perceive something of it. Such an operation transforms the subject, enlightens the subject in a
way that is both visible and invisible. The light that then reaches us illuminates thee world
otherwise, and discloses to us the particularity of our point of view. It says nothing in a way,
pronounces no world but makes clear the limits of a horizon, of a site of thinking, of existing,
of Being. It opens new possibilities of perceiving and of elaborating space and time,
delivering them from the opacity of the night while arranging nothing - only the unfolding of
another manner of looking at, of listening to, of welcoming the real, taking into account the
importance of the other in their existence (WL, 164).

The Importance of Female Genealogies

Genealogy,in Nietzsche'ssense,meansunderstandingthe history of ideasthat the individual is
committedto. In Sexesand GenealogiesIrigarayarguesthat history hascollapsedmaleand female
genealogies,asexample,shewrites: `TheOedipuscomplexaselaboratedby Freudis one example
of suchtriangles' (SG,v). For Irigaray, thereis only one genealogyin the currentorder andthat is
the masculineand in our history in order to fuse the two family trees (the "reality" of two as
Irigaray commonlysuggests),or the two genealogies,it has beennecessaryto haverecourseto a
God-Father,unique and transcendentand without a femaleconsort.This figure could be Zeus,of
the Fatherof Judeo-Christiantradition, or fathergodsof otherculturaltraditions(Irigaray explores
theseideasmore specificallyin Marine Lover a dialoguewith Nietzsche'sphilosophy).Religioug
belief, respect,responsibilityto this God, or to approachingthe Otheris only possibleif this belief
is not fully explored.Thus Irigaray's project cannotbe associatedwith a theologicaldiscourse,at
leastin anytraditionalsense.Nevertheless,Irigarayalsoaimsto reclaimthis religioustradition and
rereadour cultural myths,shewrites:
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Once we give the whole issue the attention and serious consideration it deserves (... ) it
becomes obvious that God is being used by men to oppress women and that, therefore, God
must be questioned and not simply neutered in the current pseudo-liberal way. Religion as a
social phenomenon cannot be ignored. Marx fails to offer us any exhaustive guidance on this
point, and his disciples risk perpetuating religious sectarianism and repression because they
lack any adequateanalysis of the materiality of culture and language (SG, vi).

Furthermore, Irigaray argues that without two genealogies claims that men, races, or sexes are not
denial
for
`...
in
fact
disdain
a
or
real phenomena and give rise to an
point
of
signal
equal,
imperialism that is even more pernicious that those that retain traces of difference' (SG, vi). It is all
too clear that there is no equality or wealth, race, education, or culture and she writes, `... all those
that advocate equality need to come to terms with the fact that their claims produce greater and
greater splits between the so-called equal units and those authorities or transcendences used to
like
it
(SG,
Whether
`...
them'
these authorities
or
not,
she
we
writes
or
out
measure
vi).
measure
are still called capital or profit, and God(s), Man/Men. Any women who is seeking equality (with
(SG,
)
With
to
this
serious
consideration'
give
problem
vi).
what? needs
whom?

Traditional family relations similarly support the cultural silence of women where the
maintainsthe family structure.Irigaray's
production,reproductionandtransmissionof possessions
daughter
is,
in
The
is
Antigone
this
as Irigaray respondsto her
respect.
significant
examinationof
interviewers,`... the loosecoin, the currencyof exchange.Shedoesn't passon the father's name,
the cultural heritage,or the wealth(... ) Soshe'sgoing to be torn from her family, from her mother,
in orderto ensurethegenealogyof her husband-father'(WD, 19).Women,for Irigaray,on the other
hand,needto demanda justice that suits thereidentity; and being-twois Irigaray's suggestionin
this respect(seeSG,vi). To achievethis goal womenmust learnhow they relateboth to genderand
to kinship, she writes: `In our day and age it seemsless important to analysewhere the split
betweennature and culture occurs than to mark the places where growth has been sterilized
misunderstood,repressed'(SG,vi). Exploring myth is one way to explorethis cultural inability.
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(Re)Creating Love Stories With the Forgotten Mystery of Female Ancestry - Challenging
Traditional Love Stories
In interviews with Martine Storti and Marie-Odile Delacour and by Marysc Marty's, (reprinted in
Why Different? as `Mother's and Daughter's as seen by Luce Irigaray' (WD, 17-27) and `If
Daughter and Mother Spoke to Each Other' discussing Irigarays work `And One Doesn't Stir
Without the Other,' (Irigaray, 1981) `The Forgotten Mystery of Female Ancestry' and Sexesand
Genealogies) the interviewers question Irigaray as to why liberating the mother-daughter
be
`dark
"darki}ess",
from
its
could
a way out of the crisis of
continent'
cultural
or
relationship
feminism.
Irigaray describes the mother-daughter relationship as the darkest point in our social order
(or `the dark continents of dark continents, in a reference to Freud's 'woman is a dark continent') in
`The Forgotten Mystery of Female Ancestry, ' playing with the imagery of the myth and the
influence it may have had on Freud. She writes: `I don't know one woman who isn't suffering in
her relationship with her mother'; however, she also whilst that `... most often this suffering is
into
between
daughter'
It
tears
translates
through
a
silence
also
mother
and
and
screams.
expressed
(WD, 18).

Whilst the sufferingbetweenmotheranddaughteras is describedin `And OneDoesn'tStir
Without the Other,' is expressed,in Irigaray terms, `... as a break between an almost natural
intimacy and a lack of understanding,a lack of personalexchanges.It seemsto go without saying
that daughtersand mothersare in agreementwith each other, and [yet], at the sametime, they
lack
between
but
(WD,
31).
Both
the
the
the
result
of
of
each
other
resemblance
strangers'
remain
differenceis a lack of communicationnecessaryto mediatedifferenceandthe symptomis conflict
betweenmotheranddaughter.To emphasizethis problem,Irigaray writes, sometimes:
do
if
it
daughter,
irritates
to
the
andto
obligation
their
an
as
expressing
were
even
complicity
...
be like their mother...The daughterwantsto becomelike her motherand, at the sametime, is
repulsedby this ideabecausethis "do like" is imposedon her anddoesn'tgive her anyworth as
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a uniquepersonwith a uniquestory ... to haveto resemblesomeone,to haveto do and be like
someone,doesn't make for interestingexchangesbetweentwo people but rather for wild
passions, stifling complicities, and infinite loves and hates. These blind passions and
complicitiesareoften linked to the fact that daughtersandmothershavethe samebody...They
talk aboutit aswomen,in collusion in regardto the men's world, but oftenthey're still lacking
a personalpath for exchange,(WD, 31-32).
At one extreme the consequencecan be a suffocating power relationships expressedin the mother's
fantasies of, for example, ' "I give you food, hence I can have a right over your life"' (WD, 18). Or,
as another example, in the suspicion, fear, anger or other misplaced emotions within the academic
in
interview,
`In
doesn't
Sorti
Delacour
their
this
and
suggest
society,
a woman stop being
context.
a woman the moment she becomes a mother? How could it be otherwise? When she refuses the
'
(WD,
herself
faced
19).
If
finds
women are not left any other
with
nothing...
model,
she
maternal
function within patriarchal family, Institution or more wider cultural systems, than `.maternity, '
(that is to say as either good or bad mothers, fitting or not fitting traditional modes of femininity),
they are left `homeless', that is to say, they are left without subjectivity or interiority of their own.

Homelessness

Irigarayusesthe word dereliction,and it is a term Whitford takesup in Luce Irigaray: Philosophy
in theFemininewhich, Whitford argues,alsoimplies lackinggodsor idealswhich includeslove, or,
in the terms of Sexesand Genealogies,a feminine genealogy.For women,the alternativeto not
in
in
is
the absenceof a
the
to
the
absence
of
symbolization,
existing order
remain
challenging
genealogy,and in a stateof dereliction, which hasmuch strongerconnotationsin Frenchthan in
English.In English it suggestsneglect,failure of ones' duty (as in the derelictionof duty) or the
processof abandonment,it is also a term for the retreat of the seaexposingnew land (Concise
Oxford English Dictionary) In Frenchit also connotesbeing abandonedby God, Whitford argues,
in mythology, she writes that it correspondsto the state of Ariadne abandonedon Naxos left
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without hope without help and without refuge (LIPF, 78). (Whitford also suggestsin a footnote that
according to Derrida dereliction

is sometimes used in French to translate Heidegger's

Geworfenheit (thrownness) (see Derrida, `Geschlect, difference sexuelle, d/erence ontologique'
translated into English reprinted in Feminist Interpretations ofMartin Heidegger, 53-72)).

Whitford readingof Irigaray suggeststhat lrigaray defineswomen's condition as that of
alienation, as the original state of loss and separation constituted by being born, loosing one's
original home. However, the main point for Irigaray is that the symbolic provides alternative homes
for men - the maternal provides a foundation for men - but for women, women lack an adequate
symbolization to "house" them (LIPF, 205). Hence, in this respect, and of the problem of the
relationship between women, Irigaray writes:
the menacing fantasies attached to the maternal function. The fear of falling into a chasm,
...
plunging into darkness, entering a magical universe. This certainly evokes an "in ufern"
regression, and especially the fact that we are touching there on a part of the social that is
submerged, lacking language and symbolization. The woman-mother finds herself assimilated
to a dark continent where reproduction and afterlife occur. Yet again, a role deprived of any
distinctive identity (WD, 18).

Whitford's reference in her exploration of the term dereliction is the essay `An Ethics of Sexual
Difference' in An Ethics ofSexual Difference: Women are abandoned outside the Symbolic order,
for Irigaray, she argues, and the absenceof symbolization is the dereliction in which they already
exist. Whereas, she argues, the fundamental ontological category for men is dwelling; whether in a
literal or a figurative sense, women's ontological status in this culture is dereliction or a state of
abandonment. (Whitford also suggest Irigaray argues in terms of unfusionnel -a psychoanalytic
term for merging or failure to differentiate and separate (LIPF, 81)). This is not Alienation as
understood within patriarchal traditions - as an alienation from the pre-oedipal closenessbetween
mother and child. Whilst women lack mediation in the Symbolic, she argues, for the operations of
sublimation (one could suggest women suffer from `love'), or in Whitford's terms, `.... drives
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without any possible representatives or representation' (TS, 189) Whilst they remain in this
condition; whether in relationships between women, or between men and women, they cannot
perceive the difference between themselves and the other - they lack mediation, and love is
impossible for them. She writes that without space between them, for words and gestures,passions
manifest themselves in a rather cruel way. The practical problem for women is, thus, how to
establish horizontal genealogies between women and between men and women. Feminism has
addressed the problem of the idealization of women's nature found in some feminist writing, for
Irigaray this is not however, a utopia. Whitford writes that Irigaray suggeststhat it may be possible
in attending to communication to negotiate problems raised in "horizontal relationships" between
(LIPF,
78).
to
structures
resorting
power
without
vertical
women

The area numberof features,Whitford argues,that womenface in attemptingto createa
different social order, and moreover, she writes: 'It will be seenthat she [Irigaray] does not attribute
any special natural virtues to women, and that there is no suggestion that communities of women
will automatically be idyllic or ironical spacesfrom which conflict, aggression, or destruction have
been excluded' (LIEF, 78). What Irigaray does, Whitford suggests,in her argument is to establish
`... a link between certain cliches of psychological or psychoanalytical descriptions (hatred of the
'mother, rivalry between women, women as women's own worst enemies), and the symbolic order,
thus she allows for the possibility that a different symbolization could have effects on women's
relationships with each other' (LIFP, 78). Thus, within the current symbolic order, Whitford argues
that women are prey to: 1. rivalry, this is becausethere is no room for more than one at a time in the
place of the mother. `since the place of the mother is unique to be become a mother would mean
occupying this place, but without a relation with her in this place' (`Love of Self Among Women in
the Feminine, ' AESD, 102, Whitford's italics); 2. permanent risk of annihilation; 3. the cruelty that
takes place when relations are not mediated by anything; rites, exchanges or an economy (see
AESD, 103-104); 4. various forms of pathology (see AESD, 111) for example, murder, which
Whitford explains as `Thus a sort of international vendetta is set up present more or less
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everywhere which disorientates the female populace, the groups and micro-societies which are in
the process of being formed. Real murders take place as a part of it, but also (insofar as they can be
distinguished) cultural murder, murder of minds, emotions and intelligence, which women
perpetuate amongst themselves (seeS, 100). A more succinct way of expressing Whitford's reading
because
have
be
Irigaray's
women
they
that
suffer
no way to individuate
observation would
of
themselves, from a confusion of identity amongst them, a lack of respect and a lack of perception
that the other(woman) is different (see LIPF, 79).

To explainthe paralysesandthe rivalries betweenmotherand daughter,betweenwomen
and within feminism and Irigaray arguesthat something has yet to blossom in the relationship. It is
a genealogy of women that would allow women to reconceive relational identity - this relates to a
daughter
for
being-two.
Mother
women need modes of relation conceived
and
women or
genealogy
in their own way, as Irigaray argues:

Each one's story lack words and images and their spiritual journey is the same once
again ... becauseit's definedby universein the masculineandthis universedoesn'tprovide
that valorize the importantmomentsin women's life. In order for daughter
representations
and mother to communicatethey need words and images symbols which representthe
significanteventsin their life andwhich allow to build themin the feminine(WD, 31-32).
Furthermore,they need a language:`That houseof languagewhich for men even constitutesa
is
for
his
home
in
(...
)
body
substitute
a
women used to constructit, but [as a result] it is not
availäble for her' (AESD, 105). Wochendisappearwithin patriarchal cultural traditions, or are
obliged to play as man, Irigaray writes ... changinginto the one,' that is to say, if they cannot
representthemselvesor their relationwith other(WD, 37). Moreover,they becomesubjectto `wild
' `stifling complicities,' 'infinite love and hates,' (WD, 31); or fears of falling into a
passions,
`menacingdarkness,
' or `magicaluniverse'(WD, 18). What is missingis the singularimageof one
woman who is also a mother - woman and mother. A specificity, a feminine I, or an Ihe as is
Irigaray's descriptionin I Love To You.Wherewomendo not have memories,images,storiesor
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words, that could include a divine, or, a genealogy, one that reminds her that she is Iah; all that is
left is her homelessness. Irigaray writes: `The woman can't maintain her woman's identity in
society without the possibility of returning to her to L.

She disappears, remains silent, plays the

her
is
images
Iha,
into
doesn't
have
If
that
memory,
or
reminding
she
one... she
words
man, changes
she can't represent herself as she, a woman, nor can she represent other women as women. I think
re-finding her feminine I is essential for both presenting and representing herself as for being able
to meet and represent other women in collective life. It's along haul that's opening before us. It's
worth the trouble... ' (WD 37) .

The problem of dialogue betweenmother and daughter,as Irigaray describesit, is an
entirely different one to that of developing theories concerning the social problems of motherhood.
The majority of us suffer from overprotective mothers, whether the relationships are good or bad,
Irigaray argues, but what paralysed our mothers, had depersonalised and paralysed their own
between
the
guilty
relationship
a
culturally
prescribed
mother and daughter,
result,
mothers;
daughter and mother, is not one of love between two people as two subjects. The consequence,for
Irigaray, of not paying attention to liberating the mother-daughter relationship, is that whilst
contesting the traditional enslavement to maternity, we risk of perpetuating the blind spots of the
tradition. Significantly, this argument has already been raised concerning contemporary feminist
theory, with reference to Irigaray's work (WD, 19). As women, and as women architects, we also
lack opportunities to talk together that allows us to discover our desires, loves and imagination, an
observation Wigglesworth makes in Desiring Practices. To extend Wigglesworth's argument
somewhat, however, we should expect women students and women architects should not only work
individually with the question of how to advance an ethic governing the relationship between the
sexesbut women architects should also challenge women teachers,older professionals and women
professors, to initiate and sustain a genealogy of women. This is not limited to transmitting a
women's history of architecture but includes, perhaps more importantly, a re-examination of
foundations of architectural design. Foundations which in forgetting of this mother-daughter
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relationship refuse a relationship between two subjects. Cultivating communication, in particular
cultivating communication between two subjects,that is not a matter of subject and object, is not arg
easy task. For architecture it would mean that women are no longer supporting the incredible
be
behind
desire
be
for
back
home.
Irigaray
This
to
the
also
proposes,
can
also
part
going
nostalgia
journal
have
job,
best
institution,
best
to
the
to
the
the
or perhaps surprisingly, sometimes
publish
of
even to get married and have children (see WD, 24). She writes:

It is true that there hasn't beenenoughof a clean break with institutions. Therecan be an
incrediblenostalgiafor "going back home" behind the desireto publisheda greatjournal,
becamea self-sufficientpublishinghouse,get such-and-suchajob, or sometimesevento get
marriedand havekids. Onceagainthe weight of the institutionshavebeenunderestimated.
But it could alsobe said that womenhaven't caredenoughaboutcreatingrelays,relations,
descent
I
the
to
themselves.
already
mentioned
need
re-establish
our
new waysof organizing
and ascentwith our mothers,our grandmothers,andour entirecultural and militant pastthat
doesexist, andthat our "masters"nevertaughtus to know. But there's also the confinement
in groups,cities, socialclasses,countries...Of coursenetworksare alreadyin operation,but
they shouldbe reinforcedandthe efforts shouldbe delocalised.We havemuchto teacheach
andsupportto give eachother (WD, 24).
other,and alsomuchencouragement

Successful communication between mothers and daughters, daughters and mother, is a
communicationwhich challengespatriarchaltraditions,nevertheless,by Irigaray's own definition
it is `a long haul that's openingbeforeus'; albeit worth the trouble (seeWD,37). If discoveringthe
for
it
daughter
is
the
essential
precondition
women's
emancipation
relationship
would
mother
it
`To
in
To
Irigaray
discovering
being
our
own
way.
cite
mean:
of
would
mean
a spaceandmode
discover a relationship, to cultivate communication with her mother [that] correspondsto
discoveringthe path of her incarnationas a woman(... ) So the woman is no longer the flesh for
defined
longer
(WD,
It
be
34).
that
the
mean
woman would no
which man will
would
word'
accordingto traditional conventionsof sexualdifference - man and women would be different
bodies and different words in a wedding of body and words. It would also mean that unlike
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traditional understandings of the family, man and woman in Irigaray's poetic terms'... can unite
their incarnations and gender spiritual as well as natural children, the first ones becoming the cradle
where the secondones will be received' (WD, 34). Between two, children are no longer possessions
for the woman. `Love' between two, which Irigaray also describes as a tenderness,both carnal and
spiritual, allows a different sort of difference between the sexes,between the sexes and the cosmos,
initiating a human becoming and desire appropriate to two sexes and, as Irigaray writes, `... so they
are not reduced either to constant copulation or to coupling for the sole purpose of procreation'
(7TD, 95).

Genealogiesof descentand ascentare importantto women as they are opportunitiesfor
individually
in
find
both
daughters,
to
themselves
their
and
collectively,
as
mothers
and
as
women,
own way, being women in their own right. Sustaining this difference can be informed by other
`And
One
Stir
describes
in
Doesn't
Without
Other.
'
Or
Irigaray
be
the
stories,
as
women's
informed by pre-history, as Irigaray describes in the last chapter of Thinking the Difference, `The
Forgotten Mystery of Feminine Genealogies'. Being-two can be cultivated in a contemplative
in
describes
Being Two. How many Eyes Have We?
Irigaray
the
as
natural world
relationship with
Forgetting the Air and To Be Two. Or, for that matter, in relation with the other gender as described
in I Love To You. It is as much a question of making changes to language, to taking some concern
over the cultural visual representation of women, as to initiating legal change concerning `equal
and different right'

Aphrodite's 'tenderness`a bridge betweengodsand humans.

The paper `The ForgottenMystery of FemaleAncestry' illustrates a hidden role of the female
bond
female
difference
Irigaray
the
to
that
sexual
with
of
possible
an
ethics
architect.
make
argues
ancestriesmust be renewed.In someancientcultural traditions (oneswhich shedescribesalso as
very advanced)it is the womanwho initiatesthe man into love, whereit is conventionallyaccepted
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that it is the man who must initiate woman into love (Irigaray also make this argument with regards
Diotima's `Speech' or rather lack of it in the Symposium). This `love, ' from a more ancient time,
does not concern sexual pleasure or seduction, but tenderness,ph dotes, a love that is both carnal
has
love
between
The
love
distinction
to
the
sexes.
reciprocal
and
clear
path
and spiritual
requires a
been lost. The question of love is set at the crossroadsof women's becoming, between the erasure
the relationship between mother and daughter and women's obligation to submit themselves to the
laws of men amongst themselves, within the institution, the family, or society - the result of a
single genealogy.

In this last essay in Thinking the Difference Irigaray specifically addressesthe
foundations
investigates
the
mythological
still at work within our
relationship
and
mother-daughter
is,
female
development
Irigaray writes, so impoverished
traditions
to
sexual
questionwhy
cultural
and so subjectto a male, or rather a more commonlyunderstoodasneutral libido that, shewrites
,... no longer respectsthe individuality of erotic partners' (TTD, xvii). Comparingthe Freudian
understandingsof sexuality and that asunderstoodthrough Greekmythology,this sexualdisaster
`seems to be explained by the destruction of religious practices and myths concerning
human
divine
(Aphrodite,
for
between
and
example)
and
relationships
woman-as-lover
motherand
for example).
daughter(DemeterandKore/Persephone,
Pornographytoday, Irigaray argues,would make us believe that eroticism concerns
instincts; similarly current theoriesof sexuality, in particularpsychoanalytic(or at leastFreud's
understandingof sexuality)sustaina masculineperspectiveof love: `... most intelligent men- and
occasionallywomen- of our time have maintainedthat eros is chaos,darkness,bestiality, sin,
annihilationbut that we must submit to eros to relieve our tensions,unburdenourselvesof them
shoot off and rest again' (7TD, 91). Wherethis model is not submittedto, wherelove is not eros
(conventionallyor psychoanalyticallyunderstood)it is agape(love without eros). Shewrites: `If
you do not want to fall, you candisguisethe fall or atonefor it by using it to procreate'(77D, 92).
Contemporaryculture cannotevenimagine, sheargues,that its patriarchalfoundationsmight be
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mistakenin this respect.Understanding,love as either Bros(conventionallyunderstood)or agape
(its antithesis).We arepoorin love, Irigarayargues,andyet suchcomplexitiessurrounderas that it
makes it difficult to escapesuch preconceptions.

Conventional models of eros (including psychoanalytic models), depending on
mythological foundations,suggestthat our drives are unisex, that they precedethe sexual
differentiation of the human into masculineand feminine,precede`incarnation',precedesexuate
bodies:
This meansthat we havereturnedto the chaosthat precededhumandifferentiation,andthat
thereeroticism is a sort of blind, virtually incessantdrive incapableof establishingits own
rhythm or harmony, of taking or giving shape,except through reproduction.We have
returnedto a primitive chaos,which accordingto our mythology is neutral-male.The only
thing that enablesus to emergefrom this undifferentiatedabyssis our own manifestationin
the children we beget.Our attractions,our loves,our embraces,aresupposedto havebecome
We
chaoticoncemore,shortof individuation,undefinedin termsof our humanappearance.
aresupposedlyneithermannot womenbecausewe are not yet men and women;we are still
in the abyssof the undifferentiatedhumanbeing, the male pole of the most primeval Eros
(TTD, 92).
Freuddescribesthe libido in this way, asa primitive chaosprecedinghis definition of the person.In
this sense,chaosis still with us. However,in her explorationof Greekcreationmyth it is Aphrodite,
Goddessof love, and her philotes (affection or tenderness)that Irigaray seeksto salvagefrom
patriarchalmodelsof interpretationas a path to love.
Within this myth, (a myth David Farell Krell also discussesin Architicture) Eros urges
couplingto producedescendents
andmoremanifestformsto appear.ErosurgesneutralChaosand
the Earth- Gaia - to couple in which they discovertheir own likeness.Their first offspring are
ErebusandNight, then Etherand Day:
the first as space,then as time. On Gaia's side,the first to be brought forth were Uranus
...
(heaven)and Pontus(sea)which delimited anddefinedher asEarth,as the femalepole, and
in relation to which or whom she gave birth. By compelling entities that were still fairly
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undifferentiated sexually - Chaos and Gaia - to couple, Eros made them give birth to sexual
beings. Sexual difference thus made its appearancethrough the children conceived. But the
male pole of the first couplings prevented his children from being born becausethey would
have kept him from being the only lover on earth. He tried to force them to remain in their
mother's womb, causing her to suffer terribly. Her youngest son therefore castrated the
insatiable lover and murderous father doing do from within his mother' very body, when
Uranus drew near. The blood from the castration fell upon the earth, and of it were born the
Erinyes (furies), the Giants and the nymphs Melia. The son cast the genitals into the sea,the
sperm floated to the surface and Aphrodite was born of this foam. She was conceived in
rather the way fish are: outside the mother's womb and without copulation (77D, 93).

There are a numberof versionsof how Aphrodite was conceived.In an older version, Irigaray
suggests,Aphrodite is the daughterof the seafertilised by the divine spermof Uranus(heaven)
female
`She
is
daughter
the
cosmicpolesborn
of
more
male
and
more
coupling:
personal
without
of Gaia,conceivedandcarriedin theliquid elementof theuniverse,outsideanyhumanbody' (77D,
94). The significantaspectof this lattermyth, for Irigaray's re-reading,is that it is almostuniquein
our culture,that is to say,Aphroditeis the offspring of male and femalegods(Heavenand Sea).
Aphrodite as a child of sexualisedgods,is a bridge betweengodsand humans.Aphrodite
thus has a very specialplace in our culture, Irigaray writes: `... betweennature,gods and human
manifestation.Sherepresentsthe embodimentof love, alreadysexualisedin its forms - man and
human
love
[moreover]
in
(77D,
[and]
This
but
the
a
still
close
cosmos
emerges
woman'
woman94): Aphroditeis an initiator of love in humans,the embodimentof love and asthis representation
of love is almost the exact oppositeof all of seduction:this love correspondsto a new human
becoming, it '... is spirit made flesh, especially in relations betweenthe sexes,thanks to the
goddess'sfemalephilotes' (7TD, 95). `Philotesis a modeof `love' betweentwo. It requiresa clear
distinction betweenthe sexes,a distancebetweenthem, `... betweenthem and the cosmosso that
they arenot reducedeitherto constantcopulationor to couplingfor the solepurposeof procreation'
(17V, 95):
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Contrary to what is popularly said or believed, Aphrodite is not a figure or deity who
incites sexual debauchery, but one who manifests the possible spiritualization of blind drives or
instincts through tenderness and affection. These qualities of love are not inconsistent with the
Greek,
Aphrodite's
it
its
human
dimension.
In
the
they
specific
give
act;
on
contrary
carnal
attribute is called philotes: tenderness.It therefore is not a matter of agapewithout eros, but of the
two combined in a love that is both carnal and spiritual (77D, 94).

Aphrodite,a modelfor women'sbecoming,andfor women'sliberation,usesher freedom
to elevatelove to humanidentity and this, moreover,is a more suitable conceptionof love for
a sortof primitive chaos
women..However,forgettingor destroyingphilotes in love re-establishes
in which the male instinct becomesregardedasneutral,`love' conceivedthroughmaleprinciples,
banished
it
from
love
dispossessed
imaginary:
`...
when
are
or
of
where their
male
women
or a
divinity as lover is foigotten love oncemorebecomesdrives that vergeon animality,disembodied
sublimationof them, or death' (7TD, 95). The male instinct, Irigaray arguesis, thus also beyond
humanembodimentassociatedwith a malegod who, `... no longer teachesus the divinity of love
betweenwomanandman' (77V, 95). Love appearsas sin annihilatingbodies:
This sendingback, displacement,or ecstasyof chaos into the Beyond, without proper
sublimationof love betweenhumanbeings,leavesus without laws regardingthe difference
betweenthe sexes and respect for nature as micro- and macrocosm.Procreationthus
becomesnecessaryas a way our of chaosandasa meansof suspendingperpetualcoitus(... )
in a drive towards perpetual,undifferentiatedcoupling, without rest or respite, without
intelligenceor beauty,without respectfor living humanbeings,without properdeificationof
them.In this unceasingdrive, the very rhythmso! naturalgrowth- andparticularlythoseof
birth - are abolished,as this drive is akin to an imperialistic neutral-malethat has been
uprootedfrom the space-timeof life on earth' (7TD, 96).
Irigaray arguesthat we arenot so far from this primitive chaos,andaccordingto Freudthe libido is
closelyrelatedto the maleor neutraldrive. However,in this conceptionof love we loosethe `very
rhythm of naturalgrowth' andwe areuprootedfrom a humanbecomingrespectingboth sexes:
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This chaos could be called life drives, in that it is an attraction with no relation to the
individuation of persons; it is a male or neutral attraction determined no doubt by a desire to
return to the mother's womb and enjoy exclusive possessionof the fertility of the womb in
order to maintain one's own vitality. The most positive aspect of love would still be the
desire to return to the procreating whole, regardless of the body or sex of the procreator. The
most negative aspect would be the need to destroy, even oneself, even life and the life-giver,
by destroying cohesiveness.This would amount to reducing every entity to its tiniest atoms
with no possibility of its becoming whole again (7TD, 97).

Urged by eros, thus, man Irigaray arguesimmerseshimself in chaosbecausehe refusesto make
love with an other,or to be two in love; to be two makinglove, to experiencesexualattractionwith
tendernessandrespect.Male sexualitythus annihilateshumanindividual astwo sexes:
The mostcommontype of Westernsexuality,the one describedby Freud,the one forbidden
or censuredby spiritual authoritiesbut promotedthroughadvertisingandthe mediawithout
any concernwhatsoeverfor people and unrestrictedby consistentcivil regulations,is an
elementalmale sexuality, supposedlyirresistible and useful for the reproduction of the
species-a sexualitythat hasdestroyedthephilotes of Aphrodite (98).
Whilst, Irigaray argues,it is most often man that initiates womaninto love, man doesnot initiate
womaninto anythingother than,perhaps,shewrites '... a pleasurethat societydoesits utmostto
forbid her to enjoy except with the man (... ) This pleasurerevealedby the male lover is the
outcomeof instinctsandmaledriveswhoseresidualhumanaspectsareoften singularlydifficult to
define(unlessit is perhapstheman'sobscureneedto returnto themotherwomb if this muchcanbe
said to be human)' (77V, 99). That is to say,for Irigaray, there is little subtleor spiritual in this
initiation into love. The man/loverIrigaray argueinducesthe womanto forget herself and it does
not take into considerationthe different qualitiesof men andwomen,`... eras destroysidentity not
fulfils it' (77V, 99). However,this revertsto an economyof desirebefore the birth of Aphrodite
(love) or, moreprecisely,to Aphrodite'sbirth whosesignificanceIrigarayreclaims:
Thepathto reciprocallove betweenindividualshasbeenlost (... ) andinsteadof contributing
to individual, or to the creationor re-creationof human form, eroticism contributesto the
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destructionor loss of identity through fusion, and to a return to a level of tension that is
alwaysidentical,alwaysthe lowestwith neitherdevelopmentor growth (17D, 99).
Furthermore,in a socio-economicand political sensethis notion of love has lead to submit
childishly to male sexualityand consolethemselvesthrough motherhood,for their fall and exile
from themselves(TD, 99). Moreover,Irigarayargues:
Motherhood - promoted by spiritual leaders as the only worthwhile destiny for women
most often means perpetuating a patriarchal line of descent by bearing children for one's
husband, the state, male cultural powers, thereby helping men escape from an immediate
incestuous desire (7TD, 99).

higaray also writes that `To women, more secretly, motherhood representsthe only remedy for the
abandonment of the fall inflicted in love by male instincts, as well as a way for them to renew their
ties of their mothers and other women (TTD, 99). Hence, the problem but also the site of its
resolution lies in the erasure of our relationships to our mothers and in our obligation to submit to
the laws of the world of men-amongst-themselves(777), 99). The destruction of female ancestry,
especially its divine aspect is thus recounted in many myths:
Aphrodite's mother is no longer mentioned; she is supplanted by Hera, and Zeus remains the
God who has many lovers, but no female equivalent. The goddess Aphrodite can thus be said
to have lost her mother. Iphigeneia is separatedfrom her mother to be offered as a sacrifice in
the Trojan War. And though oracular speech was originally passed on from mother to
daughter, beginning with Apollo it is often assimilated to the oracle at Delphi, which still has
a place for Pythia, but not fro the mother-daughter relationships. Antigone's uncle, the tyrant
Creon punishes by death her faith, her loyalty to her maternal ancestry and its laws, in order
to safeguard his power in the polis. The Old Testament does not tell us of a single happy
mother-daughter couple, and Eve comes into the world motherless. Although Mary's mother,
Anne is know, the New Testament never mentions them together, not even at the moment of
the conception of Jesus.Mary goes to greet Elizabeth, not Anne, unless Elizabeth is Anne, as
in Leonardo Da Vinci's interpretation. Mary's leaving her mother for a marriage with the
Lord is more in keeping with the tradition that was several centuries old (7TD, 100).
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Demeterand Kore
However, the best illustration of the relationship between mother and daughter and its disguise by
patriarchal traditions, Irigaray argues, is found in the myths and rites surrounding Demeter and
Kore. There are several versions of this myth and these versions can be understood as a result of
migrations to different places and as a result of historical developments in socio-economic
groupings, Irigaray suggests. In one version, she argues, Persephoneis made responsible for her
fate, like Eve as seductresswho temps man: The story of Demeter and Kore is so `terrible' and `so
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Whatever the reasonscited for blaming Kore/Persephone it is clear that her fate is diced by
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Zeus and Hades, two brothers of different parentage who can neither meet not see each other
becauseof their ancestral tries (7TD, 103).
Irigaray argueshowever that, `... love is only possible when there are two parties,' (a statement that
would seemobvious but not after reading the work of Lacan, for example) `... a relationship that is
not submissive to one gender' (SG, 4). Irigaray writes that `love' requires that the rights of men and
women are written into civil code, `... this would serve to convert individual morality into
collective ethics, to transform the relations of the genders within the family or its substitute into
how
Religion
duties
involve
then
that
the
each gender
can
rediscover
as
a
culture
whole.
rights and
interprets its relation to the divine -a religion freed from its role of guardian of a single gender and
financial trustee for the property of one gender more than of the other. ' (SG, 5) Women's
for
`ethics'
have
failed
the
to
sexuality,
which cannot go
of
necessity
movements
establish a new
unnoticed where undirected energy has been unleashed by the past violent protests of women's
movements. However, without dismissing the importance of the women's movement or proposing
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a return to more repressive conceptions of sexual difference, Irigaray aims to suggest the necessity
of working out an art of sexed culture; cultural practices that sustain sexuatedifference.

Antigone
Irigaray argues that despite the achievements for women gained in the name of equality, little
thought has as yet been given to what equal rights mean for both men and women's expectations,
little thought has been given to how equal right change the whole field of relations. Irigaray's
have
Own
is
failed to establish a new ethics
Sex
Rights'
in
`Each
Must
Have
It's
they
that
argument
of sexuality. Citing Hegel, and his work and the thought given to the family, in this paper she writes:
`Hegel explains that the daughter who remains faithful to the laws relating to her mother has to be
be
be
killed,
imprisoned
She
deprived
the
cannot
violently
she
must
city, out of society.
cast out of
of liberty, air, light, love marriage, children. In other words she is condemned to a slow and lonely
death. The character Antigone represents that daughter. Hegel's analysis is supported by the
content of Sophocles tragedies' (SG, 1)

Hegeldid take on the projectof interpretinghow a whole societyor culture might function.
His aim was to describeandwork out how Geistor spirit of man as individual andascitizen
functioned.The weakestlink in his systemseemsto lie in his interpretationof spirit andright
break
he
family.
Even
to
though
the
sought
up undifferentiatedunits,
consistently
within
Hegel is unable to think of the family as anything but a single substancewithin which
particular individuals loosetheir rights. Exceptthe right to life, perhaps?Which is not that
simple...' (SG, 1).
Talking aboutthe rights of genders,in a chapteron thefamily in Phenomenology
of theMind Hegcl
explainsthat the daughterwho remainsfaithful to the lawsrelatingto her motherhasto be castout
of the city, out of society. Shecannotbe violently killed, she must be imprisoned,deprivedof
liberty, air, light, love, marriagechildren. In other words, sheis condemnedto a slow and lonely
death. The characterAntigone representsthat daughter.Hegel's analysis is supportedby the
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content of Sophocles tragedies. But what is this mother's law: Irigaray writes, ` They are religious
laws relating to the burial of her brother who has been killed in a war among men. These laws have
to do with the cultural obligations owed to the mother's blood the blood shared by the brothers and
becomes
be
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blood
family.
duty
in
The
the
this
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to
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and
outlawed
will
sisters
in
between
in
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the
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represents
passage
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episode
patriarchal.
into patriarchy. The daughter is forbidden to respect the blood bonds with her mother. From the
in
fertility
bonds
have
the
they
these
move
consonance
with
a
religious
quality,
spiritual viewpoint
of the earth and its flowers and fruits, the protect love in its bodily dimension, they keep watch over
female fruitfulness within and without marriage (depending on whether the kingdom of Aphrodite
is
Under
is
invoked)
the
Demeter
to
times
the
they
of
girl
of
peace.
rule
patriarchy
correspond
or
in
She
is
her
family
into
her
from
from
transplanted
the genealogy of
general.
mother
and
separated
her husband; se must love with him, carry his name, bear his children etc., This first time that this
takes place, the move recorded as the abduction of woman by a man-lover. A war breaks out among
men to recapture the stolen woman and bring her back to her community of origin. ' (SG, 2).

Our codeof morality today is still derivedfrom thosevery ancientevents.This meansthat
the love betweenmotheranddaughterwhich the patriarchalregimehasmadeimpossible(as
Freudin fact reinforcesfor our benefit)hasbeentransformedinto the woman'sobligationto
devoteherselfto the cult of the childrenof her legal husbandandto thehusbandhimself asa
little
indication
has
incest
despite
fact
In
taboo
there
tat
the
seems
man
male child.
his
has
immediacy
Rather,
to
the
the
of
relationship
mother.
man
natural
sublimated
transferredthat relationshipto his wife as mother substitute.In this way the man-woman
couple is always out of place by a generation,since male and female genealogiesare
collapsedinto a singlegenealogy:that of the husband(SG,2).
Onceonegenealogyhasbeenreducedto the other's, Irigaray arguesthat it becomesimpossibleor
his
`Man
different
least
difficult
define
takes
two
to
or
sexes:
orientation from his
genders
at
relation to his father insofar as his name and property are concerned,and from his' mother in
relation to unmediatednature.Womanmust submit to her husbandand to reproduction' (SG,4).
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This meansthat genderas sexuality is never cultivated, or cultured: Genderis confusedwith
species,evenwheretheoristsarguethat `gender'is a cultural construction:
Gender(or genre) becomeshumanrace,'humannature,etc., as defined within patriarchal
culture.Genderthusdefinedcorrespondsto a raceof men(unpeupled hommes)who refuse,
female.
All
is
lc
ft
is
the
the
that
the
of
another
gender:
consciously
possibility
or
not,
whether
humanrace/gender(le genrehumain)for which the only real valueof sex is to reproducethe
species.From this point of view, genderis always subservientto kinship. Man and woman
would not cometo maturity with a thinking and culturerelative to the sexualdifferenceof
each. They would be more or lesssexedchildren and adolescents,and then reproductive
adults.In this perspective,the family servesthe interestsof property,of materialpatrimony
and the reproduction of children. The family is not a small unit in which individual
differencescanbe respectedandcultivated(SG,4).
Nature provides a way of rethinking dwelling; nature, Irigaray suggests,offers an alternative place
to reconstruct relationship. She writes: `Nature offers an alternative place for life and sharing in
relation to the human world, the manufactured world. Rather than exploit it or forget it, I try to
praise it, sing it' (WD, 118). The prologue to To be Two, as does Everyday Prayers, Irigaray
presents some poetry of a rebirth from nature, one which takes place in spring, the time of the
in
itself.
Democracy Begins Between Two:
Irigaray
the
argues
of
cosmos
rebirth

PersonallyI feel that to be bom againfrom natureis definitely necessaryfor us to be able,at
leastonce,to experiencethe acquisitionof an autonomythat is neitheraggressivenor violent;
and we shoulddevelopourselveseachday out of loyalty to this sort of experience(DBBT,
111).
However,as the poemcontinues,`Hardly is sherebornfrom it that he arrives.' And from then on
thingsbecomea bit morecomplicated.I havenot saidlesspleasant,though,simply morecomplex'
(DBBT, 111).
Who am P Who Are You?And WhoAnswers For Our Presence?

Severalrecent studieshave criticised Irigaray's question of being, however, most only revisit
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have
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length
These
Irigaray's
that
at
criticisms
surround
misconceptions
philosophy.
in books such as Engaging with Irigaray. How to engage with Irigaray's philosophy in a fruitful
way; or in Irigaray's terms, how sustain being-two is a more difficult task than criticism. Irigaray
difference,
Recognizing
the
the
to
other
of
sexual
other.
presents a number of strategies approach
she suggests,requires a cultivation of perception, in dialogue with the other or with Nature. The
question of love between two is a particularly difficult problem. Irigaray writes that, experiencing
joy or sorrow, desire or disgust, becauseof the other can be a type of possessionreducing the other
to feeling, or to love. In this way the other is consumed, made one's own, possessed,defined. She
writes:
him
in
(...
)
in
in
feeling
I
lose
longer
the
two
order
consume
other sensation,
are
no
we
-I
...
to feet him and this way of reducing the other to feelings is a more feminine way of reducing
the other to oneself and, in a way, possessinghim' (WD, 105).

In love, as currently conceived, the other consumed. Being-two, however, retains a space of silence,
listening, or breath between two and a mode of perception that is otherwise unthought-of in
contemporary philosophy. For example, Irigaray writes that in perceiving in the other in this way,
the other is left his or her autonomy. With this other of sexual difference, she writes: `... I will never
be and never know... [and] that remains inaccessible and transcendent to me' (WD, 105). Where
the other is someone Irigaray will never know or will never be, this other is as a new adventure and
being
Irigaray
Truth
intimate
of
sort
as
writes
an
another
emerges,
another sort of ethics and
perception develops:
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him as different and externalto me. So it is possibleto remain two and learn how to be
together while remaining one and the other, without possessing,without merging and
italics)
(WD,
105,
authors
consuming'
without
Irigaray begins her path to being-two by recreating the relationship between man and woman to
look
learn
'...
to
that,
as
she
writes,
can
and listen to the other without reducing him or her
show
we
to me' (WD, 115). Whilst this approach allows the other, her or his, autonomy and frees one to
one's own path. This relationship of being without possession,merging or consuming of the other,
is, nevertheless, quite foreign to. the way the other is perceived in current cultural conditions and
contemporary philosophies alike. It does not suggest a violent overturning of patriarchal traditions
(which includes philosophy) rather, being-two questions how in the West, Being, is. always
as
"one"
"multiple
of one" -a mode of thought that Irigaray associates with
as
or
a
understood
patriarchy. Irigaray's approach to the other invites bodies, in particular those of women, to
participate in a new becoming of thought, ethics, Truth and History. Thus, Irigaray writes that
identity is `... no longer about overcoming the body, or more specifically the sexed body, as is the
case so often in the philosophies of our tradition' (WD, 122). Being-two is about founding the
becoming of identity whilst belonging to a sex.

The man and womanrelationshiprepresentsthe conflict betweennatureand culture that
founds family and community and, rethinking social relations starting with two is `... a way of
wanting themto be morejust, lessartificial andhierarchical' (WD, 117).In her poeticprologueto
To Be Two, natureis the place of this rebirth for the couple.Nature poetically discoveredis a
Irigaray's
is
longer
Like
illustrate
that
the
re-creation
of
myths
mother who no
only maternal.
problematic mother-daughterrelationship(most apt is perhapsthe Demeter-Korerelationship)
thesetwo aspectsof femininity otherwisedivided by patriarchy,rediscovera contiguity; and,with
this gesture, relational identity is reborn. This poetics of nature also ultimately allows a
reformulationof masculinity.Nature,reconceived,shewrites, is `... a third in the relationshipwith
the otherman.It allowsme to respecthim andmyself, by endlesslygoing from it to him and from
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him to it, nature also allows me to construct a history that's more alive, more sensitive and happier'
(WD, 118). Nature becomes a place between two that allows a contiguous relationship with the
other, it allows a re-education of the sensesof the body. Irigaray writes, `... it is also a third element
that allows me to go towards the other and return me without loosing the I or the you' (WD, 124).

In order to cultivate,create,innovate,or to breathelife into and to maintain this way of
entering into this relationship, nature can thus be an indispensable and pleasurable help -a place of
love and rebirth. In the same way as approaching an other that is always autonomous and free
provides a way of cultivating an intimate perception and a way of allowing the emergence, or
in
love.
describes
Nature
being
difference
this
she
also
poem,
as
mode of
which
return of a
provides an intermediate spacethat allows this new relational identity to emerge. Irigaray writes:

The air which touches:invisible presence.Love's return everywhere.In this infinite being
touched,the wound vanishes.The fast and last resourceenvelopesme: clouds or angels,
down or soft arms,smiles or words for children (... ) With love for her, the blue returns.
Tendernessimpregnatesthe air - like a presence.It seemsthat certainwords arewhispered.
Perhapsthe birds areconfiding somesecretto eachother. The whole blooms in a still lofty
atmosphere.Betweenearthand sky, a breathcomesand goes,joining one to the other. Its
scentis perhapsthe most subtleincense.(... ) Now nothing separatesus. Immersedin her, I
sharecoloursandlight. I becomeher,becomingalsomyself. I respecther, respectingmyself.
I love her, loving myself. She is within me and outside of me.(... ) To reposein her, to
contemplatewith her, allowing myself to be contemplated.Beyond fixed desire, I am
Porous,I am attentivewithout restraining.I returnto myselfto welcome
embracer-embraced.
love
her?
(...
Her
To
in
)
loving.
keeping,
love
to
tenderness
there,
to
without
without
immobile: in the air, the flowers, the blue of the sky. If the breathis placedin unisonwith
them, all suffering vanishes.Love is in me. Leaping closures,it rises, breaking bonds,
undoingparalyses.Without pain, it consoles,awakens,calms.(... ) Who knowswherewe are
going (TBT,3-5).
The poemis a criticism of man'smasteryover nature;of a scientific or technologicalthinking that
otherwisetransformsus into neutral individuals and exiles us from ourselves(see `A Chanceto
Live' in Thinking the Derence). Finding a liberating relationship with the natural universe,
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refoundingsexualdifference,the family andculture,is Irigaray's motive: Both man andwomen's
work, at this time, sheargues,hasto be directedtowardsa recreationof our relationshiptowards,
and respectfor, the natural world (WD, 117). In doing so, the relationshipbetweenman and
womancantakeon a differentnature.It canbecome:`... a bridgeto be built betweena givennature,
the body and the surroundinguniverse(... ) to which the woman is often more faithful in her
becoming(WD, 118).The choiceandthe purposeof objects,of technology,andtechniquesusedto
manufacturecouldhavethe aim of makingman andwomancultivatethe otherof sexualdifference
(WD, 118). Hence, problematizing our relation with the natural world, problematizesour
relationshipto our "given nature"(Irigaray'sterms),to our body andthe surroundinguniverse;and
in rethinkingthis relationship,the relationshipbetweenmanandwomantakeson newmeaningand
significance:It becomesan approachthat cultivatesan alliancebetweenethicality andTruth.
Being-two thus suggestsa new relationship. Beginning with a given nature and an initial

relationalstatus,Irigarayrefoundsrelationship.This realisationcould extendto all levels:private,
civic and political levels - and as such,it is as much a political as a personalproject for women.
With work to re-createsexualdifference,womencanfind inspirationto redefinerights appropriate
to their,sex. Bringing to the fore genealogiesthat have remainedin the shadowsof history, and
which can be recreated,or re-symbolizedwithin current cultural traditions is one way of
approachingthis problem. It has a significancefor architecture;'but it is not the only point of
concernIrigaray projectraisesfor architecture.
Redefiningsexedrights would allow womento practice,as women,and changeswritten
into law (and language) would allow women freedom to re-evaluate work and family, according to
self-defined laws, and for the state to recognise the value that freedom. Changes in symbolic codes
could initiate the re-evaluation of traditional aesthetics: Establishing an culture where cultivating
the relationship between man and woman, mother and daughter, woman (or man) and nature,
becomes a cultural task, with this emerging perception, women and men learn to respect the other
while respecting ourselves (WD, 103). Nevertheless, it is woman that is best suited to initiate this
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new approach, as she, Irigaray argues, still remains in part outside the existing traditions. To
illustrate this point, she writes, `I made the gesture of inviting man, men, to a new alliance, as a
woman ' (WD, 115, authors own italics); with a given nature and with a relationship to the other. In
the same way, Irigaray writes, that it is as woman that she thought the ethics and truth of
inter-subjectivity: `My feminine identity, which I received from birth and try to construct culturally,
facilitates this gesture. Bom of a woman, I had a direct relationship with a person whom I
experienced as another subject' (WD, 115). So recognising that a difference between men and
woman exists is, for Irigaray, a fact linked to birth, to her own becoming and to finding her own
freedom: A fact that she has had to recognise and cultivate it, `... without submitting one gender to
the other neither in love nor maternity' (116).

Irigaray's work doesnot forget men.It is just morecomplicatedfor men,onegender- that
is to say,the woman- is carnallyfamiliar with a femininebody throughlove andmaternity,but it is
not the samefor man.Whilst this approachto theotherof sexualdifferencedoesnot concerneither
maintainingor revertingto traditionalpatriarchalmodelsof family, or conventionalperceptionof
sexualdifference;it doesseeksto liberateboth genders.
TherearemanymisconceptionsconcerningIrigaray's philosophyof being-two.Many are
demonstrated in the special edition of Diacritics, and are also suggested in some of the later
publications to study her work. The question of being-two is not, for example, a singularly religious
question, or even, for that matter, a criticism of religion. The problem of love is not limited to a
theological discourse - it certainly has a religious discourse associatedwith it - it corresponds with
religious questions - but it is, first and foremost, a question concerning human identity. Salvaging
female genealogies: in particular in the mother - daughter relationship (in a reclamation of the
myths of Aphrodite, Demeter and Kore, or Mary and Anne, for example); or salvaging a mode of
relationship with man (in, for example, Plato's Symposium); or, furthermore, salvaging an
alternative mode of relationship of the couple to the State, in the example of Antigone; all these
re-created modes of being, are, in part, outside the tolerance of patriarchal religion, philosophy and
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the State. In this respect, being-two is a means of understanding the difficulties women face
amongst themselves, with men, as equally with the State; and Irigaray suggeststhis is becauseof a
lack of identity appropriate to them. Being-two is the suggestion that Irigaray makes for them. Thus,
whilst relations between mothers and daughters tend to be conflictual (which demonstrates the
difficulties with some feminist ideals). As Whitford argues `... since our culture displays a quasi
total absenceof adequaterepresentationsof the mother-daughter relationship which would permit
women to negotiate new relations with each other' (IR, 2); re-creating horizontal genealogies,
female genealogies are essential to allow women's becoming in cultures that otherwise privilege
the love between Father and son. The question of being-two, begins the task of creating an identity
for women appropriate to their sex ('sex' is used her in the way Irigaray uses the term, seeprevious
Chapters). This question examines how to free the mother-daughter relationship from the
traditional power relations that paralyse adequate communication, in particular between mother
is
key
daughter.
in thinking this difference
The
to
approach
relationships
one
mother-daughter
and
from
darkest
beginning
Irigaray
dark
the
that
also
calls
emerges
of
continents.
what
-a
The question of being Irigaray raises is a culturally and politically important project, as

Irigaray demonstratesin books suchas DemocracyBeginsBetweenTwo; where she arguesthat
laws must be reconsideredso asto addresssexedrights. Shearguesthat respectingthe difference
betweenthe sexesis a way of respectingother differences;an ethical path to cohabitationand
coexistencebetweenall men and women;basedon the reality of two. It is not, however,a utopian
future
but,
define
It
does
the
to
and
rathetto work towardsconstructing
project.
not seek anticipate
it in the now: `Being concernedfor the future in the present is certainly not equivalent to
programmingit in advancebut rathertrying to makeit exist' (RN, 57).
Neither can Irigaray's questionbe reducedthe phenomenologicaltradition. It cannotbe
reducedto the thought of Martin Heidegger,Maurice Merleau-Ponty;or EmmanuelLevinas.
Being-two,asa questionfor architecture,for example,engageswith dwelling but not ascommonly
understoodby architects;and not as thoughtthroughthe work of Heidegger.Being-two is not a
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question of sexual choice, a celebration of lesbian sexuality and thus, in conflict with heterosexual
theorists; nor a celebration of male and female relationship and thus criticised by Queer Theorists
as homophobic (Judith Butler makes this suggestion). Although, being-two concerns the question
of relation, of sex and the sexed body (the latter contributing to the now discredited accusationsof
`essentialism') Irigaray's question of being is directed to dominant hierarchal sexual models, in
particular the hierarchal relation of the male and female, in order to suggestnew modes of existence
between two in a horizontal as well as hierarchical relationship. The caress is a re-reading of the
touch in the work of Sartre, Merleau-Ponty and Levinas, and as such, explores the question of
sexual relationship which Irigaray argues is inadequately thought in each of these philosophers
lend
love
`...
Irigaray
the
respect
and
of the other as other to
caress
concerning
writes:
words
work.
the touch. The caress is no longer a gesture that aims to grab hold of the other in his or her own
freedom, mystery `virginity' or `integrity' (as is still the case with Sartre, Mcrleau-Ponty and
Levinas)' (WD, 115). The caress becomesa gesture `... that gives each one, male and female `back
to him/herself' WD, 115). With the caress, the carnal relationship between man and women (or for
that matter, woman and woman, man and man) can be a relationship of love between two, and not
the constant reduction of the one, and in particular the feminine, to one. Furthermore, Irigaray
`...
has
leave
between
him
her
in
love
to
to
the
that
one
other,
a
space
or
as
and
order
other,
argues
me' (WD, 106). Saying `I love you' she argues,ruqs the risk of reducing the other to the object of
love, `... the subject-man who loves the woman who becomes his object in love, [or] the
subject-mother who loves the child who becomes her object in love' (WD, 106). In each case there
is never really love becauselove implies two subjects who love each other, and the `to you' is a way,
for Irigaray, of handling this existence of two subjects in the separation it provides.

Conflictsarisebetweenmanandwomanfrom the appropriationof the freedomof the other.
With her little indiscretionsin language(a description she uses),appropriation,possessionor
consumption`... no longer makessensebetweenthose who love eachother [and] desiregrows
from an irreduciblealterity (WD, 18). Betweentwo: `Far from wanting to possessyou in linking
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myself to you, I preserve a "to", a safeguardof the in-direction between us -I Love to You, and not:
I love you. This 'td' safeguards a place of transcendencebetween us, a place of respect which is
both obligated and desired, a place of possible alliance' (ILTY, 19). The `to' like the caress,
is
bringing
love
"
'...
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in
irreducibility:
Saying,
to a
to
their
she
writes
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to
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to,
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Silenceis also a condition for communicationbetweentwo. Silence,shewrites, is also a
place of respect: `... for what is given: the body and the surrounding Universe. Respect of sexual
difference demands silence; man and woman's subjectivity are both in exchangeable- neither can
internal
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to
to
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writes,
to speak in order to communicate but words can only come through after a time of silence, a pause
that takes care of the space that lies in the insurmountable difference between man and woman'
(WD, 106). Thus, listening as well as silence, are ways of allowing the emergence of an intimate
communication `... bringing the natural attraction between men and women to the dimension of
words: of dialogue and of exchange between them' (108). Listening, like silence, becomes a means
of respecting the other and simultaneously creates a place of exchange between them and it is,
importantly, '... a way of coming out of possession, fusion and submission or domination' (109).
Silence, is also a way of questioning power relations, `... the power of any knowledge derived from
the genealogical relationship: the father, and sometimes the mother, often claim to know
everything about the child. It is a silence that between the genders is a way of coming out of the
power and the dependencethat exist' (WD, 106-107); and in order to love, man and woman need to
beget silence as a condition of their becoming, each individually and together (WD, 107). To
cultivate difference between men and women Irigaray's strategies allow both not to give up or
sacrifice their own lives and desires, or their own initiatives and creativity in love. Cultivating an
perception and an intimate communication are some of those strategies:
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However,womenneedto askhow to analysediscourse,languageand communication,for
themselves.The differencesbetweenthe being andthe speakingof womancan help; the desireto
find onesown way and the expectationsimposedon women, is a stark Interpretingthe way in
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the other, she argues,`... a subjectivity which I cannot seeeither with my sensesor with my
intellect.Male thinkersdodgethis irreducibleinvisible choosingnot to appealto languageasa path
towardssharingthe mysteryof the other" `(TBT, 19).That the questionof love hasbeenconsidered
decadent,or as Kristeva arguesmore unacceptablethan talking about sex; derives,for Irigaray,
from a tradition that debasesthe sensibleand which does not value `... the exchangeof words
betweenthosewho love eachother' (TBT, 19). This tradition, which includesthe philosophical
tradition, has a clear distinction in teens of sexualroles, where the father son relationshipof all
between
female.
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is
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and
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Irigaray has been criticised within a feminist context for apparentlyunderplayingthe
differencesbetweenwomen.However,sexualdifferenceis just a more universaldifferencethan
differencesof education,class,race,or culture; and finding ways to approachthe other of sexual
differenceand sustainthis differenceis, for Irigaray, truly the meansto approachthe problemof
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women's liberation: Her question of being, does not neglect cultural differences between women,
rather she argues that although levels of emancipation vary `... differences between cultures often
depend on a certain degreeof subjection and oppression of the feminine sex or gender by patriarchy,
or a masculine identity conceived as authoritarian and imperialistic' (WD, 7). Difference exists in
race, class, tradition and gender. Affirming that there is difference is not a racism, however, unless
cultural horizons changeby the use of words that allow this differecice to emerge, we simply remain
unable to adequately respond to differences between us. Irigaray writes:

Difference exists. Difference in race, difference in tradition, difference in class, and
differencein gender...How can we refuseor deny that? The problemis that differencehas
always been a meansfor subordinationand slavery. However, affirming difference has
nothing to do with somekind of racism.On the contrary,it's lifting from the masterstheir
right to decreelaws for every man and woman, at all times in all places,becausethese
supposedlyuniversallaws arereallyjust the laws of a systemthat's in power,the laws of the
"strongest." No doubt,you have to be amongthe "weakest" in order to seethe repressive
natureof suchlaws.When womenask for the right to difference,they are askingnot to be
subjectedto masculineor, more precisely,patriarchalmodelsthat paralyseand negatethem
in their sexual,socialandcultural station.Why is theresomuchresistanceto hearingaboutit
as well? Is it a deliberate deafness,meant to preserve the establishedorder? Is it a
consequence
of age-oldrepressionand censorship?Or is it an effect of ... difference?(WD,
27);
Irigaray's question of being is her suggestion for women's liberation. This question explores
contemporary
feminism in architecture.
identity
but
it
relational
also challenges the concerns of
These concerns can be described as: [a] the problems women face within the Institution (already
suggested); [b] the problems women have between themselves especially within contemporary
feminism (and within contemporary feminism in architecture), and; [c] perhaps most importantly,
how women architects could begin to practice a contemporary feminism in architecture.
Approaching the other of sexual difference is not an easy task, and Irigaray argues that it demands
an ethical vigilance from women. This path towards sexual difference is, however, necessaryto be
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able to live in love and reciprocity (WD, 104). This path is more fulfilling than any struggle for
equal rights. Men's acceptanceof women in the workplace although helpful, will not ultimately
make women free to practice their desires (the terms the editors of Desiring Practices use to
describe their frustrations with architecture): `... for the woman in love (... ) to assume that she
occupies the passive pole that experiences love or pleasure, and not the one that can actively love
and consider herself The one who can bring desire to the other and not just the desire for me as a
woman through seduction, is more fulfilling

of her identity' (WD, 104).

Hence,- although

fulfilling
difference
does
to
task;
this
sexual
not support pessimism, passivity,
a
approach
ultimately
shame or guilt, surrounding the problems women face, surrounding women's struggles and
feminism. Becoming free requires both personal and public effort; and significantly it needs a
cultivation of ethics between women:
We really should free ourselves from shame and also be more assertive and more on the
attack The movement has often responded reactively to events. Maybe it was unavoidable at
one time, but now it's time to move into another stage, and learn to anticipate them (... ) We
have much to teach other and also much encouragement and support to give each other. Is
acting a certain way out-of-date today? Maybe? Who cares? So many others are just getting
started. It's rather amusing that people dare to bury women's struggles. They've never
existed in so many places and in so many different forms. These remarks come from blas6
intellectual circles, among others, that are always eager for the next new thing. Are women
today really less enslaved by society (WD, 24)?

Women'sliberationmeansliberationfrom habitsof living, but sometimesthesehabitsaredifficult
to castoff This way of becomingis a task everyoneshouldseekto accomplishas it would meana
liberty won through a faithfulnessto finding one's own way of being without the debasementof
one's sex:
Being andremainingtwo, in the couple,in all forms of couple,in all meetingsbetweenmen
and womencorrespondsto achievinga liberty that's not merelywon againstaggressivityor
conflict towardsthe othersexor gender,but achievingone's identity as well as the ability to
be faithful to oneself(WD, 104).
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Thus, despite the recent achievementsfor women gained in the name of equality between the sexes,
little thought has really, as yet, been given to what equal rights would mean for the lives of women
and the vulnerability this could create. In Thinking the Difference, lrigaray gives six examples of
how culture has denied women identity (suggesting, at the sametime, some cultural transformation
that would sustain new ways of being). Firstly, she suggests that the mythological, religious and
be
foundations
traditions
of
current
cultural
should
reconsidered. Secondly, she
our
symbolic
italics)
law
(Irigaray's
that
the
or
of
so as to
must
question
written
representations
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argues
difference
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Thirdly,
to
the
that
question
need
sexed
rights.
she
argues,
women
address
and women in subject-object relationships - that is to say we should question our current
interest
in
keen
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`Philosophers
human
identity:
take
the
a
of
of
understandings
in
founded
in
but
little
interest
the
the
the
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anteand
postof
a
new
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ontology,
identity, thus women should work to propose new alternatives (7TD, 32). Fourthly, women should
is
is
dominant
there
to
that
no
other
model
of
male
sexuality
which
sexual models where
question
constructed upon modes of being which suggest an imagery of energy involving tension, release
and return to homeostasis. In so doing women could legitimate sexual models of self defined
female sexuality and a female imaginary. Fifthly, she argues, that women need to ask how we can
analyse discourse, language and communication between one another, or lack of it. Lastly, Irigaray
questions the practical aspectsof cultural transformation, which could include architecture. Whilst
Irigaray argues that we are educated to make all that pleasesus our own, to possessall that pleases
becomes
(TBT,
122);
love,
`...
loving
thus,
to
an
appropriation'
corresponds
us,
even our manner of
a consumption of the other into `One'. Nevertheless, we are culturally programmed to construct our
identities, in this way and current modes of subjectivity are closed to the mystery of sexuate
difference:

formationwant it this way: to learn,to know,
education,
our
cultural
our
culture,
our
school
...
is to make one's own through instrumentsof knowledgecapable,we believe,of seizing,of
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taking, of dominatingall of reality all that existsall that we perceiveand beyond(... ) We
head,
in
heart.
We
do
in
to
the
the
make
entire
world
sometimes
entire
world
our
want
our
not seethat this gesturetransformsthe life of the world into somethingfinished, dead,
becausethe world thus losesits own life, a life alwaysforeignto us, exterior to us,otherthan
us (TBT, 122).

Our response to this `life', this mystery, this `grace,' "in the face of a mystery of springtime
for
landscape,
`in
"
immersed
in
a
example,
certain
new
or
an extra ordinary comic
or
growth,
but
'
is,
for
`...
Irigaray,
that,
sometimes
astonishment,
wonder,
praise,
questioning
manifestation,
(7BT,
122).
or
appropriation
control,
never reproduction, repetition,

if we precisely graspedall that makes springtime, we would without doubt lose the
...
lose
in
face
the
the
the
of
springtime
of
mystery
growth,
contemplation
we
would
wondrous
life, the vitality, in which this universalrenewalhasus participatewithout our being able to
know or control wherethe joy, the force,the desirethat animateus come from. If we could
analyseeachelementof energythat reachesus in the explosionof spring,we would losethe
global statethat we experiencedby bathingin it throughall our senses,our whole body, our
least
find
I
We
this
state
partially
again,
would say this stateof
sometimes
at
soul.
whole
grace, in which the spring puts us (... ) when we bathe in an environment that is
simultaneouslyperceptible and imperceptible,knowable and unknowable, visible and
invisible to us. We are then situatedin a milieu, in an event that escapesour control, our
know-how,our inventiveness,our imagination(122).
For Irigaray,this statealsosometimestakesplaceat the beginningof an encounterwith the other.
`It is in the first momentsof drawingnearto oneanotherthat the

movesthe most,touchingus

in a global andunknowablemanner' (123). However,Irigaray also argues,it is then too often we
horizon
loses
in
`...
the strangeness
the
this
our
other
of
entering
our
world
other
our
own,
and
make
his or her appeal'.Whilst the other included us in a certain mystery, a sensibletranscendental
privileged term Irigaray also uses; thereby, communicatingto us an awakeningthat is both
corporealand spiritual; we reducdthe other to ourselves,we incorporatethe other we make the
other, the other of the same.In reducingthe other to ourselves,we incorporatethe other through
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knowledge,love and customandhence,at the limit, be able to no longer seethe other, no longer
heartheother,andno longerperceivetheother. Theotheris apart of us, unlesswe rejecttheother.
The otherfor Irigaray is thus legitimatedby a mystery:
The other is inside or outside,not inside and outside, being part of our interiority while
remainingexterior, foreignto us. Awakeningus, by their very alterity, the mystery,by the
infinite that they still representfor us. It is whenwe do not know the other,whenwe accept
that theotherremainsunknowableto us,that the other illuminatesus in someway, but with a
light that enlightensus without our beingableto comprehendit, to analyseit, to makeit ours.
The totality of the other, like that springtime,like that of the surroundingworld sometimes
touchesusbeyondall knowledge,orjudgment,all reductionto ourselves,to our own,to what
is in somemannerproperto us. In somewhatlearnedterms, I would say that the other,the
him
beyond
all
that
of
can
predicate
or her. Theother is neverthis
we
otherasother,remains
is
insofar
judgment
her.
It
him
the
to
that
as
other
escapes
all
on our part
or
we attributed
or
that he or sheemergesasyou, alwaysotherandnon-appropriableby I (124).
However, this experience is not our habit For Irigaray, the you is an irreducible other and a tangible
`...
here
our culture generally entrusts this you to
and now, where,
other, present with us
God-the-father: Our habits of thought (... ) go rather in the direction of reducing the other to
ourselves, to our own, or to transforming the other into a he, sometimes into a she, in some way
love'
"object"
(124). Irigaray's argument is directed
"object"
knowledge
to
of
or an
of
reduced an
in
however,
"never
`other'
theory;
to
thought
to
the
the
contemporary
without
prevalence
of
and
doubt has an age tokens so much of the other as ours says, globalisation and migrations requiring it'
(124). Nevertheless, this other, is, too often reduced to an object of study, `... to what is at stake in
diverse socio-political strategies aiming in some manner to integrate the other into us, into our
world' (125). Thus we avoid the problem of meeting with the stranger, with the other. We avoid
letting ourselves be moved, questioned, modified, enriched by the other is such. We do not look for
a way for cohabitation or coexistence between subjects of different equivalent worth. We flee
dialogue with ayou irreducible to us, with the man or woman who will never be I, nor me, nor mine.
And who, for this very reason, can be a you, someone with whom I exchange with reducing him or
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her to myself, or reducing myself to him or her. Nevertheless, the irreducibility of the other, the
mystery of the other that we cannot incorporate remains, at least not yet, part of our culture. Whilst
we have begun to think about a respect for the other, tolerance for the other as equal, we do not
know how to transform culture to attain a culture of alterity, of relation with the other as other, of
`love' of the other as other, `... in order to make an alliance with him, dr with her, in the respect for
our respective values and limits' (126). Irigaray writes that:

This letting go of the subject,this letting be of the I towardswhat it is, knows, andhasmade
its own,this openingof a world of one's own, experiencedas familiar, in order to welcome
the stranger,while remainingoneselfand letting the strangerbe other,do not correspondto
our mental habits, to our Westernlogic. At best, the other is respectedin the name of
tolerance,is loved in God, is recognisedasan equalor a fellow human. But that doesnot yet
amount to perceiving and respectingthe irreducibility of the other, to recognising the
irreducibledifferenceof the other in relationto me (125).
At best we are good patriarchs or matriarchs towards the other; we have `ethic's or `responsibility'
to the other- an other that is more important than ourselves. This, Irigaray writes, still implies an
hierarchical behaviour avoiding meeting with the other: `To a man or woman that I must
horizontally recognize as equivalent to me, in the radical respect of his or her difference(s)' (126).
For the discourse in architectural theory, this has some significance, whilst architectural theory
discusses the other- its other- questioning what the other means for it. How to create with who or
what exceedsus, or what remains irreducibly exterior and foreign to us, remains outside its realm.
Post-colonial theories in architecture, and feminisms in architecture, both compel architects to
rethink relations with the other. For Irigaray; however, sexual difference is a universal difference,
thinking sexual difference allows us to define a model of global community. Irigaray writes that
`... it is often the manner of treating this difference - that is at the origin of differences of tradition,
of culture, manifesting itself notably in common law' (128). This thought to sexual difference,
Irigaray argues, is the only thing that can bring about `a new step in the construction of
civilization':
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In fact, in our cultureswomanstill often remainsthe naturalpole of masculineculture. If
eachgenderassumes,in itself and for itself, the specificity of its nature and works out its
cultivation, a new type of civility will be put in place in which the duality of genderswill
become,thanksto their differences,culturally fertile, andnot only culturally fertile, as it still
is too exclusively today. This re-foundingof society and culture upon sexualdifference,
Irigaray argues,is to put into questionnotionsof the proper,of own ness,of propriety, and
property-a questionthat hasbeenraisedconcerningthe usefulnessof Irigaray's project to
feminism in architecture.The questionof the proper puts into question,for Irigaray, the
gesturethat at presentmarksthe entry of subjectinto the world, in Irigaray's terms in this
habits'
`appropriation
that
the
our
and
social
andIrigaray writes, `It is
governs mental
paper,
to learn, at the most intimate,at the most passionateand carnal level of the relation to the
in
to
order to respect,in the relation, two
all
appropriation,
other, renounceall possession,
subjects,without ever reducingoneto the other' (128).
For the accusationof essentialismthat is, or hasbeen,so often levelled againsther,Irigaraywrites,
in this essay:
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of somcoc rom
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herself
her
like
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than
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can
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another gender
her
body,
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the
with
can
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woman
engendersoutsideof
his work; the womancan engenderedin herselfthe masculineand the feminine, the man, in fact,
intervenesasman aboveall in the engenderingof the masculine.
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5.3 Irigaray's Politics of Love

Some of the reasonswhy Marxist theory so longer satisfies us, Irigaray argues, is demonstrated by,
liberation;
`...
fate
the
the
the
and
question
of
women's
resource;
earth
as
a
natural
of
as she writes:
the world wide cultural crises exemplified by the student revolts that have arisen and re-arisen in
France and elsewhere since `68' (ILTY, 20). Conflicts motivated by these issueshave erupted and
is
feminisms;
including
to
and
a
response
such
outbursts
not
groups,
re-erupted within political
possible, she argues, without questioning `relationship' or in the terms of this thesis without
questioning `love'.

The approachto global political crises requires not only a criticism of the current
söcio-economicconditions but, for Irigaray, a certain creativity in order to challenge our
interpretationsof human identity. This, she argues,is the sourceof such conflicts. The current
interpretationsof humanidentity and of sexualdifference,are for Irigaray,both theoreticallyand
She
between
lies
in
The
the
relationship
analysing
men
and
women.
wrong.
remedy
practically
writes that it is unethicalfor us now, as it wasfor both Marx andHegel,not to addressthe question
of sexualdifference.Whilst Irigaray's project doesnot dismissthe importanceof continuing to
for
the
struggles
women; sheargues,nevertheless,that
continued
rights,
part
of
pursueequal
as
womencannotlimit themselvesto this goal.Thus,beginningwith the intimateandarguingthat the
(as
her
demonstrated
in
different
is
of
sort
of
relation
some
earliest
sexualrelation a profoundly
criticisms of the philosophical tradition in particular the phenomenologicaltradition, in for
exampleAn. Ethics of SexualDifference) she has extendedher work to mdsecivil and political
dimensionsof sexualdifferenceandto a `politics of love'. (Shepresenteda reporton citizenship,to
the EuropeanParliamentwith RenzoImbeni.)
In BetweenEast and WestIrigarayarguesthat the basisof traditionalsociety- the family only survivescurrentlybecauseof what shetermscertainmutationsthat havereachedthe statusof
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norms. She writes that traditionally the founding of a home was a matter of alliance between
families,anda matterof property.The girl andboy hadto begivenpermissionto leavethepaternal
house,on conditionof perpetuatingthe family structure,customsandpreservingwealth.This was
the role of family in traditional societies,to preservepossessionsand make them proliferate:
Nothing foreign wassupposedto enterthe intimacyof this family group.However,thesetraditions
no longerhavethe samepowerandcouplesareconstitutedby a wealthof circumstance,naturalor
adoptedchildren, and living in a whole variety of manners.The family is already a model of
diversity, as sheargues:
While public authoritieswill look into the difficult problemof integrationnew families will
haveinitiatedtheyounggenerationsinto a cohabitationthat is multiracial,multicultural,etc.,
(.. ) ff the family is the resistingnucleusof socialconstruction,hasit not alreadysaid"no" to
this standardisationimposedfrom above?Hasit not alreadychosendifferenceas a spring
boardfor survival (BEW, 134).
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The patriarchal family has alreadybeen challengedby the many ways in which contemporary
families are foundedandconstituted.Thus,in this way the family (in its mix of races,culture and
parentage)canbe a model for a new society,a new thinking, and a passageto a new order. The
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is
how
Western
its
for
however,
least
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CHAPTER SIX

6.1 Where Nothing in the World Is Single
Underlyingmany of the conflictsanddebatessurroundingfeminism(as opposedto gendertheory,
or for that matter feminism as opposedto the questionof difference) is the more interesting
question,onethat Luce Irigaray'sphilosophyasksus to reconsider,that of sexualedifference.How
we canrecognizesexuatedifferenceand how we can cultivate it, describesthe issueof dwelling,
for Irigaray. This questionof a properlyhumanco-belonging,could also, sheargues,found a new
approachto community.Whilst Heideggersuggeststhat to be is to dwell andbuilding anddwelling
belongtogether,in The Wayof Love, Irigaray arguesthat this sort of building doesnot suffice for
dwelling. Another sort of building his to takeplace.Shewrites:
To cultivatehumanlife in its engenderingandits growth requiresthe elaborationof material
andspiritual frameworksandconstructions.Theseshouldnot be opposedto the becomingof
life, as they havetoo often been,but provideit with the help indispensablefor its blossoming
(WL, 144).
In this section of The Way of Love entitled Rebuilding the World' it is the horizontal dimension of
human becoming, she argues, that first needs to be cultivated and this begins with the rediscovery
of sexuate difference. Whilst for Heidegger to care is to love, and care characterizes our way of
being-in-the-world: To care corresponds to a cultivation as equally a construction, for Irigaray the
building (or love) that must happen is that between two.

DesigningtheHomefor a New Family
In the paper'How to Live in a LastingWay Together'Irigaray arguesthat the housecould be built
from two small one roomed apartments. She writes:
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Insteadof centeringthe housearounda dining-room, a loungeand a bedroom,which arc
mundane,functionalandundifferentiatedspacesthat haveoften assimilatedthe family into a
individual
identity,
build
home
loss
founded
the
why
not
a
of
on the basis
collectiveunity
on
it
from
Why
is
two small one-room
that
to
no
rebuild
starting
each
one?
of
which particular
lounge
bedroom?
dining
Would not
the
and
room,
shared
apartments,which would replace
this spatialtopographybe moresuitedfor today'srequirements?Would not this representan
economyof spacethat makesroom for what is one'sown andthat which remainsforeignto
us,to one'sown world andtheclosenesswith the other,to an individual singularity aswell as
to the foundationor re-foundationof a community:the community of a coupleor a family,
amongothers(KW1126).

In this paper she also arguesthat communal life is forced upon us where it is not truly shared. The
building that Luce Irigaray's philosophy thus suggests a work towards what she describes as a
blossoming of culture. It is with this building that a new approach to community could begin.
Irigaray's philosophy challenges questions surrounding feminism in architecture but its value is not
only to these debates. The issue of dwelling discussed in terms of coexistence has two aspects of
significance, as already discussed. First, it is a means to engage with Heidegger's philosophy of
dwelling, dismissed by theorists inspired by more fashionable philosophers. Secondly, it is
important in discussing the relatively recent question of gender in architecture. In this latter context
Irigaray's philosophy has been used both to argue against the dismissal of feminism in architecture,
apparently over concerned with issues relating specifically to women, often in favour of the wider
issue of difference. Equally, women theorists have argued that Irigaray's work can be used to
confront how difference is thought, especially where they suggest it eradicates ttc very specific
question of sexual difference. Heidegger's philosophy and Luce Irigaray's reconsideration can be
particularly useful in these discussions. However, there is an additional question that emergesfrom
dwelling, that of how architects think about and approach community and linked to this is the
question of sustainability. Second to that of the house, the school is perhaps one of the most
important places to reassessthe question of sexual difference. The example of contemporary
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schools design provides a means to readdress each of these issues and elaborate on how cach of
these problems can, and perhaps has to be reconsidered.

ContemporaryTheoriesof SchoolDesigns
On 12th February2004 the SchoolsStandardsMinister, David Milliband unveiledfourteenlocal
educationauthority projectsthat spearheadthe Government's"Building Schoolsfor the Future"
programme to rebuild or refurbish every secondaryschool in England. He stated that the
opportunity to reconsiderschool design, from first principles should be a concernboth to the
from
He
180
head-teachers
that
architects.
stated
schools
of
schools,
and
managers
governors,
acrossthe countrywould benefitfrom a shareof f2.2 billion capitalinvestmentin the first waveof
the programmeof renewal,which is dueto beginin 2005.The document"Building Schoolsfor the
Future" statesits aims as introducinga radical new model for the designand building of schools
starting from a local level. A more interestingtheoreticalapproachmay be to reconsiderschools
designsfrom the level of a new family structure,from the level of a reconsiderationof relation.
At thesametime asunveiling the "Building Schoolsfor the Future"programmeMilliband
revealedexemplarschoolsdesignsthat had been commissionedas part of the programme.He
statedthat thedesignscommissioned(from someof the bestarchitectsin the country)incorporated
someof the mostmodemconceptsboth for extendedschoolsand specialneedsschools,they also
included innovative ideas for schoolsfor tomorrow which include "all through" schools, and
"schoolswithin schools".Milliband statedthat the designswere meantto createbenchmarksfor
how we designschools,to pushforwardboundariesof innovationandinspiration,andto developa
sharedvision what building schoolsfor the future could be. Nevertheless,whilst a great deal of
moneyandtime hasbeeninvestedin thesevisionarydesigns,theoristshavealreadywarnedagainst
taking suchprojectsas 'blue-prints'for how new schoolsfor the future must function and'Schools
Works,' for example,a group of grass-rootstheorists closely involved with the design of these
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exemplars,havealreadyargued:
Exemplars provide a range of ideas about what schools of the future could be like. We have
been closely involved in the exemplar process and are delighted that schools will have this
additional resource as they think about how to implement their own vision for the future. We
would, however, caution against thinking of these designs as 'blueprints'. They have been
developed to RIBA Stage C Outline Design, and require a significant amount of additional
work to reflect an individual schools aspiration and needs.

The five firms invited to develop exemplardesignsfor primary schoolswere: Building Design
Partnership Ltd., Cotrell and Vermeulen Architecture td., Dobson White Boulcott (Sarah
WigglesworthArchitects),MarksBarfield Ltd., andWaltersandCohenPartnership.The five firms
invited to developexemplardesignsfor secondaryschoolswere Alsop architects,De Rijke Marsh
Morgan (DRMM), Mace Ltd, PenoyreandPrasadArchitects,Wilkinson Eyre Architects.The firm
invited to develop the exemplardesign for an all-through school was Feilden Clegg Bradley
Architects. Eachof thesepracticesare highly respectedand eminentwithin their field. Of these
exemplardesignsandtheir purposethe "Schoolsfor the Future" documentstates:
Our challengeis to provide attractiveandimaginativeand stimulatingenvironments,which
arealsosafeandsecureplacesfor childrento learnin. They shouldbe inclusivesono child is
left out and all can achievetheir full potential,and be opento wider usebinding schoolsto
their local communities(DIES, 1).

However, despite the time given to these projects and the marvelous and visionary nature of them,
be
has
be
these
to
to
aims
can
achieved without some awarenessof the
a question
raised as whether
issue of (sexual) difference, and also whether some of the current architectural theory that
addressesissuesof gender and difference should take a part in these analysesof school design. Two
important issues raised by the'Building Schools for the Future' document arc aims to improve use
of schools by the community as a whole, and to improve how schools buildings are maintained. In
this respect the document states:
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It is vital that schoolstaff havea strongsenseof ownership(..,) We arecommittedto making
the designprocesssimpler,while preservingthe scopefor ownershipand input. We propose
to do this on the onehanddevelopingnational'exemplardesigns'for schoolbuildingsbut at
the sametime alsoensuring,in all plans,thosedesignsarc moldedto local needsby local
people(DIES, 24).
Contemporary theories of school design which utilize creative consultation processes give the
opportunity for communities to create their own relation to community buildings and reinforce
developed
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Architectural Perspective" (see appendices) Luce Irigaray discusses her lecture 'How to Live in a
Lasting Way Together' published in Key Writings (forthcoming, 2004) arguing that to coexist we
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as already suggested,

TheHouse
In her paper 'How Can We Live Together in a Lasting Way?' Irigaray argues that despite
Heidegger'sphilosophyof dwelling, the architectstill considersthe houseas

which
that
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terms.The questionfor architectsconcernedwith dwelling, asdefinedin the paper,is: How canwe
live togetherwithout eradicatingoneselfor the other?How canwe dwell together,being two, in a
lastingway?(KW, 124).The focusof a dwelling, sheargues,mustbe in ensuringthat protectionof
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each one's natural and spiritual life, their becoming (seeKW, 125). The natural clcmcnts are
important in this, as she writes:
The natural elements - air, water, fire and earth - all have a role in this. And, if we need
houses to protect us from bad weather, it is as important for a house to provide for the
has
if
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of becoming, and of communal life all at the same time. They show us and remind us of life
and its rhythms before or beyond our cultural excessesand paralyses (KW, 125).

In additionto the naturalelementsbeingpresentin the house,Irigaray suggests,dividing the house
into two with placesof retreatandsolitudefor each.This is necessary,sheargues,soasto be ableto
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Writes:

Would not this spatialtopographybe more suited for today'srequirement?Would not this
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is
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makes
what
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foreign
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to
other,
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with
world
one's
own
us,
remains
singularityas well asto the foundationor refoundationof a community:the communityof a
coupleor a family, amongothers(KW1126).

In the paper Irigaray discussesher studies of the difference in the use of language between girls and
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boys arguingthat this informationcanhelp to envisagea new way of dwelling. It also,as already
stated,but in a lessimportantway suggestsa way of approachingfeminism.Differencesin the use
of colour and an emphasison relation life in women'srooms are part of her suggestionsin the
rooms of men and women. Shewrites: 'Maintaining the diversity of worlds enablesand obliges
one'sreturnto one-self,but alsoallowseachoneto becomefamiliar with the world of theother,not
only at the level of wordsand ideasbut alsothrougheverydayperceptions'(KW, 130).

TheSchool
Working together to create beautiful buildings could generate a sense of purpose, pride and
momentum both within and outside the school. It could suggest and preserve a different relation
with nature and the other, and propose a more profound relation to the questions of sustainability.
However, this approach would also fundamentally challenge the theories proposed in school design
by this government funded document, and furthermore of the consultation processespromoted by
the document. It is the recognition for the need for a form of 'interior-building' that has to take place
first in recognition that the subjectivity of each sex is characterized by a specific world belonging to
that sex (seeKW, 127).

In a small experimentcarriedout with childrenof an'After School'sClub' in Derby, I spent
a morningaskingchildrento drawtheir ownhouses,if theycould build thesehousesfor themselves.
The questionswere:
1. If you could build your own housewhat colour would you chosefor inside?
2. Couldyou makea drawingwith your housein it?
3. Couldyou draw a housefor welcomingyour friends or could you draw a room in your
houseto welcomeyour friends?
4. If you could choosewhereyour houseis, wherewill it be?
5. Could you invite a girl, ifyou are a boy, a boy if you are a girl, to visit your home? Could
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you write a letterto invite a girl, if you area boy,a boy if you are a girl, to your house?
Whilst this in no waysuggestsa scientificstudy,aspart of a consultationprocessfor a new
building for the After SchoolsClub it demonstratesthe difficulties of interpretationof children's
desiresfor their own spaces.It is interestingto seehow muchthe children askedenjoyedthinking
about and respondingto the questions.In the answersto the last question,in their invitation, the
little boys answerswere:
DearRoes,
Cometo my comfy house(...) I havemadea new room for watchingTV and listeningto
music.
Yours sincerely,
Lewis
To Jorden,
I would like you to come to my party in my house because I have a big swimming pool and
I've got a pool table and a couple of bicycles.

To quarts,

Cometo my house.Living it large.Havea wicked time.
xxx
From a girl:
To RichardG. Olany,
He is nice andhe is my brother.He is sokind to me. Richardsayyou like me pleaseRichard.
From SarahOlany
This girls drawingof ä housewascoveredin hearts,had a pool anda slide in the garden,a"
'welcometo my house'sign and a 'happybirthday path'.Anothergirls drawingwasof a
housein her favouriteholiday place.Shewrites:
To Warren,
Do you want to cometo dreamhouseto play on my adventureplayground.
From,
Katie
Another girls invitation:
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To Liam,

Do you want to cometo my adventurehousewe canplay on the beach.But rememberto
bring a bucket andspadeandwe cango crab collecting.

There is a very clear sense in these answers of a different sort of desire for their dream houses,
between the girls and the boys. However, whether this can be acknowledged, or seen as significant
by architects or teachers is a question that must be raised if school design seeks to return to first
principles and to challenge all of its theoretical presumptions and also design from the level of
community need, for the benefit of future education. The'School Works' process promotes the use
of multidisciplinary teams of facilitators, including architects, artists, including performance artists,
landscape designers and educational psychologists, to develop creative and participatory projects.
Design festivals and workshops, for example, aim to involve the community as part of the process
of designing a school building.

In a test of the approachdescribedby'School's Works' in Newcastle120pupils, staff and
other communitymemberstook part in tours if architecturalsitesaroundNewcastle,and 40 half
day workshops.Over two days,workshopswere devisedto addresscolour, texture and lighting,
accessand security, environmentalissues,behaviour,best use of space,outside spaces,school
identity, valuing thepastandcommunications(or IT in schools).Onequestion,in particular,asked
in these workshopswas to look at the way the built environmentis itself a hidden form of
curriculum, exertingeffectson thepossibilitiesof creativelearning.Many ideasemergedfrom the
workshopsthat soughtto addresshow to engendera greatersenseof belongingat the school,the
authorsof'School'sWorks' suggest,includingthat of thecreationof a housestructure,that is to say,
a group structure or a series of separatesmaller groups, apparentlyreinforcing a senseof
community. The participatory processalso led to the recommendationof a new horizontal
managementstructureat the school. Someof the questionsthe team also asked,particularly to
teachers,were why the schoolday essentiallystill operatedin the mannerof a nineteenthcentury
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factory production line, with a rigid timetable, delivering knowledge in chunks and moving large
populations simultaneously at the sound of a bell.
Even if differences in desire between women and men or girls and boys were evident in any
consultation process,it is very unlikely that thesedifference would been acknowledged and valued,
perhaps not even seen by architects or design consultants. However, as Irigaray argues,the family
structure that exists now is one of diversity but the problem is that social and political structures
cannot and will not recognize this. Neither, is David Milliband likely to permit the issue of sexual
difference to be discussed as part of or in the preparation of, any consultation document. For
example, whilst a question asked of the consultation processesfor Newcastle was to look at the way
the built environment is itself a hidden form of curriculum, there is no doubt that the conventions of
architects and their preconceived notions of inclusivity, equality, and creativity will each assert its
own curriculum on the consultation process. Not to mention the personal creative ambitions of
in
traditional
the
approaches
spatial planning and
and
of
maintaining
architects
expediency
building. Moreover, consultants may feel a certain obligation to conform to the political ambitions
of government who has funded such a programme. These issues of consultation are not discussed
either in the document Building Schools for the Future or in the'Schools Works Toolkit'. However,
the exemplar designs are visionary, highly creative spatially and technically and push the
boundaries of design to meet the needs of future schools. What is at question in the issues of new
schools design, however, is a matter for philosophy to address, but this is not without its
significance for how architects practice.

The consultationprocessessuggestedby 'SchoolsWorks' have influencedmany of the
exemplardesigns.Sustainabilityis also an important issuein each.Approachesto sustainability
have included natural ventilation, operable windows, ventilation chimneys, maximizing and
minimizing solar and internal heat gains, low energy building fabric and maximizing natural
lighting. Whilst someof the issuesof sustainabilitydid emergein the consultationprocess,most
were imposedby architects.Rethinkingdwelling could suggesta way to rethink sustainability,asit
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is community. In dialoguewith the other as other in the work of Luce Irigaray, she arguesthat
matterbecomesspiritualized,this suggestsanotherapproachto natureandits resources.Founding
community in difference,would not only suggestanotherform of community, and of belonging,
but a different attitudeto sustainabilityin design.
Sustainabilityis an importantissuefor architectsand an agenda,which hasa high priority
in many contemporary projects, especially those seeking public funding. So too is design which
addressescommunity, or that promotes community in deprived and run down areas.Each of these`
issues is far-reaching but also problematic when imposed from above (as an ethic in design) for
from
be
Nevertheless,
issues
the perspective of contemporary
these
can
examined
each
of
example.
philosophy, including that of Luce Irigaray. The consultation process, as it stands in principle, and
as it is promoted, allows the means for these questions to emerge, however, for the issue of
sustainability to emerge so as to remain in the community the consultation processeswould have to,
at least in part, step outside the agenda of contemporary politicians, conventions of architects, and
even the Western philosophical tradition according to Irigaray. The starting point is the relation
with the other, dialogue rethought and reconsidered - it is the issue of dwelling - and this is also a
way to address interpretation.

To addresssexualdifferencein the homeis relatively permissible- albeit as suchsuggests
tends towards the expectation of a return to stereotypical gender roles and this may ýe why
somewhat mistakenly it can seeman acceptablefocus for discussions of gender in architecture. To
address sexual difference in schools, however, is to face a storm. (Like of the imposition of equality
in dress within French Schools, or rather the prohibition of religious dress codes worn at school.)
The question raised by Luce Irigaray's philosophy is not one of a return to stereotypes or an
unquestioning attitude to difference, including religious or cultural differences, it is one of
challenging notions of difference and rediscovering the difference which must first be understood
in sexuate difference - that between two who are equal and different. This difference is in part
outside language and logic, outside our Western philosophical and religious traditions and thus, for
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Luce Irigaray, provides a more profound basis from which to rediscover and approach again all

kinds of difference. In herpaper'How CanWe Live Togetherin a LastingWay?' shewrites of this
difference:
The horizontaltranscendence
betweenthe sexescreatesspace,spaces,whereasreducingit to
a genealogydestroysthemor at leastfills themup. Of coursespacesopenedup by difference
cannotfigure directly in a homebecausethey cannotbe represented.However,they canbe
evokedandraisedby maintainingandreawakeningdifferencein the way of dwelling. These
spacesallow desire,desires,to be preserved,so that we can live togetherin a lasting way
(WL, 132).
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Conclusion

This thesisdescribedby the title With place love begins...' and has questionedhow the work of
Luce Irigaray can be directedtowardsthe problemsof continuing,what I have called a 'feminist'
discourse in architecture.To this effect the researchhas questionedboth to Luce Irigaray's
in
designate
feminism
the
to
the
architecture
must
surrounding
philosophy as whether problems
is
feminism
there
a contemporaryphilosophythat canaddressthe
obsoleteandwhether
questionof
issuessurroundingwomen in architecture.Without attemptingto dictate women'saspirationsI
have arguedthat thereare hopesand aspirations,dreamsand desiresthat for many women will
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is
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this
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writes,
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patriarchal
on
culture
remainunfulfilled
difference;
it's
based
is
'...
solution will come only
sexual
upon
respect: women'sexploitation
through sexualdifference'(RN, 12).Irigaray philosophyalsosuggests,in addition to this critical
approach,that there are ways of living togethernot yet addressedby contemporaryculturesyet
in
difference,
in
the
to
of
particular
architectural
question
significant extendingand maintaining
theory. It is this creativeaspectof her work that is significantfor architecture.
Attempts to redefine feminism in architecture,in approachesthat seek to push the
boundariesof traditional interestshave to be celebratedbut some aspectsof this move raise
to wherethe boundariesof new theory areplaced,
questions.Initially concernhasto be addressed
future.
for
is
is
the
is
included,
andmoreover,what permitted
what andwhat not
Currenttheoryhasbeendistinguishedby citing widely from contemporaryphilosophyand
psychoanalytic theory but it has also been described as more sympathetic to difference than
feminism. Especially where influences by JacquesDenida's project, a common reference amongst
architectural theorists. However, this makes difference an issue of equality. Engaging with issues
but
describes
in
inequality
the
terms
such
of
women
within
profession,
a
position
of gender
of
arguments are not synonymous with the potential offered by contemporary philosophy. Whilst
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feminist (a term used loosely in this instance to describe the variety of work that broadly addresses
questions of gender) research in architecture has become more interdisciplinary such work also
runs the risk of being reduced to determinants laid down by the philosophy cited. In this case
'feminist' critiques and interventions can be resisted at the same time as outward tolerance for
diversity is sustained and even promoted. As Irigaray writes in an interview 'About being-two in an
architectural perspective published in Romance Studies, 2004: To promote only diversity, as it is
often the case in our times, runs the risk of remaining in an unchanged horizon with regards to the
forthcoming
included
in
(publication
the
and
appendix).
with
other(s)'
relation

Feminism is and has alwaysbeen more than a philosophy. It has a set of demandsand
deconstruction
is
indispensable
Whilst
Irigaray
traditions
that
of
patriarchal
argues
she
strategies.
also argues it is not enough. Moreover, she argues that such projects cannot be allowed to obscure
the problems inherent in conceiving social structures as neutral and thus able to adequately
difference
The
as something that is not to be
of
sexual
maintain sexual equality.
recognition
overcome has to deconstruct traditional stereotypesof sexual difference, but it is also a question of
proposing creative alternatives, to open the door to a future not yet thought within contemporary
philosophy. Irigaray needs her readers and interpreters, who include architects, this is inherent in
her philosophy; she cannot change culture on her own. However, contemporary feminism is in a
certain predicament, one shared by theory, and perhaps also invidiously maintained by a
reactionary Architectural Institution. If the rights of women in architecture is to regain some hope
of a continuing discourse (whether described in terms of feminism or not) one that offers some
material change in women's lives, it needs a contemporary discourse. Exploring the possibility of
instigating this project is the work offered by this thesis.

The thesis has thus questionedhow the work of Luce Irigaray addressesthe issue of
dwelling, how she has extendedcontemporaryphilosophies of dwelling to explore issuesof
coexistence,andhow this canbe directedtowardsthe problemsraisedby feminismin architecture.
ProblemsI suggestare the focus of not only a crisis in feminism but also a crisis in architectural
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theory that seeks to evoke the problem of difference. In this thesis I have thus investigated what
Irigaray's philosophy of being-two, what a recognition of a feminine subjectivity or a radical sexual
difference allowing two subjectivities would mean for architecture in terms of building and
dwelling: What it would mean to live towards a culture of two sexed subjects. More specifically,
the question she poses to architecture is, how can we both respond to and initiate modes of living
that recognize sexual difference - respond to, initiate or in Irigaray's terms 'make touchful' a
different sort of love that remains unthought within the current cultural tradition.

Rethinking love sharedby two subjectshas beena difficult themeto addressespecially
have
been
love
However,
traditional
the
and
architecture
confines of architecture.
within
is
her
fund
Irigaray's
that
throughout
theory.
could
claim
work
a practice
architectural
considered
that attendsproductivelyto sexualdifference,openinga placefor'... an energymerely deprivedof
the space-timeit needsto unfold, inscribe,to play', motivatesmy questionof architecture(SG,25).
How this is approachedin architectureis a specific,complex and subtlepractice.
An importantaspectof any 'feminist' researchinformedby contemporaryFrenchfeminist
theoretical
logic
is
thoughtandto reformulatethe terms
to
the
of rational
stepoutside
philosophies
of the argumentin relationto women'slived experienceof the political and socialworld. On of the
in
it
is
however,
interesting
Irigaray's
the
can criticize not
case
which
aspects
philosophy,
most
of
only researchin gendertheoryandarchitecturebut also someof the researchcarriedout outsidethe
traditional more academicrealm of contemporarygendertheory. In a way, the value of Luce
Irigaray's philosophy.is in this application which exceedsthe traditional distinction between
feminism andgendertheory in architecture,modernisttheory andpost-modernisttheory,or issues
for that matterof women'srights and the wider issueof difference.It is a beginning,one that can
inform ai}dmotivatedomesticissueasmuch as global political problems.
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